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Abstract

Since the thirteenth century, the Indo-Aryan language now known 
as Nepali has become the mother tongue of an increasingly large 
proportion of the population of the eastern Himalaya and is spoken 
throughout the highlands of Nepal and contiguous regions of India.
After the political unification of Nepal in the late eighteenth century, 
the importance of Nepali as an integral part of Nepalese national 
identity grew considerably. Early in this century, it acquired the 
official status of the national language of Nepal.

This study is concerned with the development of the Nepali language 
and its literature. The first part describes the linguistic diversity of 
Nepal in order to demonstrate the need for a lingua-franca in the region. 
Statistics provided by Government censuses are utilised to quantify the 
number of speakers of various languages and to evaluate their current 
status. The effect which the increasing dominance of Nepali has had 
upon the other languages of the country is also examined.

The second part of this study describes the efforts which have been 
made by Nepali-speakers to standardise and promote their language as a 
major factor in favour of national integration, and assesses the adequacy 
of Nepali to perform the functions which have been prescribed for it as a 
national language. Particular attention is paid to the role of the 
language as the medium of education.

The third part of the study traces the evolution of a Nepali 
"national literature", the existence of which is quite fundamental to 
the modern status of the language. The most important trends in the 
development of standard written Nepali are described, and illustrated by 
extracts ranging from the earliest known inscriptions to a variety of 
modern published works. Developments in Nepali literature which serve 
to distinguish it from the literature of other North Indian languages 
are identified and analysed.
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Introduct i on

This study describes the development of Nepali as the national 
language of Nepal, and examines the major literary achievements which 
have contributed to its growth. Ever since the political unification 
of the country, which took place during the last decades of the 18th 
century, the conscious promotion of Nepali by the Government of Nepal has 
been one of the most important elements of its building of the nation. 
Even now, the issue of language occupies a significant place in Nepalese 
nationalism.

Although very few studies of Nepali have been produced in English, 
Nepalese scholars have devoted a great deal of time to the study of their 
national language and its literature. Thus most of the information 
presented in this study has been drawn from original sources in Nepali. 
Research for this study was conducted in London from 1980 to 1984, with 
a visit to Nepal in 1981-82; readings in Nepali scholarly works were 
supplemented by consultation and correspondence with scholars in Nepal.

The first two parts of this study document the emergence of the 
national language, initially in the form of a functioning lingua franca 
and subsequently as an increasingly standardised written language. In 
order to set Nepali in its linguistic context, the various languages 
currently spoken in Nepal are described with reference to statistics 
taken from the Censuses of Nepal and with the assistance of a number of 
supplementary works. This account of the country's linguistic diversity 
is intended to demonstrate the need for a "link language" common to all 
linguistic groups in an increasingly unified and integrated nation. 
Chapters 3 and 4 describe the effect which the dominance of Nepali has 
had upon the "minority languages" of Nepal; the situation with regard to 
the Indo-Aryan languages of the Tarai has been comparatively well 
documented elsewhere, and so particular attention has been paid in this 
study to the linguistic changes which have occurred among the Tibeto- 
Burman speaking populations of the hills.

The second part of the study is more directly concerned with Nepali



itself. The early origins of the language and the distribution of 
its speakers are described and its current status of national language 
is explained in terms of the growth of modern linguistic nationalism
in Nepal. Chapter 7 describes the efforts which have been made by
grammarians and lexicographers to standardise written Nepali and to 
render it adequate to perform the tasks which are prescribed for it, 
and the final chapter of the section assesses the extent to which Nepali
now fulfils its role as the medium of education in Nepal,

The third and most lengthy section of the study describes the 
development of Nepali literature. Particular attention is paid to the 
evolution of a literary form of the language and so extracts from the 
texts under consideration are given in the original Nepali as well as 
in English translation; this is intended to illustrate the changes which 
have occurred in written Nepali. The account of literary development 
begins with an examination of some 14th-century inscriptions which are 
the earliest examples of written Nepali extant. Epigraphy excites 
considerable interest in Nepal and research is continuing in this field. 
This account summarises the most important discoveries which have been 
made so far and suggests some tentative conclusions. For the account 
of the "middle period" of Nepali literature which follows, much use was 
made of the works of such pioneers as Baburam Acarya, Kesavaprasad 
LJpadhyaya and Balakrsna Pokharel. Chapters 11 and 12 identify the 
major literary trends of the 17th, 18th and early 19th centuries and 
assess the extent to which a standard form of written Nepali evolved 
during the period.

It is quite evident that the bulk of Nepali literature has been 
written since the mid-19th century, and that the number of Nepali 
writers has expanded rapidly since the early 20th century. Thus it 
has not been feasible to mention every modern writer of note in this 
account of literary development; rather, the study concentrates on the 
most important writers of the period 1840-1960. The great prestige 
enjoyed by such writers ensures that a substantial number of critical and



biographical studies are available in Nepali. Their works reflect 
most of the literary trends of the period and Chapter 15, which 
describes the early development of Nepali publishing, provides a context 
for the accounts of their lives and works which follow. The final 
chapter brings the study up to date by summarising recent developments 
in modern Nepali literature.

Thanks are due to the Dept, of Education and Science, who funded 
this research, and to the Central Research Fund of the University of 
London for their loan of funds and equipment. The advice, encouragement 
and interest of Dr. David Matthews and the friendly co-operation of the 
staff of the Department of Indology have been of immeasurable value over 
the past four years. A debt must also be acknowledged to Abhi Subedi, 
Churamani Bandhu, Ballabh Mani Dahal, Subhadra Subba, Paras Mani Pradhan, 
Ramlal Adhikariand many other scholars and poets of Kathmandu and Darjeeling 
for their help and advice. Nor will the kind hospitality of Lobsang 
Shakya and his family and of the many people who offered shelter in the 
hills of Nepal ever be forgotten.



Note on transliteration

The method adopted in this study for the transliteration of 
devanagari script into Roman characters is generally consistent with 
the system summarised in Table 1. Inconsistencies in Nepali spellings 
and pronunciation nevertheless pose certain problems, and the greatest 
of these is the question of the inherent a_ vowel which follows devanagari 
consonants. Fidelity to original Nepali spellings would produce 
inconsistencies in the transliteration system and so the decision 
regarding the final _a of Nepali words and names is made with reference 
to their pronunciation, except in cases where the omission of the vowel 
in the middle of a word could erroneously be taken as a representation 
of a conjunct consonant. In general, great care is taken to preserve 
the original devanagari spellings of Nepali words in their transliterated 
versions. Thus the temptation to transliterate both s and s_ as "sha" 
has been resisted, and the distinction between these two consonants is 
maintained.

The spellings of authors' names are adopted with reference to the 
written sources in which they occur. Thus the names of Nepali writers 
which appear only in the devanagari script are transliterated according 
to the system outlined above, while Nepali authors who have adopted 
their own Romanised spellings for their names retain these spellings 
throughout.

The names of languages and regions are spelled as they are in the 
Nepal Censuses. A great deal has been written in English about Kathmandu, 
Newari and the Sherpas and the adoption of spellings such as Kathmaraum, 
Nevarx or Serpa seems unnecessarily pedantic.
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TABLE 1: Transliteration

Vowels Palatals Labials Anusvara*

3f a ca pa m

3fT a cha pha

* i ja ba
Visarga

* I % jha H bha * ^

u sr na ma

u

$ r Cerebrals Semivowels

e z ta ya

* ai z tha T ra

ait o z da c5 la

3jt au ?
z

ra

dha

va

Gutturals z• rha Sibilants

ka ST sa

*T kha Dentals sa

ga cT ta sa

gha tha

ha da Aspirates

dha ha

na

*Anusvara is transliterated as n before gutturals
n before palatals 
n before cerebrals 
m before labials



PART ONE

THE LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY OF NEPAL



Chapter 1

The Languages of Nepal

1Although the population of Nepal numbers only fifteen million, 
it is extremely diverse. There have been several periods of immigration 
by peoples belonging to a variety of ethnic groups, and the constraints 
of geography within the country have conspired to produce a plethora of 
small and isolated communities. The Nepalese are a nation who present 
a semblance of cultural homogeneity to the outside world, but in reality 
they are still composed of a number of disparate elements. Although 
Nepal is officially a Hindu kingdom ruled by a king who is believed to 
be an incarnation of Visnu, this monarch's subjects adhere to a number 
of religious faiths. Beside Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam, there are 
many more archaic 'tribal1 cults which defy simplistic classification. 
Similarly, the nation now possesses an officially-sanctioned national 
language, but nearly half of the population still speak a great variety 
of languages as mother-tongues. The Nepal Census of 1971 classified 
these languages into nineteen separate categories, but this scheme took 
no account of the mutual unintelligibility of the many dialects of 
some languages, nor of the languages which had been subsumed into two 
categories of 'local district languages' and 'other languages'. As 
early as 1928, the following observation was made by Professor Turner 
regarding the linguistic diversity of Nepal:

"In a population of under six millions in all there are spoken 
at least scores....of languages, all mutually unintelligible, 
and some broken up again into numerous and often very different 
dialects. Even within the limits of a single valley there 
may be a village the inhabitants of which speak a language 
completely unintelligible to their neighbours in the next

1. Preliminary results from the Nepal Census of 1981 indicate that
the total population of Nepal now exceeds 15 million. M.C.Regmi:
Nepal Press Digest, vol.27, no.45 (November 7, 1983). Total
population in 1971 was 11,556,000.
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village a mile or two away."

It is quite evident that both Nepalese and foreign scholars have been
aware of this linguistic diversity for at least a century, but few
studies have been made of most of the more obscure languages. In fact,
so little is known about some of them that they have not yet conclusively
been classified as belonging to one language group or another. This
diversity is decreasing appreciably as the political and cultural
unification of the country proceeds; at least one language, Bayu, is

3reputed to have ’died out1. Yet the linguistic and literary studies 
conducted in Nepalese academic institutions mostly concern themselves 
with the national language, Nepali. Consequently, even such elementary 
matters such as the methodology which should be adopted in the formulation 
of a 'linguistic map' of Nepal remain controversial. In this context, 
Kamal P. Malla notes:

"It would be a happy but over-simplified generalization to talk
of two languages, two peoples, or even two cultures of Nepal -
the language and culture of the conquerors (i.e. the Gorkhas)
and the language and culture of the subjugated peoples (e.g.,
the Newars of the Kathmandu Valley). Such a neat segmentation
....is not very helpful for examining the complex ethnic, cultural

4and linguistic situation in Nepal."

Dor Bahadur Bista, a leading Nepalese anthropologist, also complains 
that:

"....there have been a number of studies which view the Nepalese 
world from a monocultural-linguistic perspective for the simple

2. R.L.Turner: "The People and their Languages" in: W. Brook Northey
and C.J.Morris (ed.): The Gurkhas. Their Manners, Customs and
Country, London, 1928, p.63.

3. Ballabh Mani Dahal and Subhadra Subba: "Language Policies and
Indigenous Languages of Nepal", (Unpublished paper.) Kathmandu, 1981.

4. Kamal P. Malla: The Road to Nowhere, Kathmandu, 1979, p.135.
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reason that this is easier to do."

On occasion, one does feel that this simplistic segmentation of
Nepalese society is endorsed by Nepali-speaking scholars. As we will
see, the reality is very much more complex.

Ethnic Diversity

Very few of the many ethnic groups of Nepal would claim to be 
indigenous to the regions they now inhabit. It is generally accepted 
that the people who traditionally speak Nepali as their mother-tongue 
originally came from the west and south of the country within the last 
thousand years. This theory accounts for the continuing dichotomy 
between the Tibeto-Burman peoples of east and west; those native to 
eastern Nepal, such as the Rai, are markedly less familiar with Nepali 
than those in the west, such as the Gurung. Thus it would seem that 
the process of Sanskritisation {the incorporation of non-Hindu groups 
into the caste hierarchy which was first described by the Indiang
anthropologist M.N.Srinivas) has reached a more advanced stage in the
west of the kingdom than it has in the east. In Nepal, this

. . , 7Sanskritisation is quite closely related to 'Nepalisation', the
incorporation of these disparate groups into the 'mainstream' of Nepalese
life and it has profound linguistic and cultural implications.

The early Indo-Aryan immigrants were preceded by peoples who spoke 
Tibeto-Burman languages. The first wave of these immigrants was probably 
of those who now speak languages which Grierson classified as

5. Dor Bahadur Bista: "The Process of Nepalization" in: Shigeru
lijima and Dor Bahadur Bista (ed.): Anthropological and Linguistic
Studies of the Gandaki Area in Nepal, Tokyo, 1982, pp.1-2.

6 . M.N,Srinivas: Caste in Modern India and Other Essays, Bombay and 
New York, 1962.

7. It seems that Dor Bahadur Bista (op.cit., 1982) was the first 
to use the term "Nepalization" in anthropological literature.
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'pronominalized', including the Rai, the Limbu and certain strata of 
9the Newar groups. They almost certainly came from the north; most

of these groups possess their own myths to explain their origins, and
10the Svayambhu Purana mentions that the great Bodhisattva ManjusrI

brought a colony of settlers with him from the north after draining the
Kathmandu Valley of its lake. The second wave of immigration from '
the north involved speakers of 1non-pronominalized1̂  Tibeto-Burman
languages such as the Gurung, Magar and Tamang. Their languages are
purported to bear no trace of the "Austro-Asiatic elements" which have

12been identified in the languages of the earlier immigrants. The
third and most recent immigration from the north was that of the smaller 
groups of more recognisably Tibetan peoples such as the Sherpa. It is 
very difficult to establish dates for any of these movements, but the 
Kathmandu Valley was probably inhabited by speakers of Tibeto-Burman 
languages prior to the rise of the Licchavi dynasty (5th-9th centuries), 
as more than 80% of the place names there were then non-Sanskritic.̂

8 . The classification of Nepalese Tibeto-Burman languages into groups 
labelled "pronominalized" and "non-pronominalized" was first 
suggested by Brian H. Hodgson (Essays on the Languages, Literature 
and Religion of Nepal and Tibet, London, 1874) and was endorsed by 
G.A.Grierson in the Linguistic Survey of India. (Vol.Ill Tibeto- 
Burman Family, Part I, Calcutta, 1909, pp.177-181). Although 
several, more detailed classifications have been devised, these 
rather vague categories are still employed by most writers on the 
subject.

9. Not all of the people now known as Nevar share a common origin; the 
ethnic composition of Newar societies is less homogenous than is often 
assumed. The various theories concerning the origins of the Newars 
are summarised and assessed by Victor S. Doherty: "Notes on the Origins
of the Newars of the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal" in: James F. Fisher
(ed.): Himalayan Anthropology, The Hague and Paris, 1978.

10. The Svayambhu Purana is a Buddhist account of the draining and
colonisation of the Kathmandu Valley. Mana Bajra Bajracharya and 
Warren W. Smith: Mythological History of the Nepal Valley from
Svayambhu Purana, Kathmandu, 1978.

11. Grierson, op.cit., 1909, pp.182-213.
12. Malla, op.cit., 1979, p.226.
13. Kamal P. Malla: "River-Names of the Nepal Valley: A Study in Cultural

Annexation", Contributions to Nepalese Studies, Vol.10, Nos. 1 & 2
(Dec.1982/June 1983).
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The indigenous population of the Nepalese hills were probably
of Austro-Asiatic stock; Hodgson thought that their descendants were
represented by the 'broken tribes' such as the Bayu (or Hayu), the
Chepang, and speakers of obscure languages such as Jhangad and Kusunda.
Very little scholarly attention has been paid to these peoples since

14Hodgson's papers were published m  the mid-19th century and so it is 
difficult to assess the claims which are occasionally made for their 
antiquity.

The classification of these ethnic and linguistic groups continues
to cause problems. Although many of them seem once to have inhabited
'homeland' areas which could be defined geographically, subsequent
migrations within Nepal have complicated the picture greatly. Quite
sizeable 'enclaves' of minorities now live far from their supposed
'homelands'. In 1973, the anthropologist Walter Frank proposed a
classification of these groups under 'cluster' headings, using
terminology culled from Nepali vocabulary and relating their distribution 

15to altitude. He asserted that the 'domain of the Bhotia people' lay
on the Tibetan border and that those groups could be considered to be

X6'Tibetan in cultural, anthropological and linguistic respect'. With
regard to the 'wide spectrum of ethnic groups' in the middle hill regions,
known to the lowland population as paharT , Frank formulated two groups:
''Parbatiya" (Indo-Aryans), and "Paharia" (Tibeto-Burmans), on the
somewhat tendentious grounds that these were the words used by members

17of these groups to refer to themselves and to one another. He gave
the appellation "awalia", 'malarial' to the groups inhabiting the 
Sivalik and Mahabharata foothills and stated that the dialects of Tharu, 
Danuwar, Majhi and Darai were 'autochthonous with Austro-Asiatic elements'.

14. Most of Hodgson's papers were first published in the Journal of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal between 1840 and 1860.

15. Walter A. Frank: "Attempt at an Ethno-Demography of Middle Nepal"
in: Christoph von Fiirer-Haimendorf (ed.): The Anthropology of Nepal,
Warminster, 1974.

16. Ibid., p.8 8 .
17. Ibid., p.89.
18. Ibid., p.89.
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This conclusion is at variance with the results of other linguistic
19analyses of these languages.

Other scholars have been more circumspect in their writings on 
this subject. Bista, a leading Nepalese anthropologist, merely divides 
them into three main groups: Himalayan, Middle Hills and Terai, and
cautiously adds:

"....because of the increasing mobility of different groups
across geographic boundaries the regional divisions indicate

20only the stereotypes."

Enumeration of Languages

Further problems are encountered when one attempts to enumerate
the languages of Nepal. Dr. Subhadra Subba of the Centre of Nepal and
Asian Studies, Kathmandu, compiled a list of over 50 languages in 1976,
which she divided into four groups: Indo-Aryan, Tibeto-Burmese, Austro-

21Asiatic (Munda) and Dravidian (Northern Kurux). Although 75% of the
languages of Nepal belong to this second group, speakers of Indo-Aryan 
languages constitute over 80% of the population.

19. Such as the phonemic summaries of twelve Nepalese Tibeto-Burman 
languages which were produced by the Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
in conjunction with the Centre of Nepal and Asian Studies,
Kathmandu, between 1969 and 1972. See also: Churamani Bandhu:
Nepali Bhasako Utpatti, Lalitpur (3rd edn.), 1979, pp.175-183.

20. Dor Bahadur Bistra: People of Nepal, Kathmandu (2nd edn.), 1972,
(preface to Second Edition, p.vii).

21. Subhadra Subba: "The Languages of Nepal" in: Lindsay Friedman
(ed.): Seminar Papers in Linguistics, Kirtipur, 1976, pp.139-150.
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TABLE 2: Indo-Aryan Languages of Nepal

22Language No. of speakers (1971) % of total population

Nepali 6,060,800 52.44
Maithili 1,327,200 11.48
Bhojpuri 806,500 6.98
Tharu 496,900 4.29
Avadhi 317,000 2.74
Rajbansi 55,100 0.48
Danuwar 10,000 0.09
Bengali 9,900 (1961)
Marwari 6,700 (1961)
Majhi 5,900 (1961)
Hindi 2,900 (1961)
Urdu 2,700 (1961)
Kumhale 1,700 (1961)
Darai 1,600 (1961)
Bote unspecified

As we shall see, the accuracy of the figures given for speakers of
Hindi, Urdu and Bengali is seriously in doubt, and the picture is complicated
further by the lack of information concerning inter-dialectal relationships.
For instance, there are four distinct dialects of Tharu: three of these
(Maithili Tharu, Bhojpuri Tharu and Avadhi Tharu) may not be very closely

23related to the fourth (Chitavan Tharu). Similarly, the three dialects
of the Danuwar language (Danuwar Rai, Done Danuwar and Kacharya Danuwar)

24may in fact be distinct languages. The Bote language, too, which may
25now be "extinct", was probably very closely related to Majhi. Bearing

all this in mind, one arrives at a total of between ten and fourteen Indo-
Aryan languages, or of between fourteen and eighteen if the four 'Indian'
languages are not to be discounted.

The precise nature of the situation is even less clear with regard
to the Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal. Few of them have been the
subject of any prolonged or rigorous study, partly because it is only
Newari and Tibetan which possess any substantial body of literature. The
compiler of the list mentioned above also seems to have included several

2 6regional dialects of Tibetan as distinct languages.

22. Statistics for Tables 1 and 2 are drawn from the 1971 Census, unless
otherwise specified. They are given to the nearest 100 speakers.

23. Subba, op.cit., 1976, p.142.
24. Ibid., p.144.
25 • Ibid., p.145.
26. ibid„, p.142.



TABLE 3: Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal

Language No. of speakers (1971) % of total population

Tamang 555,100 4.8
Newari 455,000 3.94
Magar 288,100 2.5
Rai-Kiranti 232,300 2.01
Gnrung 171,600 1.49
Limbu 170,800 COi—1

'Bhote Sherpa' 79,200 0.69
Sunwar 20,400 0.18
Chepang 9,200 (1961)
Dhimal 8,200 (1961)
Thakaljj^ 
Pahari

4,100 (1961)
3,000 (1961)

Jirel 2,800 (1961)
Lepcha 1,300 (1961)
Meche 900 (1961)
Ra ji 800 (1961)

Unspecified figures: Byansi (1,800 in 1952), Tibetan, Bayu
(Hayu), Loke, Kham, Kaike, Lhomi, Rautya, Thami.

The list is complicated by the following factors: a) Tamang has a
western and an eastern dialect, which are probably mutually incomprehensible.
b) Rai-Kiranti, or Rai-Kirat, is a group of some seventeen languages, of

29which an undetermined number are only distantly related to one another.
c) Limbu consists of two mutually unintelligible dialects: Chha Thare

30Limbu "Six Clans' Limbu", and Panch Thare Limbu "Five Clans' Limbu"
d) Some of these languages, such as Bayu, may no longer retain any

31speakers, but there is no information relating to them in the censuses.
There may well be other languages which have been omitted from this 
list. e) Languages such as Loke and Kaike may be local dialects of

32Tibetan which would not ordinarily be regarded as separate languages.

Thus it is well-nigh impossible to arrive at an accurate estimate 
of the number of Tibeto-Burman languages which are currently spoken in

27• paharl, an obscure Tibeto-Burman language, should not be confused with 
paharl , which is one of the names given to Nepali by residents of the 
Tarai.

28. Subba, op.cit., 1976, p.142.
29. These are listed in ibid., p.143.
30. Dr.Subba (ibid., p.146) calls Panch Thare Limbu "proper Limbu" but 

does not substantiate her statement or enlarge upon it.
31. The Bayu (Bayu) language has also been referred to as Hayu; it was

spoken by a minor tribe inhabiting an area between the Koshi and
Sunkoshi rivers in eastern Nepal and may have "died out" (ibid.,
p.146). Little has been written about Bayu-speakers since

(contd. on next page........)



Nepal. There may be as few as twenty-one or as many as forty-three 
if one opts to treat each dialect as a discrete language.

Austro-Asiatic Languages

Speakers of Satar and Santhali total 24,900 in Nepal, the majority
of over 20,000 being tribal Santhals who are related to those of Bihar
and eastern Bengal. There is also an unspecified number of speakers of

33Kusunda, another member of the Munda group of languages.

Dravidian Languages

The Nepal Census of 1961 recorded 9,200 speakers of Jhangad, a
34member of Grierson's Northern Kurukh group, in the southeastern Tarai 

district of Morang.

The primary source for most of the linguistic data presented in this 
study is the Nepal Census. Although the three censuses which have been 
compiled since 1952 are most valuable, they contain many inaccuracies 
and distortions and are therefore open to interpretation. In the 
next few pages, the attitude of the Nepal Government to the linguistic 
diversity of its country will be examined in some detail, in the context 
of census compilation.

(...... contd. from previous page)
Hodgson's studies in the mid-19th century. (B.H.Hodgson: "On
the Vayu Tribe of the Central Himalaya", Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol.27, no.5 (1858).

32. "Loke" might in fact be the dialect of Tibetan which is spoken in
Lo, or Mustang (Tib: bio skad).

33. Subba, op.cit., 1976, p.147.
34. G.A.Grierson: L.S.I., vol.IV Munda and Dravidian Languages, Calcutta,

1906, pp.406-445. Speakers of Kurukh, a Dravidian language, were 
recorded in northern Bihar and also in Darjeeling, but no mention
was made of the Jhangad language. Dr.Subba seems to have preferred
the spelling Kurux to Grierson's kurukh.
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Chapter 2 

The Censuses of Nepal

One objective of the Government of Nepal is to define and delimit 
its geographical sphere of influence, and to introduce measures which 
will integrate the population of this area into what is demonstrably one
single nation. Thus, two of the most fundamental objectives of the

. . 1 Nepalese administration are internal cohesion and external distinction.
For internal cohesion, the many communities which inhabit the various
regions of Nepal must believe themselves to be Nepalese, identifying
closely with national values and aspirations and recognising His Majesty's
Government as the highest authority of their society. Once this has
been achieved, it must be possible to distinguish the unified and
integrated nation of Nepal from those which adjoin it geographically.
A distinct Nepalese cultural identity is therefore highly desirable.

The internal cohesion of Nepal and its external distinction from
its neighbours are objectives which currently face many obstacles,
although they are by no means unattainable in the long term. Its
internal cohesion is hampered by the existence of disparate ethnic,
religious and linguistic groups throughout the country. Although the
de facto political unification of the late 18th century ended an era of
severe fragmentation which saw the existence of as many as forty-six petty

2kingdoms in the western half of the country, group loyalties are still in
evidence. There have been few demands for Government support or

3recognition from minority groups, and a kind of 'integration' has

1. The expressions "internal cohesion" and "external distinction" are 
taken from an article by Einar Haugen: entitled "Dialect, Language, 
Nation", American Anthropologist, vol.68 (1966), p.928.

2. The balsl raja (twenty-two kings) and caublsi raja (twenty-four 
kings). Fr. Ludwig Stiller, the eminent scholar of Nepalese 
history, comments: "When the numbers of states that existed throughout
the hills are added up....the total number of kingdoms is so large 
that it tends to impede all proper perspective", The Silent Cry, 
Kathmandu, 1976, p.30.

3. As we shall see, such demands have been made from time to time by 
supporters of Hindi, Newari and Maithili.
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certainly made progress, but regionalism and political fragmentation 
are pitfalls of which the Nepal Government remains wary.

Concurrently, achievement of the objective of external distinction
is hampered by similar problems. The population of Nepal does not
represent one single cultural community, and̂  so the peoples inhabiting
the border regions of the country are often^clistinguishable from their
neighbours in India or Tibet, in appearance, language and customs.
Frontier restrictions were not enforced with any strictness or consistency
until comparatively recently and in many areas, particularly in the south,
the distinction between 'Nepal' and 'India' becomes blurred. The
economic subordination of Nepal to its large and powerful neighbours
also prevents it from achieving a level of economic independence which

4might enhance the progress of the process of 'Nepalisation'. The
objectives of internal cohesion and external distinction are both reflected
in government policy concerning the issue of language. In Nepal, the
encouragement of national loyalty requires improvements in the internal
communications system. One element of such a reform is the establishment

5of a "single linguistic code"; hence the need for a national language.
As Einar Haugen put it, "Nation and language have become inextricably 
intertwined. Every self-respecting nation has to have a language."^
The question of the promotion of the national language of Nepal will be 
examined in some detail later in this study. Here we will examine the 
ways in which those who were responsible for the official propagation of 
the Nepali language have presented the statistical evidence for its 
status within Nepal.

Census Compilation in Nepal

It has become something of a tradition in South Asia to compile a

4. For an authoritative analysis of the "peripheral" economic and 
political status of Nepal, see: Blaikie, Cameron and Seddon: 
Nepal in Crisis, Oxford, 1980.

5. Haugen, op.cit., 1966, p.927.
6 . Ibid., p.927.
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national census: the British began the practice with 'modern'
methodology in India in 1881 and their censuses were remarkable for the 
scope and variety of the material they included. Together with Sir 
G.A.Grierson's tour de force, the Linguistic Survey of India, these 
surveys made a vast quantity of information available regarding the 
languages of the subcontinent. The Government of India continues to 
compile censuses in a similar format and on a similar scale.

It is only since the political changes of 1950/51 that Nepal has 
begun to produce censuses which could be described as exhaustive.
Between 1847 and 1950 the Rana government are said to have carried out 
four "head-counts", with the purpose of estimating the revenue which

7would accrue to them from their taxation procedures. Between 1911 and 
1941, there were four such 'censuses' which yielded the following 
statistics for the total population of Nepal:

1911 5,639,000
1920 5,574,000
1930 5,533,000
1941 6,284,000^

Each of these were almost certain to have been under-estimated. The
9enumerators were mostly zamindars, local landlords, and the results are 

best regarded as estimates of the population inhabiting the more 
accessible regions of Nepal. No linguistic data were published by the
Nepal Government until 1958 and so the only materials relating to the
languages of Nepal prior to that date are the reports of foreigners such 
as Brian Hodgson and Sylvain Levi.^ The Rana government professed to 
support Nepali, their mother-tongue, as the national language, but they 
probably regarded the systematic compilation of statistics which would 
reveal its status in Nepal as an unprofitable exercise.

7. Central Bureau of Statistics, H.M.G.Nepal: The Analysis of the
Population Statistics of Nepal, Kathmandu, 1977, p. 22.

8 . Ibid., p.24.
9. Ibid., p.22.
10. Sylvain Levi: Le Nepal, Paris, 1905.
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The Nepal Census of 1952-54

The first Census of the population of Nepal to include data relating
to the languages of the country post-dated the political changes of 1950/1
and was dated 1952/4. It was published in late 1958, and had been
compiled in two stages. In 1952, 200 supervisors were appointed, who
in turn recruited 1,700 enumerators, most of whom were "local state
rent collectors". During 1952, data was compiled for the eastern
half of the country excluding Mohottari region, and in 1954 for the

12western half of the country and Mohottari. This Census contained
three tables which were directly concerned with language:

Table 10: Mother Tongue of the Population Present by Regions.

Table 11: Percentage Distribution of the Population by Mother
Tongue, by Regions.

Table 12: Languages spoken by the Population Present as a Mother
Tongue and as a Secondary Language and Principal Secondary 
Languages spoken by Members of Each of the Language Groups.

The linguistic data presented in this Census were by no means 
exhaustive, and some of its categories were extremely vague and ill- 
defined. In Table 10, for instance, the hills were divided into Eastern 
Hills, Kathmandu Valley and Western Hills; no further definition of 
these regions was given. Similarly, the Tarai was divided into: East
Inner, Eastern, Centre Inner, West Inner, Mid Western and Far Western.
It is now virtually impossible to relate these regions to the modern 
division of the country into ancal (zones) and its sub-division into 
jilla (districts). The classification of many of the languages was 
also desultory, categories being designated Maithili Pradesh Dialects, 
Eastern Terai Dialects, Mid-Western Terai Dialects and so on. To 
explain these classifications, a footnote stated:

11. Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP): 
Population of Nepal, Bangkok, 1980, p.179.

12. Ibid., p.178.
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"The term 'Dehati' was often used in answer to the 
question on language system. This refers to the local 
language of the area and varies from place to place. Such 
returns have been labelled above, according to the region, 
and in certain cases according to the dominant language group 
of the district.

Methods for the collection of data were clearly inadequate and questions 
were probably badly-phrased, illiciting unsatisfactory replies. The 
somewhat vague nature of the categories of language caused many apparent 
discrepancies in the figures which were given. For instance, the 
Census recorded 300,800 speakers of Maithili and 617,000 speakers of 
"Maithili Pradesh Dialects". In view of the figures of over one million 
which later Censuses have given for Maithili, it seems that "Maithili 
Pradesh Dialects" were in fact Maithili itself. Similarly, the figure 
given for "Mid-Western Terai Dialects" (259,000) almost certainly 
includes a large number of Tharu speakers, "Eastern Terai Dialects" 
includes some speakers of Maithili, Bhojpuri and so on. Thus the figures 
for most Tarai languages were greatly deflated, whilst the "Regional 
Dialects" categories together account for some 20% of the total population 
of Nepal, and 63% of the Tarai population. This represented a vast 
amount of linguistic data which had only been superficially analysed.

The Nepal Census of 1952/54 was evidently not an exhaustive survey, 
for it suffered from a shortage of qualified enumerators and an uncritical 
attitude to unsatisfactory data. It might also be suspected that the 
whole operation, based as it was in Kathmandu, would have been far more 
efficient in its collection of accurate information in the hill regions 
than it was in the Tarai. There is also evidence of a certain 
ignorance of basic social and linguistic circumstances in the Tarai; 
the region was considerably harder of access than it is today, and

13. Central Bureau of Statistics, H.M.G. Nepal; Census of Population: 
Nepal 1952/54, Kathmandu, 1958, p.45.
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comparatively 'undeveloped*. Ease of access to a region in which
a survey is to be conducted must surely be a major factor influencing 
the value of the data which is amassed. One doubts whether the field- 
enumerators paid very much attention to the remote areas adjacent to the 
Tibetan border, for instance, which would account for the absence of 
any statistics relating to their languages.

Figures concerned with Nepali itself can be assumed to be fairly 
accurate in all these Censuses, albeit slightly inflated due to the 
unquestioning inclusion of all its disparate dialects. The proportion 
of the population of Nepal who speak Nepali as their mother tongue has 
remained consistently close to a half of the total in all three Censuses.

The Nepal Census of 1961

The information presented in the 1961 Census was much more 
compatible with that of the 1971 Census than with that of the survey 
which had preceded it. It adopted a more informed approach to the Tarai 
languages: all but one of the 'regional dialect' categories was
discontinued, and the true status of the Maithili language was revealed. 
The omission of statistics relating to other languages tended to obscure 
the true situation; there was something of a political motive afoot in 
the way that the 1961 results were presented and interpreted. It is 
useful at this point to set this survey in its political context.

The issue of national language had been surrounded by some 
considerable controversy in the Tarai; resistance to Nepali was largely 
centred on Hindi, which was claimed to be a functioning linqua-franca in 
the region. The support for Hindi and opposition to Nepali was at its

14. Exploitation of the natural resources of the Tarai by the Government 
of Nepal began in the late 18th century. (Stiller, op.cit., 1976, 
pp.43-6). During the 19th century, the Tarai became extremely 
important as a source of food, revenue and land. Schemes for the 
resettlement of landless hillspeople in the Tarai began during the 
1960s. Joseph W. Elder (et.al): Planned Resettlement in Nepal's
Terai, Kathmandu, 1976.
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15most vocal and politicised between 1956 and 1959 and it is quite 
possible that the change in the presentation of linguistic data may 
have been a response to these circumstances.

In the 1952/4 Census, a figure of 80,200 had been given for mother- 
tongue speakers of Hindi (representing 3% of the Tarai population) and 
a further 69,000 speakers of Hindi as a second language had been recorded.
It is impossible to determine how many Hindi-speakers had been included 
in a 'regional dialect1 category in 1952/4. Yet in 1961 the Census 
reported a total of only 2,900 mother-tongue Hindi speakers in the whole 
of Nepal. There are many such discrepancies between the two Censuses, 
but they only occur with reference to the languages of the Tarai and 
are only partially explicable in terms of the re-classification of the 
languages:

TABLE 4: Reclassification of Tarai Languages in the Census of 1961^

1952/4 (Mother tongue) 1961 (Mother tongue)
Maithili Pradesh Dialects 617,400 -
Maithili 300,800 1,130,400
Bhojpuri 16,300 577,400
Eastern Tarai Dialects 460,900 -
Morang Pradesh Dialects 106,600 84,000
Bengali 9,400 10,000
Urdu 32,500 2,700
Hindi 80,200 2,900
Avadhi - 447,100

It is quite obvious that the importance of Hindi has been greatly 
'de-emphasised1. Greatly diminished figures for Hindi and Urdu are given 
along with figures for two related languages, Avadhi and Bhojpuri. Both 
of these latter languages are regarded as dialects of Hindi by the 
compilers of the Indian Census in New Delhi. The inclusion of Hindi, Urdu 
and Avadhi in this Census was curious, for it introduced an artifical

15, Language controversies in the Tarai were documented by Frederick H. 
Gaige in: Regionalism and National Unity in Nepal, Berkeley, 1975.

16. All figures have been given to the nearest 100 speakers.
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distinction between these various forms of the north Indian lingua 
franca. Hindi and Urdu are written in different scripts, and they 
derive their technical vocabulary from different sources, but these 
distinctions would mean little to an illiterate respondent. In Nepal, 
the choice of name for the "Hindustani" lingua franca of the Tarai 
probably depended largely on the religious affiliations of the 
respondent, and the Avadhi dialect is simply a regional form of the 
same language. The Government explained these changes in the apparent 
status of languages in the following terms:

"Overlapping, particularly among languages sharing common 
ancestral descent is a strong possibility for causing these 
differences in the presentation of the linguistic composition. 
Hindi, for example, has been the rallying point of Maithili, 
Bhojpuri and Abadhi languages predominantly spoken in the 
Terai. Most probably transfer of persons across Hindi to 
Maithili, Bhojpuri and Abadhi or their dialects is the 
acceptable explanation for the decline in Hindi speaking 
persons from 80,181 in 1952/54 to 2,867 in 1961.

The treatment of data concerning the 'hill languages' differs 
little from that of the 1952/4 Census: the proportion of the total
population who speak Tibeto-Burman languages as mother-tongues decreases 
slightly, against a slight increase in the number of Nepali-speakers. 
This is a process which continues today. The explanation offered by 
the Department of Statistics for these changes in the treatment of the 
Tarai languages is not wholly plausible. In the 1961 Census, we can 
see the beginnings of an attitude on the part of politically-motivated 
statisticians which became more readily apparent in the Census of 1971.

The Nepal Census of 1971

The third national Census of Nepal, published in 1975, included

17. Central Bureau of Statistics, op.cit., 1977, p.46.
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the most detailed compilation of linguistic data ever to have been
attempted in Nepal. Table no.14, entitled "Mother Tongue of Population
by Age For Zones and Districts", extends over 38 pages of Section II,

18Part II of the published report. Data are presented for the whole
country, for each of the fourteen ancal and for each of the seventy
five jilla; these new divisions of the country replaced the vague

19regions of the earlier surveys. In addition, linguistic data were
distributed among eight age-groups; presumably, this was to facilitate 
the analysis of linguistic change over the generations.

Despite the immense detail of this survey, data were only given 
which enumerated the mother-tongue speakers of the following nineteen 
language categories:

Nepali Newari Rajbansi
Maithili Magar Satar
Bhojpuri Rai-Kiranti Sunuwar
Tamang Gurung Danuwar
Abadhi Limbu Santhali
Tharu Bhote Sherpa Local District Languages

Other Languages

Many of the languages for which data had been given in the previous 
Censuses were completely omitted from this survey and were probably 
subsumed into the two categories of "Local District Languages" and 
"Other Languages". Unfortunately, this again results in a large amount 
of data remaining unanalysed: there are a total of 394,400 speakers of
the former and 92,700 speakers of the latter categories, according to 
this Census. These add up to about 5% of the population of Nepal and 
if the two categories are combined, they constitute the sixth most 
commonly spoken group of languages. The Government gives an account of 
its selection of languages:

18. Central Bureau of Statistics, H.M.G. Nepal: Population Census -
1971. Vol.II Social Characteristic Tables, Part II, Kathmandu,
1975.

19. For an account of the methodology employed in this new division
of administrative regions see: Ancal evam Vikas Jilla Vibhajan
Samitiko Prativedan, Kathmandu, 1971.
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"While information on 35 languages has primarily been
collected in 1952/54 census, only 24 were tabulated.
Similarly, 1961 census has collected information on 52
languages and later (these) were reduced in tabulation
to 36. The 1971 census included tabulation on 17 languages

20leaving an unstated residue of 487,060 persons."

Despite the omission of so many languages from these statistics,
the greater selectivity seems to have resulted in a higher standard of
analysis and presentation. Languages which were ignored fall into
two categories: the first includes languages which a Nepali nationalist
might regard as 'foreign1. Thus there is no mention of Hindi, Bengali,
Urdu or Tibetan, but figures are given for the number of speakers of

21Bhojpuri, Bhote Sherpa and "Abadhi", thus serving the objective of 
external distinction from the languages of the bordering countries. The 
second category of languages which are ignored is comprised of 'minor1 
Nepalese languages whose speakers may have decreased in number since 
1961, or which are spoken in small, well-defined areas and can therefore 
be designated "Local District Languages". The exclusion of most of these 
languages from the Census also reflects the unwillingness of the Nepal 
Government to represent the country as linguistically diverse or fragmented. 
This treatment of the data thus served the end of internal cohesion.

The Nepal Census of 1981

The results of the 1981 Census will most probably not be published
until 1985, but a few preliminary statistics were released to the press
in 1983 and 1984. According to these, the total population of Nepal
was 15,022,800. Nepali was the mother-tongue of 58.3%, Maithili of 11.1%,
Bhojpuri of 7.6%, Tharu of 3.6%, Tamang of 3.5% and Newari of 3% of the 

22population.

20. Quoted in ESCAP, op.cit., 1980, p.32.
21. Note the "Nepalised" spelling of Avadhi as Abadhi. The sub

stitution of b<a for va in devanagari spelling in a number of words 
which are shared with Hindi is felt to make them more authentically 
Nepali.

22. M.C.Regmi: Nepal Press Digest, Vol.27, no.45 (November 7th, 1983)
and Vol.28, no.14 (April 2nd, 1984).
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All in all, the three Censuses of Nepal which have so far been 
published provide a rather patchy and unsatisfactory body of linguistic 
data. Although each survey has been more thorough and detailed than 
its predecessor, improvements are often offset by the omission of much 
data which would be of interest. The conclusions one draws from this 
data must be modified by an understanding of the motivations of its 
compilers, but if a researcher bears these factors in mind, a great deal 
of information can be gleaned from these sources. The following survey 
of the languages of Nepal will make use of these Censuses, but will 
retain a certain amount of scepticism regarding their accuracy in some 
quarters.

TABLE 5: Language Statistics from the Censuses of Nepal
(Mother-Tongue Speakers Only)

1952/4 as a % 1961 as a % 1971 as a % 1981 as a ?
Total
Population 8,235,079 9,412,996 11,555,983 15,022,839

Nepali 4,013,567 48.7 4,796,528 51.0 6,060,758 52.4 8,767,361 58.3
Maithili 300,768 3.7 1,130,401 12.0 1,327,242 11.5 1,668,309 11.1
Hindi 80,181 1.0 2,867 0.03
Bhojpuri 16,335 0.2 577,357 6.1 806,480 7.0 1,442,805 9.5
Awadhi 27 0.0003 447,090 4.8 316,950 2.7 234,343 1.6
Bengali 9,375 0.1 9,915 0.1
Urdu 32,545 0.4 2,650 0.03
Tharu 359,594 4.4 406,907 4.3 495,881 4.3 545,685 3.'
Danuwar 9,138 0.1 11,624 0.1 9,959 0.09 13,522 r
Darai 3,084 0.04 1,645 0.02
Thami 10,240 0.1 9,046 0.09
Ma jhi 5,729 0.07 5,895 0.06
Kumhale 3,510 0.04 1,724 0.02
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1952/4 1961 1971 1981

Rajbansi 35,543 0.4 55,803 0.6 55,124 0.5 59,383 0.4
"Maithili 
Aradesh Dialects” 617,443 7.5

"East Terai 
Dialects" 460,946 5.6

"Mid-West 
Terai Dialects" 259,015 3.1
"Morang
Pradesh Dialects" 109-, 569 1.3 83,986 0.9

"Far-west
Dialects" 69,446 0.8

Tainang 494,745 6.0 518,812 5.5 555,056 4.8 522,416 3.4
Newari 383,184 4.7 377,727 4.0 454,979 3.9 448,746 2.9
Magar 273,180 3.3 254,675 2.7 288,383 2.5 212,681 1.4
"Rai-Kiranti" 236,049 2.9 239,749 2.6 232,264 2.0 221,353 1.5
Gurung 162,192 2.0 157,778 1.7 171,609 1.5 174,464 1.2
Limbu 145,511 1.8 138,705 1.5 170,789 1.5 129,234 0.9
"Bhote Sherpa" ■70,132 0.9 84,229 0.9 79,218 0.7 73,589 0.5
Chepang 14,261 0.2 9,247 0.1
Thakali 3,307 0.04 4,134 0.04 5,289 0.03
Sunuwar 17,299 0.2 13,362 0.1 20,380 0.2 10,650 0.07
Lepcha 1,272 0.01
Pahari 864 0.01 3,002 0.03
Meche 523 0.006 938 0.01
Satar 16,751 0.2 18,840 0.2 20,660 0.2 22,403 0.15
Santhal 507 0,006 10,645 0.1 3,193 0.03 5,804 0.04
Dhimal 5,671 0.07 8,188 0.1
Jhangar 4,812 0.06 9,180 0.1
Marwari 4,244 0.05 6,716 0.07
Jirel 2,721 0.03 2,757 0.03
Byansi 1,786 0.02
Ra ji 1,514 0.02 801 0,008
"Unknown" 752 0.01
"Other
Languages" 3,340 0.04 92,686 0.8 764,802 5.1

"Local District 
Languages" 394,374 3.4
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Chapter 3 

The Current Status of the Languages of Nepal 

Nepali as the Lingua Franca

Since at least as early as the 17th century, the Nepali language 
has developed into a fully-fledged lingua franca throughout the central 
and western regions of Nepal, to a slightly lesser extent in the eastern 
hills and increasingly in the Tarai and the northernmost mountain 
regions. Since 1952, all the Nepal Censuses have stated that Nepali 
is the mother tongue of more than half of the population, and it is clear 
that it is indeed the first language of Nepal, comprehensible to at least 
80% of the population.

According to the Census statistics of 1971, speakers of Nepali are 
not in a clear majority in only six of the fourteen ancal, and speakers 
of any one other language constitute a majority in only two ancal.
These statistics are summarised in Table 6 .̂

TABLE 6a: Nepali in the 14 ancal (zones)

Me chi Nepali 49% Koshi Nepali 41%
Sagarmatha Nepali 36% Janakpur Nepali 25%
Bagmati Nepali 46% (Maithili 50%)
Gandaki Nepali 75% Narayani Nepali 21%
Karnali Nepali 96% (Bhojpuri 62%)
Lumbini Nepali 49% Rapti Nepali 83%
Bheri Nepali 65% Seti Nepali 82%
Mahakali Nepali 8 8% Dhaulagiri Nepali 91%

E 6b: Nepali in the 75 jilla (districts)

In the following 18 districts, mother tongue speakers of Nepali 
constitute less than 50% of the population. Where speakers of any one

1. These figures are extrapolated from the 1971 Census.
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other language constitute a clear majority, their share of the 
population is stated.

Rasuwa
Bardia
Siraha
Mahottari
Makwanpur
Rautahat
Parsa
Naval Parasi 
Manang

(Tamang 83%) 
(Tharu 76%) 
{Maithili 89%) 
(Maithili 88%)

(Bhojpuri 8 8%) 
(Bhojpuri 92%)

(Gurung 50%)

Banke
Saptari
Dhanukha
Sarlahi
Kailali
Bara
Kapilavastu
Rupendehi
Sunsari

(Maithili 93%) 
(Maithili 8 6%).

(Tharu 81%) 
(Bhojpuri 93%) 
(Avadhi 80%)

Until recently, the policy of the Nepal Government towards languages 
other than Nepali seems to have been one of "benign neglect". The only 
published statement of official policy towards "minority languages" 
appeared in the Gorkhapatra national newspaper in October 1957:

"The General Policy of the Nepal Government Towards 
Languages and Dialects Current in Nepal."

1 The policy of the Nepal Government concerning the languages 
and dialects current in the country is both liberal and 
democratic.

2 The Government has not adopted, nor does it intend to 
adopt a policy which suppresses the language of any ethnic 
group or region, or which is spoken and propagated amongst 
any community in any part of Nepal. The Government 
intends that the speakers of all these languages should 
always retain the appropriate democratic right to further 
the development of the language or dialect of each Nepalese 
community or ethnic group.

3 There can be no doubt of the fact that Nepali has long 
since attained the status of an administrative language, 
acquiring both universality and strength. Hence, this 
same language appears in the present circumstances to be
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a major factor favouring the promotion of national 
unity and the Government believes that a working knowledge 
of the language is utterly essential for every Nepalese 
citizen. Accordingly, the Government has accommodated 
other languages, of other regions and ethnic groups, in 
schools up to primary level. The intention of the 
Government is that, through the establishment of a Nepali 
medium up to the middle standard in Upper High Schools, 
the capabilities of Nepalese citizens and officials will 
be enhanced in this age of progress and democracy, as a 
result of their increasing proficiency in Nepali.

4 Mindful of the proportionate value and importance of the 
local and minority languages and dialects other than 
Nepali, the Nepal Government has adopted a policy which 
provides them with all possible aid and encouragement, in 
order to further their development.

5 The Nepal Government fully hopes and trusts that every
Nepalese citizen alive today will heartily support this
Government policy which is democratic and an aid to the

2building of the nation."

Although Nepali was formally declared to be the national language by 
Chandra Shamsher in 1905, there is little evidence of any coherent 
formulation of policies regarding the other languages of Nepal until
the National Education Plans which followed the satsal "revolution" of

31950. The Ranas seem to have adopted a policy of intermittent 
repression, and their attitude towards Newari was particularly harsh. 
This intolerance sometimes seems to have been prompted by a kind of 
racial or caste prejudice; there are several references to other

2. "Nepalma Pracalit Bhasa ra Upabha§aharuprati Nepal Sarkarko 
Samanya NIti", Gorkhapatra year 57, no.79; kartik, 2014 V.S.
(1957).

3. The political changes of 1950 are often referred to by Nepali writers 
as the satsal kranti, "The Seventh-Year Revolution", as they occurred 
during the year 2007 of the Vikram era.
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languages as "the speech of the illiterate" or "the dialects of the
4jungle" in the literature of the period 1900-1950. The Nepali- 

speaking Brahman or Chetri dominated the administration and his 
arrogance has still to disappear from some official bodies:

"It should be our purpose to make Nepali the mother-
tongue of all the Nepalese people. We must transform

5the regional languages and turn them into Nepali."

It was the imposition of Nepali as the medium of education which caused 
the greatest problems for the Government in the implementation of its 
language policy in the early 1960s, in terms of both its practical 
difficulty and the opposition it aroused, particularly in the Tarai.
As those in the Tarai who opposed Nepali rallied around Hindi, the 
Newars of the Kathmandu Valley also began to assert their linguistic 
loyalties. Other than these, few minor languages have had their own 
especially vocal advocates. Newari and several Tarai languages have 
their own distinctive literary and cultural traditions, but few of the 
Tibeto-Burman hill languages even possess their own scripts. With 
regard to these latter, Malla states,

"....the literacy rate in these communities is abysmally low.
Where subsistence is a problem, language loyalty is a sheer 
luxury and language maintenance a fallacy of idealism.... For 
almost all of the hill peoples, there are hardly any opportunities 
to read their languages in school at any stage whatsoever, and 
there is little language tradition to fall back upon."^

The situation for other languages, such as Maithili, is somewhat 
different. In the following pages, we shall consider the effects upon 
the languages of Nepal of the establishment of Nepali as the national

4. Kamal P. Malla: Nepal Bhasaya Dhvana Saphuya Dhalah, Kathmandu,
Nepal Samvat 1099, (1978), pp.6-7.

5* Ibid., p.41.
6 . Kamal P. Malla: The Road to Nowhere, Kathmandu, 1979, p.140.
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language and its continuing spread as the lingua franca of the 
eastern Himalaya.

Indo-Aryan Languages of the Tarai

It is in the low Tarai regions of southern Nepal that Nepali 
speakers are numerically weakest. Sagarmatha and Janakpur zones are 
populated by a majority of Maithili-speakers and Narayani zone has a 
majority of Bhojpuri-speakers. There are also sizeable minorities of
people speaking Tharu, Avadhi, Bhojpuri and Maithili in the other zones 
of the Tarai. The comparative scarcity of Nepali-speakers is indicative 
of the historical division of Nepal; because few attempts were made to 
integrate the Tarai into a national infrastructure until comparatively 
recently, 18th and 19th century administrators saw the Tarai mainly as

7a source of land and food. Thus, the peoples of the Tarai maintained 
languages and cultures which were distinct from those of the hills.

g
In his detailed study of regional politics in the Nepal Tarai, 

Frederick Gaige noted that the people of the Tarai occupied an ambivalent 
position within the Nepalese nation: most administrators were from the
hill regions and were unable to distinguish between Tarai Nepalese and 
Indian immigrants. Consequently, both Tarai Nepalese and Indians

9required passports before they were allowed to travel to Kathmandu.
Before 1951, nationality seems to have been determined on a rather 
arbitrary linguistic basis: speakers of Nepali or other 'hill languages'
were assumed to be Nepalese citizens, but speakers of Maithili or Hindi 
could well have come from across the border. Linguistic safeguards 
were incorporated into the 1962 Constitution: section 2 of Article 8

stated that:

"....a foreigner may qualify for the acquisition of

7. Ludwig Stiller: The Silent Cry, Kathmandu, 1976, pp.11-20.
8 . Frederick H. Gaige: Regionalism and National Unity in Nepal, 

Berkeley, 1975.
9. Ibid., p.8 8 .
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citizenship if -
a) he can speak and write the national language of Nepal.

This condition could not have been fulfilled by three-quarters of the 
population at that time.

The Nepalese of the Tarai have long been wary of their administrators 
from the hills. There is some resentment at the picture of generalised 
"Nepalese culture" which is presented to the outside world; this is 
seen as a mere amalgam of hill cultures. Throughout history the peoples 
of the Tarai have not been fond of the Nepali language, for it has often 
seemed to be the language of the hill culture which has on occasion tried 
to impose its rule upon them.

Despite the grievances which have been expressed from time to time 
in the Tarai, Nepali has now made great progress in the region. There 
are no instances of its having actually displaced any of the languages 
of the region, but bi-lingualism has become increasingly widespread over 
the last twenty years or so. One of the languages which has managed to 
co-exist with the new national language in the Tarai is Maithili.

Maithili

Maithili was once the state language of the Sen kingdom of 
Makwanpur which experienced a period of great prosperity in the 12th 
century. It is now the second language of Nepal in terms of the number 
of its speakers, and ancient Mithila straddles the modern Indo-Nepalese 
border, its northern portion being represented by the Nepalese districts 
of Saptari, Siraha, Dhanukha, Mohottari, Sarlahi and Rautahat.

The literary tradition of Maithili goes back substantially further 
than that of Nepali. The Padavali of the 14th century poet Vidyapati 
was instrumental in providing a standardised literary form for the 
language. Maithili literature thrived and its influence extended

10. Ibid., p.92.
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beyond the confines of the Maithili-speaking region. The Sen rulers
and their descendants were noted for their generous patronage of
vernacular literature and there were a large number of Maithili poets

11and dramatists present at their courts. The popularity of Maithili
drama even spread to the courts of the Malla kings of the Kathmandu 
Valley during the 14th century and much of the Newari literature of that 
period was influenced by it.^

The compilers of the Nepal Censuses choose to treat Maithili as 
a language in its own right, and so statistics concerning the Maithili- 
speaking population of Nepal come readily to hand. There are seven 
jilla of the Tarai in which sizeable numbers of Maithili-speakers have 
been recorded and they constitute the majority in four of these:

3 7: Distribution 13of Maithili-speakers in Nepal

Zone (ancal) District (jilla) Maithili As a %
Speakers

Janakpur 630,700 49.8
Dhanukha 284,700 86.1

Mahottari 284,400 87.6
Sagarmatha 575,200 43.7

Saptari 289,600 92.6
Siraha 270,400 84.4

Koshi 105,300 12.16
Morang 53,900 17.9
Sunsari 51,000 22.8

Narayani 10,000 0.9
Sarlahi 61,400 35 .0

11. Jayakant Mishra: A History of Maithili Literature, Allahabad, 1949/50.
12. The development of classical Newari literature is attributed in part 

to the influence of the Maithil king Harisingh Deva, who fled to the 
Kathmandu Valley in A.D.1325. Kamal P. Malla: Classical Newari 
Literature. A Sketch, Kathmandu, 1982, p.2.

13. Statistics from 1971 Census, given to the nearest 100 speakers.
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It is quite evident that Nepali has yet to establish itself as the
lingua franca in these regions of Nepal. In the southern areas of
Sagarmatha and Janakpur, Maithili is very much the dominant language
and the onus remains upon the Nepali-speaker resident in these areas to
speak Maithili. In fact, few of the mother-tongue Nepali-speakers
there are ignorant of the local language, as they would be unable to-

14function in or integrate with the local culture without it.

The dominance of Maithili has even influenced the Nepali spoken in
these districts to the extent that it is commonly referred to as 'Tarai
Nepali', for it incorporates a good deal of Maithili vocabulary and many
features of its intonation and accent. Tarai Nepali is felt by many
to be 'rustic' or 'coarse' but it is spoken by all those who are not
regularly exposed to the 'standard' Nepali of Kathmandu. Students at
Janakpur campus claim to attempt to eradicate these 'impure' elements

15from their spoken and written Nepali.

Bi-lingualism with Nepali has increased quite substantially among 
speakers of Maithili; education and subsequent literacy are factors 
which are sure to promote bi-lingualism, especially as most education 
above primary level is given in a Nepali medium. Although education 
does favour literacy in Nepali, there is much evidence which suggests 
that literacy in both languages goes hand in hand for educated Maithils. 
It is also interesting to note that Nepali-Maithili bilingualism in both 
speech-communities usually implies a knowledge of khari boll Hindi. In 
the early 1960s many claims were made for Hindi as the lingua franca of 
the Tarai, and speakers of Maithili would have interacted far more 
frequently with speakers of Bhojpuri and Avadhi than with speakers of 
Nepali until quite recently. Consequently, Hindi, together with its 
dialects, still occupies a very strong position as a language which is 
common to each of the speech-communities of the southern Tarai. Far

14. Subhadra Subba: Bi-lingualism in Nepal Tarai. Report on Pilot
Project No.l, Kirtipur, 1974.

15. Ibid.. p.12.
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more Hindi is read for pleasure than any other language in these regions,
16as is evident from the stocks of local book-sellers. The representation

of Hindi as two separate dialects in the national Censuses merely disguises 
its true status.

The integration of these regions into a developing nation-state with
its own national language has caused the spread of Nepali. Inevitably,
knowledge of the national language is essential for the purposes of
education, government employment and dealings with central authorities.
Nepali is the language of prestige and social advancement and as such
its status will continue to be enhanced in the region. Despite the
increasing bi-lingualism which has resulted, the imposition of a new
official language does not represent as much of a threat to the local
prevalence of Maithili as might be imagined. The Maithili speech-
community is sufficiently large, well-established and culturally 'rooted'
in its own distinct tradition for its language to remain comparatively
undiminished in stature. The Nepal Government has never suppressed the
Maithili language and its literature is currently experiencing something
of a revival with the adoption of modern genres: several novels were

17published in 1980 and 1981. Nepali works such as Muna Madan by
Laksmiprasad Devkota have also been translated into Maithili and there
is an increasing amount of literary co-operation between writers in the 

18two languages. Maithili has also begun to receive encouragement in
higher education: it is now offered for I.A., B.A. and M.A. courses at 
Janakpur Campus.

The major languages of the Tarai are all Indo-Aryan and thus they 
each have strong affinities with Nepali, and with each other. The fact 
that the majority of the population in these regions is Hindu, as are 
the ruling Elites in Kathmandu, means that integration into the nation 
brings no great cultural changes in its wake. The question of 
'Sanskritisafion' cannot really arise, and linguistic change has occurred

16. Ibid., p.15
17. Ramdayal Rakesh, personal communication, Kathmandu, 1981. (Rakesh 

is lecturer in Hindi at Tribhuvan University, Kirtipur Campus.)
18. Subba, op.cit., 1974, p.18.
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gradually and uniformly throughout most of the Tarai over the last 
twenty years. Nepali is very gradually replacing Hindi as a lingua 
franca, but this will take decades. Meanwhile, most languages will 
probably manage to co-exist with the national language. The situation 
in the hills and mountains of Nepal is much more complicated and for 
this reason it will be as well to consider the status of the Tibeto- 
Burman languages in some detail.

Tibeto-Burman Languages of the Hills

The middle-hill regions of Nepal are populated by speakers of a 
great variety of Tibeto-Burman languages. The extremely rugged terrain, 
the inaccessibility of many areas and historical factors such as migration 
into the region and also within it have conspired to produce a complicated 
linguistic pattern, which differs quite radically from that which pertains 
in the Tarai.

_ _ _ 19The majority of these languages are vernaculars (bolicaliko bhasa) 
which lack a written form and it is generally assumed that they were each 
originally spoken by a distinct ethnic group inhabiting an area which 
could easily be defined. Political change, later migrations and the 
increased mobility of these groups have complicated this simplistic 
pattern. The linguistic situation in the hills is made even more complex 
by the fact that many languages comprise a number of dialects which are 
frequently mutually incomprehensible. It should also be noted that 
speakers of many of these languages tend to inhabit those parts of the 
country in which Nepali has been established as a lingua franca for the 
longest time. They have been more "Nepalised" in linguistic terms than 
the inhabitants of the Tarai, as a consequence.

Several attempts have been made to classify the Tibeto-Burman 
languages, but agreement among scholars of the subject is not as yet 
unqualified. In 1909 Konow and Grierson, the compilers of the Linguistic 
Survey of India, observed,

19. In conversation, Nepali scholars often go to some lengths to point 
out that these are simply vernacular languages with little or no 
literature.
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"On the whole it is impossible to classify the Tibeto-
Burman dialects satisfactorily. They must have split up
into many different forms of speech at a very early period,

20and there are numerous crossings and intercrossings."

Three of the classificationsof these languages which have been 
attempted are summarised below,

21Grierson and Konow (1903-28)

The Linguistic Survey of India divided the "Himalayan Languages" 
into two groups: Non-Pronominalizing Dialects, represented in Nepal by
Magar, Lepcha, Newari, Gurung, Tamang and Sunwar, and Complex 
Pronominalized Dialects, a category which was further sub-divided into 
a Western Sub-Group and an Eastern Sub-Group. The former is only 
represented by Byangsi in Nepal, but the latter includes the seventeen 
Rai languages plus Thami, Bhramu, Limbu, Bayu, Chepang, Kusunda (now 
regarded as an Austro-Asiatic language) and Dhimal.

Shafer (1955, 1966)

Robert Shafer, a prominent scholar of Tibeto-Burman linguistics
first posited a "Bodic" division of the Sino-Tibetan language family in

22 231955, and based his five-volume Introduction to Sino-Tibetan on
the same system. This "Bodic" division was sub-divided into a) Bodish,
represented in Nepal by Lepcha (west), Kham, Kagate, Sherpa (central) and
Gurung, Tamang and Thakali (Gurung branch), b) West Himalayish, represented
in Nepal by Byangsi and Thami, c) East Himalayish, represented in Nepal
by the seventeen Rai languages, Sunwar and Limbu, d) West Central
Himalayish, represented by Bayu, Chepang and Magar and e) an unclassified
"Newarish" category represented by Newari.

20. G.A.Grierson: Linguistic Survey of India, Vol.Ill Tibeto-Burman
Family, Part I, Calcutta, 1909, p.10.

21. Ibid. Sten Konow was a "contributing linguist" to the Survey.
22. Robert Shafer: "Classification of the Sino-Tibetan Languages",

Word, no.11 (New York 1955), pp.94-111.
23. Robert Shafer: Introduction to Sino-Tibetan, Wiesbaden, 1966-1973.
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Benedict (1972)

Paul Benedict further complicated the issue in his Sino-Tibetan:
24A conspectus, by including Gurung in the "Bodish" division of a 

Tibetan-Kanauri section, and Byangsi in a "Himalayish" division. Magar 
was described as a "Bodish-Bahing link" and Lepcha as a "Bahing-Vayu 
link". The other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal were classified as 
belonging to a Bahing-Vayu (Kiranti) Group, which included four sub
groups, namely, Bahing sub-type, Khambu sub-type, Vayu-Chepang and 
Newari.

An exhaustive study of Tibeto-Burman classification would also take
25note of the contributions made to the field by Egerod, Voegelin and 

. 26Voegelin and several other linguists. These are beyond the scope of 
this study, but the summaries given above should demonstrate the great 
complexity of the problem,

Warren W. Glover's statistical illustration of the relationships
between a number of these languages is another study which is of interest 

27in this context. Glover attempted to quantify the affinities of a
selection of Nepalese Tibeto-Burman languages by assessing the extent to 
which their vocabularies correlated. The vocabulary selected for 
comparison was that of the Swadesh 100 word list. The results of these 
"Cognate Counts" reinforced the theory of close links between Gurung, 
Thakali and Tamang, Tibetan and Sherpa, and Chepang and Newari.

Laying aside all the above considerations of linguistic affinities, 
and of classifications on the basis of structural characteristics, these 
languages may also be grouped together in terms of their current status 
vis-a-vis their speakers' bilingualism with Nepali, and the relative

24. Paul K. Benedict: Sino-Tibetan: a conspectus, Cambridge, 1972.
25. Sŝ ren C. Egerod: "Sino-Tibetan Languages", Encyclopedia Prltannica

16 (1974), pp.796-806.
26. Charles F. Voegelin and Florence M.R.Voegelin: Classification and

Index of the World's Languages, New York, 1977.
27. Warren W. Glover: "Cognate Counts via the Swadesh list in some Tibeto-

Burman Languages of Nepal", in: Occasional Papers of the Wolfenden
Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics, vol.Ill, part II, Urbana, 1970, 
pp.23-27.
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"strength" of each language in retaining its mother-tongue speakers.
On this basis, the Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal may be summarily 
divided into four groups.

1) Those languages which have a literary tradition of some antiquity
which can ensure a continuing cultural affiliation on the part of their
speakers, despite the inevitability of their increasing bi-lingualism

2 8with Nepali. The only examples are Newari and Tibetan.

2) Those languages which are spoken by large numbers of people in the 
less accessible regions of the eastern zones of Nepal. Lacking an 
established literary tradition, although sometimes possessing their own 
distinct writing systems, they are likely to lose many mother-tongue 
speakers as the status of Nepali is enhanced by improved communications 
with the rest of the country. In these eastern regions, however, this 
process is not far advanced and, although bi-lingualism is increasing 
appreciably, it has yet to cause widespread "displacement" of the local 
languages. Examples are Limbu and the Rai languages.

3) Those languages which lack a literary tradition and which are 
spoken by people inhabiting regions in which Nepali has been the dominant 
lingua franca for several centuries. Speakers of such languages tend
to be functioning bi-linguals, and their mother-tongues show a marked 
Nepali influence. Examples are Gurung, Magar and Tamang.

294) The languages of the so-called "broken tribes" of Nepal. Their 
speakers are rapidly decreasing in number. Examples are Bayu and Chepang.

28. Although Limbu and Lepcha both have their own scripts, their 
literature is obscure and has rarely been published in Nepal. There
fore it plays no part in sustaining language-loyalty among speakers 
of those languages.

29. The term "broken tribes" was coined by Hodgson. See: B.H.Hodgson: 
"Comparative grammar of the languages of the broken tribes of Nepal", 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol.26, Calcutta, 
1857, pp.317-485.
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As a general rule, the bilingualism of Tibeto-Burman speakers with 
Nepali is at its maximum in the west of Nepal and it decreases eastwards, 
(discounting the Kathmandu Valley, which is linguistically more diverse 
than other regions). This is clearly linked to the western origins of 
the national language, and also to the expansion of political control 
over unified Nepal which proceeded from west to east. The degree and 
prevalence of bilingualism is also related to the stage which has been 
reached in the continuing process of Sanskritisation among any given 
community. In a more general Indian context, this process can be quite 
closely equated to "Hinduisation" and in Nepal, as we have seen, it is 
associated with the broader processes of cultural and linguistic 
"Nepalisation".

Although Tibeto-Burman linguistics is a relatively undeveloped 
field of study among Nepalese scholars, a number of glossaries and 
phonemic studies were published by the Centre of Nepal and Asian Studies, 
in conjunction with the Summer Institute of Linguistics, between 1969 and 
1972. The phonemic summaries dealt with the following languages:
Sherpa, Thakali, Chepang, Newari, Sunwar, Tamang, Magar, Kham, Jirel 
and Khaling.^0 Three more publications attempted to devise a system

31by which Tibeto-Burman languages could adopt the devanagari alphabet.
This was justified in the following terms by a visiting linguist:

"....decisions must be made as to how the language is to be 
written, taking into account the sometimes conflicting 
requirements that the minority language use the symbols 
available in the national script and look as much like the

30. Austin Hale: Research on Tibeto-Burman Languages, Berlin, 1982.
31. These are: Warren W. Glover: A Devanagari spelling system for the

Gurung language (Kathmandu, 1971), Burkhard Schottelndreyer: A
Devanagari spelling system for the Sherpa language (Kathmandu, 1974) 
and Sueyoshi Toba: A Devanagari orthography for the Khaling
language (Kathmandu, 1974).
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national language as possible, and that the unique
phonological system of the minority language.....

32must be adequately represented."

These observations were made in the context of bilingual education, 
and the writer was clearly aware of the fact that speakers of "minority 
languages" would be more likely to learn the national language through 
the medium of their own language in devanagari script than by purely 
aural means. Alexander Macdonald was sharply critical of these ideas,

"....reproducing non-Nepali materials in nagarl characters
risks also to play a role in the disparition of languages
....Sherpa materials, for instance, transcribed in nagarl
characters by a Nepalese researcher who does not know
literary Tibetan are of little scientific utility....
Moreover the "nagarisation" which is at present in fashion
underlines the trend towards sanskritisation of Nepalese

33culture as a whole."

It is quite obvious that most studies of these languages which have been 
carried out in Nepal are simply means to the end of the integration of 
their speakers into Nepal; this is quite understandable. Yet it is 
regrettable that the objective study of most of these languages, and of 
their history and origins, has been left to a handful of western scholars 
and that very few Nepali scholars have taken any great interest.

32. Beth Morton; "Towards Bilingual Education Programs for Nepal", in: 
Lindsay Friedman (ed.): Seminar Papers in Linguistics, Kirtipur,
1976, p.130.

33. Alexander Macdonald: Essays on the Ethnology of Nepal and South
Asia, Kathmandu, 1975, p.148.
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Chapter 4 

The Current Status of Selected Tibeto-Burman Languages of Nepal

The large number of Tibeto-Burman languages current in Nepal 
precludes a comprehensive account of the status of each and every one 
in relation to the growing dominance of the national language. Thus 
a selection of these languages which is felt to be representative of 
three of the four main groups outlined above is described in some detail 
in the following pages. We begin with Newari, a language which has 
attracted the attention of a great number of scholars by virtue of its 
rich literary history.

Newari

Newari was classified by Grierson as a member of the "simple or
non-pronominalized" group of Himalayan dialects.^ Its origins are
probably very ancient; indeed, the very name Nepal is clearly related
to the word Newar or Newa, and once referred only to the central valley 

2of Kathmandu. Speakers of Newari continue to refer to their language 
as Nepal bhasa and to the Valley as Nepal. Although they are widely
regarded as a homogenous and distinct ethnic group within Nepal, the 
Newar "race" is actually composed of a number of diverse elements who

3now share a common mother tongue and broad cultural affiliation.
It may be that the term Newar was originally used to refer to an 
inhabitant of the Nepal Valley who would have spoken Nepal bhasa as 
his mother tongue prior to the spread of Gorkhali (Nepali) in the 17th 
century. Although the character of their language suggests that most 
of the Newars must have a northern origin, there is a school of thought 
which ascribes to them a prehistoric homeland in the Dravidian south of

1. G.A.Grierson: Linguistic Survey of India, Vol.Ill Tibeto-Burman
Family, Part I, Calcutta, 1909, pp.177-181 and pp.214-226.

2. John Burton-Page: "The Name, 'Nepal'" in Bulletin of SPAS, Vol.16,
No.3, (1954), pp.592-597.

3. "Where they have not adopted Nepali as bilinguals they have no common
identity except their language", Kamal P. Malla: The Road to Nowhere,
Kathmandu, 1979, p.142.
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India. Whether or not this can be substantiated remains to be seen, 
but the linguistic evidence does suggest a Himalayan origin for the 
majority.

Mother-tongue speakers of Newari amount to less than 4% of the 
total population of Nepal and so it would appear to be a typical 
"minority" language if judged on this purely statistical basis. Yet 
Newari is unusual among the languages of Nepal, for the majority of its 
speakers continue to inhabit one distiact region of the country. 
According to the 1971 Census, approximately 63% of all the Newari- 
speakers of Nepal live in the three jilla of the Kathmandu Valley and 
the central Bagmati ancal is home to about 73% of them. Elsewhere in 
Nepal, there are Newar communities in most market towns, such as 
Pokhara, Tansen and Dhankuta. The Nepalese anthropologist Dor Bahadur 
Bista observes,

"Newars have always travelled for trade and business, while
all other groups....migrate in search of land for farming
or for other employment. There have been very few Newars living
in these outlying districts who have taken to agriculture as
their sole occupation, whereas in Kathmandu Valley great numbers

5of Newars are strictly farmers."
gTABLE 8: Distribution of Newari-speakers in Nepal

Zone

NEPAL
Koshi

Sagarmatha
Janakpur

District

Dhankuta

Ramechap

No. of speakers

455,000 
14,100 
3,500 

15,700 
25,800 
14,300

% of total

3.9
1.6
1.1
1.2
2.0
9.1

4. Gopal Singh Nepali: The Newars, Bombay, 1965, pp.28-29. In his "Notes 
on the origins of the Newars of the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal" (in 
James F. Fisher (ed.), Himalayan Anthropology, The Hague and Paris, 
1978), Victor S. Doherty states, "The assertion sometimes made that the 
Newars are connected with the Nayars of South India has no supporting 
evidence", (p.435).

5. Dor Bahadur Bista: People of Nepal, Kathmandu (2nd edn.), 1972, p. 18.
6 . Nepal Census 1971. Figures given to the nearest 100.
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Zone

Bagmati

Narayani

Gandaki

Lumbini

District.

Bhaktapur 
Kathmandu 
Lalitpur 
Sindhu Palchok 
Kavre Palanchok 
Nuwakot

Makwanpur

Kaski 
Tanahun 
Syangja

Palpa

No. of speakers

331,400
69.300 
147,000
69,900
14,200
26.300 
3,700

21,600
14.300

4,300
9,100
5,400

14,500
6,900

% of total

22.1
62.9
44.6 
45.1
6.9

10.7 
2.1 
2.0
8.7

2.8 
5.8 
2.0 
1.2 
3.3

The Newars have certainly played an important r'Sle in Nepalese 
cultural history and a just claim can undoubtedly be made for the eminence 
of their literary heritage. Yet Newari is often mis-represented as the 
"second language" of Nepal, a statement which is simply untrue in a 
strictly numerical sense, and is a reflection of the "Kathmandu-centric" 
bias of some observers and the fact that the Newars possess their own 
literature.

In the Kathmandu Valley, Newari was the language of a culture of 
unprecedented diversity and eclecticism, to which the distinctive 
environment of the Valley towns still bears witness. In general, the 
Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal lack a literate culture; ethnic 
groups such as the Gurung, Rai or Limbu undoubtedly possess their own 
traditions, but their cultures are generally of a material and 
functional nature. The Newars are an exception to this generalisation, 
for they are the only Tibeto-Burman speaking group of Nepal to have 
developed both a literate culture and also a material culture which is 
most notable for its non-functional aspects.
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The aesthetic sensibilities of the Newars found their primary
expression in material culture such as architecture and sculpture;
literature lagged somewhat behind. Despite this, the earliest Newari

7text, the Manavanyayasastra, dates from 1380 A.D., predating the 
earliest examples of true literature in Nepali by three centuries. At 
first, Sanskrit texts were translated into Newari, and a commentary was 
often added in the same language, but original works soon began to be
composed in what is now known as "classical Newari". Its richest
genre was poetry, and over 1600 poetic compositions are extant in the

g
language, dating back to 1570 A.D. Quantities of prose and drama 
were also produced, often influenced by languages such as Maithili.
Kamal P. Malla, who has done much to publicise and promote Newari
literature in Nepal over the last few years, describes the content of
this body of literature as,

"a most tangible evidence of the symbiosis between a
9Tibeto-Burman language and the Indo-Aryan culture"

At first, Newari language and literature remained quite unaffected by 
the political unification of Nepal which involved the conquest of each 
of the Newar kingdoms of the Valley in the latter half of the 18th 
century. The increasing dominance of the Nepali lingua-franca caused 
the introduction of a large number of loanwords into the spoken language, 
and Newari writers adapted many verbs for inclusion in their literary 
language.^ There seems to have been little antagonism between speakers 
of the two languages, and the Shah kings of the late 18th and early

7. The earliest Newari inscription extant dates from 1173 A.D. Kamal 
P. Malla: Classical Newari Literature. A Sketch, Kathmandu, 1982,
p.2 .

8 . Ibid., p.2.
9. Ibid., p.4.
10. "Nevarl nouns are frequently replaced by Sanskrit tatsamas which,

however, made their way also into the verb part where new formations
consisting of tats. + yaya or tats. + juya, that is to say, of verbal
phrases, tend to fill the place of genuine Nevarl verbs." Siegfried
Lienhard: Songs of Nepal, Hawaii, 1984, p.13. It seems likely,
although Lienhard does not say as much, that many of these "Sanskrit 
tatsamas" were in fact taken from Nepali as well.
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19th centuries did nothing to suppress Newari or retard the growth of
its literature. In 1775, the treaty between Nepal and Tibet was
written partly in Newari"^ and King Rajendra Vikram Shah (r.1817-1847)

12is even said to have penned a drama in Newari.

Under the Rana regime, however, and particularly whilst Chandra 
Shamsher was in power, the Nepali speaking elite began to discriminate 
against speakers of other languages, particularly the Tibeto-Burman 
vernaculars and, due perhaps to the proximity of the majority of Newars 
to the capital, especially Newari. In 1905, the French scholar Sylvain 
Levi observed,

"From generation to generation the Newari language recedes
and gives place to the advantage of the Parbatiya - the

13language of the victors."

Many Newars had been writing their language in the devanagarl script
since the 17th century and by 1910 the old Newari scripts such as ranjana

_ . . 14and bhuji mola had effectively died out. The fortunes of the language
declined still further under the Ranas; from 1940 to 1945, for instance,
writing in Newari was considered virtually a treasonable offence, and

15many of the foremost Newari poets were sent to jail. Under other
rulers, too, Newari literature was suppressed or heavily censored.

In their retention of their language, the Newars have proved 
themselves to be a resilient speech community. They have benefitted 
from their demographic concentration in political and commercial centres 
throughout the country and they have become the most influential and 
literate non-Indo-Aryan group of Nepal as a consequence. Bilingualism is 
extremely widespread among Newari-speakers; they live in close-knit 
communities and it is significant that most of the Newars who no longer 
speak their mother tongue are those who live outside the Valley, isolated 
from other Newar communities. Under the Ranas, Newars struggled to

11. Ibid., p.3.
12. Malla, op.cit., 1982, p.75.
13. Sylvain Levi: Le Nepal, Paris, 1905, Vol.l, p.252.
14. Malla, op.cit., 1979, p.141.
15. The most noted modern Newari poet is Cittadhar "Hrdaya" who wrote his 

celebrated epic Sugatasaurabha in jail in the 1940s. Lienhard, op.cit., 
1984, p.4.
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maintain their literary tradition and the Government allowed the
publication of Newari literature from 1946, after pressure from Indian

16Buddhist societies. From its inception in 1951 until 1965, Radio
17Nepal even transmitted news broadcasts in Newari. Hence Newari

language and literature have experienced something of a revival since
1950; in his Bibliography, Kamal Malla lists some 1000 books published

18between 1946 and 1977. Several Newars who have become known for
their literary compositions in Nepali also write in Newari; Cittadhar

19"Hrdaya" has 22 books in Newari to his credit and Kedaraman "Vyathit",
erstwhile Vice-Chancellor of the Royal Nepal Academy, has written 5 books

20 21 of Newari verse. About 25 literary societies are in existence,
22the most notable being the Nepal Bhasa Parisad and Cvasapasa, and

several Newari journals, including at least one daily newspaper, are
published regularly in the Valley towns. Between 1952 and 1967, 26

23Newari periodicals were registered with the central authorities.

Kamal Malla discerns four attitudes current towards Newari: hostility
on the part of the academic establishment, indifference on the part of
educated Newars, condescension from Nepali speakers, and complacency from

24the protagonists of the language. Despite this rather gloomy overview,
Newars have begun to reassert their linguistic identity in Nepal. Newari 
publications are now more widely available in the Valley than at any other 
time, attempts are being made to revive usage of the old scripts and 
M.A. classes in Newari were recently inaugurated at Tribhuvan University.

16. Malla, op.cit., 1979, p.141.
17. The cancellation of Newari news broadcasts in 1965 provoked great 

protests from the Newar communities of the Valley. Kamal P. Malla, 
personal communication, Kathmandu 1982.

18. Kamal P. Malla: Nepal Bhasaya Dhvana Saphuya Dhalah (Bibliography 
of Nepal Bhasha), Kathmandu, Nepal Samvat 1099 (1978).

19. Ibid., pp.93-96.
20. Ibid., pp.73-74.
21. Ibid., pp.97-98.
22. Lienhard, op.cit., 1984, p.4.
23. These are listed in an appendix to Grismabahadur Devkota: Nepalko 

Chapakhana ra Patra-Patrikako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1967, pp.578-644.
24. Malla, op.cit., 1982, pp.1-4.
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Despite long years of neglect and prevalent bilingualism with Nepali, 
the Newari language will almost certainly be maintained.

Although some authors have chosen to classify the Limbu and their
language as members of the Kiranti group, which includes over a dozen
fairly distinct ethnic and linguistic groups of the eastern hills, the
compilers of the Nepal Censuses have distinguished between "Rai-Kiranti"
and "Limbu" as if they constituted two separate and homogenous languages.
Clearly these classifications conceal a group of languages which are as
yet substantially unresearched. In addition, Subba asserts that "the
Limbu group of languages consists of two separate languages, namely

25Chha Thare Limbu and Panch Thare or "proper Limbu".

As is the case with most Tibeto-Burman languages, Limbu is 
exclusively the mother-tongue of members of the ethnic group of the same 
name. Although they amount to less than 1.5% of the total population of 
Nepal, the Limbu are a major constituent of the population of the eastern 
hills. The five districts in which most (88%) of Nepal’s Limbu-speaking 
population were recorded by the Census of 1971 are represented below, 
together with the statistics concerning the two zones in which over 99% 
of Limbus reside.

2 6TABLE 9: Distribution of Limbu-speakers in Nepal

Zone District No. of Limbu As a %

Limbu

Speakers

Mechi
NEPAL

Taplejung 
Panchthar

170,800 
102,500 
32,400 
51,200 35.1

16.6
38.3

1.48

H a m 12 ,800 
67,300 
38,000 
15,800

9.2
Kosi 7.8

Terhathum 31.9
Dhankuta 4.8

25. Subhadra Subba: "The Languages of Nepal" in Lindsay Friedman (ed.), 
Seminar Papers in Linguistics, Kathmandu, 1976, p.146.

26. Figures from 1971 Census, given to the nearest 100.
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Traditionally, Limbus have inhabited the region known as Pallo 
Kirant or "Far Kirant" and they refer to their homeland as Limbuwan.
This is a "middle-hill" area, and few Limbus live outside it, only 
limited migration having taken place in an easterly direction.

The Limbus may once have had a minor literary tradition of their
own; Malla notes that the Rai and the Limbus have an ancient literature

27of their own including a Veda, and Bista states that books in the Limbu
2 8language are "scattered and difficult to find". Certainly, Limbu

literature barely survives, if it lives at all.

Most Limbus, however, have not forsaken their own language, and 
some consciously resist the acquisition of any other; these latter, 
however, are a minority, and bi-lingualism is increasing. A Limbu's 
knowledge of Nepali, and the grammatical correctness of the Nepali he 
is able to speak, is largely related to his economic status; those 
who are indebted to immigrant Hindu landlords remain subservient and 
largely illiterate. Two American anthropologists sum up the situation 
thus:

"The lower a Limbu is on the economic scale, the less likely 
he is to speak Nepali. At this level, Nepali is considered 
to be the language of the Hindu conqueror and thus to be avoided 
except when communication is otherwise impossible. Limbu 
women, unless they are wealthy, speak Nepali less fluently than 
men. In Terhathum and its environs, conversations among Limbu 
women were mostly in Limbu, while interactions with members of 
other castes and ethnic groups tended to be conducted in the 
crude hill Nepali that most women had to learn to conduct 
business in the bazaar and marketplace. The women of Terhathum 
thought of the hill women who spoke no Nepali as backward and 
less sophisticated than they...."

27. Malla, op.cit., 1979, p.140.
28. Bista, op.cit., 1972, p.44. See also: R.K.Sprigg: "Limbu Books in 

the Kiranti Script", Akten Des Vierundzwanzigsten Internationalen 
Orientalisten-Kongresses Munchen, Wiesbaden, 1959.
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"When the Limbu of wealth and rank converse among
themselves, their own language is likely to be sprinkled
with Nepali sentences and phrases. High-ranking Limbu
rapidly lose their native vocabulary, especially words

29describing cultivation and commerce."

It would seem that the wealthy Limbu, who had extricated himself from 
his subservient position, is more likely to be fluently bi-lingual than 
the poor tenant farmer, whose attachment to his mother-tongue is linked 
to a resentment of the immigrant Hindu landlords, who are still seen 
as intruders in Limbuwan. Clearly, some of the processes which have 
already reached an advanced stage among the Gurung and Magar of the 
west are also incipient among the Limbu speech-community. The Limbu 
are a less important constituent of the "Gurkha" regiments than their 
western counterparts, and have not migrated in very large numbers away 
from their homelands. As a consequence, their identification with 
their homeland is still strong, with a corresponding ethnic and linguistic 
loyalty. Because the Limbu communities of the east are more nearly 
intact than those of Tibeto-Burman speakers in the west, they are 
somewhat less susceptible to changes imposed from the "outside", that 
is, by the Government. More often, cultural and linguistic 
integration into the Nepalese nation-state comes as a voluntary 
response to conditions in which an individual may achieve economic or 
social advancement, as is the case with speakers of Thakali, a language 
we shall consider later in this section.

Gurung

The Gurung language can be most closely related with Magar, Tamang 
30and Thakali, and it is another Nepalese "hill-language" which can be

29. Rex L. Jones and Shirley Kurz Jones: The Himalayan Woman, Palo
Alto, 1976, p.42.

30. The relationship between these languages was firmly established by 
Warren W. Glover in: "Cognate Counts via the Swadesh list in some
Tibeto-Burman Languages of Nepal", Occasional Papers of the Wolfenden 
Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics, Vol.Ill, Part II, Urbana,
1970.
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closely identified with one particular ethnic group. Although 
the Gurung language is no longer spoken by all those who
claim to be Gurungs, there can be very few members of other ethnic groups 
who are at all familiar with the language. Those who retain Gurung as 
their mother-tongue, and are prepared to declare the fact to representatives 
of a central authority are recorded in the 1971 Census. The number of 
Gurungs in Nepal who no longer have a working knowledge of their ancestral 
language is not disclosed.

Traditionally, the Gurungs have inhabited the foothills of the
Annapurna, Lamjung and Himal Chuli ranges of the Himalaya, i.e. the
middle-hill regions of central Nepal, and their origins are extremely
vague, although they quite probably came from the north, as their
linguistic and racial features would suggest. The 1971 Census reveals
that about three-quarters of the Gurung-speakers of Nepal still inhabit
their homeland in the Gandaki ancal. Elsewhere, the migration of
Gurungs eastwards has resulted in small populations of Gurung-speakers
in eight districts outside the Gandaki ancal. Those resident in
Kathmandu, Ilam, Sankhuwa Sabha, Taplejung and Rupendehi amount to less
than 8,000. In Mustang and Manang districts, figures have probably
been distorted by returns from speakers of Tibetan languages, who prefer
to refer to themselves as "Gurung" rather than use the somewhat

31derogatory term of "Bhotia". Resettlement in nearly-cleared Terai
lands in the Rapti Valley has resulted in the existence of a sizeable 
Gurung community in Chitwan district.

31. The gradual incorporation of the Tibeto-Burman-speaking peoples 
of Nepal into the Hindu caste hierarchy began some time before 
laws of caste were codified in the Muluki Ain of 1854. Integration 
into the Hindu society now paramount in Nepal brings economic, 
political and social advantages, thus the Gurung do not wish to be 
identified with the Bhotia people of more definite Tibetan cultural 
and linguistic affiliation. Their success in distancing themselves 
from these Bhotia is perhaps demonstrated by the fact that many of 
the Tibetan-speaking people of Manang and Mustang now describe 
themselves as "Gurung". Personal enquiries, Mustang district,
Nepal, January 1982.
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TABLE 10: Distribution of 32Gurung-speakers in Nepal

Zone District Gurunq-speakers As a %

NEPAL 171,600 1.5
Gandaki 135,100 13.2

Lamjung 36,700 26.2
Syangja 25,600 9.5
Kaski 25,500 16.8
Gorkha 21,000 11.8

Tanahun 13,000 8.2

Parbat 9,800 8.3
Manang 3,700 49.8

Dhaulagiri 3,500 1.3
Mustang 3,300 12.0

Bagmati 10,900 0.07
Dhading 8,000 3.4

Narayani 6,900 0 . 6
Chitwan 6,400 3,5

Mechi 4,500 0.7
Koshi 3,800 0.4

Donald Messerschmidt, an anthropologist whose study of the Gurungs is
a standard work for ethnographers in Nepal, defines three dialects of 

33Gurung. Western Gurung is spoken in the area centring on Kaski district,
stretching as far east as the western edge of Lamjung district and Eastern
Gurung centres on Lamjung district, stretching as far as western Gorkha
district. The third dialect, Ghale, is a language as "radically more different
from the true Gurung than either Tamang, Thakali or Manang...all of which

34are certainly regarded as separate languages." In his entertaining
"portrait" of an old Gurung lady, the American aidworker Broughton 
Coburn hints at the differences between these dialects:

32. Figures from 1971 Census, given to the nearest 100.
33. Donald A. Messerschmidt: The Gurungs of Nepal, Warminster, 1976, 

p.4.
34- Ibid., p.4. See also: Warren W. Glover and John K. Landon:

"Gurung Dialects", in: Papers in South-East Asian Linguistics,
No.7, Canberra 1980.
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"At home, Aama speaks Gurung, a Tibeto-Burman tribal
language sounding similar to Tibetan, although they are
mutually unintelligible. From one valley to the next
and from village to village, the dialect varies enough
for her to recognize the native village of strangers met
on the trail simply from their accent and inflection.
The Gurung that live a day's walk to the northwest of
Simli and Danda speak a slightly different dialect. The
Danda Gurung acknowledge their barbarisms as in fact the
same language, but remark that to them it sounds as if

35they are all perpetually angry."

The Gurungs and the Magars came into contact with the Nepali-
speaking descendants of the Indo-Aryan Khas who were gaining political
ascendancy in the western and central Himalaya at a relatively early
stage. The ancestral Gurung kingdom of legend, in the north of
Lamjung district, was ruled by a ghale king until sometime in the 

3 6fifteenth century, when it became a part of the powerful Lamjung
kingdom under a "Nepali Raja". Lamjung was one of the last petty
kingdoms to be incorporated into the unified Nepalese state; it was

37formally annexed by Kathmandu in 1776. Messerschmidt notes the
involvement of Gurungs in the cultural and political "mainstream" of 
Nepalese life prior to this annexation;

"Appointment of Gurung and other tribal village headmen
in the hills probably dates to an earlier time when
the House of Gorkha was locally powerful only in the

3 8western hills of its origin."

35. Broughton Coburn: Nepali Aama. Portrait of a Nepalese Hill 
Woman, Santa Barbara, 1982, p.145.

36. "The Ghale, or Kle, are by tradition a clan of ancient kings or 
paramount chiefs", Messerschmidt, op.cit., 1976- p.5.

37. Ibid., p.18.
38. Ibid., p.18.
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The degree of linguistic and cultural Sanskritisation which has 
occurred among the Gurungs would seem to bear this out. As early 
as 1833, Hodgson noted,

"The Gurungs are less generally and more recently redeemed from
Lamaism and primitive impurity than the Magars. But, though
Gurungs and Magars still maintain their own vernacular tongues,
Tartar faces and careless manners, yet, what with military
service for several generations, under the predominant Khas,
and what with the commerce of Khas males with their females,
they have acquired the Khas language, though not to the oblivion
of their own.... As they have, however, with such grace as they
could muster, submitted themselves to the ceremonial law of
purity, and to Brahman supremacy, they have been adopted as 

39Hindus."

This long-term interaction with the Nepali-speaking population 
has resulted in an increasing level of bi-lingualism with the national 
language, and the incorporation of much of its vocabulary into spoken 
Gurung. These processes, as elsewhere, are closely related to the 
incorporation of a tribal culture and shamanist/Buddhist religion into 
the more prevalent Hindu culture of Nepal. Messerschmidt notes,

"Buddhism among the Gurungs in general is waning in the face 
of inroads by Hinduism; it is still strong, however, among 
the more northerly villages which are isolated from the main
stream of Nepali life and where traditionalism is valued more 
highly.

39. B.H.Hodgson: "Origin and Classification of the Military Tribes
of Nepal", Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No.17, (May 
1833), pp.219-220.

40. Messerschmidt, op.cit., 1976, p.6 .
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Gurungs who have left their native hills tend to adopt another 
language within only two or three generations, unless they are living 
among a large Gurung community. One meets hillsmen who claim to be 
Gurung in and around the Kathmandu Valley, and also further to the 
east, but very few of them now speak their mother-tongue. Thus the 
Nepal Censuses give no indication of the number of ethnic Gurungs who 
are resident outside their linguistic "homeland". Grierson notes,

"....they are gradually being Hinduized, and there is, at the
same time, a distinct tendency among them to abandon their

41old dialect m  favour of Khas. Thus 2721 out of a total
of 4502 Gurungs in Sikkim returned their language as Khas at 

42the last census."

Grierson included a sample of Gurung in his Linguistic Survey,
which he had obtained from the "Nepal Durbar". Although there is no
way of judging the extent to which it was a true representation of the
spoken Gurung of the time, it is interesting to note that it does
contain a large quantity of Nepali vocabulary. Some of this, e.g.
papa, "sin", paramesvara, "God", mhaya, "compassion", is adopted
directly from Hindu religious terminology, but there is also much
secular vocabulary, e.g. paradesa, "other country", maye "kiss", pherl,
"again", jutta, "shoes", kati, "how much", risa, "anger", samma, "up
to" (postposition), bhanda, "than" (comparative postposition), and
several examples of the use of Nepali verb bases to form new compound
verbs, e.g. nach-la-ba, "dancing", baja-nha-ba, "playing music", u$i~

43di-wa-di, "squandered", etc. This may well represent the speech of
a Gurung resident in Kathmandu who was familiar with Nepali, but it 
probably gives a fair impression of the kind of linguistic admixture 
which is spoken by the modern Hindu Gurung.

The Gurung language possesses little or no written literature, 
nor does it have its own script. Messerschmidt tells of a "pseudo
history" of the Gurungs, of which several hand-written texts are said

41. I.e. Nepali.
42. Grierson, op.cit., 1909, p.182.
43. Ibid., pp.187-188.
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to exist in various villages. A Nepali version of a Gurung
45"Vamsavali" has been published.

The Gurungs and their language have undergone a long process of
acculturation into the Nepalese "mainstream" which began at a very early
stage, by virtue of the geographical location of most of their number,
and because of their renowned military prowess. Consequently,
Gurungs play a more active tole in governmental bureaucracy than the
members of any other Tibeto-Burman ethnic group besides the Newars.
There are also a very large number of Gurungs in the Nepalese army,
and in the "Gurkha" regiments of the Indian and British armies, and
army pensions play an important part in the economy of the central 

46Nepalese hills. Despite these factors, there has been no assertion
of the Gurung cultural and linguistic identity which can be even nearly 
equated with the vocalisation of loyalty to other languages, such as 
Newari. Lacking a literature, or even a distinct written form, it 
seems most likely that the Gurung language will continue to co-exist 
with the lingua-franca, Nepali, in the shape of ever increasing bi
lingualism, and will probably become progressively more "Nepali-ised" 
over the generations.

Thakali

Thakali is spoken by a small and scattered community who have
traditionally inhabited the middle section of the Kali Gandaki valley

47m  Mustang district of Dhaulagiri zone. In the 1971 Census, Thakali
was subsumed into the "local district languages" category, but some 
4,100 speakers were recorded by the Census of 1961. Ethnically and 
linguistically, the Thakalis are more closely related to their southern 
neighbours, the Gurung and Tamang, than to the Tibetan peoples of the

44. Messerschmidt, op.cit., 1976, p.9.
45. Yogi Naraharinath and Krsnabahadur Gurung (ed.): grlgurufig Magar 

Vamsavali, Nepal, 1963.
46. A similar situation exists among the Tamang. See: Andras Hofer: 

"A New Rural Elite in Central Nepal", in James F.Fisher (ed.): 
Himalayan Anthropology, The Hague and Paris, 1978.

47. This area is known as the Thak Khola.
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northern reaches of the Kali Gandaki. Their language has 65% cognates
48with Gurung and 57% with Tamang, but only 28% with Tibetan.

Traditionally, however, Thakali culture was quite closely allied to
that of Tibet, in terms of religious affiliation and even dress and
diet. The Thakalis became prosperous by virtue of their advantageous
position on an important trans-Himalayan trade-route; they developed
great commercial acumen and astute political instincts. Their
changing fortunes in the face of the trade restrictions imposed by the
Chinese after their annexation of Tibet have been the subject of several

49anthropological studies. These changes have had profound cultural
and linguistic implications; since the 1950s, the acculturation of the 
Thakalis into the broader spectrum of Nepalese life has occurred with 
unusual rapidity, due to severed links with the northern culture area.

Since the 1950s, the Thakalis have been increasingly anxious to
be considered a part of Nepalese Hindu society. They have striven,
with some success, to identify their ethnic origins in the Jumla region 

50of western Nepal, and they have even changed their clan names from
Tibetan-sounding titles such as Chyoki, Salki, Dhimzen and Bhurki to
more "Sanskritic" names such as Gauchan, Tulachan, Sherchan and 

51Bhattachan. Cultural change is also evident in the towns and villages
of the Thak Khola; Tibetan dress is no longer worn and the old lha khang,
Buddhist temples, in towns such as Tukuche and Marpha are in a sorry

52state of disrepair. The fate of the Thakali language is a predictable

48. Glover, op.cit., 1970.
49. Such as the famous study of trans-Himalayan trade by Christoph von

Furer-Haimendorf: Himalayan Traders: Life in Highland Nepal, London,
1975. See also: Shigeru Iijima: Hinduization of a Himalayan Tribe
in Nepal, Kroeber Anthropological Society Papers, No.29, 1963.

50. Shigeru Iijima: "Ecology, Economy and Cultural Change Among the
Thakalis in the Himalayas of Central Nepal" in Iijima (ed.):
Changing Aspects of Modern Nepal, Tokyo, 1977, p.84.

51. Bista, op.cit., 1972, p.90.
52. "We noticed at once that he [a lama at Tukuche] wore Nepali clothes

and soon realized that he had totally abandoned his religion. He 
excused himself with the remark: "How can I act as lama if no one
believes in me!" David Snellgrove: Himalayan Pilgrimage, Boulder
(USA), 2nd edn., 1981, p.176.
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corollary to this. Many Thakalis have left their "homeland" to
53conduct their businesses m  the commercial centres of Nepal.

Others spend only a few months of each year in the Thak Khola, and
the villages seem deserted in winter, as a consequence. Bilingualism
with Nepali is therefore very widespread, especially among the young.
The Japanese anthropologist Shigeru Iijima reports that Thakalis of *
Tukuche did not generally converse in their mother tongue, even in
1958, but used the national language in their informal conversations.
He states that most teenagers were actually more fluent in Nepali than
in Thakali, and that the latter language had become more of a "secret
code" which was used among merchants when they were dealing with other 

54ethnic groups.

Hastened by the dislocation of trade and culture, the "Nepalisation" 
process is clearly discernible among the Thakalis, and proceeds with 
unusual rapidity. Their circumstances are by no means general to the 
speakers of other Tibeto-Burman languages; in the Thak Khola, there is 
much to be gained in economic and political terms from linguistic and 
cultural absorption into "Greater Nepal".

In the preceding pages, the current status of four Tibeto-Burman 
languages native to Nepal has been described in some detail. In terms 
of increasing bilingualism and "Nepalisation", Gurung is quite typical 
of the "western" members of the group. Much of what has been said
about Gurung would also apply to the other Tibeto-Burman languages of

55 56the western hills, such as Magar, and equally to Tamang, the most
widely-spoken Tibeto-Burman language of Nepal. Similarly, the processes
which are at work among the Limbu-speaking community have close parallels

53. Christoph von Fiirer-Haimendorf: "Trans-Himalayan Traders in
Transition", in Fisher (ed.), op.cit., 1978, pp.344-349.

54. Shigeru Iijima: "The Thakalis: Traditional and Modern" in Iijima,
Bista et al: Anthropological and Linguistic Studies of the Gandaki
Area in Nepal, Tokyo, 1982, p. 25.

55. Speakers of Magar or Magari are very widely dispersed throughout 
Nepal, although approximately one quarter of their total number were 
recorded in the Palpa district by the 1971 Census, which recorded a 
total of 288,400 speakers in Nepal. Bilingualism with Nepali is 
probably slightly more prevalent among Magars than among Gurungs.

56. The 1971 Census recorded a total of 555,100 Tamang-speakers in Nepal, 
of whom approximately two-thirds lived in the three zones of Bagmati, 
Janakpur and Narayani. Tamangs constitute a linguistic majority in 
Rasuwa district of Bagmati zone.
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57 58among speakers of Rai and Sunwar in the eastern hills. Thakali 
and Newari are exceptions to the generalisations which might be made 
about the status of these languages; Newari, because of its literary 
tradition, is more resistant to the processes of Nepalisation, and the 
case of Thakali is a consequence of changes which are confined to the 
Thak Khola region, although it does have some parallels among the Sherpas 
of Solu Khumbu.

Before proceeding to a more detailed discussion of the status of the
national language itself, it might be useful to examine the status of
the languages which can be identified more closely with Tibetan. These
are classed together by compilers of the Nepal Censuses as "Bhote Sherpa".
Sherpa is the language spoken by the Sherpas of upper Solu Khumbu; it
has 51% cognates with Tibetan but is usually regarded as a language in
its own right. There are approximately 20,000 speakers of Sherpa in
Nepal; the 1971 Census recorded a figure of 18,400 speakers of "Bhote
Sherpa" in the Solu Khumbu district, and the Summer Institute of
Linguistics estimated that 14,000 speakers of Sherpa inhabited the same 

59region. The 1971 Census, however, recorded a total of 79,200 speakers
of "Bhote Sherpa" for the whole of Nepal; assuming that most true 
Sherpas live in Solu Khumbu, it is evident that more of these languages 
were actually "Bhote", Tibetan, than Sherpa.

In many of the more remote districts of northern Nepal, the Tibetan
language and its dialects continue to function as a lingua franca. In 
Mustang district, the north of Dolpa (Dolpo) district, in the Mugu and 
Humla districts of the Karnali zone where it borders on Tibet, and in 
most northern regions, knowledge of Nepali is still quite limited. Such 
sparsely-populated areas maintain a Tibetan culture which remains distinct 
from that of "Greater Nepal

57. Termed "Rai-Kiranti" by the 1971 Census; more than half of Nepal's
232,300 speakers of the seventeen Rai languages live in the northern
districts of Sagarmatha zone, the rest in Koshi and Mechi zones.

58. In 1971, there were 20,400 speakers of Sunwar or Sunuwar in Nepal; 
most of them lived in Janakpur and Sagarmatha zones.

59. Kent H. Gordon: Sherpa Phonemic Summary, SIL, Kathmandu, 1969.
60. For an entertaining and informative account of a journey through

the Tibetan-speaking regions of Nepal, see David Snellgrove, op.cit., 
1981.
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Conclusion

Part One of this study has attempted to demonstrate the extreme 
linguistic diversity which has existed for centuries among the varied 
peoples of Nepal. It was this diversity which gave rise to the need 
for a shared "link-language", a lingua franca which would enable 
speakers of mutually incomprehensible languages to communicate with one 
another. We have seen that the increasing prevalence of Nepali has 
affected the status of different languages in a variety of ways. Despite 
a steady increase in the proportion of the Tarai population who are 
familiar with Nepali, it still seems most unlikely that languages such 
as Maithili will be displaced as the mother tongues of the majority of 
the population in many areas. Supporters of Nepali had also hoped that 
it would be able to adopt the role of lingua franca in the Tarai, but 
this role will not be readily relinquished by Hindi. Thus one can 
conclude that, although familiarity with Nepali is now much more wide
spread in the Tarai than it has ever been, its use will probably remain 
restricted to a quite limited number of definite contexts for the 
foreseeable future.

Nepali is much stronger in the hills. Amongst most Tibeto-Burman 
speaking communities, it is rapidly displacing mother-tongues and 
influencing the character of other spoken languages. Yet such a 
generalisation still requires certain qualifications. In the eastern 
hills, there is some resistance to the acquisition of Nepali from Rais 
and Limbus, and the determination of a number of educated Newars to 
revive and maintain their distinctive culture indicates that Newari 
literature is assured of a future.

This section of the present study cannot pretend to be a comprehensive 
survey; little has been said about Lepcha, for instance, which possesses 
a minor literary tradition which is experiencing something of a revival in 
Sikkim. Yet it is hoped that this brief summary of the languages of 
Nepal and the effect upon them of the growing dominance of Nepali will, 
as it were, "set the scene" for the account of the development of Nepali 
language and licerature which follows.
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Chapter 5 

Introduction to Nepali

The Location of Nepali-Speakers

Since the 17th century, Nepali has been the language of the 
majority of those Nepalese who can loosely be termed the "middle-hill 
peoples" of western and central Nepal. Typically, it was the mother- 
tongue of the predominantly Hindu population of this region, which 
bordered on a region populated by speakers of Tibeto-Burman languages 
in the north and on a region populated by speakers of other Indo- 
European languages in the south. Linguistic change has proceeded 
with increasing rapidity since the time when such a simplistic ethno- 
linguistic scheme was true. The main trend of this change has been an 
increase in the proportion of the population who speak Nepali as either 
a mother-tongue or a second language. Both the Nepali language and 
its speakers have tended to move eastwards through the region; the 
political and economic integration of the indigenous populations into 
a system dominated by Nepali-speaking Hindus has more recently 
encouraged the spread of the language into the northern and southern 
sections of the country.

Census figures concerned with mother-tongue have given the 
following statistics for speakers of Nepali within the kingdom of Nepal

TABLE 11: Mother-tongue speakers of Nepali in Nepal

Year of Census 1952/4 1961 1971 19811

Total population 8,235,079 9,412,996 11,555,983 15,022,839
Nepali-speakers 4,013,567 4,796,528 6,060,758 c.8,758,300
Nepali-speakers 48.7% 51.0% 52.4% 58.3%
as a % of total

1. M.C.Regmi: Nepal Press Digest, vol.28, no.14 (April 2nd, 1984).
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Despite any misgivings which might be entertained concerning
the accuracy of these Census statistics, it remains clear that Nepali
is very much the dominant language, especially when it is also noted
that Maithili, numerically the second most widely-spoken language of
Nepal, had only 1,327,242 speakers in 1971, comprising 11.48% of the 

2total population.

An important factor which is causing the spread of Nepali as the 
lingua franca is the policy of His Majesty's Government, which promotes 
Nepali as its rastra bhasa, or national language. Thus this widely 
spoken language is also the medium of state education, administration 
and government, it gives access to circles of power, business and 
finance, and it is the language of most of the media and the bulk of 
the country's literature.

Table 12- documents the distribution of Nepali-speakers within 
Nepal.

TABLE 12.: Nepali speakers in zones and districts of Nepal

All figures extracted from Nepal Census, 1971. Where speakers 
of any other single language constitute 25% or more of the total 
population of any zone or district, their proportion of that population 
is given in the table. All figures are given to the nearest 100 and 
to the nearest 0 .1 %.

2. In 1981, there were 1,668,300 speakers of Maithili in Nepali, 
who comprised 11.1% of the total population. Ibid.
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Mechi

Koshi

Sagarmatha

Janakpur

Bagmati

Taplejung 
Panchthar 
I lam 
Jhapa

Sankhuwa Sabha 
Terhathum 
Dhankuta 
Morang 
Sunsari

Solu Khumbu
Bhojpur
Khotang
Okhaldunga
Udayapur
Saptari
Siraha

Total popn.

617.800 
84,700

145.800
139.500 
247,700

866.300
114.300
119.300
107.600
301.600 
223,400

1,313,500
105.300
194.500
163.300 
122,900
112.600 
312,600
302.300

No. pf Nepali 
Speakers

301,600
36.400
65.000
89.400 

110,800

351,900
75.800
66.800
52.400 

102,500
54.500

478,800
52,700

154,700
112,100
73,300
56.500
13.000
16.500

Nepali 
Speakers 
as a %

48.8
43.0
44.6
64.1
44.7

40.6
66.3
56.0
48.7
34.0
24.4

36.5
50.0
79.5
68.7
59.6
50.2 
4.2 
5.5

Other languages 
(25% or over)

Limbu 38.3 
Limbu 35.1

Limbu 31.9

Tharu 25.4

Maithili 43.8 
Rai-Kirat 25%

Rai-Kirat 26.1

Maithili 92.6 
Maithili 89.4

Dolakha
Ramechap
Sindhuli
Dhanukha
Mohottari
Sarlahi

1,265,800
130,000
157,300
147,400
330,600
324,800
175,500

314,600
86,100
82,400
77,500
22,800
18,800
27,000

24.9 
66.2 
52. 4 
52.6 
6.9 
5.8 

15.4

Maithili 49.8

Maithili 86.1
Maithili 87.6
Local district 
languages 38.5 
Maithili 35.0

Sindhu Palchok
Rasuwa
Nuwakot

1,497,000
206,400
17,500

172,700

844,200
117,400

1,600
109,000

56.4
56.9
9.1

63,1

Tamang 30.0 
Tamang 82.9 
Tamang 33.9
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Narayani

Gandaki

Lumbini

District Total popn.

Dhading 236,300
Kavre Palanchok 245,200
Bhaktapur 110,200
Kathmandu 353,800
Lalitpur 155,000

1,,103,000
Makwanpur 163,800
Chitwan 1B3,600
Rautahat 320.100
Bara 233,400
Parsa 202,100

1,,023,100
Gorkha 178,300
Manang 7,400

Lamjung 140,200
Kaski 151,700
Parbat 118,700
Tanahun 158,100
Syangja 268,600

1 ,,165,700
Nawal Parasi 146,600
Palpa 212,600
Gulmi 227,700
Arga Khanchi 130,200
Rupendehi 243,300

Kapilabastu 205,200

No. of Nepali Nepali Other languages
Speakers Speakers (25% or over)

as a %

189.600 BO.2
143.600 58.6 Tamang 29.6
36.900 33.5 Newari 62.9

176.100 49.8 Newari 41.5
69.900 45.1 Newari 45.1

234,900 21.3 Bhojpuri 62.0
68,600 41.9 Tamang 44,1

131.100 71.4
14.400 4.5 Bhojpuri 88.2
11.400 4.9 Bhojpuri 92.6
9,400 4.7 Bhojpuri 91.9

768,000 75.1
144.500 81.0

loo 1.4 Gurung 50.0
Local Distt. Langs. 
33.8

96,000 68,5 Gurung 26.2
118.100 77.9
107.200 90.3
103.600 65.5
198.500 73.9

567.200 48.7
26.900 18.3 Tharu 25.2

134,300 63.2 Magar 32.4
224.600 98.6
128.100 98.4
43,500 17.9 Bhojpuri 43.0

Avadhi 28,9
9,800 4.8 Avadhi 80.2
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Dhaulagiri

Rapti

Karnali

Bheri

District

Mustang
Dolpa
Myagdi
Baglung

Rukum
Rolpa
Sallyan
Piuthan
Dang Deokhuri

Humla
Mugu
Tibrikot
Jumla

Jajarkot 
Dailekh 
Surkhet 
Banke

Total popn.

276.700
26.900 
19,100
57.900

172.700

705.800 
96,200

163.000 
141,500 
137,300
167.800

188.000 
29,500 
25,700 
10,000
122.800

575,100
86,600

156,000
104,900
125.700

No. of Nepali 
Speakers

250,900
15.000
14.600 
55,900

165.400

587.800 
86,100

137,000
141.200
134.800
88.600

180.400
25.500 
22,300
10.000 

122,600

371.200
86.500 

153,100
102.200 
18,800

Nepali 
Speakers 
as a &

90.7
55.8
76.4
96.5
95.8

83.3
89.5
84.0
99.8 
98.2
52.8

96.0
86.4
86.8 

100.0

99.8

64.5
99.9
98.1 
97,4 
15.0

Seti

Bardia

Bajura 
Bajhang 
Accham 
Doti 
Kailali

lOl,800

597,100 
61,300 

108,600 
132,200 
166,000 
128,900

10,700

490,800
61,300

108,500
132,100
166,000
22,900

10.5

82.2
100.0
99.9
99.9 

100.0

17.8

Other languages 
(25% or over)

Tharu 43.2

Local Distt 
Langs. 32.7 
Avadhi 30.2
Tharu 76.1

Tharu 80,6
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Zone

Mahakali

District

Darchula
Baitadi
Dandheldhura
Kanchanpur

Total Popn.

361,200
68.900 

128,700
94,700
68.900

No. of Nepali 
Speakers

318.600
57.500
128.600 
94,000
38.500

Nepali 
Speakers 
as a %

88.2
83.5
99.9 
99.2
55.9

Other Languages 
(25% or over)

Tharu 42.8

Although this study will concern itself primarily with 
developments in Nepali language and literature which have occurred 
within Nepal, the importance of the contributions made by Nepalese 
abroad should not be under-estimated. These contributions were of 
particular importance during the first half of this century, when 
the conservatism of the Rana regime in Nepal discouraged cultural and 
literary advancement.

A substantial number of ethnic Nepalese are resident outside the
kingdom of Nepal. Nepalese soldiers ("Gurkhas") serve in the armies
of India, Britain and the United Nations; "Gurkha" regiments are
stationed in Hong Kong, Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore and so on. In
several Indian towns, a long-standing military tradition has encouraged
the growth of sizeable Nepalese communities. Dehra Dun, for instance,

3had approximately 29,000 speakers of Nepali in 1961, The largest 
communities of Nepalese resident outside Nepal are to be found to the 
east of the kingdom, in the Darjeeling district of West Bengal, Sikkim, 
southern Bhutan and Assam. Most of them are descendants of emigrants

3. Census of India 1961 Volume XV Uttar Pradesh. Part II C(ii)
Cultural and Migration Tables, Delhi, 1965, Table C-V-Mother 
Tongue, pp.286-295. This assumes that "Gorkhali" (7,555 
speakers) and "Nepali" (20,536 speakers) are really the same 
language. The fact that nearly 19,000 of these Gorkhali/Nepali- 
speakers are male indicates that many of them are in fact military 
personnel. The 1961 Census of India records a total of 79,400 
speakers of Gorkhali and Nepali for the whole of Uttar Pradesh.
Of these, 58,400 are male (ibid., pp.256-265).
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from eastern Nepal who left the country during the 19th century. 
Originally, few of these migrants would have been mother-tongue 
speakers of Nepali, but the language has gained ground among their 
descendants to the extent that comparatively few of them are now 
familiar with any other language. The migration of large numbers of 
peasants from eastern Nepal is partially explicable in terms of the’ 
general eastward trend of population drift throughout the central and 
eastern Himalaya during the period, but it can also be attributed to 
the economic and political changes which were taking place in Nepal at 
the time.

As the Gorkhali rulers of the newly unified kingdom of Nepal
consolidated their control of the eastern regions of the country,
conditions for the "Kiranti" peoples native to the area deteriorated 

4sharply. Nepali-speaking Hindus were encouraged to migrate eastward,
to less densely populated regions where a certain amount of land was
still unexploited by farmers. These cultivators began to encroach on 

5the kipaf lands which had traditionally been farmed by the peoples of 
the region. The military campaigns of the government were financed 
chiefly by land revenues, and after the Treaty of Segauli which concluded 
the Anglo-Nepalese wars of 1814-15 and 1816, taxes were converted to a 
cash medium, which was very burdensome for the peasant farmer. The 
indigenous peoples of eastern Nepal responded to this situation by 
emigrating in ever-increasing numbers, first into the far east of Nepal, 
and then into India.6 As early as 1795, the Government of Nepal was

4. There are references to the Kirata peoples of the Himalayas in the 
Rig Veda, Mahabharata and many other ancient texts. There are said 
to have been twenty-nine Kirata rulers of Nepal before their 
subjugation by the Licchavis in the first century A.D. D.R.Regmi: 
Ancient Nepal, Calcutta, 1969, pp.21-25. The designations kirat, 
kirati or kiranti are now given to the Tibeto-Burman peoples of 
eastern Nepal, but' it is impossible to establish the precise nature 
of the historical links between these peoples and the kirata of 
ancient times.

5. Kipat was the ancient tradition according to which Rais and Limbus 
were permitted to cultivate certain ancestral lands free of taxes. 
For a more detailed explanation of this system of land tenure, see: 
Rex L. Jones and Shirley Kurz Jones: The Himalayan Woman, Palo
Alto, 1976, p.35.

6 . Richard English: Gorkhali and Kiranti: Political Economy in the 
Eastern Hills of Nepal, University Microfilms International, 1983, 
p.258.
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trying to tempt back many Rais and Limbus who had fled to Purnea in 
7Bihar. By 1834 the situation had deteriorated further, so that the 

Government found it necessary to declare a ten-year moratorium on the 
repayments of loans because of the increasing indebtedness of many 
peasants.̂

In 1835, the hill station of Darjeeling was ceded to the British 
by the Raja of Sikkim and the region soon became the centre of an 
expanding tea industry. This attracted a large number of migrant 
labourers from the adjacent areas of Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. The 
first estate was founded in 1856 and by 1876 there were 113 plantations 
employing some 19,000 labourers. Nepalese emigrants then made up 27% 
of the population of Darjeeling and half of them were "Kirantls" from

9the eastern hills. Employment on tea estates was comparatively 
secure; in 1860, labourers earned between 4 and 8 rupees a month.^ 
Whole families were employed and cash wages were often supplemented by 
food subsidies or grants of plots of unreclaimed jungle. In his 
recent study of political economy in the east of Nepal, Richard English 
summed up the attractions of the tea estate;

"Emigration....meant escape from excessive revenue and corvee 
assessments, while resettlement promised opportunities for 
steady wage labor employment and a reliable supply of food 
grains.

By 1901, 33,000 Rais were resident in Darjeeling; this represented a
12five-fold increase in their numbers since 1876. The levels of

migration dropped during the 20th century as the expansion of the tea
industry slowed down. In 1960, 96% of the labour force was resident

13in this district and 95% were of Nepalese origin. The following
analysis of the languages spoken by these people was supplied by the 
Census of India, 1961:

7. Ibid., p.257.
8 . Ibid., p.260.
9. Ibid., p.264.
10. At that time, a month's supply of rice for one adult male cost 

only 2 rupees. Ibid., p.265.
11. Ibid., p.264.
1 2 . Ibid., p.268.

• Ibid., p.266.
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14TABLE 13: Languages of the Nepalese population of Darjeeling (1961)

as a % of total

Total population 624,600
Nepali 369,100 59.1
Rai 56,800 9.1
Tamang 43,100 6.9
Limbu 17,800 2.8

Magar 17,300 2.8

Gurung 15,500 2.5
Sunwar & Jirel 4,800 00o

Total 524,400 O00

During the first half of this century, Darjeeling and Banaras
were important centres for the development of Nepali literature.
Writers were more free to publish their books and journals in India than
in Nepal, where the Ranas held sway. Darjeeling Nepalese were proud
of their cultural reputation, and Nepali linguistic nationalism was
encouraged by men such as Paras Mani Pradhan and Dharanldhar Roirala.
Nepalese in India have sought to create their own ethnic and cultural
identity as bharatiya nepalT, "Indian Nepalis", and since the 1960s
they have been engaged in a campaign for the constitutional recognition
of Nepali by the government of India. Although Nepali has been
recognised as an Indian literary language by the Sahitya Akadami in

15 .New Delhi since 1974, it is not included in schedule 8 of the Indian 
Constitution."^ Demands for constitutional recognition have recently 
become more closely connected with those of political nationalists

14. Census 1961 West Bengal. District Census Handbook Darjeeling, 
Calcutta, 1967, Table C-V-Mother Tongue, pp.238-255.

15. All-India Nepali Bbasha Samiti: Case for Constitutional Recognition
of Nepali, Darjeeling, 1979, p.4.

16. Schedule 8 of the Indian Constitution lists the languages which 
the Government recognises as languages of administration at state 
and national levels.
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who demand an autonomous status for the region and the Indian 
government, wary of separatist movements, is reluctant to make any 
real concessions.

Sikkim was essentially an independent kingdom with protectorate 
status until political instability led the Indian government to limit
its autonomy in 1973 and formally to absorb it into the Indian Union

18 19m  1975. It is also populated by a majority of Nepali-speakers,
who have "swamped" the indigenous Lepchas with successive waves of
immigration since the turn of the century. The three official
languages of the Sikkimese administration have included Nepali since
the kingdom became the 22nd state of India. In October 1977 the State
Legislative Assembly also joined the campaign for the constitutional

20recognition of Nepali, adopting an official resolution to that effect.

Large numbeis of Nepalese are also resident in the southern part
of the independent kingdom of Bhutan, where their ancestors were

21settled by the Bhutanese government in the late 19th century.
According to the 1969 Census, approximately 138,000 speakers of Nepali
are normally resident in Bhutan, constituting 15% of the total 

22population. If illegal residents and contracted labourers are also
taken into account, the Nepalese may constitute as much as 20% of the

17. In September 1981, a demonstration which was held in Darjeeling
to demand constitutional recognition for Nepali and the establishment 
of an autonomous state of "Gorkhaland" ended in violence. These 
events were reported in local papers such as Yugalahar monthly 
(September 1981) and Hamro Bhasa, 19th September 1981.

18. Leo E. Rose: "Modernizing a Traditional Administrative System:
Sikkim 1890-1973", in James F. Fisher (ed.): Himalayan
Anthropology, The Hague and Paris, 1978.

19. Supporters of Nepali claim that 77% of Sikkimese speak Nepali
as their mother-tongue. All-India Nepali Bhasha Samiti, op.cit., 
1979, p.5.

20. Ibid., p.5. The Sikkim State Assembly recognised Lepcha, Bhutia 
(Tibetan) and Nepali as state languages in the Sikkim Language 
Bill of 1977.

21. Leo E. Rose: The Politics of Bhutan, Ithaca and London, 1977,
p.35.

22. Ibid., p.46.
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population. In southern Bhutan, Nepali is the mother-tongue
of the majority in most areas, and the language has been afforded
a place in the national education system; in 1975, English was
established as the medium of education for ten years, Dzong Kha, the
national language, was the second compulsory subject at all schools,

24and Nepali was the third, optional, language.

It is difficult to obtain a reliable estimate of the total
number of Nepali-speakers who are resident abroad. There are Nepalese
communities in Assam, where they constitute approximately 16% of the

25non-Assamese-speaking population, and in the Duars region, Banaras, 
Patna, Delhi and so on. Some Nepalese estimates go as high as 5 
million, while Indian Censuses record less than 3 million. Whichever 
may be the truth, it will become evident in later chapters that Indian 
Nepalese form a distinct ethnic and linguistic group in India which is 
large enough to have influenced both the form of the Nepali language 
and the course of its literary development.

The Relationship of Nepali to other Indo-Aryan languages

Nepali is clearly a member of the North Indian group of Indo- 
Aryan languages which includes Hindi, Gujarati, Panjabi, Bengali and 
so on, and its development has been closely related to the changes which 
have occurred in all these languages. Yet there is a great paucity of 
early written material in Nepali and most attempts to identify the 
specific processes which have produced its modern characteristics are 
essentially reconstructions of linguistic history based on unprovable 
hypotheses and rather dubious assumptions. Although Nepali scholars 
are gradually ameliorating their lack of early material, by unearthing 
old inscriptions and manuscripts, the reconstruction of Nepali 
linguistic history still involves a great deal of speculation.

23. Ibid., p.47.
24. Ibid., pp.134-135.
25. Myron Weiner: Sons of the Soil. Migration and Ethnic Conflict

in India, Princeton, 1978, p.79.
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It is possible, nevertheless, to identify many of the features
of the general structure of modern Nepali which illustrate its close
relationship with the other Indo-Aryan languages of India. Nepali
grammar is sufficiently close to that of kharT boll Hindi for at
least one noted 19th century grammarian to have regarded it as a 

26Hindi dialect. There was some justification for this classification
at the time, especially when the quantity of shared vocabulary is taken 
into account, and particularly as Nepali had not then established 
itself as a 1print-language1. None of the fundamental features of 
Nepali grammar have changed since then, but the development of Nepali 
literature, the efforts which Nepali scholars have expended to distance 
their language from Hindi and their argument that the relationship 
which exists between the two languages is not that of a major language 
with-one of its dialects means that such a classification is no longer 
given any credence.

It is also important to note that many features of Nepali grammar 
are not shared with Hindi, but with other Indo-Aryan languages. For 
example, in Nepali the distinction is maintained between two forms of 
the verb ’to be1, cha and ho, to which locative and definitive functions 
are ascribed respectively. A similar distinction is found in other 
languages, notably Bengali. Other features of Nepali grammar resemble 
those of languages current in north-eastern India; gender has become 
virtually obsolete in both written and spoken Nepali, and universally 
in the case of inanimate nouns. It is interesting to note that some 
Nepali poets continued to attribute gender to some inanimate nouns, 
albeit quite inconsistently, until the late 19th century. It is 
impossible to ascertain the extent to which this reflected the spoken 
language of the time, or whether it was merely an affectation inspired 
by the greater literary prestige of other languages which did attribute 
gender to inanimate nouns. The attribution of feminine gender to 
certain inanimate nouns in early Nepali inscriptions suggests that 
such usages were more common in 13th and 14th century Nepali, and that

26. S.H.Kellogg: A Grammar of the Hindi Language, London (3rd edn.),
1938 (first published 1893).
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19th century poets had re-introduced them artificially. The plural
concord of adjectival endings which was also extended to some nouns

27in those early inscriptions is now being similarly re-introduced to 
the written language, although it never occurs in spoken Nepali, where 
the suffix -haru is quite sufficient to denote plurality. The use 
of numeral classifiers in Nepali to distinguish between human (-jana) 
and inanimate or animal nouns (-vata) also corresponds to similar 
grammatical conventions in Bengali and Bhojpuri.

Although some of the grammatical features of Nepali might remind
a Hindi scholar of archaic Hindi constructions, it would be most
erroneous to regard Nepali as an isolated remnant of North Indian
linguistic evolution. The early history of the eastern Himalaya
suggests that many features of modern Nepali were introduced by the
varied groups who migrated into the region prior to the 14th century.
The Austro-Asiatic and Tibeto-Burman languages of the autocthonous
populations have had very little influence on the development of
Nepali, as the Indo-Aryan immigrants invariably imposed their rule on

2 8such peoples and imbibed little of their culture. The several
J immigrant groups who came to adopt an early form of Nepali as their 
|mother-tongue may have contributed a number of "sub-strata" to the 
ilanguage which are now difficult to disentangle and define. Nepali 
shares many of its features with both the western and eastern members 
of the north Indian group of Indo-Aryan languages, although its 
basic structure is perhaps more akin to that of the group's western 
members. Although neither "isolated" nor "archaic", Nepali could 
perhaps be described as a "peripheral" north Indian language which has 
developed at some distance from the hypothetical centre of linguistic 
innovation.

Nepali; Its Names and Origins

The name Nepali has been applied comparatively recently to the

27. For instance, alo, "field", had the plural form ala.
28. Turner lists only thirty-two borrowings from Tibeto-Burman 

languages. R.L.Turner: A Comparative and Etymological Dictionary of 
the Nepali Language, Delhi (2nd edn.), 1980, p.932.
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language which has been known under several appellations for some
700 years. Its most ancient name was probably khas kura or khas bhasa,
a name which is still current in some parts of the eastern Himalaya and
which is reflected in the name given by Newars to the language of their

29conquerors: khay bhay. The term khas bhasa obviously refers
back to a rather obscure ethnic group of some antiquity who were known 
as the Khas. Some confusion still exists concerning the precise 
identity of the Khas, and the extent to which their language can be 
identified with modern Nepali is a matter which continues to arouse 
come controversy.

There are several references to the Khas or Kasira in ancient 
Sanskrit literature. Grierson summarised the evidence which he had 
gleaned from sources such as the Mahabharata, the Markandeya Purana, 
the Harivamsa Purana, Manusmrti, Bharata Natya Sastra and the 
chronicle of 12th century Kashmir known as the Rajataranginl, and 
concluded that all of them indicate that the Khas had their origins 
in the north-west of the Indian sub-continent:

"It is probable that they once occupied an important 
position in Central Asia, and countries, places and rivers, 
such as Kashmir, Kashgar in Central Asia and the Kashgar of 
Chitral were named after them.... At the same period [6th 
century] they had apparently penetrated along the southern 
slope of the Himalaya as far east as Nepal, and in the twelfth 
century they certainly occupied in considerable force the 
hills to the south, south-west and south-east of Kashmir."^0

It now seems certain that the Khas came as immigrants to western Nepal 
at an undefined period of early history, and that they dominated the 
indigenous population there. Subsequent inter-marriage between the 
different groups has obscured the racial and linguistic characteristics 
of the original Khas. Hodgson was aware of this fact as early as 1848:

29, T.W.Clark: "Nepali and Pahar!" in Thomas A. Sebeok (ed.):
Current Trends in Linguistics vol.5 Linguistics in South Asia, Paris 
and the Hague, 1969, p.251.

30. G.A.Grierson: Linguistic Survey of India vol.IX Indo-Aryan Family. 
Central Group. Part IV Specimens of the Pahay! Languages and Gujurl, 
Calcutta, 1916, pp.7-8.
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"The Khas are undoubtedly one of the aboriginal tribes of 
these mountains, however much the traces of their origin 
may be obscured by intermixture with the Arian Hindus....
The Khas, however, welcomed the Hindu immigrants into these 
mountains at a very early period, and soon became so 
intermixed with the Brahmanical and Kshatriya tribes.... that 
all physical or lingual traces of their aboriginal lineage 
are now much weakened or obliterated. And as they have become, 
since the predominance of the Gorkhali dynasty in Nepal, the 
dominant race in a Hindu kingdom, they are themselves very
anxious that those few traces should remain unnoticed.

31All Khas gentlemen in Nepal parade a Rajput origin."

The most contentious issue in this field is the course of 
linguistic change which occurred after the arrival of the Khas in 
western Nepal. Early developments in this region are generally 
regarded as having produced the "early Nepali" which has been found 
in the inscriptions of the Malla kings of Jumla, Grierson felt that 
the contemporary form of Nepali owed little to the original language 
of the Khas; he suggested that the immigration of Rajputs fleeing 
Muslim oppression during the 12th and 13th centuries had altered the 
language beyond recognition;

"....the Pahari languages, although with this Khasa basis,
are much more closely related to Rajasthani. This must be
mainly due to the Gujar influence there are historical
notices of tribe after tribe, and leader after leader,
abandoning their established seats in Rajputana, and seeking
refuge...in the hills...the bulk of the population of Nepal
is Tibeto-Burman, and the Khas conquerors have ever been in
a minority. The result has been a considerable racial mixture...
While still distinctly allied to Rajasthani, the Aryan language

32of Nepal presents a mixed character."

31. B.H.Hodgson; "Ethnography and Geography of the Sub-Himalayas", 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol.18, no.l, 
Calcutta, June 1848, p.546.

32. Grierson, op.cit., 1916, pp.14-15.
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Grierson thus seems to have agreed with Hodgson, who believed that 
Nepali owed its contemporary characteristics to the influence of 12th 
century Rajasthani and the wholesale adoption of Tibeto-Burman 
vocabulary. R.L.Turner has demonstrated that this latter view is 
almost wholly erroneous; few features of modern Nepali can be 
attributed to the influence of Tibeto-Burman languages, and it has 
adopted very few loanwords from them. Indeed, Nepali and its early 
antecedents were the languages of ethnic groups who dominated the local 
populations; more influence was exerted by this language on Tibeto- 
Burman vernaculars than was returned. Turner's view was that,

"the close resemblance noted by Grierson, of the Pahari
languages with the Rajasthani is due rather to the
preservation of common original features than to the

33introduction of common innovations."

In his discusions of the origins of the Khas, the anthropologist
John T. Hitchcock avoids most of the tendentious assumptions that were
made by these earlier writers. Stressing the fact that the Khas were
not "genetically well-defined", he suggests that they absorbed many
other groups of immigrants as they spread down the Himalaya from the
north-west. He also identifies two aspects of the culture of the Khas
which would have set them apart from their neighbours; these were
their "sense of separation from Tibetan and other trans-Himalayan

34populations" and their "Sanskrit-derived" language. The entry of
the Khas into the west of Nepal probably began during the 9th century, 
and it is therefore very likely that they were responsible for the 
establishment of the powerful Malla kingdom of Jumla, which was at 
the height of its power in the late 13th and early 14th centuries.
Yet Hitchcock notes that peculiarities in the Nepalese caste system 
led to the weakening of the strict conventions of caste endogamy and

33. Turner, op.cit., 1980, p.xiii.
34. John T. Hitchcock: "An Additional Perspective on the Nepali 

Caste System", in: Fisher (ed.), op.cit., 1978, p.113.
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functional differentiation. He claims that this led to increased
intermarriage between members of the Khas groups and indigenous
Magars and Gurungs. Thus the ethnic and linguistic differences
between plains immigrants, Khas immigrants and indigenous peoples
became progressively less distinct and a variety of "Aryan Paha^x"
evolved, comprising elements of the languages of the dominant high-

35caste groups which are now difficult to separate and classify.
Grierson probably attributed far more influence to the languages of 
the Rajasthani elements of the incoming populations than was really 
their due. There is no reason for supposing that the language of the 
Khas differed radically from that of these latter, and Turner's remarks 
which were quoted above should therefore be borne in mind in this 
context.

The name khas kura has now become closely identified with modern 
Nepali and is virtually an archaic synonym for the same language. 
Nowadays it is more commonly used by the non-Nepali speaking groups of 
the west, but it seems that the term retained a wider currency in its 
application to the Nepali language until the 19th century. T.W.Clark 
relates the tradition which holds that,

"Jang Bahadur decreed that the word khas was to be
3 6discontinued and replaced by chetrl or gorkha."

Clark offers no corroborating evidence for this statement, but it would
seem most likely that this formed a section of Jang's new philosophy of

37caste which was embodied in the Muluki A m  of 1854, although this 
legal code did not make any prescriptions regarding the language of 
administration.

35. Ibid., pp.115-116.
36. Clark, op.cit., 1969, p.251.
37. Andras Hofer: The Caste Hierarchy and the State in Nepal: A

Study of the Muluki Ain of 1854, Innsbruck, 1979.
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In the early 19th century, the Nepali language was known under
several names, the choice of appellation depending partly on the
location of the speakers in question. The term khas kura seems to
have become linked with the notion of khas desa, the land of the Khas,
and was often used by residents of eastern and central Nepal to refer
to the dialects of Nepali which were spoken further to the west. In
1802/3, Hamilton noted that the language of the west was "more

3 8commonly known by the name khas bhasha".

The name parbate or parbatiya, "of, or belonging to, the mountains"
seems to have been current at about the same time. In 1793 Kirkpatrick

39referred to it as "purbutti" and Hamilton observed that this was the
name given to the language spoken by "the mountain Hindus in the
. . . 40vicinity of Kathmandu". The distinction which was made between

khas kura and parbatiya is confusing; it may be that it was merely a
recognition of dialectal variations, where one name referred to a
western variety and the other to the central dialect. Again, the
name parbatiya may have been used by the peoples of the Valley to
refer to the speech of the hillsmen of the neighbouring districts.
It was probably not current among the Tarai populations, where hill
languages could be covered safely by an unspecific term such as paharl .
In general, it is probably a mistake to treat these names as references
to distinct dialects; terms such as parbatiya were probably used first
by people inhabiting valleys or plains to refer to the language of
people from the neighbouring hills.

Up until the 1920s, the most commonly used name for this language 
was Gorkhali or, in its anglicised form, "Gurkhali". Indeed, it seems 
that the ruling Elites of unified Nepal favoured and even actively 
encouraged the use of this term, as Gorkhali and Gorkha Bhasga were 
names which were directly related to their more recent origins. Their 
currency in official circles was accompanied by a plethora of other 
names for the same language among the Nepalese people: khas, khas kura,

38. Francis B. Hamilton: An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal, 
Edinburgh, 1819- p.16.

39. William Kirkpatrick; An Account of the Kingdom of Nepaul, London,
1811, p.2 2 0 .

40. Hamilton, op.cit., 1819, p.16.
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khas bhasa, khas gorkhali, gorkha, gorkha bhasa, gorkhali and so
on. The last two names had become quite well established among
educated Nepalese by the end of the 19th century. Early writers of
the language gave it less prosaic epithets; £aktivallabh Arjyal,
translator of Hasyakadamba (c.1798), called it the lokabhasa, "the
worldly language", as opposed, perhaps, to Sanskrit, the language of
the gods. Hlnavyakaranl Vidyapati, a poet of the early 19th century,
called it the rajabhasa, the "royal language", perhaps implying that
he was dependent on royal patronage. The first poet to use the term
gorkhali was DaivajnakesarT Arjyal, a pandit writing in the early 19th

41.century.

The term Nepali almost certainly originated in India, but it is 
a matter for conjecture whether it was coined first by the many 
expatriate Nepalese who lived there or by the British to refer to the 
language of the kingdom which bordered on their dominions. The latter 
is perhaps more likely, for the term gorkhali seems to have retained 
its currency among Nepali-speakers in India just as long as it did 
within Nepal. The titles of early Indian Nepali journals such as 
Gorkhali (1916), Gorkha Mitra (1924), Gorkha Samsar (1926), Gorkha 
Sevak (1935) and Gorkha (1945) demonstrate the continuing prevalence 
of the name.

British scholars were the first to use the term Nepali with
variations like "Naipali" or "Nepalese". The earliest example of its

42use is Ayton's "Grammar of the Nepalese Language" (1820). The
British were still rather ambivalent in their choice of names for the
language, however; one school of thought seems to have preferred to
name it after its country of origin, the other adopted the names
given to it by its speakers in India. Thus Grierson preferred the
term khas kura, "this being the term employed in British India by the

43people who speak it", and 1892 saw the publication of Brown's
44"Manual of Khas Gurkhali or Parbatiya".

41. Tanasarma: Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, p.54.
42. J.A.Ayton: A Grammar of the Nepalese Language, Calcutta, 1820.
43. Grierson, op.cit., 1916, p.18.
44. A.G.F.Brown: Manual of Khas Gurkhali or Parbatiya, 1892.
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Amid this confusion of names, the name Nepali gradually gained
acceptance, first among the British in India and later in official
circles in Nepal, although there were always some who preferred other
names for the language. Perhaps it was felt that the name Nepal!
was a better indication of its official status than gorkhal!, which
referred to a specific kingdom. The Nepal Government evidently
preferred the name by 1930, for the Gorkha Bhasa Prakasinl Samiti

45was then restyled the Nepal! Bhaga Prakasinl Samiti. From this
time on, most official references to the language used the name
Nepal!, and many of the literary ventures which were begun in the

46period allied themselves to it.

Despite the official endorsement of the name Nepal! for what is
now the national language, it has still not gained a secure place in
the colloquial vocabulary. Many Nepalese, especially those for whom
it is not a mother tongue, still use terms such as gorkhali, parbatiya
and even khas kura for the Nepali language, just as many of them still

47use the name Nepal only to refer to the Kathmandu Valley. The
currency of the official name, Nepal! will no doubt spread as the new 
nation becomes more unified and its national ideology more firmly 
established.

45. Clark, op.cit., 1969, p.252.
46. Such as the Nepal! Sahitya Sammelan, founded in Darjeeling in 

1924.
47. John Burton-Page: "The Name, 'Nepal'", Bulletin of SPAS, vol.16,

no.3 (1959).
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Chapter 6 

The Development of Nepali Linguistic Nationalism

Some time before their mother-tongue had evolved its modern
form or acquired its present-day status, Nepali-speaking Hindus in
Nepal certainly evinced a kind of ethnic, cultural and religious
solidarity which closely resembled the nationalism they espouse today.
During the 18th and early 19th centuries, the primary manifestation of
their political self-confidence was militaristic, as the kings of
Gorkha extended their dominion to the east and west.^ Yet Nepal
lacked many of the attributes of a modern nation-state until the late
19th century; rather, it was regarded by the British in India as a
troublesome princely state, and the military ambitions of its rulers

2were severely curtailed by the terms of the Segauli Treaty of 1816.
We shall see that the 18th and 19th centuries were a "formative" period 
for Nepali literature; poets expressed patriotic sentiments in terms 
of their devotion to the monarch in his expansionist campaigns, but 
Nepali nationalism still lacked the linguistic ramifications which were 
to become important later on. The association of this nascent national 
language with the emerging nation might seem obvious when it is viewed 
in retrospect, but it was rarely asserted by its poets until the late 
19th century. The overtly nationalistic evocations of the closely 
related sentiments of bhasa prem (love of language), and desa bhakti, 
(devotion to country), which are common in the Nepali literature of the 
late Rana period have few precedents in earlier centuries. Linguistic 
objectives did not become part of the new nation's aspirations until 
a number of important changes had occurred in the literary culture of 
Nepal.

1. Ludwig Stiller: The Rise of the House of Gorkha, New Delhi, 1973,
(2nd edn., Patna, 1975).

2. Ludwig Stiller: The Silent Cry, Kathmandu, 1976 (especially
chap.1).
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The earliest, most gradual and most fundamental of these changes 
was the decline in the status of Sanskrit, the traditional literary- 
medium. Its decline was a lengthy process, and a corollary to many 
other cultural changes which had been occurring throughout South Asia 
for centuries. In northern India, the importance of Sanskrit 
diminished in the 16th and 17th centuries, as an increasing quantity 
of devotional and religious literature was produced in the vernacular 
languages of the region. This trend towards the vernacularisation of 
literature came slightly later to Nepal, and the influence of Sanskrit 
literary conventions lingered on in early Nepali poetry, but the 
effects of these changes were eventually as far-reaching in Nepal as 
they had been elsewhere.

Modern nationalism in South Asia was highly unlikely to take on
a linguistic dimension while Sanskrit remained the dominant literary
medium of Hindu society. Literacy had always been the privilege of
a minority who conveyed the content of classical literature to the
illiterate masses. The spoken mother-tongues of the peoples of South

3Asia remained largely unwritten until the medieval period. Thus
national distinctions which were based on linguistic differences were
unlikely to arise under these circumstances. The Hindus of Nepal
were not immediately distinct from their counterparts in Northern
India: they partook of a common literate culture under the aegis of
their higher castes and identified with one another as co-religionists
accordingly. Thus religion could be expected to play a far greater
role than language in the delineation of communities. With the advent
of vernacular literatures, however, the status of spoken languages was
greatly elevated. Their mutual incomprehensibility made the differences
which existed between the various speech-communities more plainly
evident. Such developments contributed to the evolution of political

4nationalism all over the sub-continent.

3. The new Indo-Aryan vernaculars of India emerged from the Prakrits 
in the 10th-12th centuries; the literary histories of Hindi, 
Bengali etc. begin in the I3th-l*fth centuries.

4. Separatist movements in India often adopt a linguistic nationalism; 
the subcontinent was divided up with reference to languages spoken 
in the various states after 1947, and most demands for political 
autonomy since that time have been made by one language group or 
another, e.g. Tamils, Assamese, Punjabis.
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Sentiments which express and emphasise national identity must
be conveyed in the vernacular language which is exclusive to the nation
or community in question, not in a classical language which that
community shares with others. In his perceptive and illuminating study
of nationalism, Benedict Anderson notes that the "European universalism"
of Latin never had a "political correlate" and he suggests that a
wider "imagined community" of Christendom existed in medieval Europe,

5within which considerations of nationality were secondary. Much 
the same could be said of Sanskrit and Hinduism within the Indian 
subcontinent, although one must be wary of the inherently generalised 
nature of such parallels. In Nepal, however, it is quite clear that 
a fully-fledged political nationalism could not have emerged without 
an exclusively Nepalese language in which its sentiments could be 
expressed. In his important essay on languages and nations, Einar 
Haugen asserts,

"Nation and language have become inextricably intertwined.
Every self-respecting nation has to have a language. Not 
just a 'vernacular' or a 'dialect', but a fully developed 
language. Anything else marks it as underdeveloped."^

Thus Nepali was required to grow into a "fully developed" language 
which could take its place on an equal footing alongside the national 
languages of other countries. It required a standard written form, a
literature and national literary figures, and everything else that is
supposed to be the attribute of a 'developed' language.

The first Nepali writer who could safely be described as a
'national literary figure' was Bhanubhakta Xcarya (1814-1868), of whom 
it has been written,

5. Benedict Anderson: Imagined Communities, London, 1983, p.92.
6 . Einar Haugen: "Dialect, Language, Nation", American Anthropologist,

Vol.6 8 , (1966), p.927.
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7dhanya kavi timi casar hamra 
"Blessed poet, you are our Chaucer!"

The very idea of a 'Nepali Chaucer' could not have evolved
without at least a superficial knowledge of English literature. It
illustrates one of the strangest paradoxes of this subject: one of
the conditions for the development of a Nepali linguistic nationalism 
was a certain familiarity with foreign literatures among its proponents 
Indeed, the forms of 20th-century Nepali nationalism were modelled,
perhaps consciously, on those of earlier nationalisms elsewhere.
As we have noted, external distinction from other nations is the first 
objective of this nationalism and the internal cohesion of the nation 
itself is secondary, a means to that end. Again, Anderson notes that 
the "bi-lingual intelligentsias" of emerging nations had access to 
"models of nation, nation-ness and nationalism" which had their origins

Q
in Europe and America. The Indian Congress movement made a greater 
contribution to political nationalism in Nepal than any ideology or 
political model imported directly from further afield. Yet Indian 
nationalism was, to some extent, the product of a period during 
which a section of the population had been exposed to a western style 
of liberal education. Thus notions of national identity and democracy 
which had their origins in Europe were 'exported' to Nepal from India. 
Bi-lingualism among a section of Nepalese society was a prerequisite 
for this transmission of philosophy.

The development of formal education had been retarded by the 
conservatism of the Rana regime in Nepal, but a sizeable number of 
Nepalese nevertheless managed to procure a 'modern' education in north 
Indian universities from the late 19th century onwards. Bi-lingualism 
and consequent familiarity with foreign literatures and philosophies, 
increased among this section of Nepalese society throughout the late 
19th and early 20th centuries. It found its political expression in

7. Quoted by Indrabahadur Rai: "Parasamanijyu: Sandarbha Darjllinma
Nepali Bhasako ManakTkaran", Bharatiya Nepali Vanmaya, Vol.l, 
no.l, Darjeeling, 1980, p.76.

8 . Anderson, op.cit., 1983, p.128.
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the formation of a number of political parties in the 1930s and
91940s, all of which were committed to democratic reforms. It 

was felt quite justifiable for these nationalists to oppose their 
hereditary rulers. Despite the fact that the Ranas were of Nepalese 
origin, they could be cast quite convincingly in the role of near- - 
colonialists, for they were anglicised to the extent that they almost 
constituted a distinct cultural group within Nepal.^ Their 
anglicisation was largely a result of their dependence upon the 
continuation of British rule in India, which they felt would ensure 
their political survival. The Nepali Congress and other Nepalese 
political parties were clearly aware of these links: in India,
nationalists opposed the colonial British, but in Nepal sentiments 
similar to those of the Indian Congress were expressed in opposition 
to the Ranas.

The Nepalese printing and publishing industry, which began at the 
end of the 19th century and which will be described later in this study, 
was instrumental in reducing the dominance of the Sanskrit language and 
its literary traditions in Nepalese literate culture, and in elevating 
Nepali to the status of a printed language. It also demonstrated the 
need for the standardisation of the written language. The entrance of 
the Nepali language into the printed book had far-reaching effects upon 
the nature of the language, as well as upon its status.

The nature and content of Nepali printed books have changed 
substantially since printing began in Nepal, reflecting an evolutionary 
process within Nepali literature which was closely related to the 
development of linguistic nationalism. Broadly stated, the trend has 
been away from a reliance on older 'pan-Indian' literary themes and 
genres, and towards a literature which is in conformity with those of

9. The most important of these was the Nepali National Congress Party, 
which was expanded to include Nepalese in India in January, 1947. 
Leo E. Rose and Bhuwan L. Joshi: Democratic Innovations in Nepal,
Berkeley, 1966, p.61.

10. Kamal P. Malla describes Rana culture as the "Civilization behind 
the Brick Curtain", The Road to Nowhere, Kathmandu, 1979, p.212.
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other North Indian languages, but which also strives to establish
a distinct Nepali literary tradition. At first, the majority of
printed books were translations of Sanskrit classics such as the
Mahabharata or Bhagavata Purana, or poetic works which were inspired
by the themes of Sanskrit or Persian literature. The vernacularisation
of literature commenced at this very basic level, but it was not slow to
depart from such classical antecendents. By the 1920s, Nepali
translators were beginning to look to the vernacular literatures of
North India for their source-material: to TulsT Das and Kabir, or to
more modern authors such as Tagore, Premchand and Bankim Chandra.^
A growing familiarity with foreign literatures has also prompted the
translation of poetry and fiction by writers such as Wordsworth, H.Rider

12Haggard and Hans Andersen. The substantial number of translations
which were published between 1900 and 1950 indicate the existence of a
widely-held belief among the Nepalese intelligentsia of the time that
Nepali would not be a "fully developed" language until major works from
foreign literatures had been translated into it. The Nepali critic
Abhi Subedi refers to this with the term hinatabodha, 'awareness of

. . 13deficiency'. The objectives of these translators were later enshrined
in the constitutions of several literary institutions in Nepal, such

_ 14 _ , 15as the Nepali Bhasanuvad Parisad, the Nepali Bhaga Prakasinl Samiti

11. The novels of the Bengali nationalist Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya 
enjoyed great popularity in India during the 1880s. Several of them 
were later translated into Nepali, e.g. Candrasekhara, translated by 
Gambhir Dhvaja Saha in 1915, and Durgesanandini, translated by 
Sivapratap Thapa in 1934.

12. Wordsworth was a formative influence on poets such as Lakgmiprasad 
Devko^a (1909-59). A Darjeeling vicar, Gangaprasad Pradhan, translated 
a number of Hans Andersen's fairy-tales into Nepali (e.g. "The Ugly 
Duckling": Hamsko Naramro Callako Kathaha, 1914, and "The Story of
the Mermaid" Manche-Macchako Kathaha, 1919). Pu§kar Shamsher 
translated Haggard's She in 1941 and there are many other examples
of such translations from English.

13. Abhi Subedi: Sirjana ra Mulyankan, Lalitpur, 1981, p.26.
14. "Committee for Translation into the Nepali Language", established in 

1942.
15. "Council for Publication of the Nepali Language", originally known 

as the Gorkha Bhasa Prakasinl Samiti, established in 1913.
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16and Sajha Prakasan. All of these have sought to encourage the
production of Nepali books, and to rationalise and direct the somewhat 
haphazard selection of materials for translation into Nepali. The 
logical conclusion of these developments was the increasing number of 
original works in Nepali which are now published each year, satisfying 
the nationalist's desire for an independent Nepali literature.

The objectives of Nepali linguistic nationalism were first set
out in print by the editors of the many periodicals which emerged in
the early decades of this century, first from India and later from
Nepal. Its over-riding philosophy was expounded by two Nepalese Brahmans

17in a booklet entitled Gorkha-Bhasa which was published in 1917. The
authors of this booklet exhorted their countrymen to further the progress 
and development of the Nepali ('Gorkha') language in every sphere of 
Nepalese life.

The Selection of the National Language

We have seen that linguistic diversity has decreased appreciably
in Nepal over the past two centuries as Nepali has gradually established
itself as the lingua franca, despite the currency of a great number of
disparate vernaculars among the population. In a recent study of
language change and standardisation, W.Haas made the valid observation
that general "tendencies towards linguistic unification" were bound to
be strengthened throughout the world, due to the "unparalleled intensity

18of modern communication". This generalisation is undoubtedly true
with reference to linguistic unification as a worldwide process, but 
it is also true that the same processes have occurred as the response 
to slightly different factors in different places. In Nepal, for 
instance, the progress which linguistic unification has made is 
attributable primarily to social and cultural changes which occurred 
prior to 1900. For the people of Nepal, communications did not intensify 
appreciably until the 20th century, nor did nationalists attempt to 
promote the Nepali language until after 1900.

16. Sajha Prakasan replaced the Samiti in 1964.
17. Kj:s$acandra Aryal and Jagannath Josi: Gorkha-Bhasa, Nepal, 1917.
18. W.Haas in Haas (ed.): Standard Languages, Spoken and Written, 

Manchester, 1982, p.14.
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It was highly convenient for the Nepalese governments of the
present century that Nepali had already become a de facto lingua franca
in the hills long before any official pronouncement invested it with
a role in national development. In some other developing nations,
governments have been obliged to impose a link-language for the purposes

19of effective administration. Haugen notes that from such a situation
arises the "necessity of linguistically re-educating a population, with

20all the effort and disruption of cultural unity that this entails".
As Nepali was already the sole language of law and administration in
Nepal by the end of the 19th century, it performed most of the functions
of a national language that were open to it and the government was
spared the necessity for "linguistic re-education", as approximately
three-quarters of the population were already familiar with Nepali.
Anderson is of the opinion that the "choice" of a national language
is nearly always "gradual, unselfconscious, pragmatic, not to say

21haphazard" as a development. The choice of Nepali was certainly
more "pragmatic" than "haphazard"; it had long been tacitly regarded 
as the official language of government and the "choice" therefore 
presented itself to the government which succeeded the Ranas in 1950 
as a virtual fait accompli. Kamal Prakash Malla summarised this 
development;

"The political and cultural ascendancy of Nepali, first as
a lingua franca and now as the national language of Nepal is....
not due to an arbitrary or abrupt political decision, nor is it
due to an innate dynamism of the Nepali language vis-a-vis other

22languages of Nepal as such. It is a consequence of history."

19. The governments of Indonesia and India have both imposed national 
languages (Bahasa Indonesia and Hindi) on their linguistically 
diverse populations. See also: Mubanga E. Kashoki: "Achieving
Nationhood through Language: the Challenge of Namibia", Third
World Quarterly, vol.4, no.2 (April, 1982).

20. Haugen, op.cit., 1966, p.928.
21. Anderson, op.cit., 1983, p.45.
22. Malla, op.cit., 1979, p.135.
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The Legal Statius of Nepali

Nepali has been tacitly recognised as the de facto official 
language of government and administration in Nepal since the country 
was unified in the late 18th century. The question of a legal 
or constitutional status for the language, however, could not really 
arise until Nepal had adopted all the trappings of a modern nation
state: this has been a development of the present century. Thus
the rulers of 18th and 19th century Nepal do not appear to have deemed 
it necessary to issue any ordinance on the matter; a tacit recognition 
of the role the language played in their administrations seems to have 
sufficed.

The earliest illustration of a ruler expressing any preference 
for the Nepali language comes from Ran Bahadur Shah (1774-1805), who 
objected to receiving a communication written in Maithili, possibly in 
the Bengali script. This letter had been forwarded to him from the
Tarai by one Abhimanasingh Basnyat who was promptly informed that he
should,

"put all the letters which come to you into your own
language in the nagari script [before you send them

i ,i 23on]."

This was clearly a personal preference and Nepali still had no legal 
status in Nepal. During the period of Jang Bahadur's Prime Minister
ship (1846-1877), for example, Nepali appears to have been the sole 
language of law and administration, but the compilers of the famous 
Muluki Ain of 1854, which codified Nepalese law and made it universally
applicable throughout the kingdom, saw no need to adopt any general

24policy on language.

Chandra Shamsher (Prime Minister 1901-1929) is generally reckoned 
to have been the first Rana formally to have declared Nepali the

23. Har§anath garma Bhattarai: "Nepali Bhasako KanunI Prsthabhumi",
Nepali, Vol.73 (Lalitpur, Autumn 1976), p.24.

24. Andras Hofer: The Caste Hierarchy and the State in Nepal': A
Study of the Muluki Ain of 1854, Innsbruck, 1979.
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language of his administration. This declaration is said to have 
25been made in 1905, but no text of the statement or any record

relating to it has been published to date. It is possible that his
intention was to reduce reliance on Persian for communications with

2 6Indian princely states, but this is mere conjecture. The Rana Prime 
Ministers of this century did nevertheless seem eager to further nationalist 
aims, and were aware of the r61e which a strong national language could 
play in the particular scheme of development they envisaged. The 
establishment of the Gorkha Bhasa Prakasinl Samiti in 1913, with its 
dual role of promoting and censoring Nepali literature, would seem to 
encapsulate the somewhat ambivalent nature of Rana linguistic nationalism. 
The seven administrations of 1900-1950 all attempted to further the 
development of their mother-tongue and its literature, but remained 
vulnerable to an emerging nationalist intelligentsia who eventually 
adopted Nepali as a symbol of national unity which could be turned 
against the autocracy.

Thus, although linguistic nationalism was in evidence in Nepal 
during the Rana period, it differed from the ideology of the government 
which took their place in 1950. The new administrations were at pains 
to form a national identity which was distinct from India. Thus the 
main thrust of post-1950 language policy was initially directed toward 
distancing the national language from Hindi. The government also 
felt the need to issue the occasional statement to justify the policies 
it had formulated on language. The philosophy of linguistic nationalism 
was most clear in statements regarding education policy. The following 
seven points were made to justify the imposition of Nepali as sole 
medium of education by the National Education Planning Commission of 1956;

1. If the national language is made the medium of instruction 
(this would avoid) preparing textbooks in any other languages.

2. It will be imperative to adopt a general policy to give 
status to a language which is spoken by the majority of 
the people.

25. Malla, op.cit., 1979, p.143.
26. The Foreign Ministry Records of the Government of Nepal contain a 

large number of 18th and 19th-century documents in Persian. John 
Whelpton: "Archives in Nepal" South Asia Research, Vol.3, no.2, 
London, Nov. 1983, p.81.
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3. The national language will be easier to learn than 
Hindi. No truly Hindi-speaking people inhabit any part 
of the country.

4. As an official language for a long time, Nepali has been 
current everywhere and therefore it is not difficult for 
the local people to understand.

5....... the different communities of Nepal easily understand
the language....

6 . Nepali bears a closer affinity to Hindi than any other 
local language.

7. ....to solve the problems of multiplicity of language,
stress and importance will have to be laid on one
language, if the integrity and sovereignty of Nepal is 

27to be maintained.

Although the first point is based on purely practical considerations
for the facility of education, the others could be quoted as reasons
for the adoption of Nepali as the national language in all fields,
including education. The observations regarding Hindi anticipate a
controversy in the Tarai during the early 1960s, where much of the

2 8population was indeed more familiar with Hindi than with Nepali. The 
third and sixth statements represent a curiously contradictory attitude 
to Hindi; the third asserts, tendentiously, that no Nepalese citizen 
is "truly Hindi-speaking", while the sixth supports Nepali with the 
observation that it "bears a close affinity" to Hindi. The controversy 
over the status of Hindi has now died down considerably, and no longer 
forms a major consideration in the formulation of language policy.

King Mahendra formally declared Nepali to be the rastra bhasa of

27. National Education Planning Commission, Nepal: Education in Nepal,
Kathmandu, 1956, pp.62-63.

28. Frederick H. Gaige: Regionalism and National Unity in Nepal,
Berkeley, 1975, (especially chaps. VI and VII).
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29Nepal in the month of Magh in the year 2015 of the vikram era
(January-February 1959)., The statement followed a certain amount
of debate among the leaders of the various political parties;
Matrkaprasad Koirala, Kasiprasad Srlvastava and K.I.Singh supported
Hindi, and B.P.Koirala allowed that it should be supported in the Tarai 

30regions. Despite these objections, King Mahendra's ordinance merely
set the seal of official approval on the status of the language which 
was accordingly transformed from a de facto lingua franca into a de 
jure national language.

A new Constitution, formulated in 1955/6 and promulgated in 1958, 
was the first to make any mention of language. All subsequent, 
amended, constitutions, included a statement to the effect that Nepali 
in the devanagari script was the national language. In the Constitution 
of V.S.2015 (1958), the clause was:

devanagari lipima nepall bha§a nepalako rastra bhasa hunecha.
"The Nepali language in the devanagari script will be the

31national language of Nepal."

Various commercial laws have also made mention of language. The
Nepal Company Ain of 1950 recommends that every Nepalese company keep

32its accounts in Nepali. The revised Company Ain of 1964 added that
companies would be permitted to keep accounts in both Nepali and English
if they so desired. In such cases, however, the law would regard the

33Nepali accounts as more authentic.

Nepali is also the language of the law courts. Although the 
Sarvocca Adalatako Niyama 2019 (High Court Rule 1962) makes no 
stipulations regarding language in its recommendations for the appointment 
of advocates, pleaders, lawyers or agents, it is obvious that a sound 
knowledge of Nepali is essential. Advocates and lawyers are required

29. GrTsmabahadur Devkota: Nepalko Rajanitik Darpana, Kathmandu,
(2nd edn.), 1979, p.411.

30. Ibid., pp.405-411.
31. BhattaraT, op.cit., 1976, p.25.
32. Ibid., p.26.
33. Ibid., p.26.
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to hold an accredited university degree, and to have been employed
34in Nepal for at least seven years. Another rule states that

documents in languages other than Nepali will not be admitted as
evidence in Nepalese courts until they have been translated into the

35national language by a person approved by the court.

It is evident that Nepali is now established by law as the 
national language in most areas of Nepalese life. Its status as the 
medium of education is a little less secure, and this will be analysed 
in more detail in a later chapter.

34. Ibid., pp.26-27.
35. Ibid., p.27.
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Chapter 7 

The Standardisation of Nepali 

Functional Adequacy

The need for a national language is implicit in the development 
of linguistic nationalism and certain functions are prescribed for 
Nepali as the national language of Nepal. First, it must promote the 
integration of the various ethnic and linguistic groups of the country 
into a nation which is both linguistically uniform and distinct from 
the nations which surround it. Thus the main political function of 
Nepali is to encourage identification with the Nepalese nation-state.
The Indian scholar, D.P.Pattanayak believes that the elevation of one's 
mother-tongue to the status of a national language is a panacea for 
all kinds of social evils: it brings "self-affirmation", "cultural
rootedness" and bolsters group identity.^

Within the nation, the national language is also required to
facilitate communication between administration and public, and between
the various communities of Nepal, Haugen notes that the encouragement
of national loyalties requires "free and rather intense communications

2within the nation" and thus a "single linguistic code" is essential.

In order that it might be compared favourably with the languages 
of other nations, the national language must also possess a standard 
written form in which a developed body of literature has been published. 
This aspect of nationalist aspiration is often emulatory: the imbalance
which is perceived between the status of "new" literatures and those of 
more "established" languages such as English, or even Hindi, must be

1. D.P.Pattanayak: "Sociolinguistics and Language Planning1 in: 
Friedman (ed.): Seminar Papers in Linguistics, Kirtipur, 1976, 
p.18.

2. Einar Haugen: "Dialect, Language, Nation", American Anthropologist
Vol.6 8 , (1966), p.928.
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redressed before "inferiority complexes" on the part of the former 
can be expunged.

Ballabh Mani Dahal, a prominent Nepalese linguist, prescribes 
three more specific functions for the national language of Nepal:

"A It should be efficient to be the medium of instruction
for higher education.

j3 It should be capable of expressing the growing demand
of complex, abstract and sophisticated ideas in the 
field of science and technology and private and government 
activities.

_C It should be efficient for intertranslatability so
that it can operate in a similar way to international

3languages like English, French, German etc."

The objectives which are set for the development of Nepali thus amount
to its achievement of an equal status with all the other national
languages of the world. As if in answer to Haugen's rather challenging
statement that "a fully developed language....must meet the basic test 

4of adequacy", Dahal sets out a list of necessities for the Nepali 
language:

"_1 A standard grammar.

2_ Standard dictionaries.

_3_ An orthographic and spelling system which is simple
and scientific.

4_ A standard dialect which is fixed and simplified.

_5̂ Standard works in the language, both original and
translated.

J5 ....effective measures to ensure that all Nepalese,
whatever their mother-tongue, attain competence in

5comprehension and expression in the language."

3. Ballabh Mani Dahal: "Linguistic Perspectives and Priorities in
Nepal", in: Friedman (ed.), op.cit., 1976, p.156,

4. Haugen, op.cit., 1966, p.931.
5. Dahal, op.cit., 1976, p.156.
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This brief list is actually quite a comprehensive categorisation of 
the areas in which development has progressed. Perhaps the earliest 
of these developments was the selection of a dialect of Nepali which 
was to be favoured as "standard".

A Standard Dialect

An exhaustive study of the varied dialects of Nepali has yet to 
be attempted; few specific dialects have been subjected to linguistic 
analysis, as such studies have tended to concentrate on the standard 
variety current in educated circles. Thus most dialects are still 
undefined, and Nepalese and foreign scholars have suggested a number 
of different classifications.

G.A.Grierson, the director of the Linguistic Survey of India, was
unable to divide Nepali (his "Eastern Pahari, Khas Kura or Naipall")
into its dialects, although he mentioned the varieties of the language
which were spoken in Palpa and Darai and gave a specimen of the former.6
Other linguists have more recently proposed a variety of classificatory
schemes. Kamala Sankrtyayana divided it into four main varieties:

7Eastern, Central (standard), Central dialects and Western. Dayanand
8 9Snvastava adopted the same scheme, but T.W.Clark and Balak^sna 

Pokharel^ both described three groups of dialects: western, eastern
and central. Pokharel elaborated on this in his book Rasfrabhasa 
('National Language') with an additional classification of the western

6 . G.A.Grierson: Linguistic Survey of India, Vol.IX Indo-Aryan Family, 
Central Group, Part IV Specimens of the Pahari Languages and GujurT, 
Calcutta, 1916, p.18 and p.75.

7. Kamala Sankrtyayana, in: Sankrtyayana and Upadhyaya (ed.), Hindi
Sahitya ka Byhat Itihas, vol.16: Lokasahitya, KasT (Banaras),
1960, p. 661.'

8 . Dayanand Srivastava: Nepali Language. Its History and Development,
Calcutta, 1962, p.xix,

9. T.W.Clark: Introduction to Nepali, London (2nd edn,), 1977,
p. vii.

10. Balakrsna Pokharel: Nepali Bhasa ra Sahitya, Kathmandu (2nd edn.),
1968, pp.44-45.
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group into near-west, mid-west and far-west dialects. Churamani
Bandhu is more circumspect in his classification, preferring to describe 
three broad families of sub-dialects in western, central and eastern 
Nepal and he backs up these assertions with a great deal of linguistic

4- 1 2data.

It is clear from a study of these varied classifications that 
spoken Nepali can be divided into three main groups of dialects, on the 
basis of variations in pronunciation and vocabulary, and occasional 
minor grammatical differences:

1. Western Nepali. Dialects are most numerous and diverse in the
far western region of Nepal. No western dialect has been thoroughly 
analysed and none possesses a written form. In the extreme west, 
there is some influence on spoken Nepali from the Kumaoni language.

,2. Central Nepali. Central Nepal is generally regarded as the
region which extends from Jumla to Sallyan. This Central group of
dialects is often - referred to as 'Western Nepali', as Nepalese tend to
conceive of Kathmandu as the centre of their country. The names Sinjali,
Jumli and Jumleli which are applied to these dialects refer back to
the early Nepali inscriptions which were found in this region. In
an analysis of the Karnali dialect, Bandhu states that its vocabulary
has between 81% and 87% concordance with that of "standard" Nepali.
He estimates that the dialects diverged from a common ancestor sometime

13between the 13th and 15th centuries.

3. Eastern Nepali. The eastern dialects are generally more
homogenous than those of western Nepal and they include the "standard" 
variety and the important Darjeeling dialect. Pokharel states that 
Eastern Nepali is spoken in the region which extends from Dailekh and
Sallyan in the west to Bhutan and Assam in the east, and he sub-divides

_ 14it into Khasani, Parbati and Gorkhall. The same author states that

11. Balakrsna Pokharel: Rastrabhasa, Kathmandu (3rd edn.), 1979.
pp.42-65.

12. Churamani Bandhu: Nepali Bhagako Utpatti, Lalitpur (3rd edn.), 
1979, pp.57-58.

13. Churamani Bandhu: Karnali Lok Saipskrti Khanda 4 Bhasa, Kathmandu, 
1971, p.8 .

14. Pokharel, op.cit., 1979, p.41.
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the sub-dialect of the Valley (Upatyakali) is a mixture of Parbati 
15and Gorkhali. The Darjeeling variety of spoken Nepali achieved a

measure of literary respectability when the Rev.Turnbull used it as
the basis for his grammar"^ and it became the medium for a number of
Bible translations. Ballabh Mani Dahal suggests that it might have a
"Tibeto-Burman sub-stratum", with the loss of oblique case forms, lack

17of subject-verb gender concord and so on.

Although the Darjeeling dialect had its own supporters early in 
the century, the speech of Kathmandu has long been accepted, mostly 
tacitly, as the basis of standard literary Nepali. T.W.Clark explained 
its continued prestige:

"There is a form of Nepali speech which can be called the
Kathmandu dialect.... It is the language of the schools
and the Trichandra College, and consequently of educated
speech in the Valley.... because of its prestige as the
language of educated people and because its use is being
consolidated by being taught in the schools, it seems probable
that when a received standard Nepali emerges it will be found
to be essentially the speech of Kathmandu rather than that of

18the districts beyond the perimeter of the Valley."

On the spoken level, the evolution of a received standard Nepali 
is now almost complete and an increasing number of Nepalese are 
becoming familiar with it. Written Nepali, too, is more or less 
uniform throughout India and Nepal; literacy is the most important 
factor speeding standardisation in the spoken language. Due to the 
often formal contexts of usage of written Nepali, however, a "high" 
variety has evolved which is becoming increasingly distant from its 
spoken counterpart. In fact, there could be said to be three forms
of standard Nepali: the spoken norm, based on an ideal version of the 
Valley dialect, the ordinary written language of everyday literature 
and the formal "high" variety of scholars and administrators. Trends

15. Ibid., p.44.
16. A.Turnbull: Nepali Grammar and Vocabulary, Calcutta, 1887.
17. Ballabh Mani Dahal: A Description of Nepali, Literary and Colloquial 

(unpublished Ph.D. thesis), Poona, 1974.
18. T.W.Clark, op.cit., 1977, pp.viii-ix.
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of change in the latter two varieties are proceeding in almost exactly 
opposite directions: in popular literature, colloquialism is becoming
more highly prized, in scholarly works more and more words are being 
borrowed from Sanskrit or English. Dahal makes the following 
observation regarding the divergence of spoken and written Nepali:

"The Kathmandu dialect has been recognised as the so-called
standard dialect of Nepali. At present Nepali has only a
very sketchy and traditional grammar. New innovations have
taken place in the phonology and grammar of Nepali since it
was written. The spread of education has made possible the
entry of different dialect features into standard Nepali.
Moreover, the phenomenon of Sanskritisation and Anglicisation
is becoming stronger..... These inconsistencies seen in the
language must be remedied by deciding the norm of the 

19standard dialect."

Scholarly written Nepali and its high-grade spoken counterpart 
have diverged from the colloquial speech of Kathmandu to the extent that 
the situation has become almost diglossic; these two varieties of the 
language are quite distinct from one another and they rarely exert any 
influence over one another. Haas described a theoretical situation in 
which this divergence had occurred:

"In some cases the division between the superposed standard
and the vernaculars is almost precisely a division between
writing and speech; the spoken norm that corresponds to the

20written standard has lost its independence...."

A few scholars in Nepal have attempted to reunite "High" and "Low" 
Nepali by introducing "native" vocabulary instead of Sanskrit terminology;

19. Dahal, op.cit., 1976, p.157.
20. W.Haas in: Haas (ed.): Standard Languages. Spoken and Written,

Manchester, 1982, p.25.
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a more detailed account of their efforts will be given later in this 
study. There now follows an account of the efforts which have been 
made to standardise Nepali.

The Standardisation of Nepali Orthography and Spelling

In the introduction to his contribution to the Nepali Linguistics 
Seminar of 1974, Churamani Bandhu pointed out that orthography, once 
standardised, changes less than pronunciation. Thus the script and 
spelling system of any given language become steadily less closely 
related to its sound system with the passage of time:

"....the older the spelling system the worse it becomes as a 
phonological representation of the language but the greater 
the value of the system in terms of the body of literature

21which can be approached only through the spelling system."

Nepali is now written, almost universally, in the devanagarl script,
although a system of Roman transliteration was devised by Meerendonk and

22is still used in Purbate magazine, an army journal published in Malaya.
The script which is used for all other Nepali publications is almost
identical to that employed for Hindi. This fact has given rise to
occasional objections, as a few 'indigenous' orthographs have thereby
been ignored. Balakrsna Pokharel has drawn attention to seven old

23Nepali consonants which are never used in the modern script. Despite 
the objections of Nepali 'purists', it is quite true to say that the 
present system is perfectly adequate for the representation of modern 
Nepali phonology. Its only shortcoming is the inconsistent system of 
spellings which Nepali writers adopt.

21. Churamani Bandhu: "Transcription and Orthography" in Friedman (ed.),
op.cit., 1976, p.104.

22. Ibid., p.106.
23. These 'obsolete' letters are: caricucce ca ("bird-beaked ca"),

khutta jharyo jha ("long-legged jha"), batulo ba ("round ba"), 
khambe ra ("pillar ra") , hat bhancyo la ("broken-armed la_'") , talthopli 
va ("spotted va"), and patalo sa ("thin sa"). They are very difficult 
to identify. Balakrsna Pokharel, op.cit., 1968, p. 80.
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T.W.Clark observes that the aspects of language reform which
are most frequently discussed in Nepali scholastic circles are "restricted

24almost entirely to vocabulary and spelling". Although the Nepali
lexicographer Balacandra sSarma is complacent, merely remarking that

25variant spellings are a natural linguistic phenomenon, orthographic
inconsistency continues to inspire discussion and arouse controversy-.
Churamani Bandhu notes that a spelling mistake in the written work of
a university student is still considered to be far more grievous than

26any grammatical error. In fact, grammatical standardisation and
the eradication of spelling inconsistencies are virtually one and the
same thing in the context of the Nepali language. This concern is
not new among educated Nepalese: a booklet entitled Nepali KasarT
Buddha Lekhne?, "How Should One Write Pure Nepali?" was first published
in 1935 and became the rule-book for the Nepalese examination system in 

271942. Yet the rules endorsed in this booklet were almost entirely
concerned with spelling.

The greatest controversy over spelling continued for decades and
was concerned with the use of the viram, an orthographic device which
cancels out the inherent 'a_' vowel which follows each consonant in the
devanagarl alphabet. In Nepal, the viram is more commonly referred
to as the halant. Those who wished to retain the halant in a
standardised system of orthography argued that it was essential for
the authentic representation of the sounds of the Nepali language. Those

2 8who opposed it and proposed halant-bahiskara did so on purely aesthetic 
grounds; they protested at its 'ugliness' and argued that no semantic 
or phonetic ambiguity could arise when a reader was already familiar with 
the language. Balakrsna Pokharel points out a number of inconsistencies 
in the modern usage of the halant: the name Ram is always written
without the halant i.e. Rama, but its final vowel is not pronounced. 
Similarly, tara, 'but', needs no halant, because the final vowel is

24. T.W.Clark: "Nepali and Pahari" in: Thomas A. Sebeok (ed.): Current
Trends in Linguistics, vol.5. Linguistics in South Asia, Paris and
the Hague, 1969, p.272.

25. Ibid., p.266.
26. Bandhu, op.cit., 1976, p.108.
27. Puskar Shamsher (ed.): Nepali KasarT guddha Lekhne?, Kathmandu, 1935.
28. halant-bahiskar is usually translated "halant-boycott".
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voiced, but tar, 'cream', spelled in exactly the same way, should
have the halant in order to represent its pronunciation accurately

29and to avoid ambiguities in its meaning. Unfortunately, the
halant is still used very inconsistently and, although this rarely 
confuses the native reader, it continues to niggle those who desire 
uniformity in the writing system.

A second inconsistency arises from the great variety of ways in
which a single word is often spelled. T.W.Clark gives culo, cuhlo,
culo and cuhlo for 'fireplace' and orlanu, orlinu, orhlanu and orhlinu
for the verb 'to descend' as two examples. The problem frequently
stems from the indiscriminate way in which the hrasva and dirgha, the
long and short forms of the i_ and _u vowels, are employed. There is
often no audible difference between the pronunciation of these two
forms in Nepali and so the argument cannot be concerned with the
accuracy of phonetic representation; it is simply a problem of
straightforward standardisation. In his Nepali Dictionary, R.L.Turner
attempted to promote the short, hrasva, vowels in preference to the

31long, dirgha, vowels, but to no avail. Words such as thulo, 'big'
are still spelled in both ways: thulo and thulo. Other criteria for
the selection of one vowel or the other have been suggested from time
to time. One suggestion was the idea that the final _i or u of words
which had a masculine gender should be short, and those of words with

32feminine gender should be long, but this has no basis in grammar and 
leaves ample scope for many other discrepancies.

Other problems in the spelling system stem from the fact that 
certain consonants of the devanagarl alphabet are interchangeable in 
Nepali pronunciation. The individual speaker pronounces 'sha' and 'sa 
almost according to whim, but there is a definite tendency among Nepali 
speakers to adopt the latter pronunciation regardless of spelling. The

29. Pokharel, op.cit., 1968, p.81.
30. Clark, op.cit., 1969, p.274.
31. R.L.Turner: A Comparative and Etymological Dictionary of the 

Nepali Language, New Delhi (2nd edn./1st Indian Reprint), 1980, 
p.xvii.

32. Bandhu, op.cit., 1976, p.111.
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consonants Ĵ a and va are similarly confused; often, both are
pronounced 'ba'. Thus the suggestion that a word should be spelled
in accordance with its pronunciation is inadequate when pronunciation
is unstandardised. The unstandardised nature of Nepali pronunciation
affects its spelling, too; words containing the consonants sa or sa,
such as aksar or sankha, are frequently spelled with a sa, i.e. aksar
and sankha. In his Dictionary, Turner again attempted to establish sa
as a more authentic spelling in most Nepali words,^ but this met with
little sympathy. Puskar Shamsher suggested that sa should be adopted
in all words of indigenous origin and that loanwords from Sanskrit

34should retain their original spellings, but no one rule has gained 
widespread acceptance. One can guess from the writings of many Nepali 
scholars that sa is beginning to be regarded as more authentically 
Nepali.

Balakrsna Pokharel set out his proposals for the reform of the
35Nepali script in 1964; they were translated in full by T.W.Clark

3 6in 1969. Pokharel's suggestions were based on two principles: one
was to retain the syllabic (aksaratmak) character of the script and to 
remove anomalies from it, the other was to convert the script to a 
lettered (varnatmak) system and to standardise it by this means. There 
is no need for a detailed explanation of the ways in which these reforms 
were to have been executed, for they were largely disregarded. They 
do demonstrate the fairly extreme measures to which Nepali scholars 
were prepared to resort in order to reform their script, and Clark's 
comments on these suggestions are conclusive;

"Some adaptation of the script to accord more closely with 
the idiosyncracies of Nepali phonology is clearly called for, 
as Turner has shown; but the eccentric suggestions outlined 
above abound in anomalies and will create more problems than 
they solve. In fact they solve very few....both the reformist

33. Turner, op.cit., 1980, p.xviii.
34. Clark, op.cit., 1969, p.267.
35. Pokharel, op.cit., 1968, pp.84-88.
36. Clark, op.cit., 1969, pp.274-276.
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schools entirely ignore what to my mind is the out
standing problem, that of multiple spellings; and this
could be solved by a simple process of consistent selection,

37and without doing violence to the Devanagarl script."

The final point of inconsistency concerns word-division. In
Nepali grammar, words which are morphologically separate can be
joined to others to mark syntactic case and number, e.g. manchele 'by
a man', mancheharu 'men1. These usages are now almost entirely
standardised. In other cases, however, there are some conspicuous
anomalies, especially in compound verb formations; khanecha and
khane cha, both meaning 'he/she/it will eat1 both occur in Nepali, but
khanethiyo, 'he/she/it was going to eat' is highly unusual, khane thiyo

3 8being the preferred form. Sometimes words can be joined, or not,
according to their function: ghar mathi cha 'the house is above'

39differs greatly in meaning from gharmathi cha, 'it's above the house'.
A few Nepali scholars, such as Taranath Sarma, have proposed that all
Nepali words should be written separately, on the grounds that it is

40not a "synthetic" language like Sanskrit. Yet such a change would
again lead to further ambiguities and solve few problems.

Many of these inconsistencies are, to some extent, inherent in 
the devanagarl script, and especially in the peculiarities of Nepali 
orthography, where the spelling of a word can sometimes vary without 
any difference being made to its pronunciation. If suitable techniques 
are applied by compilers of grammars and dictionaries, there is no 
reason why spelling anomalies should not be ironed out for writers of 
Nepali prose. In poetry, however, the problem is less easily remedied; 
the adaptation of vowel-lengths to meet the dictates of metrical verse 
is a deeply-ingrained habit among Nepali poets. Indeed, poems by such 
respected poets as Lekhnath Paudyal are often praised for precisely 
these qualities of experimentalism and flexibility. As reliance on

37. Ibid., p.276.
38. Bandhu, op.cit., 1976, p.111.
39. Ibid., p.111.
40. Ibid., pp.111-112.
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metre decreases among modern poets, however, standardisation of 
spelling will no doubt continue to make gradual progress in both 
prose and verse writings.

The Problem of Vocabulary

As the new national language, Nepali is required to become
adequate to perform an increasing variety of functions: nationalist
aspirations demand diversification and modernisation in the national
literature. The "ideal goals" of this kind of linguistic development
have been defined as codification ("minimal variation in form") and

41elaboration ("maximal variation in function"). With the rapid
introduction of new technology, economic theories and so on to Nepal, 
and the relatively sudden exposure of its literary culture to foreign 
ideas and philosophies, the adequacy of the language to communicate 
new concepts was highly questionable. Codification, the standardisation 
of grammar and spelling, was certainly vital to the integrity of the 
written language, but there was also an urgent need for elaboration, 
the expansion of its store of vocabulary, if the language was to become 
capable of performing these new functions.

Most of the technical and philosophical terminology of 'higher'
Nepali has been adopted from Sanskrit, in which a ready supply of such
vocabulary already exists. Sanskrit grammar also allows for the invention
of new, 'synthetic', words, or for the adaptation of existing terms for
use in contexts for which they were not originally intended.
Technological terms in Nepali are often direct and literal translations
of the original Greek or Latin words which provided the technical
vocabulary for the languages of Europe, and more particularly for English.
Inevitably, much of this terminology is not widely understood, and
little of it has entered the spoken language. Scholarly works which
employ Sanskrit terminology frequently provide English synonyms in

42parentheses by way of explanation. Yet the adoption of Sanskrit

41. Haugen, op.cit., 1966, p.931.
42. Especially in fields such as western medicine or engineering, for 

which a Nepali technical vocabulary has not yet entered general 
usage, even in scholarly circles.
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terminology is deemed necessary to render Nepali an effective medium 
for the wide range of communicative activities which are prescribed 
for it.

The question of the 'Sanskritisation' of the Nepali language 
remains rather controversial; few Nepali scholars would wholeheartedly 
support the direction the process has taken, but most admit it to be 
a necessary evil. Kamal P. Maila is critical of such attitudes:

"....the paradox of Nepali linguistic nationalism is that
the broader the scope of Nepali, the less it sounds like
a language of Nepal. Nationalism in Nepal, in so far as it
is manifestly anti-Indian in orientation, is a self-defeating
aspiration, particularly when one of its major foundations is

43Nepali, which is bound to be increasingly Sanskritized."

Part of the problem is that Nepali shares a great deal of its 
Sanskrit terminology with Hindi and distinctions between the two languages 
are thereby diminished. Some nationalists equate 'Sanskritisation' with 
'Indianisation' and a number of Nepali scholars feel that much of the 
required vocabulary could be gleaned or adapted from existing Nepali 
dialects, or from other Nepalese languages such as Newari. In their 
opinion, Sanskrit should be regarded as the last resort, if the 
distinctiveness they claim for their national language is to be 
maintained. T.W.Clark has quoted Puskar Shamsher on this subject:

"He alleged....that there was a growing tendency on the part 
of Sanskrit-educated Nepalese to divide the Nepali vocabulary 
into "polished" and "unpolished" categories; and to despise 
native Nepali words as "unpolished" and replace them by 
Sanskrit borrowings. He cited as examples the preference in
some quarters for pati/patnl 'husband/wife' as against logne/

_ 44svasnx or joi/poi; for jlvit 'alive' as against jiudo."

45The tendency to replace 'foreign' words such as kalam 'pen' with

43. Malla, op.cit., 1979, p.144.
44. Clark, op.cit., 1969, p.273.
45. The ubiquitous north Indian word for a pen, adopted by Nepali from 

Arabic via Hindi/Urdu.
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newly-coined Sanskrit words such as lekhni is strong. Although 
such terms rarely catch on in the spoken language, Sanskrit words
have been devised for almost every appurtenance of modern life, from

46 47the typewriter to the helicopter. These "Sanskritic neologisms"
are also criticised; T.W.Clark quoted Hrdayacandra Singh Pradhan:

"If we manage to acquire somebody's inventions, we should
keep his name for it, if only as a sort of reward for the

,,48inventor."

The discontentment of many educated Nepalese with the form which 
their schola.rly and official language was adopting led to the foundation 
of a semi-formal school of thought known as Jharrovad, 'Purism' in the
early 1960's. One of the foremost Jharrovad! scholars is Balakrsna
Pokharel, who set out the following observations in 1964:

"1) To discriminate between that which is rural and that
which is sophisticated and to despise the vocabulary 
used in the villages is to prevent the Nepali language 
from standing on its own feet.

2) There is nothing wrong with borrowing, but it is not 
good to borrow excessively.

3) The school of thought which maintains that Sanskrit is
the mother of Nepali and that all the words in a Sanskrit
dictionary may therefore be used in the Nepali language 
is highly inappropriate.

4) Just as there are many citizens in a country, there are
many words in a language. These words are citizens of
the world of language. Once a man is a citizen of Nepal, 
no matter whence he has come, he must observe Nepalese law. 
Similarly, whether a word be of Sanskrit origin or English, 
its spelling must be set with respect to the spelling of 
other Nepali words.

46. Clark, op.cit., 1969, p.273.
47. Ibid., p.273.
48- Ibid., p.273.
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5) In any given neighbourhood, more than one language
is usually spoken and so it is inevitable that there
should be many similarities and common usages among
these languages.... no one language can feel itself to
be special, because of these shared characteristics. We

49can take as an example the tatsam words from Sanskrit,
and Arabic, Persian and English loanwords. These are
common to Nepali, Hindi, Bengali, Marathi and others.
This shared vocabulary has its own importance, but it
does not fill out the body of a language. This is only
achieved when the true value of its individuality is also
acknowledged. The special characteristics of a language
represent its individuality, so it is unfitting to regard
these special features as coarse, or to call them 

50"rustic"."

On the basis of these observations, Pokharel enumerated the methods 
with which the Jharrovadis hoped to retain the individuality of Nepali:

"a) To take words which are virtually dead from the pages of
history and attempt to re-establish their currency.

b) To fulfill the lack of vocabulary by gleaning words from
the local dialects of western and eastern Nepal.

c) To create new words artificially on the basis of current
Nepali vocabulary.

d) To create words from Sanskrit sources which were not the
same as words in Hindi etc.

e) To make spelling as easy as possible.

f) To establish the Nepali taddhitapuchre and krtpuchre
51suffixes.

49. tatsams are words of Sanskrit origin used by modern vernacular 
languages in their original forms.

50. Pokharel, op.cit., 1968, pp.25-26.
51. Ibid., p.26. These are obscure terms which are not used elsewhere;

they probably refer to postpositions and agentive suffixes.
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Recommendations a) and d) were uncontroversial and they had
already been partially implemented, although the great variety of
Sanskrit vocabulary which had already been adopted by Hindi made the
latter ideal virtually impossible to fulfill when few alternative
terms existed. Recommendation b) was widely endorsed although some
scholars, such as Cudanath Bhat^arai, accused it of encouraging 

52"coarseness". All the other proposals were roundly condemned as
unrealistic, idealistic and retrogressive.

Although the Jharrovad! school was well-known and quite influential,
none of its aims have been fully adopted by the academic establishment.

53A few unorthodox grammars have been published, and a number of writers 
have consciously striven to adopt 'native' vocabulary in their stories, 
novels and articles. Such innovations were unlikely to become widely 
accepted without endorsement from the higher authorities who 
commissioned the compilation of dictionaries and grammars. This was 
not forthcoming; thus the Purist school retains some noted supporters, 
such as Balakrsna Pokharel and Taranath Sarma, but its influence is 
severely limited. The Sanskritisation of the written language 
continues apace, often to the extent that a native speaker requires a 
dictionary to understand a scholarly work.

The Standardisation of Nepali Grammar

The earliest grammars of the Nepali language were written in the
19th century, by British scholars who were resident in northern India.
Although the antiquity and importance of the Sanskrit language and its
literature had been revealed to the western academic world by such

54pioneers as Sir William Jones in the late 18th century, European

52. Ibid., p.26.
53. Perhaps the most unusual of these was Jimdo Nepal! Bhasa by 

Sivaraja Acarya (Kathmandu, 1973).
54. Garland Cannon: "Sir William Jones and British Public Opinion 

Towards Sanskrit Culture", Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
Vol.XXII, nos.3/4 (1980), pp.1-14.
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grammarians were still influenced by the traditions of classical
Greek and Latin grammar in their approach to Asian languages.55
Thus the first grammar of Nepali, A Grammar of the Nepalese Language by

56J.A.Ayton, which was published in 1820, was rather clumsy in its 
application of grammatical principles to the study of Nepali which 
were essentially foreign to the language. An extract from this 
grammar should illustrate these features:

SYNTAX

The first and second aorist are formed immediately from its 
verbal syllable, and affixing the particle D  in lieu of the 
radix - Ex. TcKfH to write, ^ fcXlc) I write, or by theVS VS t J.c 7
participle I am writing.vs

Prior to 1905, all Nepali grammars were written by foreigners, 
although Nepali-speaking pandits were often consulted. These grammars 
included Rev.A.Turnbull1s Nepali Grammar and Vocabulary (1887), Major 
A.G.P.Brown's Manual of Khas Gurkhali or Parbatiya (2nd edn. 1892) and 
Lt.Dopping-Heppenstal's Khas Gurkhali Grammar and Vocabulary (1899).
The chief reason for British interest in Nepali language was the 
presence of a large number of "Gurkha" soldiers in the British Indian 
army. As we have noted earlier, Kellog's A Grammar of the Hindi

58Language (1893) treated Nepali ("Naipall") as a dialect of Hindi, 
but it included a comparative study of Nepali grammar which drew 
heavily on the earlier work by Turnbull.

These grammars were bilingual and were compiled chiefly for the 
benefit of British officials who were required to learn the language. 
Thus they were not particularly useful for literate mother-tongue 
speakers of Nepali. By the end of the 19th century, Nepali writers 
were becoming aware of the need for some basic grammatical rulebook

55. Churamani Bandhu: "Vakya-Vyakaranaka Vartaman Pravrtti ra Nepali
Vyakaran", in Cudanath Bhattaraya (ed.) Nepali Bhasa Adhiqosthi 
2033, Kathmandu, 1976, p.102.

56. J.A.Ayton: A Grammar of the Nepalese Language, Calcutta, 1820.
57. Quoted by Gumansingh Camling in Maulo, Darjeeling, 1978, p.62.
58. S.H.Kellogg: A Grammar of the Hindi Language, London (3rd edn.),

1938, pp.69-70.
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which would govern the way in which their language was written and 
spoken. This new awareness often came as a result of the publication 
of the first Nepali periodicals in Banaras and Darjeeling and between 
1900 and 1910 several uncoordinated attempts were made to prescribe 
a written norm.

The first writing in Nepali to be entirely concerned with grammar
was probably a poem entitled Besarl by Virendrakesari Arjyal which was

59published in Sundan in 1906. Besari illustrated the poet's ideas
on the correct way to compose poetry and it also incorporated a certain
amount of simple linguistic theory. Two years later, a poem by Ram
Maiii Acarya Dlksit, entitled Kavita-Riti, was published in MadhavT;
this also expounded the author's opinions concerning the composition of 

60Nepali poetry. Nepali writers of the time were primarily occupied
with verse; few attempts were made during the first decade of the 
century to establish an acceptable style of prose. The Darjeeling 
scholar Gumansingh Camling believes that it was impossible for Nepali

61writers to write essays until grammatical norms had been strengthened.
Rules for Nepali grammar were established with some force between 1900

6 2and 1910, however, in works such as Vyavaharamala and Siksadarpana, 
and the first Nepali essayists and prose-writers began to appear. Yet 
there was still a need for a systematic codification of these unstated 
rules which would govern all the literary genres contemporary with it.

The first such rulebook to be published resulted from the
establishment in Bombay of the Gorkhaqranth Pracarak Mandali, the
"Council for the Propagation of Gorkha (Nepali) Books" in 1910, under

6 3the supervision of one Hariharacarya Dlksit. This rulebook, which
could not be said to have amounted to a comprehensive grammatical 
analysis, bore the rather cumbersome sub-title of Matrbhasa ra vidyako 
Durdasa Dekhi Inko UnnatT Garanu Kartavya Samjhi, "Mindful of the Duty

59. Bandhu, in Bhattaraya (ed.), op.cit., 1976, p.103.
60. Ibid., p.103.
61. Camling, op.cit., 1978, p.62.
62. Tanasarma: Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, pp.79-80. 

Both these works were intended to instruct their readers in the 
art of Nepali writing, and are attributed to Jayaprthvibahadur 
Singh.

63. Camling, op.cit., 1978, p.62.
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to Further the Progress of the Mothertongue and of Learning, In View
64of their Poor Condition."

The first true Nepali grammar by a native scholar is generally
held to have been the Prakyt Vyakaran which is attributed to the pandit

6 5JayaprthvT Bahadur Singh and was published in 1911/12. There is
some confusion over the authorship of this grammar: Camling states
that many scholars believe that it was based on another work of the same
name which was compiled by Virendrakesarl Arjyal between 1888 and 1905,^
and Dayaram Sambhava claims that the king set Arjyal to work on this 

6 7grammar in 1903. Sambhava also states that a manuscript of the
same work is held by the library of the Valmiki Campus of Tribhuvan 

68University. Whatever its origins, this grammar was undoubtedly the
first published work to merit the name, although it was rapidly superceded 
by other, more comprehensive works.

Opinions on the direction grammatical standardisation should take 
very soon became divided, forming two or three separate camps, each of which 
was centred on the editor of a particular Nepali periodical. The problem 
of the viram or halant which was outlined above became the most 
controversial issue, although it was really a question of spelling rather 
than one of grammar. Ram Mani Acarya Dlksit, editor of Madhavl (1908- 
09) and later head of the Nepali Bhasa PrakasinI Samiti, rejected the 
use of the halant altogether, SundarT, edited from 1906-07 by Cakrapani 
Calise, retained it and Paras Mani Pradhan, later the editor of the 
influential Candrika, (1917-18), and a prominent Nepali grammarian, 
observed:

"It seems best to refer to Sanskrit.... the halant must be
69used, because the meaning of a word is unclear without it."

64. Ibid., p.62. Camling infers that this was actually the title of
the book, which seems rather unlikely.

65. Dayaram Sambhava in: Dayaram Sambhava and Mohanaraja iSarma:
Nepali Sahityako Sahksipta Itihas, Kathmandu, 1977, p.147.

66. Camling, op.cit., 1978, p.63.
67. Sambhava, op.cit., 1977, p.147.
68. Ibid., p.147.
69. Quoted in: Indrabahadur Rai: "Parasamanijyu: Sandarbha DarjTlinma 

Nepali Bhasako ManakTkarana", Bharatiya Nepali Vanmaya, Vol.l, 
no.l (Darjeeling, 1980), p.74.
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The second Nepali grammar to be published was Gorkha Vyakaranabodh, 
by Visvamani Diksitacarya, which appeared in 1913. The author 
concurred with Ram Ma$i, and so halant-bahiskar became the dominant 
theme of his work7^

The third grammar was Gorkha Bhasa Vyakaran "Candrika" which was 
71published in 1915. Its author was the rajaquru, Hemaraja Pande,

and the grammatical rules it espoused therefore received royal approval.
Once adopted by the Nepali Bhasa Prakasini Samiti as the standard
grammar, Candrika silenced much of the debate and controversy
surrounding the issue of the halant. Hemaraja had remained equivocal
on this question, as the halant was neither wholly adopted nor wholly

72rejected by his grammar.

As the officially-approved grammar of the Nepali language,
Candrika was made the basis for several subsequent revisions. Somanath
Sarma's concise edition, Madhyacandrika, reduced the original work from

73nearly 800 pages to 220 pages and was published in 1920. This was
condensed even further in Sarma's Laghu Candrika, a book of 80 pages

74which was published in 1934. Paras Mani Pradhan compiled his
Nepali Vyakaran with reference to Candrika and this grammar was also 

75published in 1920. Both Sarma's Madhyacandrika and Pradhan's
Nepali Vyakaran were taught in schools, the latter having been approved

7 6by the Director of Public Instruction for the Darjeeling District.
Although they were the two leading Nepali grammarians of their time,
Sarma and Pradhan were at variance over several points of Nepali
grammar, particularly those concerning the classification of tenses.
Their grammars were directly influenced by both Sanskrit and English

77conventions, as were the Hindi grammars of the time.

70. Bandhu, in Bhattaraya (ed.), op.cit., 1976, p.103.
71 The Candrika grammar comprised three volumes, published 1912-1915.
72. Sambhava, op.cit., 1977, p.150.
73. Ibid.? p.150.
74. Ibid., p.152.
75. Paras Mani Pradhan: "Nepali Vyakaranako Choto Itihas", in Sundas

(ed.): Akadami NibandhavalT, Darjeeling, 1976, p.12.
76. Ibid., p.12.
77. Camling, op.cit., 1978, pp.68-69.
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The standard against which the language of school examinations
has been judged since 1942 is a booklet published by the Nepali
Bhasa Prakasini Samiti, entitled Nepali Kasarl Suddha Lekhne? As
was noted above, the rules endorsed by this booklet are mostly
concerned with spellings, but it did contain a few minor changes

7 8from the grammar of Candrika.

* From 1935 to 1950, these basic grammatical rules became gradually
more widely accepted as Nepali literature developed and adopted some
of the aspects of its 'modern' period. A variety of supplementary
publications continued to appear; these were often attempts to make

79grammatical rules more comprehensible, but some of them addressed
80 81more specific problems, such as sentence structure, spelling or 

general style. Unfortunately, the Nepali language still lacked an 
authoritative agency which could standardise spellings, or solve other 
outstanding problems. Many grammars, too, were merely revised 
editions of earlier works.

After 1950, however, more concerted efforts were made to expand
the scope of the language, and to unearth old texts in order to study
its history. Linguistics became more established as. an academic
discipline in the late 1960s and a number of scholars produced strictly

8 2technical descriptive analyses of the national language as a result.
Academic institutions began to seek a consensus on issues of grammatical
standardisation in the 1970s. The Nepal Rajaklya Prajna Pratisthan
convened a Nepall-Bhasa-Vyakaran-Samiti (Nepali Language Grammar
Committee) in 1970, and distributed questionnaires to established
academic and literary figures, seeking their opinions on grammatical
problems. This resulted in the publication of a Brhad Nepali Vyakaran 

8 3in 1976. Similarly, Sajha Prakasan, the largest Nepalese publisher,
84set up a Grammar Committee in 1972.

78. Bandhu, in Bhattaraya (ed.), op.cit■, 1976, p.104.
79. E.g. Puskar Shamsher: Sajilo Nepali Vyakaran, Kathmandu, 1944.
80. E.g. Gopal Pande: Racana-Darpana, Kathmandu, 1937.
81. E.g. Gopal Pande: Hrasva-Dlrghako Saval, Kathmandu, 1937.
82. E.g. Gopalanidhi Tivarl: Nepali Bhasako Banota, Kathmandu, 1973.
83. Sambhava, op.cit., 1977, pp.148-149.
84. Ibid., p.149.
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Probably the foremost grammar of the Nepali language to have
been written by a foreign scholar is T.W.Clark's Introduction to Nepali,

85first published in 1963. Clark's system of grammatical codification
refers back to the earlier grammars and seems unnecessarily complex, 
but it is undoubtedly comprehensive. Some of the spellings endorsed 
by Clark are also somewhat eccentric, influenced as they are by Turner's 
Dictionary. Yet Introduction to Nepali remains the most helpful 
grammatical summary for the foreign student.

It is undeniable that written Nepali is now almost entirely 
standard in its grammatical structure throughout Nepal and India. The 
problems presently facing the process of standardisation are nearly 
all related to spelling and vocabulary.

Dictionaries

Although the primary function of any dictionary is to list the 
vocabulary of a given language, it is also a guide to the spelling, 
pronunciation and syllabification of these words. In the case of a 
language which does not yet possess a fully standardised spelling 
system, a dictionary takes on a prescriptive role in addition to its 
essential descriptive nature. When a number of variant spellings 
exist for a single word, the compiler of a dictionary may either include 
each alternative spelling, or attempt to devise a system of selection 
by which a particular spelling is to be preferred for any given word.
Thus in the Nepali context, the compilation of a dictionary is the 
most obvious way for a lexicographer to reform and standardise variant 
spellings, which represent the most outstanding problem of the modern 
language, and to present new vocabulary, which is rapidly being adopted 
by the Nepali language. Although a number of Nepali dictionaries do 
exist, it is unfortunate that few of them have furthered the cause of 
standardisation to any appreciable extent. Due also to the introduction 
of a large quantity of new vocabulary into the language over the last

85. A revised edition of the Introduction to Nepali was published by 
the School of Oriental and African Studies, London, in 1977.
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twenty years, most of them now appear incomplete in their documentation 
of the modern written language.

The earliest Nepali grammars and vocabulary lists were compiled
by scholars from British India, Brian Hodgson’s lengthy vocabulary
lists*^ were later utilised by other scholars and were included in

87Daniel Wright's History of Nepal., Access to Nepal was severely
restricted for foreigners for much of the 19th century, so Hodgson's
studies were long regarded as the most authoritative on the subject.
Other scholars were obliged to study the language as it was spoken by

8 8Nepalese resident in India. Turnbull's grammar contains another long
list of vocabulary, but was compiled for the purposes of Bible
translation and reflects the dialects prevalent in the Darjeeling
district. Officers of the Gurkha regiments of the British Army also

89turned their hand to lexicography; Rogers' Colloquial Nepali
90and Meerendonk's Basic Gurkhali Dictionary both used different systems 

of romanised transliteration. These studies made no contribution to 
the standardisation of the language, as they were compiled for the 
benefit of the student of Nepali, not for the native speaker. The first 
dictionaries to be compiled by native scholars date back less than fifty 
years.

The majority of Nepali dictionaries are bi-lingual or multi-lingual
These are usually based on Hindi-English or English-Hindi dictionaries,

91and a few are actually direct translations from such sources.
Examples are the Regmi Nepali-Hindl Sabdakosa, Ekadeva Upadhyaya's
Nepali Dictionary (1954) and Paras Mani and Nagendra Mani Pradhan's

92Student's Pocket Dictionary, English-Nepali (1951). Most of these

8 6. Several of these lists were published in Hodgson's Essays on the 
Languages, Literature and Religion of Nepal and Tibet, London, 1874

87. Daniel Wright (ed.): History of Nepal, Cambridge, 1877.
8 8 . Turnbull, op.cit., 1887.
89. G.Rogers: Colloquial Nepali, Calcutta, 1950.
90. M.Meerendonk: Basic Gurkhali Dictionary, Singapore, 1959.
91. Ballabh Mani Dahal: "Nepali Bhasa ra Kosa" in Bhattaraya (ed.),

op.cit., 1976, p.133.
92. Ibid., p.133.
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dictionaries give English or Hindi synonyms for Nepali words, but
scholars of other languages are beginning to take an interest in

93Nepali; a Nepali-Russian dictionary was published in 1968 and
94a Nepali-Japanese dictionary in 1965. These are useful for

foreigners who are learning Nepali, or for Nepali-speakers who are 
studying foreign languages, but they rarely make any notable contribution 
to the standardisation of the Nepali language.

One exception to this rule was Ralph Lilley Turner's Nepali 
95Dictionary, a Nepali-English dictionary, first published in 1931,

which still represents the most comprehensive etymological and
philological documentation of the language. It is also as much a
prescriptive work as a descriptive one, for its author attempted to
prompt some important orthographic reforms, namely the consistent usage
of the halant, and the preference shown to the hrasva vowels in nearly
all cases. As Clark remarks, "his suggestions have not yet commended

96themselves to native lexicographers". A new edition of Turner's
97Dictionary was published in India in 1980, indicating the high regard 

which scholars retain for the work. Yet the Nepali language which is 
represented in the Dictionary reflects the Indian dialects, and is 
thereby deficient in a great number of Nepali colloquialisms. It is 
also outmoded, because the neologisms which have been introduced into 
the language over the last three decades are omitted.

It is hardly surprising that Nepali grammarians were unwilling to 
accept the radical orthographic reforms suggested by Turner. Increasing 
linguistic nationalism meant that the only viable solutions could come 
from a consensus among native scholars. It is surprising to note that 
this consensus has still not been achieved, and that the contribution 
made by Nepali lexicographers remains sadly deficient.

93. Ravinovitch and Korolev; Nepali-Rusi £>abda-Kosa, Moscow, 1968.
94. Terue Nakamura; guruko Nepali-JapanI Kosa, Nara, 1965.
95. Turner, op.cit., 1980.
96. Clark, op.cit., 1969, p.257.
97. Turner, op.cit., 1980.
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The first major bi-lingual dictionary to be compiled by a
Nepali scholar was the Angrejl-Nepall Kosa, edited by Puskar Shamsher

9 8and published by the Nepali Bhasa Prakasini Samiti in 1936. This
was a "meticulous word-by-word rendering into Nepali of the Concise

99Oxford Dictionary"; no entry was omitted, and the authors even 
added a few alternative pronounciations. It was quite clearly 
intended for the use of students of English, and included a detailed 
explanation, in Nepali, of English pronounciation,thus it could make 
no reforms in Nepali orthography.

Clearly, the most urgent need was for an authoritative monolingual 
dictionary which would prescribe a consistent system of spelling for 
all the vocabulary current in the Nepali language. The first such
dictionary was the Nepali Bagali Kosa which was edited by Cakrapani
-  . . . 102 Calise and published by the Samiti in 1944. Unfortunately, copies
of this dictionary are no longer available and little information
concerning it can be procured. In 1951, the Samiti published another
monolingual dictionary, the Sanksipta Nepali Kosa, by Ramacandra
Dhungana. This amounted to 724 pages and it espoused a system of

103orthography which was in accord with rules worked out by Puskar Shamsher.
104These rules referred back to the fundamental Candrika grammar and, 

although both hrasva and dlrgha vowels were retained, they were selected 
systematically and with a fair degree of consistency. Unfortunately, 
the dictionary is now of limited use for modern scholars, for it contains 
many archaic spellings, and omits both traditional idioms and Sanskrit 
neologisms.

These monolingual dictionaries were superceded by Balacandra karma's 
Nepali £abda Kosa which was published by the Rajaklya Prajna Pratisthan

98. Puskar Shamsher: Angreji-NepalT Kosa, Kathmandu, 1936.
99. Clark, op.cit., 1969, pp.259-260.
100. Ibid., pp.259-260.
101. Ibid., p.260.
102. Dahal, in Bhattaraya (ed.), op.cit., 1976, p.133.
103. Clark, op.cit., 1969, p.257.
1Q4. Ibid., p.257.
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in 1962. This was certainly an improvement on its predecessors,
106being longer (1146 pages) and more comprehensive. Much of the

new vocabulary of law, administration, literature and philosophy which
had gained at least a limited currency was included in the dictionary,
but proverbs, popular sayings and more specialised technical terms
were omitted. More important was Sarnia's disappointingly equivocal
attitude towards the spelling of Nepali words; where common variants

107existed, they were included as separate, albeit related, entries.
The Sabda Kosa remains the standard Nepali dictionary, partly because

108the major cultural institutions have yet to produce a successor.
As more and more terminology is adopted by the language, it is becoming
steadily more out-dated, and makes no suggestion for spelling reform.

. . 109A revised edition is planned, and would be most welcome.

A number of other dictionaries have been compiled and published 
which introduce new and specialist vocabulary. These include D.B. 
3restha's A Guide to Common Terms on Various Subjects (1975) and 
Kesavalal Karmacarya's Sanksipta Nepali Kosa (1963).^^ Such glossaries 
can be used as supplements to the Sarma dictionary, which needs to be 
expanded at some date in the future.

Ballabh Mani Dahal bewails the fact that Nepali lexicographers 
have failed to standardise Nepali spelling as much as is required.'*''*'̂
He asserts that the r61e of the dictionary should be to systematically 
select spellings and punctuation and to devise a consistent spelling system 
which is accurate in its representation of Nepali phonology and morphology.

To this end, he recommends that a standard descriptive dictionary

105. Ibid., p.258.
106. Ibid., p.258.
107. Ibid., p.258.
108. Such as the Royal Nepal Academy (Nepal Rajaklya Prajha 

pratisthan).
109. Abhi Subedi. personal communication, 1983.
110. Dahal, in Bhattaraya (ed.), op.cit., 1976, p.134.
111. Ibid., pp.135-137.
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be compiled which would supercede Sarnia's somewhat out-dated work, 
together with a more concise "desk dictionary" for daily reference.
He suggests that there is a need for an educational dictionary for 
use in the teaching of Nepali spelling and pronunciation in schools, 
and for dictionaries which would help speakers of non-standard Nepali 
dialects to become familiar with the accepted norm.

It seems rather unlikely that any of these recommendations will 
be implemented in the near future, yet the need persists for a single 
monolingual Nepali dictionary which uses a consistent but generally 
acceptable system of spelling and which can be up-dated at regular 
intervals with the addition of new terminology. Once revised, 
karma's £abda Kosa could quite easily be expanded to fulfill this 
role.
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Chapter 8 

The National Language in Nepalese Education 

Introduction

In 1877, a British historian, Daniel Wright, described 
educational facilities in Nepal with the following words;

"The subject of schools and colleges may be treated as
1briefly as that of snakes in Ireland. There are none."

The statement is true in so far as no formal education run with 
Government funds or support existed in Nepal at that time. During the 
19th century, the rate of literacy was abysmally low throughout the 
country, and the only formal educational institutions were established
later in the century, for the benefit of a small elite group in the
capital.

When forms of education other than those which are imparted by
modern schools and colleges are taken into account, the picture which
emerges is marginally less grim. There were a few institutions which
offered some education to the Nepalese. In the north, gompas imparted
the basic skills of literacy to male youths, primarily to enable them
to read Buddhist prayers and scriptures, most of which were written in 

2classical Tibetan. Elsewhere, a number of Sanskrit schools offered
3a curriculum which was confined to Sanskrit studies. In general,

1. Daniel Wright (ed.): History of Nepal, Cambridge, 1877, p.18.
2. There is no evidence to suggest that Nepali was taught in the 

Tibetan Buddhist monasteries of Nepal. The training given to most 
novices was intended primarily to make them competent to recite 
religious texts in Tibetan.

3. Hugh B, Wood, "Agents of Education and Development in Nepal",
Oregon A.S.C.D. Curriculum Bulletin No.317 XXVII (June, 1973), p.15. 
The curriculum at Sanskrit schools was devoted solely to the study 
of Sanskrit until they were incorporated into the National Education 
System in the 1960s.
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however, the small proportion of Nepalese children who received any
kind of education did so in their homes. Accordingly, Brahman
children were more likely to become literate than their lower-caste
counterparts, as their parents passed on their own educational skills,

4or employed pandits and priests to do it for them. In Nepalese
villages, education was imparted on an ad hoc basis, and there was
little or no coordination of teachers. The increasing number of
Nepalese who returned to their villages after serving as "Gurkhas"
in foreign armies also constituted a force for change. Many had
received some basic education, and were often the only literate members
of their community. Their enhanced economic status meant that they
were able to challenge some age-old social conventions, and many of

5them tutored the village youth. Early in the 20th century, a
number of "vernacular schools" were also established, without Governmentg
approval, in the Tarai regions bordering on India. Apart from the 
traditional religious institutions of Sanskrit and Tibetan learning 
which represented a diminishing "old order", the individual efforts of 
high-caste parents or returning soldiers and some rather haphazard 
developments in the Tarai, education remained severely under-developed 
in Nepal until the middle of the 20th century.

Education During the Period of Rana Rule

Formal education on a western model in 19th century Nepal remained 
the exclusive preserve of the Rana aristocracy until the turn of the

7century. In 1853, Jang Bahadur, impressed by his experience of Europe, 
became convinced that members of his family should become familiar with 
the English language and western modes of thought. Thus he set up a 
small class in his palace at ThapathalT, under the tutorship of one 
Mr.Canning. Jang’s brothers and nephews were taught English, mathematics

4. We shall see that many of the most notable poets of pre-1950 
Nepal had received their primary education from their fathers.

5. Wood, op.cit., 1973, p.13.
6 . Ibid., p.16.
7. For a detailed acocunt of Jang Bahadur's visit to Europe, see: 

John Whelpton: Jang Bahadur in Europe, Kathmandu, 1983.
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g
and history up to the eighth grade.

Subsequently, many members of the aristocracy procured private
tutors for their sons and relatives, often inviting teachers from 

9India. This phenomenon marked the beginning of western-style
education in India, and resulted in the establishment of the Darbar
School. Quite when this school was inaugurated is not clear, as it
seems to have grown from the combination of a number of private classes,
which were held in different premises at different times. One source^
states that the Darbar school was set up in the palace of Bir Shamsher

11in 1894, and later moved to other premises. Another asserts that
the classes begun by Jang Bahadur came to be housed in the Darbar School
sometime in 1889. Access to the education offered by the school was
wholly restricted to the children of Ranas, although so-called "plebian 

12offspring" were admitted in 1896. These were the children of other 
sectors of the aristocracy, and of the priests and pandits who served 
them, not of the average Nepalese citizen.

Little more was done to widen access to education for the Nepalese
populace until Deva Shamsher became Prime Minister in March 1901, and
alarmed his contemporaries with his schemes for social reform. He
decreed that at least one teacher should be allotted to any community
which had more than fifty children of school age, adding that school

13books would be provided free of charge. These policies were seen as
evidence of dangerously liberal attitudes, and they brought about his 
downfall after less than four months in office.

Deva Shamsher was replaced by Chandra Shamsher in June 1901, and 
his successor hastily closed the few primary schools which had been opened.

8 . Kamal P. Malla: The Road to Nowhere, Kathmandu, 1979, p.185.
9. An increasing number of young aristocrats were also sent to India 

for their education; during the late 19th century, the ability to 
speak English became the hallmark of academic success. Wood,
op.cit., 1973, p.17.

10. Satish Kumar: Rana Polity in Nepal, London, 1967, p.137.
11. Malla, op.cit■, 1979, p.185.
12. Ibid., p.185.
13. Krishna Raj Aryal: "Education During Rana Regime", Nepal Digest, 

Nepal Education Special, 1977, p.124.
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Chandra Shamsher had been the first Rana to receive an English-style
education in India, and the first Nepalese to pass the entrance

14examination for Calcutta University, in 1884. He would thus seem
to have realised the need for the importation of scientific learning
and technological expertise. He was also quite aware of the results
which mass education of the sort he had received would inevitably bring.
Western ideas of democracy and reform would be introduced and the
authority of the Ranas would be undermined. His decision to send a

15number of young aristocrats to Japan in 1902 for a course of technical
training illustrates this attitude. Technical education was
available in Japan but there was little danger of the exercise
producing free-thinking ideologues. In 1912, Chandra accompanied George
V of Britain on a hunting trip, and is said to have informed him that
Nepal lacked educational facilities, but it also lacked disruptive

X 6revolutionaries like Tilak or Gokhale, as a result. To some extent,
the Ranas were answerable to the innately conservative Brahmin hierarchy, 
too, who viewed modern education with great suspicion. Writing in 
1928, Percival Landon remarked on the Brahmans' conservatism;

"....the first beginnings of education were looked upon with
something of the mistrust with which the medieval church of

17Rome heard of the activity of scientists within her fold."

Although it should be borne in mind that Landon is now widely regarded 
as an apologist for the Rana autocracy, his observation probably contains 
more than a grain of truth.

The emerging Nepalese intelligentsia became aware of the shortcomings 
of the Rana regime quite early in the 20th century, and the few 
dissidents who dared to complain were silenced with increasing severity.
In 1912, Baburam Acarya wrote a book entitled Nepali £iksa Darpana, 
which bewailed the complete absence of educational facilities in Nepal,

14. Malla, op.cit., 1979, p.185.
15. Kumar, op.cit., 1967, p.138.
16• Ibid.
17. Perceval Landon; Nepal, London, 1928, vol.2, p.179.
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and compared the Ranas to the Shoguns of Japan. The Government was
18swift to destroy every copy of the book which had been printed.

There do seem to have been occasions when the Ranas were obliged
to make some concessions to the changing requirements of their subjects,
and of the British. One source states that the Governor General
intimated to Chandra Shamsher that some arrangement should be made so
that Gurkhas recruited for the Second World War were at least literate.
It is also stated that the Nepalese Government printed a series of

19Nepali readers for that purpose. If this is true, one wonders how
the books were distributed, and by whom.

In 1918, Chandra Shamsher inaugurated Trichandra College, the
first college of higher education in Nepal. He was clearly apprehensive
of the possible effects of such a move, as he is frequently quoted as
having said that the college represented the beginning of the end for 

20Rana rule. It is indeed curious that a Government which was so
fearful of the consequences of mass education should have felt the 
need for such an institution. One can only surmise that they were 
motivated as much by political pragmatism as by a concern for public 
welfare. For some time, high-caste Nepalese had travelled to India 
to attend schools and colleges in cities such as Banaras, Patna and 
Calcutta. It is probable that the Ranas, unable to stem the flow of 
aspiring scholars to India and mindful of the growing Indian nationalist 
movement, sought to control the education which was being imparted to 
their subjects. If Nepalese were to be educated, it would be wise to 
allow them to be educated within reach of the Government. The 
emergence of Nepalese political groups opposed to the Ranas in India 
would seem to vindicate this philosophy. 1918 also saw the return of 
many Nepalese from the war in Europe; these men posed a potential threat 
to Rana authority, as they brought with them new ideas and education.

18. Aryal, op.cit., 1977, pp.125-126.
19. Ibid., p.124.
20. Malla (op.cit., 1979, p.187) quotes Chandra Shamsher as saying, 

"This is the beginning of our end". Kumar (op.cit., 1967, p.138) 
quotes the same speaker saying that it would be "the graveyard
of Rana rule".
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Perhaps Trichandra College was also designed to counter their 
influence. Finally, the Rana youths who completed their course of 
education at the Darbar school needed somewhere to continue their 
studies, and it would have been axiomatic to the rulers that an 
education in Nepal was preferable to an education in India, where they 
could have been exposed to an ideology which was essentially anti
pathetic to Rana rule.

At first, Trichandra College was purely an Arts college, and 
science courses were not added to its curriculum until the 1930s, when

21Nepal instituted its own independent School Leaving Certificate Board. 
Until 1950, Trichandra was the only college offering post-school 
education in Nepal. Thus, Kamal Malla observes that,

"Almost everyone who is today in the higher echelons of
power and influence....was educated either at Tri-Chandra
College or in one of the north Indian cities like Patna,

22Benares, Allahabad and Calcutta", 

a fact which leads him to assert that,

"In many ways, the 50-year old history of this college
is the history....of the contemporary Nepalese 

23intelligentsia."

The Rana administrations did not regard education as a very high
priority and its development was therefore haphazard and faltering.
Political stability was the primary objective for every Prime Minister,

24especially as the ’ C' class Ranas became restive during the 1940s.
Thus, most moves made by the Ranas to further the cause of mass education 
could be interpreted as palliative moves to the end of political 
stability.

The unpopularity of the Rana administration increased among the

21. Malla, op.cit., 1979, pp.185-187.
22. Ibid., p.187.
23. Ibid., p.185.
24. The 'C' class Ranas were the lowest echelon in the Rana hierarchy, 

which was graded according to purity of lineage. Denied any real
(Contd. on next page.........)
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steadily-growing number of educated Nepalese during the late 1930s
and 1940s, and a number of educational projects were belatedly
introduced by the Government. Juddha Shamsher (Prime Minister 1932-
46) opened a few primary schools, and appointed a Director-General of
Public Instruction. This post was always held by a Rana military
commander who was advised by the principals of the Darbar School and

25Trichandra College. Juddha also permitted interested citizens to
open their own schools, with permission from the Director-General,
and provisions were made for these schools to receive state subsidies.
These measures met with little approval among the aristocracy, and were

2 6therefore severely limited in their scope and effectiveness.

Juddha's successor, Padma Shamsher, introduced a 'Basic
Educational System', aiming to increase literacy, and a 'Teaching

. . 27Training Programme* to remedy the shortage of qualified instructors,
but he was forced into exile in India in 1948. Some of his policies
were reversed by Mohan Shamsher, but a Sanskrit College was inaugurated

2 8shortly before the political changes of 1950.

Thus, the new Government which came to power in 1951 inherited an
educational system which consisted of 321 primary schools with 8505
students, 11 secondary schools with 1680 students, and 2 colleges of

29higher education with 250 students. Of these, three secondary
schools and one college provided an education which was devoted 
exclusively to the study of Sanskrit, and three secondary schools and 
the other college employed an English language medium, and were effectively 
reserved for the elite. The other schools included an increasingly
large number of "vernacular schools", concentrated near the Indian

( contd. from previous page)
power in the country, a number of them became active in the 
outlawed Nepali Congress Party during the 1940's.

25. Aryal, op.cit., 1977, p.127.
26. Ibid., p.127.
27. Ibid., p.127.
28 • Ibid., p.128.
29. Ministry of Education, Nepal; The National Education System. Plan 

for 1971-76, Kathmandu, 1971, p.3.
30. Wood, op.cit., 1973, p.17.
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border, a few Gandhian "Basic" schools, and the traditional religious 
31institutions. Thus very little education was conducted in a Nepali

language medium, and very few Nepali textbooks existed. Less than 1%
of the total population attended any kind of school, and there were
fewer than 1000 high school graduates and 300 college graduates in the 

32whole of Nepal.

Education in Modern Nepal

Many changes occurred in Nepal after the collapse of the Rana
regime in 1951, and nationalism became an important factor in the
determination of government policy. Feeling that the kingdom was
conspicuously "backward", the government introduced programmes which
were designed to promote rapid social and economic reforms and
development. Some of the most pronounced changes occurred in the field
of education. Under the Ranas, Nepalese schools were made independent
of Indian examining boards in 1933, and Hindi and Nepali were allowed
as media of instruction in addition to the English medium which the Ranas 

33favoured. Each of the several administrations which succeeded the
Ranas was at pains to promote the language which was already a lingua
franca in the hill regions, and was also the mother tongue of most
government officials. Accordingly, Nepali was made a compulsory subject

34m  all Nepalese schools in 1952. In 1954, a National Education
Planning Commission was established, and given the task of producing a
framework of recommendations upon which a new education system could be
based. The Commission's report was published in 1956 and the following
statement of its language policy provided the guidelines for all
subsequent formulations of policy, although other parts of the report

35were largely ignored;

31. Ibid., p.17. The "vernacular schools" usually employed the Hindi 
medium of instruction.

32. Ibid., p.17.
33. Ballabh Mani Dahal and Subhadra Subba: Language Policies and

Indigenous Languages of Nepal, (unpublished paper), Kathmandu, 1981.
34. Ibid.
35. Frederick H. Gaige: Regionalism and National Unity in Nepal,

Berkeley, 1975, p.108.
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"Nepali should be the medium of instruction, exclusively from 
the third grade on, and as much as possible in the first two 
grades.

No other languages should be taught, even optionally, in the
primary school because: few children will have need for
them, they would hinder the teaching of Nepali, parents would
insist on their children taking them whether capable or not,
time is needed for other more important and fundamental
learning, there are not enough well-qualified teachers, and
those who wish, and need, additional languages can begin

3 6them in the sixth grade."

Although a few members of the Commission dissented from this view,
37these recommendations were supported by the majority. A further list

of seven observations regarding the status of Nepali, which we have 
already discussed in this study, was added to the report to justify its 
decisions.

The Language Controversy in the Tarai

Nepali was the mother-tongue of a minority of the Tarai 
population and so the imposition of the exclusively Nepali medium of 
education caused considerable resentment in the region. As we have 
seen, Nepali had been the lingua franca among the hill peoples for 
generations and so the official endorsement of its role in education 
was merely an acknowledgement of the real linguistic situation in the 
hills. In the Tarai, however, the majority of the population knew 
little or no Nepali. Many of them felt that the Government of Nepal, 
based as it was in Kathmandu, formulated such policies with reference 
to the languages and cultures of the hills, and that they were designed 
chiefly to benefit the hillspeople.

36. National Education Planning Commission: Education in Nepal,
Kathmandu, 1956, p.104.

37. Gaige, op.cit., 1975, p.109.
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Although many schools had been built in the Tarai since 1951,
most were staffed by teachers who had been recruited from the educated
but unemployed youth of the cities of northern India. The few Nepali-
speaking teachers were mainly employed in schools attended by the

3 8children of government officials. The official promotion of Nepali
as the sole medium of education caused friction between the Nepali-
speaking minority and the indigenous majority, who spoke other languages.
Antagonism already existed between the two communities, due to complex
historical and political factors, but the language issue exacerbated
the situation further. The more nationalistic members of the Nepali-
speaking community formed the Nepali PracarinI Sabha and attempted to
persuade the government to enhance the status of their language further
by making it the sole language of administration in the Biratnagar 

39district. ■ They were opposed by organisations such as the Tarai Congress,
whose members wanted Hindi and Nepali to be adopted as joint national 

40languages. In fact, the language issue became extremely contentious
in the 1959 elections, during which each of the contending parties

41took up a different stance on the subject.

In October 1957, a new directive was issued by the government headed
by K.I.Singh which was clearly intended to hasten the adoption of the

42Nepali medium in schools in the Tarai. Nepali was to be used in
all Nepalese schools, unless they had received prior permission from
the Ministry of Education to use another language. (In practice, the
Ministry was not especially amenable to such requests.) In addition
to this, all teachers were given two years in which to demonstrate their
ability to teach in Nepali, and six months in which to provide the
government with evidence of their Nepalese citizenship. Schools were

43also required to use only Nepali textbooks henceforth.

This new directive provoked a storm of protest throughout the 
Tarai; "Save Hindi" committees were convened in several towns and there

00m Ibid., p.1 1 0 .
39. Ibid., p.1 1 1 .
40. Ibid., pp.109-110.
41. Ibid., pp.121-124.
42. Ibid., p.1 1 1 .
43. Ibid., p.Ill.
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were a number of violent demonstrations. Singh was obliged to
postpone the introduction of the Nepali medium to primary schools and
in January 1958 the Ministry of Education issued a second directive
which made minor concessions to Hindi and dropped the clause

44requiring citizenship. If this latter clause had been enforced,
it would probably have meant the closure of many schools, as Nepalese
teachers were in short supply. Even in 1967/8 75% of teachers in the

45Tarai were not mother-tongue speakers of Nepali. The directive
which stated that schools should immediately adopt the use of Nepali
textbooks was also quite impracticable; most textbooks were in English
or Hindi, and published in India. The few textbooks which existed in
Nepali had been published in Kathmandu, and the distribution system had

46not yet been properly organised. To some extent, the government
conceded the reality of the situation; the requirement for a Nepali
medium at primary schools was dropped, and a temporary arrangement
was made for middle and high schools whereby instruction could be given
in whatever language was deemed feasible and suitable by the Board of 

47Directors.

The demands which the government made for the immediate adoption 
of the Nepali medium seem in retrospect to have been wholly unrealistic, 
given the dearth of educational materials in the national language 
which afflicted Nepal at that time. Although there can be no doubt 
that great progress has been made in this field in the Tarai, it is clear 
that the establishment of Nepali as the sole medium of education is a 
gradual and lengthy process in areas populated by speakers of other 
languages. Even if it had proved to be acceptable to the local pop
ulation a new medium of education could not possibly have been imposed 
over such a short period of time.

44. Ibid., p.113.
45. Ibid., p.114.
46. Ibid., p.132.
47. Ibid., p.114.
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Language Policy in Education in the 1960s and 197Qs

Since 1959, the Nepal Government has adhered to its policy of
"Nepalisation" in education, but it has been obliged to become slightly
more pragmatic in its approach to the problem. In general, language
policy in education has been formulated with an eye to the ideal of
attaining a Nepali medium at all levels of education throughout the
kingdom. Concessions continued to be made, however, to other
languages in areas where large numbers of students did not speak Nepali
as their mother tongue. In 1961, King Mahendra set up a committee to
suggest ways of establishing a "national system of education" and Nepali

48was again recommended as the medium for all grades. The Education
Code of 1961 and the Education Act of 1962 both endorsed this
recommendation, but loopholes were left for instruction in "regional"

49languages. These policies prevailed throughout the 1960s, with
only minor variations.

By 1970, the Nepali medium had become more firmly established in 
schools throughout Nepal as a result of the policy which the Ministry 
of Education had maintained for over ten years. In 1971, a new 
"National Education System Plan" was drawn up, in which the role of 
education in Nepal was substantially re-assessed and the importance of 
the national language continued to be stressed;

"The medium of instruction in the primary and secondary 
schools will be Nepali. Other arrangements can be made only 
with the approval of His Majesty's Government. However, while 
teaching languages other than Nepali, the medium of instruction 
may be in the'language concerned.

The medium of instruction in the higher educational institutions 
will remain as of now pending alternative arrangements by His 
Majesty's Government. The teaching medium and textbooks will

48. Ibid., p.124.
49. Ibid,, p.124.
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be in Nepali even in those areas where Nepali has yet to gain 
a wider currency and where boys and girls can understand Nepali 
only with difficulty. Teachers may, however, use regional 
languages for explanation purposes.

The N.E.S.P. stipulated that 40% of school hours should be spent
on the study of Nepali in primary schools (grades 1-3), 30% in
secondary schools (grades 4-7) and 12% in General High schools (grades 

518-10). The study of Nepali was made compulsory from grade 1, and
52the study of English language was compulsory from grade 4. No other

language could be studied until the eighth grade; even then, the study
of languages such as Tamang, Rai and so on, was barely feasible, as
textbook material in languages other than English, Nepali, Hindi and,

53to a lesser extent, Newari and Maithili, was virtually non-existent.

In its early policies, the Nepal Government seemed a little over- 
optimistic regarding the speed with which it was imagined that the 
Nepali medium could be established throughout the kingdom. The blame 
for much of the controversy in the Tarai in the late 1950s could to 
some extent be apportioned to ignorance on the part of the 
administration regarding the linguistic and cultural situation in those 
regions. By the mid-1960s, widespread opposition to the Nepali medium 
in the Tarai had largely died down as the region became more fully 
integrated into the nation, and as education policy achieved some measure 
of success. To assess this success, the Centre of Nepal and Asian 
Studies at Tribhuvan University commissioned three "pilot projects" 
between 1974 and 1977 which investigated bilingualism in various areas 
of the Nepal Tarai: the most interesting of these were Projects nos.
1 and 3.

54For Pilot Project no.l, researchers studied thirteen primary 
schools in the Maithili-speaking regions of Janakpur and Sagarmatha zones, 
where students were all monolingual speakers of Maithili. Although all

50. Ministry of Education, Nepal, op.cit., 1971, p.29.
51. Ibid., pp.24-25.
52. Dahal and Subba, op.cit„, 1981.
53. Ibid.
54. Subhadra Subba: Studies in Bilingualism in Nepal. Bilingualism in 

Nepal Terai. Report on Pilot Project No.l, Kirtipur, 1974.
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the schools' textbooks were in Nepali, they found that teachers were
still obliged to make extensive recourse to the local language for
classroom explanations. In middle schools, Nepali was the exclusive
language of the classroom, but was rarely spoken outside the school
environs. The researchers concluded that teaching was actually
hampered by the sudden transition to an all-Nepali medium, and that
this had engendered antipathy towards education among many monolinguals.
Adult Maithili-speakers were still discontent with their children's
education; of 153 interviewees, 114 said that they would prefer their
children to be taught in their mother-tongue. Near the Indian border,
many parents sent their children to schools in Bengal or Bihar, where

5 5education in a Maithili medium was available.

Pilot project no.3^^ discovered a similar situation in Banke and 
Bardia districts of Bheri zone, which are populated by speakers of 
Avadhi and Tharu and where Hindi fulfills most of the functions of a 
regional lingua franca. Students whose mother-tongue was Nepali were 
found to progress far more rapidly in their education than those for 
whom Nepali was merely a "school language".

Another study of the levels of comprehension of standard Nepali
was conducted among school children in the Jumla district of Karnali 

57zone. The majority of the population speak Nepali as their mother-
tongue in this district, but in a regional dialect, usually known as 
Sinjali, which differs substantially from the speech of Kathmandu. The 
researchers found that a student's comprehension of standard Nepali 
increased with age (64-68% of the top class of Jumla high school were 
found to have understood a story related to them in the Kathmandu dialect 
as compared with only 52-64% in the most junior class), and that members 
of the higher castes also tended to be more familiar with standard Nepali

55. This was also common practice in the region during the 1960s, as 
Gaige (op.cit., 1975, pp.134-135) has described.

56. Geeta Chand, Nirmal M. Tuladhar and Subhadra Subba; Studies in 
Bilingualism in Nepal. Survey of Bilingualism in Banke and Bardia 
of Bheri Zone, Nepal. Report on Pilot Project No.3, Kirtipur, 1977.

57. Churamani Bandhu; Karnali Lok Samskrti Khanda 4. Bhasa, Kathmandu,- * *    ■ ■ ■ ’ r
1971.
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Levels of comprehension were much lower in rural areas, averaging 
only 14% in the village schools which were studied. It is clear 
that the acquisition of another language or dialect is a far more 
rapid process in urban areas which are increasingly multilingual than 
in villages where a single dialect or language usually predominates 
outside school.

The Nepali medium is still not popular with the wealthy middle 
classes of the cities. Schools such as St.Xavier's, St.Mary's and 
Budhanilakantha School in the Kathmandu Valley continue to use English 
medium and textbooks, and many families also send their children to 
Darjeeling or Delhi for English medium education, which is widely held 
to be more prestigious and advantageous than the Nepali medium which
is used in Nepal.

It is quite obvious that the status of the Nepali language will
continue to be enhanced as more children attend schools, and that
bilingualism will increase in areas where the population do not speak
Nepali as their mother tongue. Yet education is by no means universal
in Nepal, Children represent a source of free labour for parents who
are often extremely poor, and parents do not benefit materially from
sending them to school. Primary education is freely available to all
children from the age of five, teachers' salaries and the cost of

59textbooks all being met by the government. Secondary education is
also subsidised, but the size of the subsidy decreases in the higher 
grades. Thus in 1980, Rs.6.75 was charged per month for a child in class 
4, and Rs.17 per month for a child in class 10. The greatest increases
in fees came after grade 3 (increase of Rs.6.75) and grade 7 (increase
of Rs.4); consequently, large numbers of children had to terminate their 
education at these grades.^ In regions where Nepali does not function

58. The social prestige and enhanced employment prospects afforded
to a Nepali who can speak and read English ensure that many Nepalese 
regard an English-medium education as a high priority for their 
children. Personal enquiries, Kathmandu 1981-82.

59. Britol University Kirtipur Project: Education in Kirtipur
(unpublished paper), Bristol, 1979-80.

60. Ibid.
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as a lingua franca, the first objective of primary education must 
be to impart a knowledge of the language, and basic literacy in it.
If a child then leaves school after grade 3, this will constitute the 
sum of its academic training and if Nepali is not widely used in the 
community outside, these language skills will fall into disuse.

Tertiary Education

Since the publication of the N.E.S.P. report in 1972, the general 
trend in Nepalese education has been towards the adoption of Nepali as 
the sole medium of instruction at all levels of education. To this 
end, the government took control of the Janaka ^iksa Samagri Kendra 
(Janak Educational Materials Centre) in 1961 and since 1972 it has 
produced a substantial number of textbooks in Nepali. The government's 
objective had been to "vernacularise" all Nepalese education by 1980, 
but although this had been achieved in most of the kingdom's schools 
by that date, higher education posed further problems.

Tribhuvan University was founded by the Visvavidyalaya Ain of 
612016 V.S. (1959 A.D.). Previously, all Nepalese colleges had been

affiliated to Patna University but the creation of Nepal's first
university meant that tertiary education in Nepal could be made quite
independent of the education system of India. Thus from 1959 to 1972,
all colleges of higher education (Bachelor and Intermediate levels)
were affiliated to Tribhuvan University, and postgraduate students were

6 2offered residential courses. In 1972, forty-two colleges in Nepal
6 3were affiliated to the new university. At first, Tribhuvan

University was accommodated in rather unsuitable premises at Tripuresvara
64m  Kathmandu, but it was relocated to its new campus at Kirtipur in 1966.

In 1972, the Tribhuvan University Act superceded the Visvavidyalaya Ain 
of 1959 and outlying campuses were inaugurated in most Nepalese

61. Harsanath Sarma Bhattarai: "Nepali Bhasako KanunI Prsthabhumi",
Nepali, vol.73 (1977), p.30.

62. "Tribhuvan University. A Short History" (author anonymous), Nepal 
Digest. Nepal Education Special, Kathmandu, 1977, pp.95-96.

63. Ibid., p.96.
64. Malla, op.cit., pp.10-11.
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t o w n s . B y  1979 there were 79 such campuses in Nepal.

The debate over the medium of education in tertiary education 
has largely centred on the relative statuses of English and Nepali. 
Despite the vernacularisation of primary and secondary education, 
university students, particularly those studying scientific subjects, 
cannot achieve real academic success without making extensive recourse 
to English sources. The following summary illustrates some of the 
problems which Nepalese educationalists are currently facing.

Since 1972, the following subjects have been offered at degree
level: Humanities and Social Sciences, General Science, Business
Administration and Commerce, Sanskrit and Education. It is hoped
that Law, Agriculture, Medicine and Engineering which are at present
only studied for the Diploma, will soon be offered as degree subjects;

6 7Forestry is also studied at certificate level. The medium of
instruction is generally Nepali up to the postgraduate level, but the 
language of instruction and examination is often dictated by the 
language of the available textbooks, which are tabulated below.

65. Nepal Digest, op.cit., 1977, p.98.
6 6. Subhadra Subba: "The Medium Question in Nepalese Higher 

Education", Contributions to Nepalese Studies, vol.7, nos.1/2 
(Dec.1979/June 1980), p.76.

67. Ibid., p.76.
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6 8TABLE 1̂ *: Language of Textbooks on Principal Subjects (all figures as %)

Certificate Degree Postgraduate
Nep. Eng. Other Eng. Other Nep. Eng,. Other

Humanities 67 26 7 45 40 15 7 91 2

Sanskrit 75 25 0 56 19 25
Commerce 59 37 4 33 62 5 15 82 3
Education 81 18 1 38 50 12

Law 73 23 4 48 37 15
Science 6 93 1 1 97 2 0 100 0

Engineering 13 87 0

Medicine 50 50 0

Agriculture 15 85 0 3 97 0

Forestry 80 20 0

At least half of the textbooks used by students of subjects other 
than Agriculture, Engineering and Science are in Nepali, but it is clear 
that the need for English reference books increases with the level of 
education, so that very few Nepali textbooks are used by postgraduate 
students. The role of Nepali in university education is thus severely 
limited by the international status of English as the language of science 
and technology.

The limited scope for Nepali which exists at present is partially
explicable in terms of a shortage of textbooks. Although Tribhuvan
University has been under a government directive since 1977 that it

69should switch to an all-Nepali medium by 1983/4, resources remain
limited. Between 1975 and 1979 the Pathykram Vikas Kendra (Curriculum
Development Centre) of the University published 43 textbooks, of which 

7032 were in Nepali, but many more are needed before the government's

6 8 . Yugesvar Prasad Varma and Churamani Bandhu: Ucca Siksako Madhyam,
Kathmandu, 1980, p.24.

69. This was announced by Jagatmohan Adhikari, Head of Education, in 
1977, ibid., p.20.
Ibid., p.20.
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objectives can be realised. Yet the usefulness of Nepali textbooks
for such subjects as Science and Engineering is now questioned by some
Nepalese educationalists. Many are translated from English sources,
using a great deal of technical (Sanskrit) vocabulary which is generally
new to students. The difficulties which are engendered by this mass of
unfamiliar terminology are further exacerbated by the lack of adequate
technical dictionaries or glossaries in Nepali. Institutions such as
the Curriculum Development Centre, the Royal Nepal Academy, Sajha
Prakasan and the Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences are
currently in the process of remedying this shortage, but the

71difficulties persist. The only course of action open to a student
who is finding the Nepali textbooks difficult to understand without the
aid of a dictionary is actually to read the'material in English. Yet
most students who enter the university will have received their
education in a predominantly Nepali medium. Although English is the
second compulsory language in Nepalese schools, it is studied mainly

72as a school subject which has very little use in everyday life.
Thus the Nepalese student of Science is faced with the choice between 
reading textbooks in a highly technical form of what is essentially a 
foreign "library language", or in a form of his own language which 
contains a great deal of incomprehensible vocabulary.

Table 14 gives the percentages of students at Tribhuvan University 
who stated that they experienced difficulties in understanding Nepali 
textbooks.

73TABLE IS: Comprehension of Nepali Textbooks

Certificate level Degree level Postgraduate level
Humanities
Education
Law
Science
Engineering
Medicine
Agriculture

18%
14%
18%
69%
61%
50%
75%

45%
59%

55%

82%

71. Ibid., p.19.
72. Subba, op.cit., 1979-80, p.8 6 .
73. Varma and Bandhu, op.cit., 1980, p.30.
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Further research demonstrated that a majority of students 
preferred to use English textbooks and to write their examination 
papers in English in scientific subjects; even at the certificate 
level, 74% of students questioned preferred to be given their Science

If the option exists, students usually choose to write their 
examinations in Nepali, although English is used in Science, Medicine 
and some branches of Engineering. From these two tables, however, it 
would seem that many students, particularly those studying for postgraduate 
qualifications, would prefer an English medium.

74question papers m  English. Table 15 gives the percentages of
students who claimed to experience difficulties in writing their

TABLE W Competence in written Nepali

Certificate level Degree level Postgraduate level
Humanities
Education
Science
Engineering
Medicine
Agriculture

15%
29%
64%
68%
50%
75% 100%

86%

40% 69%

90%

And when asked if they experienced difficulty in writing in English
7 6the following results were obtained;

TABLE 1‘7: Competence in written English

Certificate level Degree level Postgraduate level
Humanities
Education
Science
Engineering
Medicine
Agriculture

81% 
88% 
3 7% 
47% 
50% 

100%

78%
67%
29%

33%

11%

94%

74. Ibid., p.31.
75. Ibid., p.41.
76. Ibid., p.39.
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University teachers also experience difficulties; they are 
obliged to refer to foreign language materials when preparing lectures
and in Science, Engineering and Agriculture more English is used than

. . 77Nepali in classroom instruction. In nearly every subject, most of
the students questioned by the compilers of the 1980 survey admitted
to experiencing difficulty in understanding classroom instruction in

7 8English. At the postgraduate level, however, most preferred it to
79the Nepali medium.

Although Dr.Subba believes that the "recognized medium" of
English will eventually be replaced by the "inevitable medium" of 

8 0Nepali, the persistence of these problems in the 1970s prompted a
re-assessment by Nepalese educationalists of the roles which the two
languages were expected to play in tertiary education. They split
into two schools of thought: an "English lobby" who insisted that
English was the only suitable medium for scientific education, and a
"Nepali lobby" who favoured the complete "Nepalisation" of education at 

81every level. A member of the Ministry of Education summarised the
problem;

"We had to coin a lot of technical words in Nepali, or for
that matter, in Sanskrit, to substitute for the English words,
but this gave rise to a very serious problem. When they went
to the university, pupils could not comprehend the technical
language of science textbooks, except when worked very hard by
identifying the Sanskrit technical language with the original
English text and its terminology. So the Nepalisation of
the technical language was almost useless, and even obstructive...
So we have been thinking of going back to English as far as science
and maths are concerned, and maintaining the Nepali standard in 

8 2other subjects."

77. Ibid., p.43.
78. Ibid., p.49.
79. Ibid., p.51.
80. Subba, op.cit., 1979-80, p.84.
81. Abhi Subedi: personal communication, 1983.
82. Quoted by Abhi Subedi in a personal communication, 1983.
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This then amounts to a quite substantial rethinking of the rble
of the national language in tertiary education and it is possible that
the position of English will be strengthened as a result, with Science
and Maths being taught in an English medium, even at secondary school 

8 3level. At present the agreement between the various schools of
thought on this subject remains a tacit one, and may be reversed.
Yet it would seem to have been inevitable that the Nepal Government 
would have to re-assess its language policy for education, as technical 
and scientific subjects were introduced into school and university 
curricula. The new attitude to Nepali in higher education was
hinted at by King Birendra in an interview given to Ruparekha magazine 
in 1977;

"We should not only be practical when discussing the medium 
of higher education, we should also consider the welfare of 
the people of Nepal. If Nepali reinforces Nepalese 
nationhood, then the international language aids its inter
national existence. Therefore it seems to me that we should 
not consider the national language and the international
language to be mutually opposed, but we should use each of

84them where it is most efficacious."

In the 1950s and 1960s, it was envisaged that Nepali as the 
national language would eventually fulfill every function set for it in 
the life of the nation. Nowadays a new linguistic philosophy seems to 
be emerging in Nepal, which will continue to promote Nepali as an agent 
of progress and national unity, but which is prepared to concede to 
English a status as the international language of science and technology 
That Nepali has proved to be less than ideal as the medium of education 
at every level is due more to a shortage of financial resources at the 
government's disposal than to any inherent inadequacy of the language.

83. The British Council in Kathmandu have recently been requested to 
assist in the development of new educational materials in English. 
Christopher Brown: personal communication, London, 1983.

84. Varma and Bandhu, op.cit., 1980, p.21.
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Chapter 9 

Introduction

In contemporary histories of Nepali literature, literary 
development is usually depicted as a process of continual change and 
evolution which leads to a period of supposed "modernity". Nearly 
every historian of Nepali literature has attempted to divide this 
process of evolution into discrete periods of literary history, but 
no one model of periodisation,(kal-vibhajan), has gained widespread 
acceptance. Before describing some of the qualities of Nepali 
literature which are now perceived by its critics to be ’modern' it 
would be useful to summarise a few of these models of periodisation.

2Balakrsna Pokharel has divided the history of Nepali literature 
into three periods, namely:

1. Initial period (arambhik kal) A.D. 1321-1743.

2. Formative period (utthan kal) A.D. 1743-1883.

3. Period of development (vikas kal) A.D. 1883 onwards.

The first of these periods begins with the early Nepali inscriptions 
of the Jumla region and leads up to the beginning of the military 
campaigns of PrthvTnarayan Shah, the king of Gorkha who eventually 
unified Nepal. The second period ends with the publication of Motlram 
Bhatta’s first poems and thus it seems that Pokharel considers Bha^a, 
poet and biographer, to be the founder of the modern period of Nepali 
literature, which he prefers to describe as the "period of development". 
Ratnadhvaja Josi, another noted scholar, takes issue with Pokharel's

1. The most comprehensive, but perhaps the most succinct general 
history of Nepali literature is Tanasarma1s Nepali Sahityako 
Itihas (Kathmandu, 1970); the only such work to have been published 
in English is Abhi Subedi's Nepali Literature. Background and History 
(Kathmandu, 1978). Balakrsna Pokharel's Rastrabhasa (Kathmandu, 3rd 
edn., 1979), and Pane Say Varsa (Kathmandu, 1974) are also 
important works of reference in this field of study.

2. Pokharel, op.cit., 1979, pp.96-112.
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scheme; he points out that no Nepali writer was consciously
promoting modernity in literature during Bhat^a's lifetime, and

3that Bhat^a's own works did little to usher in a new era. Pokharel's
periodisation is, nevertheless, of some value, in the sense that it 
attaches importance to the efforts which were made in the early 20th 
century to standardise literary Nepali. Whether Bhatta's early 
role in this process was significant enough to justify using his name 
for a literary period is a matter for debate.

_ _ _4Tanasarma has devised a more detailed scheme of periodisation, 
dividing the history of Nepali literature into five periods, namely;

1. Pre-Bhanubhakta period, up to A.D. 1814.
2. Bhanubhakta period A.D. 1814-1882.
3. Motiram period A.D. 1883-1919.
4. Pre-revolutionary period A.D. 1920-1950.
5. Post-revolutionary period A.D. 1950 onwards.

He clearly considers Bhanubhakta and Motiram to have been the most 
important Nepali writers of the 19th century, and seems to regard the 
political changes of 1950 as a landmark in the development of Nepali 
literature. Literary activity certainly increased in the atmosphere 
of enhanced freedom which characterised the 1950s in Nepal, but the 
decade was not marked by any significant change in the course of 
literary development. In terms of changes and modernisation, the 
1960s were a more important decade for Nepali literature.

Other Nepali scholars have been more cautious in their attempts to
impose a system of periods on the course of literary development. Abhi
Subedi, for instance, describes a modern period which began in 1941,
preceded by a "formative" period beginning after the political unification 

5of Nepal, m  1776. In general, Nepali scholars invoke the more 
momentous events of their history and the lives of famous writers such 
as Bhanubhakta as important milestones in the course of Nepali literary

3. Ratnadhvaja Josi: Sahitya-Cintan, Kathmandu, 1975, p. 91.
4. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.7.
5. Subedi (op.cit., 1978) does not discuss periodisation, but gives 

these terms as chapter-headings.
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development. The date for the beginning of the "modern" period 
remains as controversial as the definition of modernity itself. An 
assessment of modernity in literature is essentially a subjective 
judgement which will vary greatly from person to person. Ratnadhvaja 
JosT, for instance, asserts that a Nepali writer must treat themes 
and adopt philosophical standpoints which are "in accordance with 
time and place and free from the constraints of traditionalism" if 
he is to be considered truly modern.^ The history of Nepali literature 
is usually described with reference to the development of a number of 
its features; their evolution is represented as a process of gradual 
modernisation. Some of the aspects of Nepali literature in which 
significant changes have occurred over the last two hundred years are 
summarised below.

Thematic content

A classification of Nepali literature into categories of "old" 
and "modern" on the basis of thematic content would rest on the 
assumption that traditional and religious themes were "old-fashioned". 
Until the early 20th century, Nepali literature continued to be 
dominated by works which were composed in order to convey a specific 
mood or sentiment (rasa); in this it differed little from 19th- 
century literature in Hindi or Bengali. An increasing proportion of 
this literature was secular rather than religious, and the original 
work of its author, rather than the translations from the Sanskrit 
classics which had prevailed in the early 19th century. Its content 
of quasi-erotic love poetry, invoking the rasa of srngar, and heroic 
narrative, invoking the rasa of vlr, did nevertheless stem from 
earlier literary traditions. The continuing popularity of such 
stereotypical poetry in the early 20th century is illustrated by the 
existence of a large number of editions of works such as Prema-Lahari 
"Ripples of Love" by R.N.Pradhan and Bhotako Laralko Saval, "Verses on

b. JosT, op.cit., 1975, p.94.
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the war with Tibet" by Siddhibahadur Basnyat. The publication 
of such Nepali books in the early 20th century was a new phenomenon 
insofar as it made vernacular literature more widely available in 
Nepal than it had ever been before, but the thematic content of these 
works was very rarely innovative. While it was constrained by the 
traditional conventions of rasa and kavya which governed both 
content and structure, Nepali literature was unlikely to evolve forms 
which would now be regarded as authentically "modern".

Literary genre

Poetry has always been the most developed genre of Nepali 
literature; we have already noted that prose composition was hindered 
by the unstandardised nature of Nepali grammar until the early 20th 
century. Thus the earliest innovations occurred in poetry, but a 
number of Nepali poets also turned their hand to prose composition 
once grammatical norms had been established. The extent to which 
the willingness to dispense with former literary conventions was a 
precondition for changes in thematic content is something of a moot 
point. Many traditional poetic metres were derived from Sanskrit 
verse and so it would seem reasonable to assume that the employment of 
such metres precluded the treatment of anything other than the themes 
which had traditionally been associated with them. This view is 
perhaps borne out by the adoption by Motiram Bhatta and his 
contemporaries of the conventions of the Urdu ghazal, which represented 
one of the earliest of such innovations. Although the themes of these 
ghazals were strongly reminiscent of srhgar poetry, their interpretations 
of this rasa were influenced by the conventions of the literature from 
which the metre had been borrowed, almost to the point of mimicry in 
some instances. Although the ghazal retains some limited currency 
today, its popularity has always been rather restricted, but these 
early signs of an inclination towards borrowing on the part of late 
19th-century Nepali poets were an indication of their growing awareness 
of other literary traditions.
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More radical departures were made from traditional poetic 
conventions later in the century, as the desire for experimentation 
became more widespread and the influence of other literatures more 
profound. In some instances, metre was eventually abandoned 
altogether, and prose-poetry (gadya-kavita) became popular during the 
late 1940s.

The emergence of prose literature in Nepali necessitated the 
adoption of literary genres which had been almost wholly foreign to 
Nepal until the early 20th century. Interest in European literatures 
had been growing in the Indian subcontinent throughout the 19th century 
and Nepali writers began to adopt genres such as the novel and the 
short story from these sources, usually by way of translations into 
Bengali and Hindi. In general, Nepalese conceptions of political and 
social modernity were formulated with reference to European ideals.
Aspirations to egalitarianism and democracy were echoed by the desire 
for literary modernity which was fulfilled in part by the adoption of 
these new literary genres.

Language

It is essential for the development of a modern literature that 
the language in which it is written must be standardised to the extent 
that writers will have no difficulty in agreeing upon which spelling 
or grammatical construction is correct in any given instance. As we 
have seen, written Nepali is now substantially more consistent than 
it has ever been, but some problems do persist. The general
acknowledgement by Nepali writers of the need for grammatical standardisation, 
which is in itself one aspect of literary modernity, was a development which 
occurred during the first three decades of the present century, when rules 
for written Nepali were laid down by Nepali grammarians.

The first twenty or thirty years of the 20th century saw changes in 
Nepali literature which were partly the results of an increasing awareness 
of foreign literature, and partly of an emerging cultural nationalism.
Although by no means fundamental, these developments initiated a steady 
process of change and they are therefore often said to have heralded the
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advent of modernity to Nepali literature. The appearance of a 
number of poets of a stature unprecedented before 1930 (Lekhnath,
Sama, Devkota and others), marked another important stage of Nepali 
literary history. Their absence now indicates that further changes 
will continue to occur.

If any consensus could be said to exist among Nepali scholars 
regarding the dates ascribed to the "modern" period of their literature, 
it is that it had its origins sometime between 1930 and 1950. Yet it 
is clear that Nepali literature continued to change in its themes, 
genres and language during the 1960s and 1970s; perhaps this will 
inspire its historians to invent another period-title, such as 
"modernist" in future, or to revise their schemes of periodisation. 
Although many Nepali writers have striven consciously to "modernise" 
their literature during the 20th century, it is important to remember

7that all literature is "contemporary" when it is first written.
The division of Nepali literary history into discrete periods is, 
inevitably, conjectural, and often erroneous and misleading.

Although reference will be made in the following chapters of 
this study to the various periods of literary development which are 
suggested by Nepali scholars, no one scheme of periodisation will be 
endorsed. It should be sufficient merely to document the history of 
Nepali literature and to attempt to identify the underlying trends which 
its development reflects. It is not imperative to divide literary 
history into discrete periods; as we have noted, such periodisations 
will always vary according to the criteria upon which they are based.

The first part of the following account of Nepali literature deals 
with the small quantity of written Nepali extant from the period which 
preceded the political unification of Nepal. Historical detail which

7. A point well made by Mulk Raj Anand in "Tradition and Modernity 
in Literature", Journal of South Asian Literature, Vol.X, No.l 
(Fall, 1974).
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is relevant to the subject in hand will be included, but the main 
theme of the discussion will be the emergence of a standardised literary 
form of Nepali, beginning with its earliest antecedents, which are 
found in the 14th-century inscriptions of western Nepal.

By the mid-20th century, literary Nepali had become generally 
standardised and between 1930 and 1960 works were produced which are 
now deemed to be the "modern classics" of its literature. Thus, our 
attention will be focussed on the emergence of a body of modern 
literature in the national language of Nepal. This account of literary 
development will examine the lives and works of some of the most 
important writers of Nepali literature, beginning in the early 19th 
century.
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Chapter 10

Early Nepali: Evidence from Inscriptions

The earliest examples of what is now regarded to be a form of 
written Nepali date from the 13th and 14th centuries and are found in 
a number of inscriptions which were commissioned by royal patrons in 
the "far west" of modern Nepal. In the 1950s, the Italian Tibet- 
ologist Giuseppe TUcci proved that a large, well-administered and fairly 
prosperous kingdom had existed in the Karnali Basin from the 13th to 
the late 14th century. A succession of monarchs, first styled "Challa" 
and later "Malla", ruled over an extensive domain which, at the zenith 
of its power under PrthvTmalla in the mid-14th century, incorporated 
dependencies in Tibet and on the plains of India.^ The Malla kings 
may have been descendants of the Khas, or of .the Rajput immigrants who 
are said to have come after them, but were probably of mixed ethnic 
origins. Each theory concerning the precise identity of the Mallas 
has its own proponents, but it is quite plain that they spoke an Indo- 
European language which was used both by their administration and by 
the administrations of the kingdoms which arose from their later 
political fragmentation. This language has come to be closely related 
with modern Nepali.

There exists a substantial amount of evidence for the existence
and widespread currency of a language which bears a close resemblance
to Nepali during this period, but caution should be exercised in any
attempt to relate it to its modern form. It seems that Nepali scholars
have selected all the inscriptions discovered in the area that were

2not written in either Sanskrit or Tibetan, and termed them Nepali or

1. Giuseppe Tucci: Preliminary Report on Two Scientific Expeditions
in Nepal, Rome, 1956.

2. The Malla kings also used Tibetan for administrative purposes,
ibid., p.61.
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3"Sinjali". It is true that this language does share many features
with the modern lingua franca, but it is not markedly dissimilar to 
other vernaculars such as Kumaoni or Garhvali, or in some instances 
to the Hindi with which it was contemporary. The name "Nepali", in 
view of the linguistic developments which have occurred, has been 
applied retrospectively by Nepali scholars to the language of 14th 
century inscriptions which shares many features with their national 
language. Although Nepali scholars are investigating the early 
history of their language, and are regularly discovering new 
inscriptions and manuscripts, this is still a comparatively new field 
of study in Nepal and research is hampered by a paucity of material.

Before proceeding to an examination of a few published texts of 
these inscriptions, it will perhaps be useful to describe the major 
differences which may be discerned between the language of the early 
inscriptions and modern Nepali.

Variant spellings

The orthography employed in these inscriptions is, of course,
wholly unstandardised. Spellings vary greatly from inscription to
inscription, and the same word may be spelled in a number of different
ways within a single text. It is interesting to note that the
confusion of ^  kha and "'T sa, ^  va and 3" _u, ^TT ya and ja etc.
which is so common in these early inscriptions persisted in written

4 .Nepali until the mid-19th century. Thus I bhasa, 'language1
is usually spelled HTIHT bhakha and TTT'T rakhnu 'to put' is spelled 
T T ”̂  rasnu. Similarly, there is no consistency in the choice of 
long and shorty _i and _u vowels; hrasva (short) and dirgha (long) 
forms are usually employed indiscriminately, as they have been until 
quite recently in "modern" Nepali. Despite these archaic spellings, 
it seems reasonable to assume that no significant changes have occurred 
in the pronunciation of such words.

3. A dialect of modern Nepali spoken in the Jumla region of western Nepal.
4. The IT e_ spelling did not begin to replace the <4 I _ya spelling until 

late in the 19th century. In Bhanubhakta's Ramayana (mid-19th 
century) the latter spelling is consistently employed.
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Variant forms

The second difference between modern Nepali and the language of
these inscriptions is more fundamental. The verb 'to do', garnu in
modern Nepali, is derived from the root kar- in the earliest of
these examples. If the modern form did evolve from this root, the
early material which is currently available does not enable us to
ascertain quite when it did so. In the dialect of Nepali, Sinjail,
which is still spoken in the Jumla region, the confusion between
ka and 'T cjja persists. This lends some weight to the argument that
the language of the Jumla inscriptions is not early standard Nepali,

5but early Sinjali.

Gender

Certain inanimate nouns are accorded a feminine gender; examples 
are bhasa, "language" or "word", and sakha, "branch". In modern 
Nepali, as we have noted, feminine gender is only accorded to nouns 
denoting women, but in kharl bolT Hindi the nouns mentioned above are 
also given feminine gender. In this and many other ways, the language 
of the Jumla inscriptions is less distinct from other Indo-European 
languages contemporary with it than is modern written Nepali.

Postpositions and plural endings

The modern plural suffix -haru is wholly absent from the language 
of these inscriptions. Where plurals are denoted, they are signified 
by a_ endings to adjectives, nouns etc. Such forms are currently being 
reintroduced into poetic and "high" Nepali. The postpositions -le 
(agentive) and -lai (object-marker) are also absent. The grammatical 
function of -lai is performed by -kam, -kana or -am in these examples. 
The -kana postposition is sometimes used in modern poetic Nepali.

5. The historical relationship between Nepali and the Sinjali
dialect is described by Churamani Bandhu in: Karnall Lok Samskrti
Khanda 4 Bhasa, Kathmandu, 1971, pp.1-11.
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Vocabulary

It is not surprising to find a number of obscure words in these 
early inscriptions. Some words which retain their currency in the 
modern language also seem to have conveyed slightly different 
meanings in the 14th century. bhasa (bhakha) can always be translated 
as 'language' in modern Nepali, but it appears from its context in 
these inscriptions to have the meaning of "promise" or "bond"; "the 
word of the king". The word pasa occurs very frequently and 
probably corresponds with modern prasad, being translated in the 
phrase pasa kari as "graciously bestowing", the sense being one of 
a gift freely given by a superior to his subordinates. The word alo

Q
(plural ala) means "irrigated field" and is not found in modern Nepali.

Most specimens of written Nepali which survive from before the 
16th century are from royal edicts (lai mohar), inscriptions on 
stone (silalekh), copper-plate (tamrapatra) or gilded copper (kanakapatra). 
These do not provide us with a large or comprehensive sample of the 
language of the period and so any conclusions which might be drawn 
from them are necessarily tentative. Table 16 lists the inscriptions

7dating from before 1600 which are now available in a published form.

TABLE 1$: Early Nepali Inscriptions

Attributed to: Title Date (A.D.)

Asoka Challa
Adityamalla
Punyamalla
Prthvimalla
Prthvimalla
Abhayamalla
Medini Varma Raula
Samsar Varma Raula
Kalyal Naresa Baliraja
Medini Varma & Baliraja

Tamrapatra
Tamrapatra
Tamrapatra
Kanakapatra
Tamrapatra
Tamrapatra
Tamrapatra
Tamrapatra
Tamragrantha
Tamrapatra

1245,
1321'
1328,
1356
1358
1376
1393
1396
1398
1404

1336, 1337

6 . Dayanand Srivastava: "A Note on the Language of Prthvi Malla's
Kanaka-Patra and of Pratap Malla's Rani Pokhari Inscription from 
Nepal", Bulletin of the Philological Society, Vol.II (1961),
pp.116-123.

7. Most of these have been published in two collections; Balakrsna 
Pokharel's Pane Say Varsa (Kathmandu, 1974) and Ishwar Baral's 
Sayapatrl (Biratnagar, 1969).

8 . This inscription was discovered by Mohan Prasad Khanal in 1977
(Contd. on next page..........)
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Attributed to: Title Date (A.D.)

Udaya Varma & Ajita Varma 
(Bamma Varma?)
Karvarika Vivosa Bahl
BhanasahT
Surtisahl
Ganesa Jaisi, Yasu Jaisi &

Tamrapatra 
Tamrapatra 
Tamrapatra 
Lai Mohar 
Tamrapatra

1437
1496
1498
1529
1581

Phugu Jaisi 
Arjanya Buda

Tamrapatra 
Lai Mohar

1590
1591

If authenticated, the tamrapatra of Asoka Challa will prove to be 
the oldest example of written Nepali extant, but the text of this 
inscription has not yet been published in full and so we are obliged to 
begin this account with the tamrapatra of 1336 which is attributed to 
king Punyamalla of the kingdom of Jumla. This inscription begins with 
the date and an invocation and ends with a list of witnesses; other 
than these, its text is as follows:

....piutharpu raja kari akrya bhakha pasa bhai. raiko 
ades. hum dangka pekhaka adai adhikari mahar mahantauqi 
sabhauprati suna ra tama sasan kanaka patra ki bhas kari 
jayakara panditain catu. slmaparyanta visuddha 
acandrarkasthayl sarvavadhavinirmukta kari pasa kari akrya 
chum. punyamalla ki sakha yo bhasa pratipala. jayakara 
panditanko put nati bhai bhatija celika cela adi bhuncan. 
vasyo rasyo dekhi kohi ulata palatim karna napamvan. apanam 
ucitai kari jayakara panditai dhuiriyan.

"In Piutharpu-̂  this bond of (tax) exemption was graciously 
granted. The command of the king. To the pekhaka 
Brahmans, the atjai and adhikari Brahmans and Chetris, the 
mahar and mahato Chetris and all the castes of Hum and Dang; 
there being no fault within the four frontiers (of the

( contd. from previous page)
and a short extract from it was published in the Gorkhapatra
newspaper in the same year.

9. Balakrsna Pokharel gives a short extract from this inscription 
in Rastrabhasa (Kathmandu, 3rd edn., 1969), p.19, and terms its 
language "Sinjali".

10. Pokharel, op.cit., 1974, p.3.
11. Piutharpu was probably a subsidiary capital of the Malla kingdom

at this time, ibid., p.4.
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kingdom) and I being free of all hindrance (to my action), I 
have exempted the Pandit Jayakara from taxes. This is a 
bond written on gold and copper which will last as long as sun 
and moon endure. May the members of Punyamalla's line uphold 
this promise. May the son(s), grandson(s), brother(s), nephew(s) 
and the sons of the daughter(s) of the Pandit Jayakara and all 
his clan fully enjoy (this privilege). May all respect their 
residence and may no-one interfere with them. May Jayakara 
himself make use (of this privilege) as he sees fit."

The grammar of this inscription is obscure in places and so its
translation must remain open to revision. The construction which
employs the word akrya occurs frequently in these inscriptions and is
clearly concerned with tax exemption. Balakrsna Pokharel, who has
made a great contribution to this field of Nepali studies, relates

12akrya to modern akara, "tax exemption", but it is possible that the 
same word becomes merely a verb participle in later inscriptions, when 
it is linked with the kari and gari participles of the verb "to do".
Thus this royal ordinance might simply confer a right to residence 
within the kingdom. The verbs bhuncan and dhumyan are not found 
elsewhere, but their meanings seem from the contexts in which they appear 
to be similar to the modern verb bhognu, "to use" or "to enjoy".

An extract from the kanakapatra of Prthvimalla (1356), the son 
and successor to Punyamalla, will illustrate the similarity of its 
language to that of the inscription above;

....es kanakapatra bhitaraki bhasa golhu joisinka puta nati 
bhai bhatijo celiko celo adi pava. jo yo kanakapatra 
bhitaraki bhasa ghala ghalava sosa sosava so apna dyopitara 
ekai sai purusa kumbhinaraka ghala. brahma visnu isvara 
buddha dharma sangha etikam devam ghale. jo eti saukiya 
namani es kanakapatra bhitaraki bhasa ghala ghalava ekai

12. Ibid., p.4.
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upadrava kara tasko buva gadaha taski ama sugri. jo
13yo bhasa pratipala so punya paiya.

"May the sons, grandsons, brothers, nephew(s) and the son 
of the daughter etc. of Golhu Jaisi receive the boon of 
this kanakapatra. Whosoever destroys or snatches away the 
promise made in this kanakapatra, his forefathers and one 
hundred of his ancestors will be destroyed in Hell. Brahma,
Visnu, Isvara, the Buddha, the Law, the Monastic Community: 
he will destroy all of these He who pays no heed to such 
a warning, and breaks the promise made in this kanakapatra 
or performs even one such misdeed, will have an ass for his 
father and a sow for his mother. He who upholds this bond 
will receive merit......"

Although the language of this kanakapatra is, quite fortuitously, 
more readily comprehensible than that of the tamrapatra of 1336, there 
are no major differences in its grammar or orthography. Note the 
creation of the causative verbs ghalava and sosava from ghala and sosa, 
which are clearly related to modern Nepali ghalnu/ghalaunu*.1to destroy" 
and khosnu/khosaunu"to snatch'.'

The power of the Malla kingdom, from which these inscriptions have 
come, declined after the reign of Prthvimalla (mid-14th century).
Western Nepal became politically fragmented; before the Gorkhali 
conquests of the 18th century, there existed some 46 petty kingdoms in 
the western half of the country. The reconstruction of Nepali 
linguistic history on the basis of the specimens of Nepali which survive 
from this late medieval period is hampered by the question of provenance. 
It is clear that this language was used by most of these administrations, 
if not by all of them, and that it was already functioning as a lingua 
franca as far east as the Kathmandu Valley in the 17th century. It is

13. Ibid., p.8.
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likely that there would have been some dialectal variations in the 
language from area to area, however, and so a treatment of the 
whole body of epigraphic material as a coherent reflection of the 
development of the language without relating the available specimens 
to the locale of origin is likely to lead to some serious misconceptions. 
In the absence of data concerning the provenance of some inscriptions, 
one is severely restricted in the statements one can make regarding the 
course of linguistic development. Despite this, a number of early 
examples have all been found in the region of Sinja, the summer capital 
of the Jumla kingdom, and several interesting developments are 
discernible in them.

The tamrapatra of 1376, which was commissioned by Abhayamalla, 
the son of and successor to Prthvimalla, is similar in style and content 
to those which predated it, but it is noteworthy for one particular 
sentence:

.... jo bhasa prthvimalla raika pasa ki thi tai bhasa ma
pasa ki akryam chum.^

"I also grant the same boon that was granted by King
Prthvimalla."

The agentive postposition -le is still absent, but the feminine 
gender accorded to bhasa carries over to a concord in the verb. This 
grammatical convention is wholly foreign to modern Nepali, but occurs 
in the grammar of kharl boll Hindi.

Another verb form which would be considered anachronistic in
15modern Nepali appears in the tamrapatra of Medini Varma Raula (1393).

The first person perfective kiyam, "I did" is more similar to modern 
Hindi kiya than to modern Nepali garem. It occurs in the same context 
as did akrya in the earlier tamrapatras and thus a comparison between 
these variant forms is probably valid;

14. "bid., p.15.
15. Ibid., pp.17-18.
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pasa kari akrya chum 
pasa ki akryam chum 
pasa kiyam chum

(1336)
(1376)
(1393)

As these were all commissioned by kings of Sinja, regional
variation can be ruled out and the point which was made earlier
concerning the meaning of akrya may again be raised. Each of these
phrases may be translated as "I bestow" or "I have bestowed"; the
third may be merely a condensed version of the others. Similar forms
recur in the tamrapatra of 1404 (pasa kiyam chaum and kara akara ki
pasa kiyam chaum), in which the case is altered from first person

16singular chum to a plural form chaum. (Cf. modern Nepali chu and
chaum.) The existence of such a variety of similar phrases with 
exactly the same semantic value points to the essentially unstandardised 
nature of the language, and perhaps to the existence of early dialects.
As has been stressed, caution must be exercised in relating the 
language of these early inscriptions to the modern national language; 
it exhibits a number of features which are absent from the latter.
Yet it is true that many of the features of modern Nepali grammar which 
are absent from the early Jumla inscriptions do appear in later examples. 
Again, this can sometimes be attributed to the fact that some central 
dialects would have been more similar to modern Nepali than those of 
the west, where the Sinjali dialect still prevails.

In the tamrapatra of 1498 we find the first example of the ho
form of the verb "to be";

17sijako raja ksoni dalka ho 

"The king of Sinja belongs to the Ksoni clan."

and the verb garnu, as opposed to the old kar- root, appears in the
same inscription. The first usage of the agentive postposition _le 
is found in the Lai Mohar of 1529;

18amnya amnya svavamsa pravamsa kasaile dharma naghala.

16. Ibid., pp.23-24.
17. Ibid., pp.30-31.
18. Ibid., p.33.
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"May no-one of this or any other lineage destroy the Law."

By the late 16th century, too, the perfect participle had developed 
a form which it retained for some 300 years;

Such forms are merely variant spellings which would have been 
pronounced exactly the same as their modern equivalents.

Nepali scholars have been somewhat uncritical in their treatment 
of these inscriptions, tending to emphasise the similarity of their 
language to modern Nepali, and thereby enhancing the prestige of the 
national language by documenting the antiquity of its heritage. Although 
there can be no doubt of the existence of a definite relationship 
between the language of the early inscriptions and the modern lingua 
franca, the precise nature of that relationship has not yet been defined.

Form Date "Modern" equivalent

jodyako cha 
garyako cha 
diyako cha 
gayaka chan

1581
1581
1590
1590

joqleko cha 
gareko cha 
dieko cha 
gaeka chan
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Chapter 11

Political Unification: The Beginning of Nepali Literature

The evolution of the kingdom of Gorkha from merely one of many
minor hill states in central Nepal to a major military power which was
eventually responsible for the political unification of the region is
probably the most crucial process of Nepalese history. Like the
Sens of Makwanpur, the Shah lineage of Gorkha claims to be descended
from Rajputs who fled to the Himalayas from Chittaurgarh after it was
sacked by Muslim invaders in the 14th century.^ The main source
for the early history of the Shahs is the Bhasavainsavall, a royal
chronicle which is informative with regard to genealogy and the
chronology of successions to the throne, but which also tends to

2aggrandise the members of the lineage. Secondary sources are not 
3plentiful and so attempts to reconstruct the early history of Gorkha 

prior to the reign of Dravya Shah (1559-1570) are necessarily 
conjectural.

What is certain is that the Nepal of the early 16th century was 
politically fragmented to such an extent that unification was barely 
conceivable, nor is there any evidence which suggests that such an 
idea was ever mooted by the rulers of any Nepalese kingdom prior to 
the 18th century. Fr.Stiller, the American Jesuit who has become a 
leading authority on Nepalese history, describes the underlying 
political trends of the period which continued to favour further 
fragmentation;

1. Hodgson observed that the rulers of Nepal played down their Khas 
origins and emphasised their relationship with the more prestigious 
lineages of the Rajputs. B.H.Hodgson: "Ethnography and Geography
of the Sub-Himalayas", Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
vol.18, no.l (June, 1848), p.546.

2. Balacandra Barma: Nepalko Aitihasik Ruparekha, Banaras (5th edn.),
1980, p.209.

3. Historians have made great use of these vamsavalls in their 
studies of Nepalese history. Daniel Wright, for instance, based 
his History of Nepal (Cambridge, 1877), on a translation of the 
Gorkha Vamsavali.
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"To the east of Kathmandu Valley there were two kingdoms 
in the Tarai, Bijayapur and Chaudandi, and the independent 
state of Sikkim in the eastern hills. To the south of the 
Valley lay Makwanpur. In Kathmandu Valley itself there were 
three independent kingdoms. Immediately to the west of the 
Valley, in central Nepal, were the Chaubisi Rajas - the 
twenty-four princes. Still further west were the Baisi Rajas - 
the twenty-two princes. Mustang lay to the north. Kumaon

4and Garhwal lay across the Kali River outside of modern Nepal."

These states were of varying sizes, but most covered less than 
5850 square miles and many of them became smaller during the early 

16th century as the forces favouring political fragmentation progressed.^ 
Shah kings reigned in several kingdoms, notably those of Lamjung and

7Nuvakot, and Dravya Shah seized the throne of Gorkha in 1559. This 
development marked the beginning of a gradual reversal of the process 
of fragmentation, as each subsequent Gorkhali king extended the kingdom 
through conquests and political alliances. The details of this 
extremely complicated period of history need not detain us here; Fr. 
Stiller's study is probably the best account to have been written in 
English.

The Nepali language had been the lingua franca of the western hills 
for several centuries before the kingdom of Gorkha attained political 
supremacy in central Nepal. As we have already noted, it was generally 
known as khas-kura, "the language of the Khas". The fact that the 
same language came to acquire the names Khas-Gorkhall or Gorkhali

4. Ludwig Stiller: The Rise of the House of Gorkha, Patna (2nd edn.),
1975, p.34.

5. Ibid., p.34.
6 . Stiller explains that the division of the kingdom was the natural 

course of action for a king who wished to favour each of his 
successors. He gives the example of Mukundu Sen of Makwanpur, 
who parcelled out his dominions among four sons, a grandson and a 
nephew in 1553. (Ibid., p.39) Political fragmentation was 
also caused by migrations and disputed successions. (Ibid.,
pp.41-48).

7. Sarma, op.cit., pp.210-211.
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during this period indicates that a direct relationship existed 
between its enhanced status as the mother-tongue of the Gorkhali 
rulers and the language of their state administration, and its efficacy 
as a lingua franca. This Gorkhali might have been used in the eastern 
and central Himalaya as much for its acknowledged prestige in the 16th 
and 17th centuries as for the greater facility of communication which 
it afforded. A number of early Nepali texts emanated from Gorkha 
before the conquest of the Valley kingdoms, and the most well-known 
of these was the "biography" of Ram Shah.

Ram Shahko Jivanl

Ram Shah reigned over Gorkha from 1606 to 1633, succeeding his
elder brother, Chatra Shah, who had died without leaving an heir to 

8 _the throne. The jivanl ("biography") of Ram Shah is sometimes said 
to have been written shortly after his death, but the published text
was taken from a manuscript which dates from the time of Bhlmsen Thapa,

_ 9mukhtiyar ("minister") from 1806 to 1837. Tanasarma suggests that,
given the detail in which certain episodes are recounted, the manuscript 
in question is obviously from a later date than its subject.^ The 
apparent "modernity" of the language of this text is readily explicable 
in these terms. The published version was probably based on a later 
recension of an older text, the language of which was "modernised" in 
transmission. Even in its original form, Ram Shahko Jivanl is not 
the earliest example of non-inscriptional Nepali extant,11 but it was 
first written in Nepali and could therefore be said to be "original" 
(maulik), whereas much of the "literature" of the same period was 
translated from Sanskrit. The following passage describes the 
enthronement of Ram Shah;

8 . Ibid., pp.211-213.
9. The text of the jivanl is published in Ba3akr§na Pokharel; Pane 

Say Varsa, Kathmandu, 1974, pp.67-71.
10. Tanasarma; Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, p.17.
11. This is a distinction which might now be claimed by an account of

a journey through central Nepal in A.D. 14 93, attributed to a minor 
Malla king called Gaganiraja. Purnaprakasa Nepal "Yatrl":
Raja Gaganirajako Yatra, Kathmandu, 1982.
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....tasai velama sallyanlharule pani gorsama srl 5 
maharaja chatrasaha svargarohana hunu bhayako samacara 
sunya chan ra gorsaliharu naaudai hammi aphai sri sahebajyu 
ramasahalal calaum bhani subha sayatama calaya. vahamdesl 
gorsaka bharabharadara sakala pancale thaha paya ra 
parasamma pugyara vatja harsale samela bhai darsana gari 
gorsama calaya ra vada jannya jyotisiharu volal 
guruprohitaharu vasi thaharayaka subha sayatama aneka glta 
vadya mangala sakunadile dipakalasaganesapujavidhanadi
bhayapachi, srl sri sri srl srl maharaja ramasaha simhasanama

, , 12 raja garnu bhayo.

"....at that time the people of Sallyan heard that Shri Panch13 
Maharaja Chatra Shah [had died and] ascended to heaven. They 
thought that they would bring Shri Saheb Ram Shah along with 
them until the people of Gorkha came, and they brought him at 
an auspicious time. Thence the nobles and all the ministers 
of the council of Gorkha discovered the news and they arrived, 
gathering together with great joy to behold him. They took 
him to Gorkha and summoned many great and wise astrologers.
The teachers and priests were seated and at the auspicious 
moment that had been appointed, after many songs, much music, 
auspicious portents, the worship of Ganesa with lamps, water 
vessels and so on, (Ram Shah) graced the throne with his presence."

The apparent antiquity of the Nepali of this biography can be attributed 
merely to the archaic spellings of gorsa (Gorkha), desi (dekhi: from,
since), and the ?̂a spelling in verbs where e_ would now be written, 
for example bhayako (bhaeko), sunya (sune), calaya (calae), etc. The
Jivanl probably post-dates Ram Shah himself by at least a century;

14Tanasarma notes that its language is very similar to that of the

12. Pokharel, op.cit., 1974, p.67.
13. BrI Pane; "five times blessed"; an epithet of the Shah kings 

of Nepal.
14. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.17.
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15biography of Prthvlnarayan Shah, suggesting that the two works 
might have had roughly contemporary authors. All in all, this
Jivanl is an enigmatic account and, if it does indeed date from the 
early 17th century, this cannot be the original text, but a modern 
adaptation with 19th century affectations.

The Rani Pokharl Inscription

By the middle of the 17th century, Nepali had already become 
an important language in and around the Kathmandu Valley. It does 
seem that the spread of the lingua franca of the west towards the 
Nepalese "heartland" was not a direct result of the Gorkhali expansion. 
Gorkhali was not exclusively the language of Gorkha, and there are 
several examples of its use in inscriptions in the Valley and elsewhere, 
long before the reign of Prthvlnarayan Shah.

The Kathmandu Valley, which was then simply known as Nepal,
contained several kingdoms, each ruled by a branch of the Newar Malla 

16dynasty. We have noted that their language, Newari, possessed a
substantial body of literature, both religious and secular in content,
which borrowed much of its vocabulary from Sanskrit and later from
Nepali itself. During the 16th and 17th centuries, there was a
substantial influx of Nepali-speaking "parbatiya" people into the
Valley from the west. The Valley kingdoms also conducted a limited
dialogue with Gorkha; Ram Shah is said to have had good relations
with Siddhinarasingh Malla of Patan, and a number of Newar craftsmen

17and traders were encouraged to settle in Gorkha, as a result.

15. An extract from the biography of Prthvlnarayan Shah is provided 
by Balakrsna Pokharel (op.cit., 1974), pp.191-194.

16. The Mallas of the Valley were not related to those of western 
Nepal.

17. Barma, op.cit., 1980, p.212. Long before the invasion of the 
Valley, the Gorkhalis were influenced by Newar art and architecture, 
as is evident from even the most cursory inspection of the temple of 
Gorakhnath at Gorkha. Toni Hagen: Nepal, Berne, 1961, Plates 66 
and 67.
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Thus, an increasingly large proportion of the Valley population
became familiar with Nepali during this period, and the Newar
monarchs commissioned several inscriptions in the language. This
was presumably intended to facilitate a more widespread comprehension
of the texts; Clark explains that the two languages, Nepali and

18Newari, were used concurrently in the courts and cities. K.P.
Malla objects to this view, making the point that the Malla rulers
cultivated, or even affected,a knowledge of many languages, including

19Bengali, Maithili and French. It would seem unlikely that these
kings could have remained ignorant of Nepali, however, and Clark's 
views, with qualification, are probably nearer to the truth.

These inscriptions generally begin with a mangalacarana (opening 
invocation) in Sanskrit, and the Nepali portion of the text is 
usually introduced by the phrase atah punabhasa, or punar bhakha, or 
atah parana bhasa, all of which can be translated as "the vernacular", 
as distinct from atah parana desabhakha, "the local vernacular" which 
usually refers to Newari in Valley inscriptions.

The Rani Pokhari Inscription (Rani Pokharl Silalekha) is the best- 
known of its period, and dates from A.D. 1670. Rani Pokhari is a 
small artificial lake near the centre of the city of Kathmandu, which 
was excavated during the reign of Pratap Malla. According to the 
inscription, the lake was filled with water brought from rivers, 
streams and lakes in India and Nepal which are accredited with special 
sanctity (tirtha). The same text is repeated on four stone tablets 
which certainly predate the Gorkhali invasion by more than 100 years. 
Despite this, the greater part of the text (thirty-three lines) was 
written in Nepali, with an introduction (two and a half lines) in 
Sanskrit and a conclusion (five lines) in Newari. It is significant 
that the Newari conclusion presupposes the reader's comprehension of

18. T.W.Clark; "The Ranlpokharl Inscription, Kathmandu", BSOAS, 
vol.20 (1957), p.185.

19. Kamal P. Malla: Classical Newari Literature. A Sketch, Kathmandu,
1982, p.32.
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the Nepali text which precedes it. Much of the Nepali section
of the text is taken up by a long list of tlrtha, which have been 
omitted from the following extract;

atah parana bhakha. srl srl jaya pratapa malla devana
aphule sastra herikana asankhyata punya dekhikana
nikasikana ganga adi nana tlrthako jala leikana
maharajadhiraja nepalesvara rajarajendra srl srl
cakravartendra malla devako namale banayako posarimaha
rasyako cha....eti tirtha sabai yo posarimaha cha.
yo posarimaha snana garikana devatarppana sandhya adi
samasta karma jasale garyo eti tirthamaha snana garyako

21karmma garyako punya phala pavanu cha.

"The vernacular. Shri Shri Jaya Pratap Malla Deva, having 
himself consulted the scriptures, having seen (in this act) 
countless merits, having drawn forth (the water) having 
brought the waters of various holy rivers such as the 
Ganges etc., has put them into the lake which was excavated 
in the name of the Maharajadhiraja, the Lord of Nepal,
King of kings, Shri Shri Chakravartendra Malla,..(list of 
tlrtha)...; all these sacred waters are in this lake. 
Whosoever performs all the religious duties, such as the 
offering of oblations to the gods, oblations to the ancestors 
and evening oblations etc. after bathing in this lake will 
obtain all the merit and rewards which come from the 
performance of the duties of bathing at all these places "

Despite the usual archaic spellings, such as bhakha (bhasa, 
"language"), rasyako (rakheko, "put"), pavanu (paunu, "to obtain"), 
etc., this language resembles modern Nepali quite closely. There 
is some evidence of Braj or Hindi vocabulary; the word nahi occurs

20. Clark, op.cit., 1957.
21. Clark, op.cit., 1957. Pokharel (op.cit., 1974, pp.85-87) also 

published the text of this inscription, but the spellings in his 
text are suspiciously consistent, especially in their treatment

hrasva and dlrqha vowels.
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later in the text, as does the postposition maha, which is clearly
a form of the postposition ma_, "in", and was also shared with Hindi.
Pronouns do not take an "oblique" case when a modern grammarian
might expect them to do so; for instance, yo posarimaha, "in this
lake" would now be written, more correctly, as yas pokharlma.
Early Jumla inscriptions used an oblique form of the same pronoun in

23phrases such as es kanakapatra bhitara. This grammatical
ambivalence is still discernible in modern Nepali. In the Rani 
Pokhari inscription the Nepali language appears to have evolved to a 
point where it resembles the style of language espoused by early 
19th century poets such as Bhanubhakta, which in itself varies but 
little from the "Kathmandu Nepali" now regarded as standard.

Medicinal Texts

The 17th and early 18th centuries produced a number of Nepali 
texts which were loosely concerned with Ayurvedic medicine, animal 
husbandry and human anatomy. Most of these were translated 
from Sanskrit sources, and often in a somewhat haphazard and piecemeal 
fashion. Thus they are not original compositions and they lack true 
literary merit.

_ . . _24The Bajapariksa gives details of the various maladies to which
hunting falcons are prone, and prescribes their remedies. No date
can be ascribed to the text with any degree of certainty, but it is
generally regarded as having been written in the mid-17th century.
Its provenance is also a problem; Balakrsna Pokharel suggests that it
might emanate from the Jumla region, as falconry was apparently

25popular there during the period in question.

The language of Bajapariksa provides a marked contrast with that 
of the Rani Pokhari Inscription, including a number of words which are 
reminiscent of the Braj dialect of Hindi, such as avata ("comes") and

22. In lines 28-29; kehi papa yo posarimaha garnu nahi.
23. Pokharel, op.cit., 1974, p.8.
24. The text of Bajapariksa is reproduced in full in (ibid.), 

pp.75-82.
25. Ibid., p.202.
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aisa ("such", "like this") which is used consistently in place of 
modern Nepali yasto. The construction of temporal clauses reflects 
the Hindi construction;

2 6jaba vaja dubalo ho ta upau kahum 

"When the hawk is thin, this is the cure."

Very few Nepali texts of this period are now available in a 
published form, and so it would be rash to come to any conclusions 
concerning the evolution of literary Nepali on the basis of a single
example which presented the symptoms of a supposed "Hindi influence".
Yet it would seem reasonable to assume that regional dialects of 
Nepali must have existed in the 17th century. If so, their existence 
would surely become apparent in the few examples of 17th-century 
written Nepali which are now extant. The language of the Bajapariksa 
cannot be satisfactorily identified with any of the modern Nepali 
dialects, but the contrast it provides to the language of the Rani 
Pokhari Inscription does serve to demonstrate that the standardisation 
of textual Nepali produced outside central Nepal was a process which 
had not even begun.

Jvarotpatti Cikitsa, "The Treatment of the Arising of Fever",
is another medicinal text which is attributed to one Vanivilas

27Jyotirvinda of Mahakali ancal and dates from 1716 A.D. It is a
bhasa tika, a vernacular paraphrase or commentary, derived from an 
older treatise, which was probably written in Sanskrit. It, too, 
is practically devoid of literary merit, its prose being stilted and 
undeveloped, and broken into short clipped sentences like the following

atisara ho. bhrama ho. hatapau-sarvanga jalanta ho.
jya tya bahuta vola. vahu tlsa ho. bhrama daha pralapa
kara. soka mukha tito ho. naka mukha piyala hun. murcha

2 8ho. itika pitta jvaraka cihna hun.

26. Ibid., p.75.
27. The text of Jvarotpatti Cikitsa is reproduced in full in (ibid), 

pp.97-103.
28. Ibid., p.97.
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"(If) there is dysentery, delusion and the arms, legs and 
entire body are burning, (if) much nonsense is spoken, and 
there be great pungency, delusion, burning and senseless 
chatter, (if) the mouth of the afflicted (tastes) acrid, 
his nose and mouth be yellow, and swooning occurs, these 
bilious symptoms are signs of fever."

The passage is so fragmented that it can barely pass as Nepali 
prose, and is better regarded as a very concise summary of the original 
text.

__ 29The Prayascit Pradlp of Premanidhi Pant, which dates from
1723 A.D., is accorded a slightly higher degree of literary respect.
Pant was a court priest to the Raja Malaibama of the kingdom of Parbat,
and he originally composed the work in Sanskrit, later adding a
Nepali summary to each chapter. ̂  Prayascit Pradip, "The Light of
Atonement", is primarily moralistic and didactic in content;

nadimaha rukhakl chayamaha vatamaha gothamaha p5nimaha 
bhasmamaha hatapau dhoinu, ago gai stri vamana suryyanka 
sammukha pani hatapau dhonu, anjalile pani pinu, sutiya 
aphuhoi vadalai vyujaunu, juvara selanu, rogika sata 
sutanu, udayastaka suryyalai dekhanu, nagi strlkana 
dekhanu, malamutradi dekhanu, panimaha thuka mutra 
purisavTryya phalanu, agnilai naghaunu, ityadika bhanyaka 
sava papa prakirnaka kahlncan.^'1'

"To bathe in a river, in the shade of a tree, upon the road, 
in a cowshed, in water or in ashes, and to bathe whilst facing 
fire, a cow, a woman, a Brahmin or the sun, to drink water 
from one's fingers, to awaken a woman who has recently given 
birth, to gamble, to sleep with one who is sick, to see the 
sun rise or set, to see a naked woman, to see urine or faeces,

29. The text of Prayascit Pradip is reproduced in full in (ibid),
pp.108-120.
Ibid., p.207.

31. Ibid., p.110.
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to spit or urinate or throw excrement into water, to 
extinguish a fire; all these and other sins are called 
the miscellaneous sins."

Premanidhi Pant was a Brahmin from Kumaon and so it is likely
that his language contains some elements of Kumaoni grammar and 

32vocabulary; several of the infinitive forms of the verbs in the
above extract have the ending nu, which could be compared with

33Kumaoni -no endings. These endings do not occur consistently even
within such a short passage, as other verbs take the normal -nu ending. 
As in many other "old" Nepali texts, some inanimate nouns are 
accorded a feminine gender, a feature which this language shares with 
modern kharl boll Hindi.

Prthvinarayan Shah and the Divya Upadesa

As the architect of the significant political and social changes 
which occurred in Nepal between 1744 and 1769, Prthvinarayan Shah, the 
King of Gorkha, must be regarded as the most important figure in the 
Nepal of his time. It is sometimes also said that it is to 
Prthvinarayan Shah that Nepal owes the genesis of a tradition of Nepali 
poetry. Certainly, the patronage extended by his darbar stimulated 
the composition of poetry and the translation of important Sanskrit 
texts during the late 18th century. Additionally, the king has left 
us his own writings which are useful for the light which they shed 
upon his character and upon the state of political and military 
affairs in 18th century Nepal.

The Divya Upadesa (or Divyopadesa) of Prthvinarayan Shah was
written or, more accurately, dictated to a scribe in December 1774,

34while the king was at Nuvakot a month before his death. The
35published text is taken from a manuscript which is dated c.1800 and

32. Ibid., p.207.
33. G.A.Grierson: Linguistic Survey of India, vol.IX, part 1, pp.131-2.
34. Ludwig Stiller: Prithwinarayan Shah in the Light of Dibya Upadesh, 

Ranchi, 1968, p.37. Leelama-teshwar Baral (Life and Writings of 
Prthvinarayan Shah, Ph.D. thesis, London 1964, pp.9-10), suggests 
that the Divya Upadesa was composed piecemeal and assembled at a 
later date.

35. Pokharel, op cit., 1974, pp.174-183.
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3 6so a fairly high level of fidelity to the original may be assumed.
It falls into two sections; the first is an historical narrative of 
the Gorkhali campaigns, related in the first person, leading up to 
the capture of Nuvakot in 1744. The second part consists of a 
series of policy pronouncements on a variety of topics. These are 
written as brief comments or recommendations concerning the re
routing of trade-links, political stratagems, internal administration 
and so on. Observations and recommendations frequently alternate; 
the narrative style is concise and ever liable to become a series of 
pronouncements or orders;

upranta yo raje dul dhungako tarula jasto rahecha.
cina badasahasita thulo ghaha rasanu. dasinako
samudraka badasahasita ghaha ta rasnu. tara tyo
maha catura cha. hindusthana dabai rasecha.
sarajimima pari rahecha. hindusthana jamyo bhanya

37kathin parla bhani killa sojana aunya cha.
3 8"This kingdom is like a yam between two boulders.

Maintain very friendly relations with the Emperor of
China. Also maintain relations with the Emperor of

39the southern ocean. But he is very cunning. He
has kept India suppressed and now he is in the Plains.
Should India unite, it may become difficult for him and 
he will surely come in search of forts."

Prthvinarayan Shah was a shrewd and perceptive politician, fully 
aware of the vulnerability of Nepal's position between two giant 
neighbours. Indeed, many of the elements of his foreign policy, such
as his suspicion of Indian domination, the retention of links with
China, and the policy of free trade, can be identified in the policies

36. Baral, op.cit., 1964, p.10.
37. Pokharel, op.cit., 1974, pp.178-179.
38. This has become a very well-known phrase, although translations 

vary. Stiller's rendering (op.cit., 1968, p.42) is "a gourd 
between two rocks".

39. I.e. the British Raj.
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of the modern Nepalese state. A second extract illustrates his 
concern at the possibility of Indian domination of Nepalese trade;

-40upranta desaka mahajanalai god prasaha desi ubho
auna nadinu. desaka mahajanaharu hamra mulukama

_ _ 41aya bhannya dunina kangal gari chardachan.

"Do not permit Indian traders to come any further up 
42than God Prasaha. If they come into our kingdom

they will make paupers of our subjects."

Seventeen letters sent by Prthvinarayan Shah to various
43contemporaries and allies are also extant. These provide an often

amusing insight into the mind of the conqueror and they are interesting 
both for their style and content. Most begin with a sentence which 
varies but little from letter to letter; some variants are given in 
parentheses in the following example:

yaham (jaham/iham) kusala taham kusala (ksem) cahi
(cahiya) jehite sananda (paramananda) hoi. age

44yahamko samacara bhalo (niko) cha.

"All is well here and I hope all is well there, and if
so I am most happy. Further, the news from here is
good."

An extract from letter number 15, addressed to Abhimanasingh, 
will better service to illustrate the language which was employed, 
and also the methods sometimes used by Prthvinarayan Shah to gain the 
upper hand over those he opposed or distrusted. Abhimanasingh was 
a general of the Gorkhali forces and Buddhikarna an over-ambitious 
minister who later usurped the Tarai principality of Morang;

40. desa clearly refers to India in this context.
41. Pokharel, op.cit., 1974, p.179.
42. Modern Garha Parsa, about 60 miles to the south of Kathmandu.
43. Baral (op.cit., 1964, pp.330-345) provides the Nepali texts of 

these letters.
44. Ibid.
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45buddhikarnako hati ramro cha gare. tyo hati
mahutalai layera vahako mahuta kamaikana say 4/5 
rupaiya kavolikana so hati cori lyauna pathaunya ho. 
mahutale cori lyau bhanya ta. kehi ber chaina ti mahutaka 
kula kavila ta hamrai desmaha hunan. kehi kavoli satirjama 
dikana pani tyo kam gara.^

"They say Buddhikarna's elephant is very fine. Get hold 
of that elephant's mahout and take him into your employ.
Promise him four or five hundred rupees and send him to 
steal the elephant. If you tell him to steal it and bring 
it (to you), it will take no time at all. The mahout's 
relatives and family are not in our country. Just give 
him a few assurances and make him a few promises, and do 
this job."

An extract from letter number 2 demonstrates his treatment of 
those he defeated. This was addressed to the pradhan, the village 
headman, of Dolakha, in the north-eastern corner of the Kathmandu 
Valley, which was captured in 1754 A.D.;

timi praja pata hau. naladumapurva mero amval bhayo.
tumi mera hajura ava. timro dhana tiyiko ma racha garumla
picha di arko taraha garu ta (Gorakhnath) ko kudrsti. dharma

. _ 47dikana tumi na ayadesi timro jahojata garula.

"You are my subjects. My territory stretches to Naldum in 
the east. Come into my royal presence. I shall protect your 
property and your wives. If I should go back on my word, I 
shall incur the displeasure of Gorakhnath. If you do not come, 
despite my giving you my word of honour, I shall confiscate your 
property."

The tone of these letters is almost always imperative, but the

45* gare is probably a marker of reported speech, related to modern 
Nepali re.

46. Baral, op.cit., 1964, p.344.
47, Ibid., p.331.
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prose is notable for its brevity and for its omission of many of 
the words and constructions which are now current in modern Nepali.
Even so, the language does not differ radically from its modern form.
Some ambiguities and inconsistencies do remain in both grammar and 
spelling; the middle grade honorific second person pronoun, timl, is 
spelled timi, timl, tumi and tumi, and the a_ endings of adjectives, 
now denoting the "oblique" case, or plurality, alternate with the 
nominative singular ending o. A few Persian words also appear;
these can be attributed to the influence of Indian monarchical convention

_ 48which is also evident in the title of Saha adopted by the Gorkhali kings.
Other terms were introduced during this period, including hajur, which
has the original (Persian) meaning of "the royal presence", but which
is now also used as a third person pronoun denoting the king of Nepal,
or as a second person pronoun usually translated as "sir".

Perhaps this miscellany of letters and pronouncements cannot be 
regarded as true literature, but it is still to the times of Prthvinarayan 
Shah that we must look for the beginnings of a coherent and continuous 
literary tradition in the Nepali language. From the relative consistency 
of the grammar and spelling of the written Nepali of the late 18th 
century there emerges a language which appears to have acquired a 
direction to the course of its evolution.

48. Sarma, op.cit., 1980, p.209.
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Chapter 12

Devotion and Heroism: The "Formative" Period

Although the Nepali prose compositions of the second half of
the 18th century were generally unoriginal, consisting mainly of
translations from Sanskrit literature, paraphrases and commentaries,
a few poetic works of undoubted originality and some quality do
survive. It is to this period and to these poets that modern Nepali
scholars now turn in search of antecedents for the beginning of true
creative writing, which is generally regarded as having commenced in
the early 19th century with Bhanubhakta and his near-contemporaries.
Scholars researching into the history of their national language^
have attempted, with some success, to seek out a literature of some

2antiquity and Nepali literary histories usually begin by mentioning
the names of these poets and detailing some of the features of their

3poetry. Further research into other sources, however, reveals 
something of a paucity of available material from which to draw 
conclusions. Although several poets of the period can be readily
named, no more than two short poems can be attributed to any of them.

Heroic poetry

Although other varieties of poetry were no doubt composed 
between c.1750 and c.1800 A.D., the term VI r Kal, the "Age of Heroic 
Poetry", has been applied to the period. As much of the poetry does 
concern itself with themes of valour and conquest, the title is not 
wholly unsuitable. The hero (nayaka) of each poem of this type is

1. Such as the late Baburam Acarya, Dayaram 3restha "Sambhava" 
and Balacandra Sarma.

2. A typical example is Tanasarma's Nepali Sahityako Itihas,
(Kathmandu, 1970).

3. Such as Dayaram fSrestha Sambhava (ed.), Vlrakalin Kavita 
(Kathmandu, 1977), in which most "heroic" verse of this period 
is published.
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generally the king who reigned at the time; Suvanand Das refers 
to Prthvinarayan Shah as prthvi krsna autari, "Prthvi, the incarnation
of Krsna", and Udayanand Arjyal calls Pratap Singh isvara, "the

' ' 4Lord".

Nepalese monarchs had always employed priests and pandits at
their courts; the presence at the palace of a Brahmin who could
oversee the various rituals and interpret Hindu dogma was felt to be
both essential and auspicious. Many of these pandits had literary
pretentions, writing first in Sanskrit, and later in Nepali. Several
of the earliest Nepali poets were indeed court pandits. It would
seem that the Gorkhali kings extended patronage to astrologers, poets
and scholars too, in addition to the obligatory Brahmin priest. To
what extent these arrangements were regularised is not clear, but the
tone and content of this poetry reflect the dependence of the poet
upon a royal patron for economic support. It was very much a case

5of jasko sakti usko bhakti; "devotion to whoever was powerful", 
and economic motivation cannot have been a minor element prompting 
the expression of bhakti to the king. The relationship between poet
and royal patron in 18th century Nepal has hardly been explored, but
the following brief extracts from the poetry of Udayanand give some 
indication of the poet's need to praise his king;

0
chutaphuta pasi aya gun liya kam laya

"Anyone who came (to the king) had use made of his qualities,
and was put to work."

tyar garun kavi anek ritamaham
7dan sarac gari pugos na ta kaham

"Now may poets relate (these things) in many ways,
But whatever may be expended, it will never suffice."

4. Kesavaprasad Upadhyaya: Prathamik Kalin Kavi ra Kavya Pravrtti, 
Kathmandu, 1975, p.63.

5. Ibid., p.63.
6 . Sambhava, op.cit., 1977, p.34.
7. Ibid., p.35.
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kama dhenn nrpa kirti sakalma 

"The king is like a wish-granting cow, famous in everything."

The following complete verse, by Suvanand Das, is clearly illustrative 
of the poet's need to express utter dependence;

nugama santapa sahya jivako yekalo bhaya
dhanako duvalo bhana bhokakan bhorjana nahim
kam karum dahi nahi vatayeko karma nahim
thandisam vastra nahi rajaibhakti krti jani

9laune suva nandadasa hai

"I endured suffering in Nuga^ and became alone, of one
life only,

Utterly poor, I lacked even food for my hunger,
I would work, but my body is weak; I have no means of support,
I have no clothes to keep me from the cold but oh King,
Suvanand Das wears devotion to you, knowing your fame."

Suvanand Das

Suvanand was evidently a contemporary of Prthvinarayan Shah. His
11 12 poem, variously entitled Vir Gatha, or Prthvinarayan , was probably

composed after the Gorkhali conquest of the Valley from second-hand
13reports of the events which had taken place. Despite the somewhat

elevated status accorded to Suvanand Das, only one poem of less than
fifty complete lines remains of his poetry. (One would assume that
any other works attributed to this poet would have been published by

14now, if they existed.) This poem describes Prthvinarayan Shah's

8 . Ibid., p.35.
9. Ibid., p.28.
10. According to Sambhava, Suvanand Das was a Newar, born in a 

village called Nuga, ibid., p.6 .
11. This is the title given to it by Sambhava (op.cit., 1977, p.24) 

and Upadhyaya (op.cit., 1975, p.14).
12. This is the title under which the same poem is published in

Churamani Bandhu (ed.): Sajha Kavita, Kathmandu, 1967, p.l.
13. UpadhylyS, op.cit., 1975, p.15.
14. in his Nepali Literature. Background and History (Kathmandu, 1978, 

p.16), Abhi Subedi gives the impression that a number of other poems
(Contd. on next page.......)
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preparations for battle, his pilgrimage to Banaras and so on. The 
penultimate verse describes a banquet and it is linguistically the 
clearest passage of the whole poem;

nepalako sinki lu*£i manratako ghile bhu^i 
palpako lyava hinga jiro risingako lyava piro 
tanahumko bhatasita bhirkotako dalasita 
kancana kataura bhari svavarnaka thaliya bhari- 
astadala cauki vasi gangajala jhari bhari 
puruva muhunda gari maharajako jiunara banava hai 
sanu sahi dajubhai darajanl mana hai

15sanu sahi citta jora tanahumka tanga tori

"Radishes are plundered from Nepal and fried in ghee from Mangrat 
Bring the cumin and chilli of Palpa and the red peppers of Rising 
With the rice of Tanahun and the dal of BhTrkoi^,
A copper bowl is filled, and a golden plate too,
Seated upon the throne of eight families, they fill a vessel

with Ganges water,
Turn to the east and prepare the king's feast,
The king and his brothers eat and are afforded dozens of honours
And after he had eaten, he who brought down the insolence of

Tanahun turned his mind to conversation."

This verse seems to have been intended as a symbolic representation 
of the Gorkhali conquests. There are references to the subordinated 
kingdoms of Nepal (the Kathmandu Valley), Mangrat, Palpa, Rising, 
Tanahun and Bhlrkot, and PpthvTnarayan Shah is described as tanahumka 
tanga tori, which is tentatively translated as "he who brought down 
the insolence of Tanahun". One of the peculiarities of the poem is 
the use of the apparently meaningless word hai, which seems to add 
force to a statement and to provide a constant rhyme. This is more 
conspicuous in other verses but is present in the above passage 
(lines 6 and 7). It cannot be fully related to the modern Nepali hai,

(.....contd. from previous page)
attributed to Suvanand Das are extant, but other writers on the 
same subject make no mention of them.

15. Quoted from Sambhava, op.cit., 1977, pp.27-28.
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which is appended to a statement or request in the colloquial 
language to request affirmation or consent, nor to kharl boll Hindi 
hai, the third person singular of the present tense of the verb “to 
be" Although parts of this poem are a little obscure, its language 
is admired for the absence of Sanskrit influence upon its choice of 
vocabulary, and for its supposed imitation of folk-metres which 
are still popular.16

Saktivallabha and Udayanand Arjyal

Saktivallabha Arjyal was probably a court pandit, chiefly
concerned with Sanskrit literature. His Sanskrit scholarship may
have promoted Sanskrit metres in Nepali verse among poets contemporary 

17with him. Saktivallabha left only two verses of Nepali poetry to
18posterity, and he is more noteworthy for his translation of his

19own Sanskrit drama, Hasyakadamba, into Nepali. This earned him
20the title of "First Nepali Dramatist".

Considerably more is known about Udayanand Arjyal, nephew of 
Saktivallabha. Although familiar with Sanskrit, he seems to have
preferred the vernacular as a literary medium, and specialised in

_ 21 the versification of stories and narratives. His Puranu Batako Arjl,
a poem of twenty-six four-line verses,takes its theme from the reign

16. Upadhyaya (op.cit., 1975, p.33) discerns some influences from the 
Braj literary dialect of Hindi in the poetry of Suvanand Das, but 
he praises the poets’ language for its nepallpan ("Nepali-ness"), 
nevertheless.

17. Upadhyaya, op.cit., 1975, p.38.
18. These are published in Sambhava (op.cit., 1977, p.29) under the

title Tanahum-Bhakundo.- - - *   * —

19. An extract from Hasyakadamba is published in Balakrsna Pokharel: 
Pane Saya Varsa, Kathmandu, 1974, pp.259-279.

20. A second Nepali drama attributed to Saktivallabha Arjyal, and 
entitled Jayaratnakar Nafak, was published c.1970. Tanasarma: 
Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, p.21.

21. This poem is published under this title in Sambhava, op.cit., 
1977, pp.30-37, and under the title Simhapratap Saha in Bandhu, 
op.cit., 1967, pp.3-7.
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of Pratap Singh (1775-1778), although Prthvinarayan Shah and his
son Bahadur Shah are mentioned. Thus it was probably composed

22between 1786 and 1793. The last few verses of the poem are quite
philosophical in tone;

jat kam candhanma pusaka thitika dekhdai thaharnya anl 
nakkal pari chapai bhesa kahim kyai aya garya dhant pani 
candai sasti sameta pai thitika jalma milyo tyo ban!

_23yasta nyaya thiya budhaharu maham hunthya atarnit bharna

"A man's caste and occupation are recognisable in his attire 
and from the mark upon his forehead,
If a man hid his caste by copying another man's clothing 
and through deception, he would be easily found out,
He would be punished without delay, and made to live 
according to the natural order,
Such was justice, and one of the elders was made an attorney."

Udayanand Arjyal's language seems more refined than that of most 
of his contemporaries. As a poet of the "second generation", he may 
have paid more attention to his language than other poets. The 
existence of a variety of styles in the poetry of any given period 
must indicate that stylistic choices were being made by a number of 
poets. If the very first "step" of Nepali literary development was 
the departure from a Sanskrit medium, perhaps attention to linguistic 
"quality", and the emergence of stylistic preferences among Nepali 
poets was the second. Udayanand also widens the scope of the 
contemporary Vir Kal tradition with his inclusion of social detail and 
philosophical observation. The word atarnit, "attorney" is possibly 
the first loanword to have been taken from the English language by a 
Nepali poet.

22. Sambhava, op.cit., 1977, p.10.
23. Quoted from ibid., p.36.
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The Treaty of Segauli

The Nepali Vir Kal was brief and the poetry it produced was by no
means thematically uniform. Nevertheless, the few poems extant from
the second half of the 18th century do tend to adopt a royal hero, and
to eulogise his military exploits. It is important to remember that
this period of Nepalese history saw the most spectacular military
successes scored by the Gorkhali forces, as the borders of Nepal were
pushed westwards as far as Kangra, in modern Himachal Pradesh, and to
Sikkim in the east. It was an era of great national pride and military
ambition. Thus the political fortunes of the new rulers of Nepal were
reflected in the proud poetry of the time. By 1815, Nepalese
incursions to the east and west had expanded the domain of Gorkha to its
maximum extent, where its borders had to be defended against the British,
the Tibetans and the Chinese. The brief Anglo-Nepalese wars of October
1814 to December 1815 and February-March 1816 brought an abrupt end to
Gorkhali expansion. The Treaty of Segauli, ratified on 2nd December,
1815, ceded all the territories west of the Mahakali River, the land
between the Mechi and Teesta rivers in the east and three huge stretches

24of the Tarai to the East India Company. The loss of the Tarai lands
dealt a severe blow to the Nepalese economy, and threatened its political
unity, as it sheered away from the Nepalese state the resources that paid

25the cost of central government.

This defeat at the hands of the British certainly caused a gloomy
2 6and pessimistic atmosphere to prevail among the Nepalese political £lite. 

The extent to which this atmosphere influenced the literature contemporary 
with it is also quite remarkable. The inspiration for the VIr Kal 
poetry was severely dampened and poets turned to religious verse. This 
is sometimes described as a process of "turning inwards", away from the

24. The text of the Treaty of Segauli is given by Ludwig Stiller in:
The Silent Cry, Kathmandu, 1976, pp.22-24.

25. Ibid., p.19.
26. This atmosphere is evoked by Narahari Acarya in his article "Nepali 

Sahityako Madhyamikakal: Aitihasik ra Samajik Prsthabhumi",
Vanmaya, vol.l, no.l, Kirtipur, 1980, pp.43-49.
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unpleasant realities of Nepalese defeat, to the more permanent
27inspiration of devotional Hinduism. This distinct alteration in

the tone of Nepali poetry indicates that a close relationship between 
the Nepalese political and social elite and the major figures of 
Nepali literature existed at the time, and that the latter were as 
affected by the outcome of these events as were their patrons.

Devotional Literature

The poetry extant from the period c.1800-c.1870 is dominated by
religious and devotional themes, although there is again no one trend
in the development of language or literature which could be said to
have been definitive, except perhaps the effect of political
uncertainties and war upon the general philosophy of Nepali poets.
Most composed verse based on themes drawn from the great Hindu legends
such as Bhagavad Gita and Mahabharata; this was a variety of poetry which
reached its highest expression in the Ramayana of Bhanubhakta Acarya.
Many poets were also scholars of Sanskrit, and embarked upon direct
translations into Nepali from the same sources. The heroic figure 

2 8of Bhimsen Thapa inspired some patriotic poetry which is reminiscent 
of the VIr Kal verse.

Again, the term Bhakti Kal would not be wholly adequate as a 
classification of all of the Nepali literature of this period. As we 
have seen, literary historians propose various schemes for the period- 
isation of Nepali literature. One such division has been made with 
reference to Hindi literature, and the terms Vlr Kal and Bhakti Kal 
have both been culled from this source. The Nepali Vlr Kal was ill- 
defined and relatively undeveloped, being represented by a mere handful 
of poets, but it was generally a response to historical factors similar 
to those which prompted the advent of a related, earlier period of Hindi

27. Or from the realities of the mundane world to the religious utopia 
of Ram Rajya. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, pp.27-28.

28. The most exhaustive study of Bhimsen's career is Cittaranjan Nepali1s 
Janaral Bhimsen Thapa ra Tatkalln Nepal, Kathmandu, 1956, from which 
Stiller drew much of the material for his The Silent Cry (op.cit., 
1976).
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literary history, that is, the existence of one or more prosperous 
29royal courts. The Nepali Bhakti Kal, despite its greater length

and the relative ease with which it can be defined, is less easily equated
with the corresponding era of Hindi literary history. The Hindi Bhakti
Kal was, broadly, a vernacularisation of religious texts which occurred
concurrently with the removal of obstacles to access to spheres of
religious activities for castes other than the Brahmins. These changes
first occurred in Tamil Nadu before the 9th century A.D., and swept

30through India over the next seven centuries. The Hindi Bhakti Kal
31encompasses four hundred years, from the 14th to the 17th centuries,

thus predating the emergence of Nepali devotional poetry by many
generations. Again, Nepal can be said to have been a cultural zone
which was peripheral to and isolated from the centres of north Indian
cultural and linguistic innovation. Changes in the literature of
the 18th and 19th centuries have all been too recent, and have occurred
too rapidly, to be regarded as isolated developments prompted by purely
indigenous factors which proceeded without recourse to extensive

32borrowing from other literatures. Although political misfortunes
and a decline in national prestige caused poets to become more 
introspective, Nepal's contacts with India were becoming more regular, 
and literate Nepalese, some of whom procured their education in Banaras 
and elsewhere, became familiar with north Indian vernacular literatures.

During the first half of the 19th century, the written Nepali 
language became slightly more colloquial and standardised, but there were 
also some poets who returned to a more "classical" and less accessible

29. For an account of the Vlr Kal of Hindi literature, see Ram Awadh 
Dwivedi: A Critical Survey of Hindi Literature, 1966, Chapter 2:
"The Period of Bardic Poetry" (pp.13-28).

30. Theodore de Bary (ed.): Sources of Indian Tradition, vol.l, Columbia
University Press, 1958, pp.322-327.

31. Dwivedi, op.cit., 1966, chapter 3, "The Period of Devotional Poetry", 
pp.2 9-3 8 .

32. The influence of Hindi bhakti poetry upon that of Nepali is examined
by Mathuradatta Pandey in Nepali aur Hindi: Bhakti-Kavya ka
Tulanatmak Adhyayan, Delhi, 1970.
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style of poetic diction which adhered more rigidly to Sanskrit poetic 
conventions. This kind of formal Nepali poetry has always had its 
exponents, exemplified in the more recent past by Lekhnath Paudyal.
The poets of this period are better-known than their predecessors 
and more of their works have survived. Although none of them could 
be said to have been of a stature equal to that of Bhanubhakta, the 
Adi Kavi, the study of their poetry is useful, for it provides a context 
for the appearance of the Nepali "founder poet".

Indiras, Vidyaranyakesari Arjyal and Vasant Sarma

These three poets appear to have been approximately contemporary 
with one another, and their poetry and language have much in common.
All of them had been educated in the Sanskrit tradition and so they 
turned to the Sanskrit classics for the themes of their poetry, much of 
which was directly translated from the Bhagavata Purana and the 
Mahabharata. This poetry is generally regarded as being purely 
devotional, but some of it does include passages which are more accurately 
described as srngar or "sensuous" poetry.

To some extent, these poets pioneered the translation of the 
Sanskrit classics into Nepali and they lacked any tradition to fall back 
upon. Balacandra Sarma suggests that the translations of this period 
were of three varieties namely a) chayanuvada, in which words and phrases 
were translated literally, and metre could be altered, b) bhavanuvada, 
free translation, in which the import of the story was of prime
importance, but could be rephrased and, to some extent, re-ordered, and

_ 33c) padanuvada, in which the original metres were retained. The same
criticisms are levelled at the language of each of these poets by
scholars of Nepali literary history. The first is that metre dictated
spelling and punctuation to a degree which is now unacceptable. Vowel
length was highly inconsistent and the halant was affixed arbitrarily to

33. Balacandra Sarma: "Indiras, Vidyaranyakesari ra Vasant Sarma", in
Krsnacandrasingh Pradhan (ed,): Sajha Samalocana, Kathmandu
(2nd edn.), 1977, pp.43-44.
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words in which the inherent a_ ending is now compulsorily retained.
Even Sanskrit tatsam words, now considered sacrosanct in their original
spellings, were shortened to suit a particular metre, for instance,
deva, naga and prema were sometimes written with the halant, i.e. dev,

34nag and prem. The second criticism is of the use of feminine gender
for inanimate nouns. This was a common phenomenon in early Nepali,
occurring, as we have seen, in the Jumla inscriptions, but it is obsolete
in modern grammar, and even in the Ramayana of Bhanubhakta. Examples
are phrases such as caranaki lali, "the redness of the feet", timri janmale, 

35"by your birth" and so on, in which the inanimate nouns lali and janma 
are given feminine gender. The third criticism is that these poets used 
a great quantity of Hindi vocabulary, and there are several examples of

3 6phrases from Avadhi and Bhojpuri devotional poetry being borrowed intact.
It was perhaps not surprising that these early Nepali translators should 
refer to north Indian vernacular literature for vocabulary and style, as 
they were virtually the initiators of a new tradition in Nepali poetry.

37Little is known of Indiras save his date of birth (1827) and
3 8whatever else can be gleaned from his only surviving poem, the Gopikastuti.

This was a translation of the first half of the tenth canto of the 
_ 39Srimadbhagavata, and it amounted to nineteen verses. Indiras retained

the original Sanskrit metre and the whole poem is not noted for any 
great literary merit, as the retention of this metre tends to dictate 
its other characteristics, and the vocabulary of the translation is often 
obscure.

Slightly more is known about the life of Vidyaranyakesari Arjyal
(b.1806). He was born in SunakhanI village, in Nuvakot district, the
son of a Brahmin scholar whose brother was the rajapurohit at the court

40of the king Girvana Yuddha in Kathmandu. His aged father moved to

34. Ibid., p.43.
35. From Indiras, quoted by Sarma, op.cit., 1977, p. 43.
36. Ibid., p.43.
37. According to Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.17.
38. Published in Baburam Acarya: Purana' Kavi ra Kavita, Kathmandu 

(3rd edn.), 1978, pp.10-16.
39. Sarma, op.cit., 1977, p.41.
40. Ibid., p.44 .
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Banaras whilst Vidyaranya was a child, and so his son received a
traditional education there while his father waited for death beside
the holy Ganges. After the loss of his father, the poet returned to

41Nepal, taking up residence in Kathmandu from 1837 until his death.
_ 42His earliest surviving poem is Yugalagita, a translation from the

Bhagavata Purana in twenty-eight verses, which mainly employed the
_ 43sardulavikrldita metre which was later made famous by Bhanubhakta.

44His second work extant in Nepali is the Draupadistuti, a much "freer" 
and interpretative composition, based on the Sabha Parva canto of the 
Mahabharata. A number of different metres were employed in its ten 
verses but the poem is criticised for the Hindi influence it exhibits, 
despite its relative originality. Phrases such as

hungi mai janama janmaki ceri 

"I will be handmaiden from incarnation to incarnation", 

and tuti gai hrdaya krsna! hamari 

"Oh (Krsna) ! My heart is broken"

45would seem to have been taken intact from Hindi devotional texts.
46Arjyal's third poem was Venuglta, which has not been published. Abhi

Subedi discerns a "curious blend of sensuousness and devotion" in his 
47poetry.

Vasant Sarma was probably an older man than his two contemporaries,
but he was equally influenced by Hindi devotional verse and equally

48willing to adjust spellings according to the dictates of metre. His
poetry is also criticised for a few grammatical errors and inconsistencies 
it contains. For instance, Krsna is sometimes accorded a high-grade

41. Sarma states that he died in 1855, ibid., p.44.-
42. Published in Baburam Acarya, op.cit., 1978, pp.17-27.
43. Sarma, op.cit., 1977, p.44.
44. Published in Baburam Acarya, op.cit., 1978, pp.27-28.
45. Sarma, op.cit., 1977, p.43.
46. Ibid., p.46.
47. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.19.
48. Sarma, op.cit., 1977, p.47.
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honorific status; qarnubhayo, sometimes a middle grade honorific;
49 5ogare. Vasant's Srlkrsnacaritra is considerably longer than the

poems of his contemporaries, however, amounting to 169 verses. It
was based on the Bhagavata Purana, but the chronology of the events of

51Krsna's life is a little awry, and some of the more sensuous episodes
52are omitted completely. Vasant was the first Nepali poet to break

with the Sanskrit literary convention which holds that the only 
genre fitting for the narration of the whole life of the nayaka is 
the epic poem, the mahakavya. Writers of episodic poetry, khanda

53kavya, were supposed to limit themselves to specific events or episodes.
Thus Vasant Sarma is credited with the composition of the first Nepali
khanda kavya, and his other major translation, the Mahabharata, receives
very little attention. Despite the criticisms mentioned above, Vasant
is generally held to have been the best of these three poets; some of

_ 54his verses have been compared favourably with the poetry of Bhanubhakta, 
for the colloquial character of their language ("pure" Nepali words such 
as P°i i "husband", damla, "tether" and agghora, "exceedingly", are in 
evidence),^ and for their generally lucid nature.

Gumani Pant (1790-1849)

Lokaraja Pant, usually known by his pen-name, Gumani, is a curious 
figure, wholly unrepresentative of his time. He was a native of Almora, 
the capital of Kumaon, which was under Gorkhali rule until 1815. He is 
regarded by Nepali scholars as a Nepali poet, and by Hindi scholars as 
an early exponent of khari boll v e r s e , b u t  his mother-tongue was 
probably Kumaoni, and he wrote in a peculiar mixture of Kumaoni, Nepali

49. Ibid., pp.49-50.
50. Published in Baburam Acarya, op.cit., 1 7̂ 8, pp. 64
51. Sarma, op.cit., 1977, p.51.
52. Subedi (op.cit., 1968, p.19) accuses Vasant of being a "dry" poet,

because he omits to translate the "vulgar" portion of the Krsnacaritra
53. Sarma, op.cit., 1977, p.51.
54. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.20.
55. Sarma, op.cit., 1977, p.50.
56. Subedi (op.cit., 1978, p.17) gives a reference to an article by

Sudhir Shah, entitled Gumani: Khari Boll ke Adikavi ("Gumani,
Founder Poet of Standard Hindi") in Ajkal, May 1977.
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57and Sanskrit. His poetry seems virtually devoid of devotional
content; the following verse is sometimes construed as satire;

dina-dina khajanaka bharika bokanale 
siva-siva culimaimka bala nai eka kaika 
tadapi muluka tero chodi nai koi bhaja

5 8iti vadati gumani dhanya gorkhali raja

"We carry away great loads of taxes, day in, day out,
And so, oh Shiva, not a hair is left upon our heads,
Despite this, not a single person has fled your kingdom.
So says Gumani; Blessed be the Gorkhali Raja."

Abhi Subedi believes this to be a poem expressing sincere
59devotion to the king of Gorkha, but the first two lines would seem

to qualify that devotion, or even to negate it. There is evidence to
suggest that the gross revenue demand made by the Gorkhas in Kumaon was

6 0exceptionally large, and that Kumaon was never wholly integrated into 
Greater Nepal.^ Kesavaprasad Upadhyaya comments that "it would be 
foolish to regard this as a poem expressing devotion to the king".^
The poem, however, remains open to interpretation.

Yadunath and Raghunath

Although the poems of Indiras, Vasant 3arma and Vidyaranyakesari 
Arjyal are to some extent typical of the Nepali poetry of the first half 
of the 19th century, a number of other poets were also writing more 
original poems which sometimes contained references to the historical 
events of the period. One such poet was Yadunath Pokharyal, a native

57. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.17.
58. Quoted in Upadhyaya, op.cit., 1975, p.85.
59. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.17.
60. In his biography of B.H.Hodgson, Hunter states that the gross 

revenue demand levied by the British in Kumaon in 1816 was only half 
of that levied by the Gorkhas in 1812. William W. Hunter: Life
of Brian Houghton Hodgson, London, 1896, p.46.

61. Stiller, op.cit., 1976, p.27.
62. Upadhyaya, op.cit., 1975, p.85.
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6 3of the Saptari district of the eastern Tarai, whose Stutipadya
contains much of interest. No date has been satisfactorily
established for the composition of the Stutipadya, nor for the poet's 

64birth. Tanasarma asserts that Yadunath was born in 1808, and
65composed his poems between 1837 and 1841, Baburam suggests a birth-

date of 1791 and composition date between 1833 and 1837, and
6 6Kesavaprasad Upadhyaya is convincing in his argument that historical 

references date the Stutipadya to 1816-1832.

6 7Kesavaprasad Upadhyaya includes Yadunath in his Vlr Kal chapter.
6 8This is not without justification; although the Krsnacaritra, a

poem of twenty-one verses, is strictly devotional in content, the later
Stutipadya adopts Bhimsen Thapa as its nayak and refers to him as bhim
autara. Written some time after the Segauli Treaty, the three poems
which make up the Stutipadya are defiantly patriotic, reflecting a
Nepalese nationalism which had never been expressed in Nepali poetry
before. The published version of the Stutipadya was taken from

69manuscripts held in the Bir Library; the title, which can be
translated as "Elegaic Verses", covers the three published poems. The
first consists of forty-five verses which give a eulogistic description
of Bhimsen Thapa and the Nepalese army, and pour some scorn on the
British, who were represented in Kathmandu by Edward Gardner at that 

70time. The second poem is shorter, comprising only sixteen verses,
but it deals with similar themes, making some references to the

63. Parts 1-3 published in Baburam Acarya, op.cit., 1978, pp.71-85.
Part 2 is published in Bandhu, op.cit., 1967, pp.8-10 under the 
title Kampu.

64. Op.cit., 1970, p.31.
65. Op.cit., 1978, pp.65-66.
6 6 * Op.cit., 1975, pp.60-62.
67. Ibid., pp.60-83.
6 8. Published in Baburam Acarya, op.cit., 1978, pp.67-70.
69. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.20.
70. Article no,8 of the Segauli Treaty had stipulated that "accredited 

ministers" of both states should "reside at the Court of the other". 
Thus a British Resident was stationed in Kathmandu from that time 
onwards. Stiller, op.cit., 1976, p.24.
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contemporary system of administration, and to the king, Rajendravikram 
Shah. The third poem comprises only nine verses (it seems that the 
first three were lost), and is a rather dry and methodical enumeration 
of the Nepalese forts and garrisons.

Occasionally, patriotic sentiments are expressed quite emphatically;

gora ta sura dui eka hunchan
gorsamaham katara aja kun chan
garan daral pani citthi lesyo

71nepalaka vira sipahi desyo

"One or two of the white men are brave, it's true,
But who is a coward in Gorkha today!
Even Gardner was afraid, and he wrote a letter,
When he saw the courageous soldiers of Nepal."

In other verses, the sentiments of the Vir Kal are "wrapped in
. _ 72 _the veil of srngara". While praising Bhimsen Thapa, Yadunath

sometimes digresses from his subject to provide some of the earliest
examples of the romantic description of natural beauty in Nepali poetry;

bad! bagamaham anek phula phulyako
bilaitki meva pavanle jhulyako
bhramar jai phulko mitho ras linyako

73kahum kya tamasa bahutai sulyako

"In the great garden many flowers are flowering,
And English fruit-trees are swayed by the breeze,
Bees take away the blossoms' sweet nectar,
Oh what can I say of this fine sight all around?"

Yadunath was by no means averse to borrowing Hindi vocabulary, 
and to according a feminine gender to inanimate objects such as meva, 
fruit trees. A number of English words also appear in his poems; 
these are usually military terms such as jarnel, "general", bam, "bomb" 
or gaurnal, "governor" which might be a legacy of the Anglo-Nepalese

71. Stutipadya (1) verse 23. Baburam Acarya, op.cit., 1978, p.75.
72. Upadhyaya, op.cit., 1975, p.64.
73. Stutipadya (1), verse 33. Baburam Acarya, op.cit., 1978, p.77.
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wars. In general, however, his language is colloquial and simple, 
and is praised accordingly.

Raghunath Bhatta (also known as Raghunath Pokharyal) was probably
the brother-in-law of Yadunath, and the two poets sometimes corresponded 

74in verse. Born in 1811, Raghunath is noted for his translation of
75the Sundarakanda of the Ramayana, which probably predated Bhanubhakta's

version by only a few years, Raghunath's version is considered to be
over-contrived, and too free in its interpretation of the original text,

7 6and therefore inferior to the latter. Several other poems are
extant, however, one of which describes the series of assassinations 
and political factionalism which preceded the Kot Massacre of 1837 with 
a rather laboured allegory:

akasko juna sera ho u pani ta ghayal bhaya corale 
sirko var juna ho thiyo u pani ta ghayal bhaya sarale
siddhaika juna jan thiya u vira ta ghayal bhaya bhorale
_ _ 77bhagyaile paripatha pardacha ki yo ki buddhika jorale

7 8"He who is the lion of the sky was wounded by a thief,
79He who is the best of heads was grievously injured too,

8 0The warrior who was the prince of success was wounded
by treachery,

Has Fate brought about this series of events, or has the
force of intellect?"

Tanasarma makes the observation that Raghunath was alone among

74. Some samples from their correspondence are given by Baburam Acarya 
(op.cit., 1978, p.124).

75. Published in (ibid.), pp.130-164.
76. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.22.
77. Quoted in Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.34.
78. A pun on the name Gagan Singh.
79. A pun on the name Mathbar.
80. A pun on the name Fatya Jang,
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the poets of this period, a RamaLte poet among Kpisna devotees and patriots,
81and this fact alone makes him historically noteworthy.

It has not been possible to give details of all of the poets of
this "formative11 period of Nepali literature. Poetry was very much
the dominant genre; the development of a modern Nepali prose style
came very much later, although some Nepali scholars are determined to
seek out antecendents for the novel and the short story in the early 

8219th century. The poetry which has been described in the preceding
pages demonstrates the trends which predominated in Nepali literature
prior to the production of its first major work, the Ramayana of
Bhanubhakta, in the mid-19th century, and Table 18 summarises the
literature of the period. The translations of the Sanskrit classics
are illustrative of a departure from literary tradition on the part of the
pandits who attempted them, but the formality of their language demonstrates
the continued conservatism of the literary culture. The substantial
borrowings which were made from other north Indian vernacular literatures
are also indicative of the total lack of Nepali religious literature
prior to the late 18th century. Literary Nepali did become considerably
more colloquial in the poetry of such writers as Yadunath Pokharyal, and
this period also saw the beginnings of a tradition of srngar poetry, no

8 3doubt the result of the Hindi riti kavya school, which had already 
become extremely popular in India. The Ram bhakti tradition of poetry 
was also initiated by Raghunath, and was soon to equal the Krsna bhakti 
school with the advent of Bhanubhakta Acarya, the "founder poet" of 
Nepali literature.

81. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.34.
82. The Tin Ahanaharu by "MunsT", which were published'in Ayton's A

Grammar of the Nepalese Language, in 1820, are often said to be the 
first Nepali short stories. (Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.49.)
These are published in Pokharel (op.cit., 1974), pp.298-299.

83. The Riti Kal of Hindi poetry is generally dated 1650-1850 A.D.
and its most famous poet was BiharT Lai (1603-1663) of the court of
Jai Singh at Jaipur. (Dwivedi, op.cit., 1966, pp.99-134.).
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TABLE 19: Early Nepali Texts, Prior to the 19th Century: Summary

Date Title

c.1401 Bhasvati (Nepali translation)
1592 Untitled poem.
1601 SvasthanTvratakatha (Ritual text)
1606 Ram Sahako Jivanl. (Biography of Ram

Shah)
c.1650 Bajapariksa (On the treatment of

hunting falcons.)
1716 Jvarotpatti Cikitsa (The treatment of

fevers.)
1723 Prayascit Pradip. (Didactic prose.)

c.1744 Prthvinarayanako Jivanl. (Biography
of Prthvinarayan)

c.1750 Ausadha Rasayan. (Medicinal treatise)
1752 AjTrnamanjar! (Medicinal treatise)
1764 Ajirnamanjari (Medicinal treatise)
1774 (?) Divya Upadesa
1776 Hitopadesa Mitralabha
1791 Ausadhi Grantha (Medicinal treatise)
1794 LaksmT Dharma Samvad (Religious poetry)
1798 Hasyakadamba (Drama)

Author

Anon.
Anon.
Anon.

Anon.

Anon.

Vanivilas Jyotirvind 
Premanidhi Pant

Anon.
Davalal Saha 
Gangavisnu Dvija 
LTlambara
Prthvinarayan Saha 
Bhanudatta 
Harsa Acarya 
Ramabhadra Regmi 
Saktivallabh Arjyal

Nepali Poets of the Early 19th Century

Name

Indiras (b.1827)
Gumani Pant (1790-1846)
VidyaranyakesarT Arjyal 
(1806-55)
Daivajnakesarl Arjyal 
VTrasalT Pant 
Vasant Sarma (1803-90) 
Yadunath Pokharyal (b.1808) 
HinavyakaranI Vidyapati

Patanjall Gajuryal (1823-87)

Works

Gopikastuti

Yugalaglta, Draupadistuti.
AsvasubhasubhaparIk§a, Goraksayogasastra,
Vimalabodhanubhava.
Krsnacaritra, Samudralahari,
Stutipadya, Srlkrsnacaritra.
Gltagovinda, GitavanT, Sata Raga, Sata 
Nayika (comp. c.1830-40)
Matsyendranathako Katha, Haribhaktamala, 
Gopala Vani, Tirthavall.
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Name Works

Raghunath Pokharyal
(c.1811-63) Ramayana Sundarakanda.
Vijayanand Mahabharata (prose translation) (comp, c.1829)
Lalita Tripurasundarl (d.1831) Rajadharma
Bhavanldatta Pande (b.1801)

Yogi Amvaraglra (d.1833)

Sundaranand Banda • «

Vaiyakaran Nepal

Mudraraksasa, Atmabodha, Mahabharata, 
Markandeya Purana, Hitopadesa
Gltagovinda (prose translation), Brahmayajha- 
-vedanta, Yogavasistasara, etc.
Triratna-saundarya-gatha (c.1832)
Ramayana Kiskindhakanda
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Chapter 13

Bhanubhakta Acarya (1814—1868): The 1Founder Poet'

The role of Bhanubhakta in the evolution of modern literary 
Nepali is of great importance and his poems, primarily the Ramayana 
epic, are fundamental to the emergence of the national literature. 
Accordingly, he is greatly honoured by most Nepali writers, and 
regarded as the Adi Kavi, the "Founder Poet" of Nepali literature. 
Obviously, he was by no means the first poet of the language, but he 
was, quite indisputably, the first of a stature comparable to that 
of other great figures of North Indian vernacular literatures. TulsT 
and Sur are highly regarded as the most important poets of the formative 
bhakti kal of Hindi literature; they left an extensive body of poetry 
to posterity, and although much of it had been composed in dialect 
verse, their contribution to the emergence of a prestigious literary 
tradition in the Hindi language is justifiably regarded as being of 
the utmost importance. Similarly, Bhanubhakta, who composed the 
first epic poem in Nepali, is regarded as the initiator of the Nepali 
poetic tradition of the 19th century.

Abhi Subedi, one of the few Nepalese critics to write in English
on Nepali literature, notes that Bhanubhakta was the "first good
Nepali poet....whose aesthetic and poetic sensibility was more mature".^
Dharanidhara Koirala was more forthright in his praise, likening

2Bhanubhakta to Chaucer. Since the early 20th century, most Nepalese

1. Abhi Subedi: Nepali Literature. Background and History,
Kathmandu, 1978, p.33.

2. dhanya kavi timl casar hamra: "Blessed poet, you are our Chaucer". 
Quoted by Indrabahadur Ral: "Parasamanijyu: sandarbh darjllinma 
nepall bhasako manakikaran". Bharatiya Nepali Vanmay, vol.l, 
no.l, Darjeeling, 1980, p.76.
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intellectuals have had at least a superficial knowledge of English 
literature and they are often tempted to draw such parallels between 
their great poets and those of other traditions. To compare 
Bhanubhakta to Chaucer, or even to TulsT, or Sur, is as misleading 
as comparing Suvanand Das to Shakespeare, not because of any notions 
of superiority or inferiority, but because cultural and literary 
contexts are necessarily distinct. Each poet should be assessed on 
his own merits in terms of his own native tradition and culture.

The poetic works of Bhanubhakta have been the subject of more
commentary and analysis than those of any other Nepali poet of the 19th
century. Some literary historians have even named a literary era
for him: the Bhanubhakta Yuga. A few others, perhaps for the sake
of argument alone, seek to cast aspersions upon his hallowed status
by comparing his early poems unfavourably with those of his near- 

3contemporaries. Despite this muted dissent, the title of Nepali 
Adi Kavi is his alone and is accorded to him by the vast majority of 
Nepali writers. Outside Nepal, he has become something of a figure
head for nationalists among Nepalese communities in India, Sikkim 
and Bhutan; Darjeeling, Kalimpong and Gangtok each possess a bust of
the poet, and his birthday is celebrated every year by Nepali

4residents of those towns.

Bhanubhakta's most important achievement was his composition (or 
partial translation) of the first mahakavya or epic poem of Nepali 
literature, based in the main on the Sanskrit Adhyatma Ramayana. The 
Ramayana of Bhanubhakta, often simply referred to as the Nepali 
Ramayana, is generally regarded as the first work to have given the 
spoken Nepali language a literary expression. Laksmiprasad Devkota,
the Mahakavi of the modern era, called Bhanubhakta "The Greatest Man

3. Tanasarma (Bhanubhaktadekhi Tesro Ayamsamma, Kathmandu (3rd edn.), 
1979, p.4) states, "It is unscientific to specify that anyone is the 
adi kavi; it closes the door to further research" and Kesavaprasad 
Upadhyaya (Prathamik Kalin Kavi ra Kavya Pravrtti, Kathmandu, 1975, 
p. 234) quotes similar views from DTnanath Upadhyaya and Ramakrsna 
Sarma, two other Nepali literary critics.

4. R.K.Sprigg: personal communication, 1983.
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in the History of Nepali Literature" and wrote,

"When Bhanubhakta decided to write the Ramayana, the Nepali
language existed only upon the lips of the Nepalese people.
It possessed no definite form or aim and its grammar lay
in the womb, as yet unborn. Conceited pandits turned up
their noses in contempt at the very mention of the vernacular
(bhasa), and to them the term "Nepali literature" seemed a
mockery. At that time there was no way in which any
sentiments other than those of the Puranas could be fostered

5m  the hearts of the people."

Of course* this was something of an exaggeration, as has already been 
demonstrated, for the works of Bhanubhakta had been preceded by those 
of several other Nepali poets of repute. It is true, however, that an 
accepted literary norm had not yet been established; Nepali in its 
written form remained quite heavily influenced by other languages, and 
especially by Sanskrit, and no consensus existed among even the smallest 
number of poets as to what kind of written Nepali was to be preferred. 
Although Bhanubhakta's verse was not yet free of borrowings from other 
languages, such as Urdu, and general "Hindustani" influences, it appears 
that the poet was quite conscious in his efforts to employ vocabulary 
and idioms which were conspicuously Nepali. This is most clearly 
discernible in his Ramayana. Those who represent Bhanubhakta as a jan 
kavi, a folk poet, argue that his language is so imbued with nepallpan 
("Nepali-ness") that it is comprehensible even to the illiterate when 
read aloud, and they attribute great popularity to his Ramayana among 
the common people of Nepal. It is extremely difficult to assess the
truth of such assertions, but there is no doubt that the name of
Bhanubhakta is more familiar to the illiterate hillsman than that of

- , • 6any of his more recent successors. Whether or not his avowed aim was

5. Laksmlprasad Devkota; Laksminibandhasangraha, Kathmandu, 1945, p.32.
6 . Personal enquiries in the hills of Nepal during 1981-82 revealed that 

some villagers had heard the names of Bhanubhakta and his Ramayana, 
but it was only the young who had attended schools who could offer 
any further information.
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indeed to translate the life of Rama into the common tongue for the 
sake of the Nepalese populace, it remains true that the language of 
the Ramayana was a more accurate reflection of the spoken form of his 
mother-tongue than that of earlier poetry. Bhanubhakta was neither a 
court pandit, nor a member of a literary ilite, and so he might have 
been less susceptible to the influence of Sanskrit and more familiar 
with the rural form of the spoken language.

Most of the details of Bhanubhakta's life can be gleaned from the
biography by Motlram Bhatta, Kavi Bhanubhaktacaryyako Jivan Caritra, which was

7first published m  1891. There are a great number of secondary works,
8which all draw heavily on this brief account. In the original biography, 

and increasingly in its transmission, the life of the poet has taken on 
the aspect of a legend; he has become the kavya-purusa, an embodiment

9of poetry, and a figure invested with deeply nationalistic connotations.
There is also some doubt concerning the authenticity of some of the poems 
in the original biography, and the historical truth of some of the events 
it describes. There are occasional complaints at the near-canonisation 
of the poet; Kesavaraja Upadhyaya, for instance, argues that his life 
was an "example of middle-class wealth and commerce, not the life of a 
saint or a devotee".^ This view might be borne out by the fact that 
much of Bhanubhakta1s Ramayana was written during a period of "enforced 
residence" at Kumar! Chowk in Kathmandu. The traditional eulogising 
biography seems to infer that he was obliged to work there under the 
supervision of his superior, because of some discrepancies in his accounts; 
he held some kind of official post in the Tarai; but other commentators, 
and his own poems of the time, suggest that he was indeed imprisoned there.^

7. The edition which has been consulted for this study was edited by 
Indrabahadur Ral and published in Darjeeling (Nepali Sahitya 
Sammelan) in 1964.

8 . Examples are Naranath Acarya: Kavi Samrat Bhanubhakta Acarya ko
Sacca Jlvanacaritra (1960), which virtually deifies the poet, and 
Balacandra 3arma: Bhanubhakta (1957), which adopts a more objective
approach.

9. Upadhyaya, op.cit., 1975, p.283.
10. Ibid., p.239.
11. The various stories of Bhanubhakta1s imprisonment are summarised by 

Paras Mani Pradhan: Adi Kavi Bhanubhakta Acharya, Kalimpong, 1979, 
pp.15-20.
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At the very least, he had discharged his duties as the son of a civil 
officer in a manner that was deemed unsatisfactory.

Paras Mani Pradhan, who based his English-language study of
Bhanubhakta on Motiram's Jlvan Caritra, states that the poet had learned
much of the Adhyatma Ramayana from his grandfather, and that he was
familiar with the philosophy of Sahkaracarya, the great 9th-century

12 'proponent of Hindu monism. Upadhyaya adds that he "even thought in
13verse" and it would seem that he was indeed something of an habitual

poet; the earliest poems attributed to him date from c.1826 when he
14was no more than fourteen years old. The young Bhanubhakta recieved

a typical Brahmanical education, including a spell in Banaras, and thus 
he must have become familiar with the classics of Sanskrit literature.

The tale of the ghamsi, or grasscutter, is an important chapter of
the Bhanubhakta "legend". It was first related in Motiram's biography
and Gumansingh Camling casts doubt upon its authenticity, suggesting

15that it might have been of a later origin. In the biography, a song
tells how a chance encounter with a grasscutter inspired Bhanubhakta to 
embark upon the composition of the Ramayana:

bharjanma ghamsa tira mandii dhan kamayo 
nama kyai rahos pachi bhanera kuva khanayo 
ghamsi daridri gharako tara buddhi kasto 
mo bhanubhakta dhani bhaikana aja yasto 
mero indara na ta sattala pati kyai chan 
je dhan ra cija haru chan ghara bhitranai chan 
tes ghamsi le kasari aja diyecha art!

16dhikkara hoi makana basnu na rakhi klrti

12. Ibid., pp.7-8.
13. Upadhyaya, op.cit., 1975, p.240.
14. Baburam Acarya: Purana Kavi ra Kavita, Kathmandu (3rd edn), 1978,

p.87.
15. Gumansingh Camling: Maulo, Darjeeling, 197$, pp.140-168.
16. Bhat’fa, op. cit. , 1964, pp. 8-9.
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"With his mind set upon (the cutting of) grass all his 
life, he has become wealthy,
And he has pondered upon what his name will mean to 
posterity, and dug a well,
The grasscutter comes from a poor home, but such 
wisdom is hisi
I, Bhanubhakta, am wealthy, but here I am today,
And what public wells or resthouses have I?
The wealth, the possessions which are mine are 
secreted within my house.
That grasscutter has taught me such a lesson today!
Accursed be my life without renown or fame!"

The story is almost certainly apocryphal, and the authorship of 
the poem is disputed. It incorporates several "old" linguistic features, 
such as the use of mo in place of ma in line 4, and the substitution of 
the post-position -kana for modern lai in line 8 .^  These could well 
have been added by Motlram for the sake of authenticity, and so they 
prove nothing concerning the origin of the poem.

The establishment of a chronology for Bhanubhakta's compositions is 
complicated by the piecemeal fashion in which he composed the Ramayana, 
and by the many shorter "occasional" poems he also wrote. It seems, 
however, that his first two works of translation were his Prasnottari 
and the Balakanda of the Ramayana, of which the latter was later revised.

The Prasnottari or "Answers to Questions" is clearly a translation 
of the Maniratnamala of Sahkaracarya. Bhanubhakta himself stated:

18prasnottarai ho maniratnamala or, "the Prasnottari is the Ratnamala".
Each verse of four lines begins with a rhetorical question on dharma, 
such as;

17. Some Nepali scholars argue that mo is not an authentically archaic 
spelling of ma, as it does not appear in earlier texts.

18. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.79.
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kun jhana cha thulo bhani linu parnya?
"Which is the great knowledge for which one must strive?"

or, kun kama ho mana dii garnu parnya?
"Which is the work that should be performed attentively?"

These enquiries are followed by a reply,

vedantako jnana cha dukha harnya 
"The knowledge of Vedanta, which dispels suffering."

srlvisnu bhakti cha dukha harnya
19"Devotion to Visnu which dispels suffering."

The Prasnottari was indeed a direct translation from the Sanskrit original 
as is evident from a comparison of the original first verse, Bhanubhakta1s 
Nepali translation, and a rendering into English;

aparasamsarasamudramadhye 
sammujjato me saranam kimasti 
guro krpalo krpaya badatad 
visvesapadambujadTrghanauka

apara samsara samudramaham 
dubyam 6aran kun cha malai yaham 
camdo krpale ahile batau 
srik^s^ako pau cha mukhya nau^

"Into the limitless ocean of the world 
I have sunk; what refuge is there for me here,
Kindly tell me now!
The feet of Lord Krsna will serve as a boat (to help you across)"

The forty-eight verses of Prasnottari represent a workmanlike 
translation, a sabdanuvada (word-translation) rather than a bhavanuvada

19. Bhanubhakta Acarya: Bhanubhakta-GranthavalT (edited by Paras Mani
Pradhan), Darjeeling, 1952, pp.224-226.

20. Quoted in Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.29.
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(mood-translation) with little alteration in the emphasis or philosophy 
of the original, and few additions. Its language is extremely simplistic 
and essentially repetitive, and the vocabulary is very similar to that of 
devotional Hindi verse, as both languages take most of their religious 
and philosophical terms from a common, Sanskrit source. (e.g. samsara, 
"the sensual world", mukti, "liberation", vairaqya, "renunciation", 
svarga, "paradise", trsna., "thirst" or "desire", moksa, "salvation", 
ahimsa, "non-violence", etc.) The purely religious and moralistic 
content of Prasnottari tends to preclude the use of words which could be 
regarded as exclusively Nepali in origin.

Although a poet of the hhakti-marga, Bhanubhakta was less ascetic 
than his precursor in the Avadhi language, TulsI Das, and he composed 
a number of "occasional poems". Under detention in the Kumari Chowk, he 
penned this sarcastic plea to the commander-in-chief;

roj roj darsana paumchu caranako tap chaina manma kachu 
rat bhar nac pani herchu kharca nagarl £hula cainma ma chu
lamkhutte upiyam udusa sangi chan yinkai lahadma basi
_ 21 lamkhutteharu gaumchan ti upiyam nacchan ma herchu basi

"Each day I can pay my respects to you and my mind is at ease,
All night I can watch the dancing, too, at no expense, great is 
my joy,
Mosquitoes, fleas and bugs are my companions, and I live among 
them,
The mosquitoes sing, the fleas they dance, and I sit and watch."

Bhanubhakta began his version of the Ramayana in the late 1830s 
and he had completed his first draft of the first canto, the Balakanda, 
by 1841. It is evident that the Adhyatma Ramayana was the text upon 
which he based his translation, but his rendering is in part sabdanuvada, 
in part bhavanuvada, resulting in a more concise narrative. Much of the

21. Bha£ta, op.cit., 1964, p.16.
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philosophical commentary of the original is dispensed with, and the
Nepali Ramayana lacks the lengthy passages with which TulsI Das
attempted to establish a sectarian supremacy in his Ramacaritamanasa.
Although begun prior to 1840, the Ramayana was not completed until
shortly before the poet's death in 1868, and much of it is purported to

22have been written during his detention in 1852. There is no doubt
that sections of the epic were directly translated from the original, 
as can be demonstrated by a comparison of the first line of the Balakanda 
of each text:

Adhyatma Ramayana ekada narado yogi paranugrahakahksaya paryatan
vividhal lokan satyalokamupagamat

Nepali Ramayana ek din narada satyalok pugi gaya lokko garum
hit bhanl^

("One day, Narada arrived in Paradise, with the intention of doing good 
for the world.")

Pradhan relates the story of Bhanubhakta1s composition of the last
canto of the Ramayana on his deathbed. His son, Ramanath, was required

24to read the original Sanskrit and the poet dictated his translation.
While one doubts the literal truth of such stories, there is much 
evidence in the Bhanubhakta "legend" and in the Ramayana itself which 
supports the view of a direct translation from the Sanskrit which occupied 
the greater part of the poet's life.

Bhanubhakta, however, seems to have been eager to dispense with 
much of the content of the Adhyatma Ramayana which he regarded super
fluous. Several passages of the original are therefore merely summarised 
in the translation. Lines 223-224 of the Balakanda which describe the 
birth of Rama summarise an account of the event in the Adhyatma which

22. The same dates for the composition of the Ramayana are given by 
Baburam Acarya (op.cit., 1978, pp.88-91) and Pradhan (op.cit., 1979,
p.8 , p.82).

23. All quotations from the Ramayana are from Bhanubhakta ko Ramayana 
edited by Suryya Vikram Jnavall, Calcutta, 1932.

24. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.82.
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amounts to six lines. Likewise, the first four lines of the same 
canto,

ek din narada satya lok pugi gaya lokko garum hit bhani
brahma tahim thiya parya caranama khusl garaya panl
kya sodhchau timi sodha bhanchu ma bhani marjT bhayethyo jasai

25brahmako karuna bujhera rsile bintl garya yo tasai

"One day Narada arrived in Paradise with the intention of doing 
good for the world.
Brahma was there, and he fell at his feet with joy,
"What do you ask of me; ask it, I say", Brahma was thus kindly disposed; 
And understanding the compassion of Brahma, the saint made this 
entreaty."

2 6amount to a summary of eleven lines in the original Sanskrit. In all
such cases, Bhanubhakta merely discarded details of the seasons, auspicious 
portents and the like which he considered to add little to the narrative.

Conversely, he expands certain other passages beyond the scope of
the Adhyatma Ramayana. In the Sundarakanda, the description of Lanka
which extends to four lines of verse in the original is expanded to three

27verses, 15-17, of four lines each in Bhanubhakta's translation.

It is for this composition of a "Nepali" Ramayana that Bhanubhakta 
is most respected. Proponents of the "purist" jharrovad school of modern 
Nepali, who favour the encouragement of indigenous vocabulary in 
preference to borrowings from Sanskrit, are lavish in their praise of his 
language. The view that they uphold of Bhanubhakta's use of truly 
"indigenous" vocabulary and idiom is one that is quite justifiable,
Earlier translations into Nepali from Sanskrit were mostly literal 
sabdanuvada, and those which were attempts at bhavanuvada have been 
adjuged largely unsuccessful, due to the Sanskritised nature of the

25. Ramayana Balakapda, verse 1.
26. Balacandra Sarma, op.cit., 1957, pp.47-48.
27. Ibid., pp.49-50.
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literary Nepali they employed. Thus it is greatly to his credit that 
Bhanubhakta succeeded not only in his translation of a major Sanskrit 
epic into the vernacular, but also in transposing the whole story into 
a recognisably Nepalese idiom. In the Balakanda, the description of 
Rama's wedding includes much detail which is overtly Nepalese in nature;

sundar lagna khatan garya janakale mangal saharma calya 
nac klrtan sitaka prakas. kana hunya ratma cirak khup balya 
jo mandap cha vivahako tasa upar jhumka hiraka jhulya

28munga-moti juhar janakapuramaham ghar ghar sabaika jhulya

"King Janaka ascertained the beautiful auspiciousness of the moment 
and entered the auspicious city,
Together with dancing and the singing of devotional songs, torches 
illumined the night,
Diamond pendants dangling from the top of the marriage-canopy
And coral, pearls and jewels from each and every house in Janakpur."

29Such practices are still common m  Nepalese royal weddings.

In the Sundarakanda canto, a warning is called to Ravana of the 
advent of Hanuman;

30ailhe he maharaj! adhlka baliyo ayo ra banar yaham 

"Oh, kingl A monkey of great strength has come here today!"

The word-order employed in this line, and the use of the words rja
and he serve to communicate a sense of surprise suited to the drama of
the incident. Bhanubhakta is given great credit for his supposed
"Nepalisation" of the characters of the epic, and this is most effective 
in his colloquial translations of the words they utter. Bhanubhakta 
also used many non-Sanskrit, indigenous words for objects which further 
emphasise the distinctly Nepalese idiom of his translation. For instance,

28. Ramayana Balakanda, verse 111.
29. Balacandra Sarma, op.cit., 1957, pp.57-58.
30. Ramayana Sundarakanda, verse 90, line 1.
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Ravana instructs that Sita be served a meal whilst he is holding her 
in captivity;

- _ _ _ 31tarkari bhu^uva banaunu asal ml^ha masala dharl
"Cook vegetables .and fried meat, adding tasty spices of 
quality."

Thus Ravana, the demon king of Lanka, intends to serve Sita a typically 
Nepalese meal.

Rama is referred to in the third person as hajur, from the Persian
hazur, or as khvamit, which is a term of respect used for a superior
army officer in Nepal. His actions are denoted by the high 'royal'
honorific verb baksanu, thus he is accorded a royal status as Raghunatha.
Many adverbs peculiar to the Nepali language are in evidence, such as 

32ghusrukka marnu, "to drop down dead", or jhatpata, "immediately", and 
several fine examples of the alliterative onomatopoeia which is still 
used skillfully by modern Nepali poets;

vari pari tahim tiraima panl vfksa phal phul 
bhari cha jauna vanama gardachan paksile gul
bhramaraharu lataka phulama halli halli

, 33ghununu ghununu gardai hin^ldachan valli valli

"Over there the trees surround, full of flowers and fruit,
And the birds do their utmost to get into the glade,
On the flowers of the vines, bees move to and fro 
And humming and buzzing they go about their business."

Despite the high degree of nepallpan discernible in the Ramayana, 
substantial borrowings have still been made from other Indian languages. 
Words of Persian origin such as hajur, and hukum, "command", occur 
extensively throughout the poem, contributing greatly to the vocabulary 
referring to the attributes and actions of royalty. Military terms 
from the same sources also appear, such as phauj, ("force", "a troop of

31. Ramayana Sundarakanda, verse 43, line 4.
32. Ramayana Sundarakanda, verse 15, line 2.
33. Ramayana Sundarakagda, verse 16.
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soldiers", from English through Persian and Urdu), laskar, which 
has the same meaning, and so on. Other words taken from Persian,
Arabic, and Urdu sources include khillat, "honour", malik, "master",

34matlab, "meaning", marjl, "desire" or "inclination", and khabar, "news". 
There is also evidence of the influence of khari boll Hindi. Ramacandraka 
pasma alternates with raghunathajyuka hajurma, the Braj Hindi word kachu 
appears as an alternative to kehi or kyahl ("some", "a few"), and samne 
to agadi ("before", "in front of" ).^

The Sundarakanda is regarded as the "best" canto of the whole epic, 
both for its language and for the concise nature of its narrative. Most 
of the apparent borrowings from other languages were probably mere 
reflections of the spoken language of the time, and the use of Sanskrit 
vocabulary is minimal, limited to those philosophical terms for which 
there are no Nepali equivalents. Accordingly, the few passages of the 
Nepali Ramayana which are concerned with philosophical discourse are 
perforce more Sanskritised, while simple narratives and dialogues provide 
more scope for colloquialism. It is in these latter passages that those 
qualities are most evident for which the poetry of Bhanubhakta is so 
highly praised.

Bhanubhakta was the author of two shorter, but still quite major, 
poetic works besides Prasnottari, the Ramayana, and a number of short 
poems. The first is entitled Vadhusiksa, the "Education of Wives", 
which is addressed to a friend at whose home Bhanubhakta once spent the 
night; his night's rest was disturbed by a quarrel between the women 
of the house;

ek thok bhanchu na mannu dukkha manama he mitra tarapati 
timra T jati chan jahana haru ta larnya rahya chan at! 
sunyam danta bajhana aja ghara ko karkargarya ko usai 
bharrat jagrana jhaiiji bhayo makanata lagena ankha kasai 
dhan ijjat ra kamai dekhchu barhiya chainan kunai cTja kamT

34. The influence of Urdu on Nepali vocabulary is examined by Panjulal 
Gurung: "Hamro Bhasama Urduko Chap", Madal, vol5 (Shillong),
June, 1979.

35. Upadhyaya, op.cit., 1975, p.303.
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buharl yadi karkasa huna gaya kya ghargaraula timl 
sahrai jhoka u^hyo malai ra badhusik§a banayaip pan!

3 6yasle patni buhari chori haru ko talim garaula bhani

"One thing I tell you, but be not saddened oh friend Tarapati,
These wives and women of yours are utterly quarrelsome,
Today I heard the clashing of their teeth, a constant squabbling 
in the house,
All night I was awake, my eyes would not close at all,
I see that your wealth, honour and income are in good order, and 
that you want for nothing,
But if your daughter-in-law has become shrewish, how can you 
run the home?
I was greatly annoyed and so I wrote this "Education of Wives"
So that you could educate your wife, your daughter-in-law and 
your daughters."

His advice continues for the rest of the poem and reflects his conservative 
Brahmanical morality. In verse five, he prescribes the way in which a 
wife should demonstrate her devotion to her husband;

svamika caranaravindayugako jal bhaktile pan garun
_ 37nirmal deha garaunakana u jal kehl sarlrma charun

"With devotion, she should drink the water from the lotus feet 
of her Lord,
And sprinkle a little of it over her body, which she will have 
made spotless."

The poem is purely didactic in content and so the verses are composed in 
clear, simple Nepali, presumably in order that the reader will understand 
its instructions.

Bhanubhakta1s last major composition was his Bhaktamala which he 
wrote late in his life. It is purely devotional in tone, representing the

36. Quoted by Bha-fta, op.cit. , 1964, p.19.
37. Baburam Acarya, op.cit., 1978, p.101.
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poet's personal supplication to his god, and his advice to others to 
follow his example. Although it was an original composition, it was 
influenced by the Carpatapanjarl of Sahkaracarya, as is evident from 
the following sloka;

Carpatapanjari punarapi rajanl punarapi divasah punarapi paksa
punarapi masah
punarapyayana punarapi varsa tadapi na muncatyasamarsam

Bhaktamala ghadi din paksai masa rtu ayana yai kala gatile
3 8ghat yo ayu mero visaya aba khojdaicha matile

"Thus time passed into hours, days, months and seasons, 
My lifetime shortens but even now my mind seeks sensual 
pleasures."

Thus Bhanubhakta lamented the passing of time and his wasting of it, 
and urged bhakti to the Lord as the only means of salvation. Few Nepali 
scholars would agree with the poet's assessment of his life. His 
contributions of a Ramayana in the national language and of nepalipan 
to the emerging literary medium ensured him of a high place in the history 
of Nepali literature, and of becoming a focus of nationalist aspiration in 
the 2 0th century.

38. Upadhyaya, op.cit., 1975, p.285.
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Chapter 14 

MotTram Bhatfia (1866-1897)

Motiram Bhatta was one of the most important and influential 
figures in the development of Nepali prose and poetry, and in the 
early study of its literary history. Yet he is often mis-represented 
as being merely an organiser and biographer, and his own literary 
gifts are frequently under-rated.

As the son of a Brahman pandit, Motiram was expected to follow in
his father's footsteps. Accordingly, he was sent to Banaras in the
company of his mother in 1871; there he began his education in
Sanskrit and Persian.'*' In 1880, at the age of fourteen, he returned
to his birthplace, Kathmandu, to marry, but stayed less than a year,
returning to Banaras in 1881, where he was enrolled in an English 

2school. Thus, Motiram was exposed to a great variety of linguistic 
and literary influences during his youth. Although imbued in the 
Sanskrit tradition of Brahman scholasticism, he was unusually familiar 
with Persian, Urdu, Hindi and English and was probably the first

3Nepali poet to receive any "western-style" education.

Motiram's first claim to fame stems from his editorship and 
publication of the Ramayana of Bhanubhakta, and his authorship of the 
biography of the same poet. Tanasarma complains that this is often 
regarded as his only literary achievement;

"As soon as Motiram Bhatta is mentioned, we say - it was he 
who presented Bhanubhakta to the people. Although it is 
known that his plays, poems and ghazals are included in the

1. Abhi Subedi: Nepali Literature. Background and History, 
Kathmandu, 1978, p.37.

2. Ibid., p.37.
3. Tanasarma: Bhanubhaktadekhi Tesro Ayamasamma, Kathmandu (3rd 

edn.), 1979, p.12.
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M.A. syllabus, he is still generally regarded simply as the
4person who sought out Bhanubhakta."

An apocryphal story relates that Motiram first took an interest 
in Bhanubhakta when he heard the Ramayana being sung at his own

5wedding. It seems that he subsequently returned to Banaras with 
renewed nationalist fervour. It is quite possible that Motiram, who 
is now cast by Nepali scholars in the role of an early patriot, was 
indeed eager to enhance the status of Nepali literature. Thus he 
sought out and promoted the works of a 19th century Brahman poet who 
wrote in the vernacular language of his country. The efforts of 
Motiram Bha^a resulted in the publication of the Ramayapa in 1887 
and of his biography of Bhanubhakta, Kavi Bhanubhaktacaryyako Jivan 
Caritra, in 1891.^

Motiram1s activities in Banaras in the 1880s and 1890s were 
probably due in part to the influence of Hindi literatteurs such as 
Bharatendu Hariscandra (1850-1885). The first burst of modern Hindi 
literary activity took place in Banaras in the 1870s and 1880s, and 
was largely centred on the dynamic personality of Hariscandra, who 
championed the khayi boll school of "common speech" Hindi, and 
contributed much to the development of Hindi as a standardised literary 
language. The Nagari Pracarini Sabha, the oldest organisation for the
promotion of Hindi language and literature, was founded in Banaras in

71893. Such activity in Banaras literary circles must have made their 
impression upon the young Motiram; the Nepali language lacked any 
recognised institution and little was being done to promote its 
development. Unable to identify fully with the cause of Hindi, 
although no doubt sympathetic towards it, Motiram turned to his own 
mother-tongue and began to emulate the activity of the Hindi enthusiasts.

4. Ibid., pp.11-12.
5. Santadeva Bha££arai: Nepali Sahityako Utthan Kal (unpublished

Ph.D. thesis, Tribhuvan University, 1967).
6 . Tanasarma: Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, p.37.
7. A brief history of this institution is given by Karine Schomer in:

"Mahadevi Varma's Allahabad: An Exploration of the Modern Hindi
Literary Community", Berkeley Working Papers on South and Southeast
Asia, vol.l, Berkeley, 1975, pp.204-205.
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The precise nature of the role played by Bha^a in his editing
and publication of the poetry of Bhanubhakta has become mildly
controversial among Nepali scholars. There is no doubt that the
first published editions of the Ramayana were edited by Motiram,
but there remains some suspicion that he may have revised their
content in some way. Tanasarma attempts to dispel these suspicions
by stating that an inspection of the Ramayana manuscripts reveals
that the epic was without doubt the work of the poet to whom it is
attributed, although he allows that it was subject to substantial0
editing by Motiram Bhatta. The many published editions of the
Ramayana, through editing, differ slightly from one another and also
from these manuscripts. Motiram's biography of Bhanubhakta, Kavi
Bhanubhaktacaryyako Jivan Caritra, is best described as a "biographical
novel". It is a brief prose composition, punctuated by poems which
are attributed to Bhanubhakta; the 1964 edition amounts to thirty 

9pages.

The authorship of the several short poems included in the Jivan
Caritra is more seriously debated. Balacandra Sarma makes the
observation that the prose style of the biography bears the stamp of
Hariscandra and that the language of the poems is by no means
historically accurate."^ in the ghamsi poem, the expression mo
bhanubhakta is an anomaly which was never used in any other poem
ascribed to Bhanubhakta, and is quite likely to have been coined by
Motiram.^ Tanasarma expands on this, illustrating his argument with
the following description of Kathmandu, which is also attributed to 

12Bhanubhakta;

8 . Tanasarma, op.cit., 1979, p.13.
9. Edited by Indrabahadur Ral and published by the Nepali Sahitya 

Sammelan, Darjeeling, 1964.
10. Balacandra Sarma: "Bhanubhakta ra unko Yuga", in Kr§$acandrasingh

Pradhan (ed.): Sajha Samalocana, Kathmandu (2nd edn.), 1977,
pp.57-58.

11. Ibid., p.58.
12. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1979, p.15.
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kahim bho^a ra landana clna sari
kahim kal bhari galli cha dilli sari

13lakhanau patana madarasa sari

"In places, it resembles Tibet, or London, or China,
Elsewhere there are time-filled alleys, like Delhi,
Like Lucknow, Patna or Madras."

These are not comparisons which one would expect from a rather 
rustic Brahman in the mid-19th century; they are more likely to have 
been written by the more urbane Motiram Bhatta in 1890. If Motiram 
was indeed the author of any of these poems, some of which are now 
quite highly-regarded, the fact that he omitted to claim credit for 
their composition would indicate his eagerness to further the 
popularity and prestige of Bhanubhakta.

The Jivan Caritra represents one of the first examples of Nepali 
literary research and criticism. The following excerpt is illustrative 
of the author's critical attitude and developed prose style;

kabi dui prakara ka hunchan. pailha svabhavik athava 
sahaja kabi, dosra samsargl arthat krtrim kabi. svabhavik 
kabika barabara krtrim kabi kadapi huna sakdaina sahaja kabi 
ka kabita ka barabara samsargl kabita kailhyai panl hunna. 
sahaja kabita ma artha ra sabdako alankara sarasara dekhincha 
jo sahaja kabi cha usle kabita garda lekhna hune na hune kura 
ko kyai bicara rakhdaina arthat kasaiko tariph garl lekhnu 
paryo bhane guija dosa barabara lekhl dincha u kasai ko parvaha
mandaina yasto kabita gare jyan jala bhanne bhaya katti manama
_ , . 14mandaina.

"Poets are of two varieties. The first is the natural or 
spontaneous poet, the second the contrived or artificial poet.
The artificial poet, perhaps, cannot be the equal of the 
natural poet, contrived poetry can never compare with the

13. This is an extract from the Jivan Caritra, Ral (ed.), op.cit., 
1964, p.13.

14. Ral (ed.), op.cit., 1964, p.24.
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poetry of the spontaneous poet. In spontaneous poetry, the 
rhetoric of meaning and word is immediately evident. As he 
composes his poetry, the spontaneous poet pays no attention 
to matters of acceptability. That is, if he has to describe 
someone, he writes it all down, paying equal attention to their 
virtues and to their faults, with no thought for anyone else.
He does not even care if the poem costs him his life."

Motiram was deeply involved in the publication of Nepali books.
In Banaras, he was well acquainted with Ram Krsna Varma, with whom he
collaborated on the production of a number of Nepali books at the
Bharat Jivan Press. It is not clear whether he was actually
financially committed to the press, but he succeeded in publishing the
Ramayana in 1887, the Jivan Caritra in 1891, and several of his own
poems in the intervening years. His longer poems, such as Usacaritra,
Kamala-Bhramar-Samvad and Plkadut, adopt traditional srngar themes of
love and mild eroticism. Although Bhatta is now more famous for his
songs, Plkadut, which was included in the influential Sukti Sindhu

15collection of 1917, is still quite popular. A poem of thirty verses, 
it treats a traditional theme of the separation of lovers with 
conventional Sanskrit allegories couched in colloquial Nepali verse.^

In the early 1890s, Motiram returned to Kathmandu, possibly at
the behest of the rajaguru of the day, Lokaraja, who thought that he

17could accomplish more in his homeland. There he continued to work on
his poetry, and became involved in another publishing company, the 
Motlkrsna Company. He also gathered a number of poets around himself 
to form a semi-formal society which became known as the Kavi Mandall, 
or "poets' circle". During his residence in Banaras, a similar group 
of poets had gathered together, their chief preoccupation being with the

15. gyamajlprasad Aryal and Kamal Dlksit (ed.): Sukti Sindhu, 
Kathmandu (2nd edn.), 1967.

16. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.62.
17. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.37.
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| « A  Ml "f* X  Ocomposition of samasya-purti poems. These were pedantic riddles,
19derived from an older Sanskrit tradition; their solutions were 

contained within the poem and were often the name of the poet who had 
composed them.

The nature of Rana courtly life was the main reason for the
existence of the Kavi Mandall. Court patronage remained the most
lucrative resort for impecunious Nepali poets, as poetry and music were
popular among the aristocracy. The Rana prime ministers encouraged
music at court, and invited musicians and singers from India to
entertain them. The period of Bir Shamsher's office (1885-1901) has

20become known as a "golden age" for Nepali music. The influence of
Urdu poets from India, and the Rana taste for poetry of the srngar
rasa dictated the tone and content of much of the Mandall poetry. The
Urdu ghazal and the ever-popular thumari metre were also adopted by
many Nepali poets of this period. According to Madhavaprasad Ghimire,
Motiram's most important contribution to Nepali poetry was the quality

21of songfulness (gitimayata). The ghazal had long been popular
in Banarasi Urdu circles, and Motiram had become well-versed in the
principles of Urdu and Persian poetry and Indian music. Thus he and
the members of his Mandall strove to adapt these genres to their
language and were to some extent successful. A few of these songs
remain quite popular, especially those which were included in a

22published compilation entitled Sanqlta Candrodaya. Contributors
included Motiram Bhatta, Laksmldatta Pant, Gopinath LohanI and 
Sambhuprasad Dhungyal.

18. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.63.
19. The composition of samasya-purti poems has been described as a 

"contemporary panditic relaxation". Edwin Gerow: Indian Poetics,
(A History of Indian Literature, vol.53), Wiesbaden, 1977, p.220.

20. Dayaram ^restha Sambhava: Nepali Sahityaka Kehi Prstha, Kathmandu,
1975, pp.41-43.

21. Madhavaprasad Ghimire, personal communication, Kathmandu 1981. 
Ghimire is a noted Nepali poet of the "Romantic" school, and a 
member of the Royal Nepal Academy.

22. Motiram Bhatta: Sanglta Candrodaya, Banaras, 1927.
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Some of the vocabulary of these Nepali ghazals reflectsthe
influence of the Urdu language. iska (Persian ishq) replaces prem,
"love", and other words such as hukum (Arabic hukm), "command",
mijaja (mizaj), "disposition", and gajab (Arabic ghazab), "wonder"
occur regularly. Other than this borrowed vocabulary, the language is
still an ordinary kind of Nepali. The Mandall poets all adopted the
Urdu convention of including their name or nom-de-plume in the final
verse of their poems. The metres of these ghazals generally imitate
the most popular Urdu metres such as hazaj and kamil. Laksmldatta
Pant's ghazal, with its reiteration of the radif "ki u janos ki maim
janum", "whether he knows or I know", is reminiscent of Momin's famous
Urdu ghazal which has the radif "tumhaim yad ho ki na yad ho, "whether

23or not you remember".

The following verse is taken from a ghazal by Motiram Bhatta:

dinako pacasa ta ke hajara patak katl samjhaunu
ma garibaka gharama hare, timile yasari naaunu
risama bhayau ki khusi thiyau, ma ta kehl jandina ke thiyau
ki yaso thiyau ki uso thiyau, manama kasori bujhaunu
na ta a bhanu, na ta ja bhanu ma yaso bhanu ki uso bhanu

24tiniko mijaja ma ke bhanu, katisamma binti cadhaunu

"How many times each day must I remind you; fifty times, or a thousand, 
Here am I in this house of poverty, and you do not come oh Lord,
Were you angry or were you pleased; I know not what it was,
Were you like this, or were you like that, how should I explain it

to myself?
Should I neither say "come" nor "go", should I say this or should

I say that?
What can I say of your disposition, and how long should I continue

my entreaty?"

23. David Matthews, personal communication, London 1982.
24. Madhupark kavita 2038, Kathmandu, 1981, pp.117-118.
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The rhyme schemes generally follow those of the Urdu ghazal, but 
are somewhat unsophisticated and often merely repetitive. Themes are 
usually of unrequited love, sometimes with religious overtones, but 
there is little evidence of the subtle Islamic mysticism in which the 
Urdu ghazal is often imbued. The ghazal is no longer especially 
popular among Nepali poets, although it forms the basis for many of 
the popular songs transmitted by Radio Nepal. Perhaps it is too 
tainted by its Indian or Urdu origins for those who seek nepalipan.

In 18 95 Motlram left Kathmandu once more, to study for the P.A.
examination in Calcutta, but contracted a virulent fever there and

25returned to Nepal to die in 1896 at the age of 31. He had achieved
much in a tragically short lifetime; besides the introduction of 
Bhanubhakta to Nepali-speaking people, he had also initiated the 
introduction of publishing to Nepal which is the subject of the following 
chapter of this study, and was therefore one of the country's earliest 
literary commercialists. Apart from his experiments with samasya- 
purti and ghazal poetry, he has several published works to his credit 
including poetry, drama and biography.

Laksmidatta Pant wrote this tribute to Motlram?

motirama bhanx kavi suhrda hun yo mitrako mandall 
sobha pairahancha candra jasarl rakhera taravall^

"Motlram is the pure-hearted poet in this circle of friends,
The moon receives beauty when placed among the constellations."

Despite the minor controversies which surround him, Motlram is
accorded a place among the founding fathers of Nepali literature. To
regard him merely as Bhanubhakta's biographer or, as Tanasarma might put

27it, as playing Marlow to Bhanubhakta1s Shakespeare, would be a grave 
injustice.

25. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.38.
26. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.60.
27. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1979, p.13.
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Chapter 15

Early Nepali Publishing

If the literature of a modern national language is to become 
rich and "developed", it must be produced in a commercial, published 
form and in sufficient quantities for a readership of some size to 
be built up. Although the population of Nepal is still predominantly 
illiterate,^ there now exists a readership which is large enough to 
justify first editions of most books which amount to some 1000 copies.
The small industry which is involved in the publication of Nepali books 
has emerged only in the last 100 years.

The development of printing in Nepal postdated the genesis of the
2Hindi and Bengali press by more than 50 years. Unlike Tibet, where

religious literature had been produced in some quantity through the
3system of block-printing, the only precedent for the printed book in

Nepal was the handwritten manuscript. These were copied out
laboriously by scribes and the process was inevitably very slow, and
vulnerable to copying errors. Modern published editions of older Nepali
texts often vary due to the differences which exist between the various

4manuscripts which have surivived. Before the advent of printing to

1. In 1971, only 14.32% of the population of Nepal were reported to 
be literate. Nepal, Dept, of Statistics: The Analysis of the 
Population Statistics of Nepal, Kathmandu, 1977. Table 5.2, p.127.

2. A Bengali version of the New Testament was published in 1800.
T.W.Clark in: Clark (ed.): The Novel in India, University of
California, 1970, p.24.

3. "...numerous Bhotiya books of inferior pretensions, are to be 
obtained at Katmandu from the poor traffickers and monks who annually 
visit Nepal on account of religion and trade.... Printing is, no 
doubt, the main cause of this great diffusion of books. ...the hordes 
of religionists with which that country (Tibet) swarms, have been 
driven by the tedium vitae, to these admirable uses of their time."
B.H.Hodgson: Essays on the Languages, Literature and Religion of
Nepal and Tibet, London 1874, pp.9-10.

4. When copying out a text, a scribe might well have been tempted to
(contd. on next page....)
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Nepal, it was also impossible for any literary composition to reach 
more than a few readers, and so the Nepali literary world was confined 
to the courts of the rulers of the country and to the high-caste 
pandits. The standardisation of the written language could not proceed 
very far, either, until writers had ready access to each other's works, 
nor could they work in anything other than a state of near-isolation.
The development of a publishing and printing industry in Nepal was there
fore of prime significance for the development of the Nepali language 
and its literature.

The Printing Press in Nepal

The first printing presses in Nepal were all hand-operated machines,
as electricity did not begin to penetrate everyday life until the early 

520th century. Their operation was still quite a slow process, but it 
was nevertheless a great improvement on the traditional methods of 
manuscript duplication. The first electric press to be installed ing
Nepal was set up in 1912.

The very first printing press to operate in Nepal is said to have
been brought by Jang Bahadur Rana when he returned from his tour of 

7Europe in 1851. This cannot be fully substantiated, but the fact that
several writers on this subject relate the same story indicate that it is

(.......contd. from previous page)
correct archaic features of its language which he perceived to be 
errors. That differences between the recensions of various manuscripts 
carry over into the published versions is clear from a comparison of 
the older texts reproduced by Ishwar Baral in his Sayapatrl 
(Biratnagar, 1969) with the same texts in Balakrsna Pokharel's 
Pane Say Varsa (Kathmandu, 1974).

5. Chandra Shamsher made electricity available for public use in 
Kathmandu in 1917. Kamal P. Malla: The Road to Nowhere, Kathmandu,
1979, p.187. Other Nepalese towns, such as Jumla, have only recently 
been connected to the national grid. Rising Nepal, 19th April, 1983.

6 . GrTsmabahadur Devkota: Nepalko Chapakhana ra Patra-Patrikako
Itihas, Kathmandu, 1967, p.26.

7. Ibid., p.19.
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0
held to be true in Nepal. The first printed products appeared
some time before 1887, issued by the faip Chapakhana ("Type Printing
House"), a Government press situated in ThapathalT, Kathmandu; they

9were mostly tickets, envelopes and stamps. This Chapakhana might 
have used the press which Jang Bahadur is supposed to have brought in 
1851, for the Taip Chapakhana later changed its name to Giddhe Press 
("Vulture Press").^

The second Nepalese printing-house was the Manoranjan Chapakhana,
which was operative by 1862 in Thamhiti, Kathmandu.'*''*' A book by one

12Krsna Giri, entitled Moksa Siddhi, was printed there in 1862. Its
cover-page bore a list of three other books which had been published

13or were to be published by the same press. The first printed
edition of the Muluki Ain, the legal code which had been promulgated by
Jang Bahadur in 1854, was also produced by the Manoranjan Chapakhana 

14in 1870.

Several other handpresses were also set up during the 1870s,
usually in the homes of members of the Rana family. Shamsher J.B.
Rana, for instance, is said to have installed a press in his house in 

15Narayanahiti. In 1892 another Government press, the Jangi Lithography
Chapakhana, was set up in Basantpur, Kathmandu and two more were
imported from India in 1905/6 with the avowed aim of "remedying the

16shortage of books in the Nepali language".

Several Nepalese constructed their own rather rudimentary hand
presses, although this was not encouraged by the Government. The first 
of these was made by Kubera Ratna Vajracarya in Kathmandu in 1892, and 
it produced Buddhist literature in Sanskrit and Newari. Although it

8 . This "Vulture Press" was made in Britain, and is said to bear the 
mark of its manufacturers, V. & J. Fizzins and Co. Malla, op.cit., 
1979, p.186.

9. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, p.20.
Ibid., p.20.

11. Ibid., p.20.
12. Ibid., p.20.
13. Ibid., p.20.
14. Ibid., p.21.
15. Ibid., p.22.
16. Ibid., p.23.
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changed hands several times, this "Buddha Press" was operational 
17until 1922. It is also said that the Narayan Press which was

given by Gehendra Shamsher J.B. Rana to the Pasupat Press in 1901 was 
1 8made locally.

The first privately-owned press to operate commercially in Nepal
was the Pasupat Press of the pandit Motlkrsna Dhirendra, which was

19established in 1893. Most of the other presses were owned by the
Ranas and their associates, such as the rajaguru Hemaraja, who set up

20^1S Dhoka Tola Press in 1899.

The advent of this small publishing industry towards the end of
the 19th century facilitated the publication of Nepali literature for
the very first time. The market for the products of these presses
was then severely limited by financial constraints and widespread
illiteracy, and so the production of printed books was a venture which
could not be expected to yield any profits; only the rich ruling class
and the Government could afford to incur the financial losses which
were involved. A few books were produced from 1862 onwards, although
the only publication of any lasting importance from this early period

21was the Muluki Ain of 1870.

The publication of some kind of periodical journal was less risky 
as a financial venture, however; an unprofitable journal could be 
discontinued or published less frequently before the financial losses 
incurred by its proprietors became insupportable. Since its beginnings, 
the history of the Nepali periodical has been characterised by the 
frequent appearance of new journals and their swift disappearance 
shortly after their initial publication. Few periodical publications 
have managed to appear regularly over a long period. The survival of 
many of those that have continued publication for longer than a few

17. Ibid. p.23.
18. Ibid. p.24.
19. Ibid. p.24.
2 0 . Ibid. p.25.
2 1 . Ibid. p.2 1 .
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months has often.depended upon Government subsidy.

The Gorkhapatra

The oldest surviving Nepali periodical is the Gorkhapatra, a
Government-owned newspaper which began as a weekly publication on the
3rd day of Jyestha in the year 1958 of the Vikram era (May 1901), with
an initial circulation of 1000 copies. For the first year of its
life it was printed'at the Taip Chapakhana's Pasupat Press in Thamhiti,
Kathmandu, but it was subsequently moved to the newly-inaugurated
Gorkhapatra Chapakhana in Naksal, Kathmandu, where it remained until
1949. In 1950, when the Gorkhapatra Corporation was established, it
was moved to its present headquarters in Juddha Sarak ("New Road")
in Kathmandu. The first electric press to be used in the printing

22of the newspaper was installed in these premises in 1950. The
Gorkhapatra was published weekly from 1901 to 1943, twice weekly from

231943 to 1946 and has been a daily newspaper since 1960.

The Gorkhapatra was established in 1901 when the Prime Minister,
Deva Shamsher, entrusted Naradeva Motlkrsna Sarma (also referred to as
Naradeva Pande) with the task of editing and producing the first news- 

24paper of Nepal. From 1901 to 1950, the Gorkhapatra was controlled
by members of the ruling Rana family and so its content was a clear

25manifestation of the "political culture" of their regime. It is
credited with having made some contribution to the development of Nepali
prose, nevertheless: novels and stories were serialised from 1903, in

2 6order to boost the paper's circulation. The originality of most of
these stories was dubious and their authors were usually anonymous, as
was the editor of the day. The stories included numerous translations
from Hindi, Bengali, French, English and even a purported Japanese 

27source. Short literary articles were also published on occasion:

22. Ibid., p.57.
23. Ibid., pp.578-644 (Appendix 2).
24. This man is said to have been an uncle of Motiram Bhatta. Tanasarma: 

Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, p.80.
25. Lok Raj Baral: "The Press in Nepal", Contributions to Nepalese Studies, 

vol.2, no.l (February, 1975), p.19.
26. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.89.
27. "Pratyagaman: ek japan! kissa ("The Return: A Japanese Tale"),

1910, ibid., p.90.
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examples were Matgbhagako Unnati, "The Progress of the Mothertongue"
(1908), Baladeva Kaviko Bayan, "The Story of the Poet Baladeva" (1916)

2 8and a brief criticism of a play, Durgabhaktatarangini (1916).

In accordance with its central status in the Nepalese media, the 
content of the Gorkhapatra has always been dominated by uncritical 
coverage of the pronouncements and political activities of the ruling 
elite, the notices and announcements issued by Government departments, 
advertisements of vacancies in the state bureaucracy and so on. In 
keeping with the official nature of its content, the Gorkhapatra employs 
an extremely formal style of language; Gorkhapatra journalese is 
therefore consistently grandiloquent. Although it now covers world 
affairs in its reporting and remains the most comprehensive and widely- 
read of the many Nepali newspapers, it seems that the success of the 
Gorkhapatra is due more to its status as a Government mouthpiece in 
which prestigious vacancies are advertised than to the comprehensiveness 
of its coverage of world news.

The issue of the 30th day of Jyestha in the year 2028 of the
Vikram era (June 1971) exhibits features which typify the nationalist
and monarchist attitudes of its editors and which illustrate the
technical character of its prose style. This particular issue was a
Visesank, a "special edition" marking the 52nd birthday of the late king 

29Mahendra. Thus all the articles it contained were concerned with
aspects of the king's life, his political philosophy, the poems he 
had written, etc. These were punctuated by advertisements placed by 
most of the major companies of Nepal, which offered congratulations to 
the king. The texts of these notices were all virtually identical, 
wishing the king dirqhayu, "a long life".

The Gorkhapatra makes great use of newly-devised technical terms 
which employ vocabulary culled from Sanskrit. The following titles of 
three articles from this issue of the Gorkhapatra illustrate the kind 
of technical language which is used:

28. Ibid., p.90.
29. Gorkhapatra Subharajajanmotsava Visesank (Jyestha 30, 2028) (1971).
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£rl 5 Maharajadhiraja Mahendra ra Asanlagna Pararastra NIti.

"King Mahendra and the Principle of Non-Aligned Foreign Policy."

Nepalko Arthik Vyavastha evam Vikasko Kehi Adharabhut Vrndaharu

"Some Basic Problems of the Economic Condition and Development 
of Nepal."

Sri 5 Mahendrako Netrtvama Audyoqik ra Vanijya Vikas.

"Industrial and Commercial Development under the Leadership 
of King Mahendra."

An unwillingness to use colloquial vocabulary complements this 
technical jargon; the Sanskrit words evam or tatha are preferred to the 
more common Nepali word for "and", which is ra. The texts of 
Gorkhapatra articles also employ a heavily 'Sanskritised' form of Nepali; 
some extracts follow:

yasarl sudrdha prem bandhanma bandhii pranayallla suru 
gardai tadatmyama aeka tT cakravak-dampati jasta nayaka- 
nayika madhye nayikalai nisthur daivale ek din cvatta 
cudera laijancha.*^

"Thus the hero and heroine are like a pair of amorous 
geese who begin to achieve oneness in the firm bonds of 
true love as they commence the game of love, when one 
day cruel Fate suddenly snatches the heroine and bears 
her away."

yasari varttaman visvako paripreksyama hamro mulukako 
gatilai yatharthasanga visvako pherindo parivesama 
niskantak pravesa garaune ra aphno vastavik sthiti 
prapt garna kathin sangharsa gareko yas satabdiko

30. From a critical appraisal of King Mahendra's poem Usaiko Lagi, by 
Madhavaprasad Devkota, ibid, p.9.
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sarvadhik mahattvapurna bhumika hamile aphno rajabata 
31payaum.

"Thus it is from our king that we have received the most 
important introduction to this century, during which we 
have undergone a difficult struggle to attain our true 
position and, in a global perspective, to allow the pace 
of our country to get in step with reality and to enter 
without obstruction into the changeable world environment."

Like Hindi, Nepali has adopted its technical vocabulary from
Sanskrit, but the excessive grandiloquence of the language of the
Gorkhapatra is not wholly due to any inherent inadequacy of the Nepali
language which might render it incapable of communicating matters of
academic gravity. Attempts have been made from time to time to
colloquialise the language of the Gorkhapatra, but with limited success.
Until such efforts meet with success, the Gorkhapatra will remain

32practically incomprehensible to all but the educated elite, despite 
the evidence for its widespread popularity which was given in an article 
entitled Gorkhapatra Jindabad, "Long Live the Gorkhapatra":

"It is the Gorkhapatra which, in this Nepal which is so far
behind in the strides of Progress, arrives at the very doors
of the poor inhabitants in every corner of the mountains, at
a price of only 4 rupees per year,... Because the printing
and distribution is not good, and nor is the postal service,
only 5000 copies are published; even so, it is estimated that

33at least one lakh (1 0 0,0 0 0 ) people read it "

31. From an article by Krsna Koirala, ibid., p.31.
32. "It is unfortunate that the kind of pedantic Nepali used in the 

news broadcasts over Radio Nepal and in the Government newspaper, 
Gorkhapatra, which has the widest circulation of all newspapers
in Nepal, is not understood by a great majority of the population." 
Rishikesh Shaha: Nepali Politics, Retrospect and Prospect, O.U.P.,
1975, p.9.

33. This was attributed to "Ek Garlb Paharlya", "A Poor Hillsman" and 
published in: Gorkhapatra 24th Baisakh V.S. 2016 (7th May, 1959).
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Early Nepali Periodicals of Nepal 

gudhasagar

The first Nepali periodical published in Nepal is said to have 
34been the ^udhasaqar. No copies of this journal are extant, and so

the evidence for its brief existence has been gleaned from the few 
other .publications which were contemporary with it. A book entitled 
Nalopakhyan, which was published in 1899, bore the following message 
(in Nepali) on its cover-page:

"It is a matter of great pleasure to us to note that a monthly 
paper in our Gorkha language, entitled gudhasaqar, commenced 
publication in the month of gravan in the year 1955....
Our noble GorkhalX gentlemen will surely look upon it with 
favour, for the sake of the progress of their country and 
language.

gudhasagar thus seems to have been a monthly publication of stories 
and poems which began to appear in July/August 1898; it was probably 
very short-lived.

The Gorkha Bhasa PrakasinT Samiti: Promotion and Censorship

With his appointment of Naradeva Motlkrsna as the first editor of 
the Gorkhapatra in 1901, Deva Shamsher had laid the foundations for a 
tradition of formal journalism in Nepal. The same Prime Minister had 
also begun to establish elementary schools and to invite his subjects 
to submit proposals for further social reforms. This liberalism soon 
aroused the ire of his more conservative contemporaries, however, and he 
was forced to relinquish his position after only four months in office.^

Deva Shamsher's successor was Chandra Shamsher, who was to retain 
the post of Prime Minister until his death in 1932. Although Chandra

34. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, p.29.
35. Ibid., p.29.
36. Leo E. Rose and Bhuwan L. Joshi: Democratic Innovations in Nepal,

Berkeley, 1966, p.47.
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reversed many of Deva Shamsher's reforms, he was responsible for the
establishment of the first literary and publishing institution of
Nepal, the Gorkha Bhasa PrakadinI Samiti, "The Committee for the
Publication of the Gorkha Language". Funded by the Government, the

37Samiti was inaugurated in 1913. Its primary function was to promote
the publication of books in the vernacular, as its name suggests, but 
it was also invested with an additional rdle of censorship of all 
published materials. As well as promoting and endorsing new publications, 
it also controlled and even prohibited them. This function of the Gorkha 
Bhasa Prakasini Samiti is described by rule no.31 of the Ain, the legal 
code which was current at the time:

"If anyone wishes to print or publish a book on any subject, he
should first bring it to the Gorkha Bhasa Prakasini Samiti for
inspection. It should not be published until it has been
stamped (with the mark of the Samiti's approval). It is
wrong to publish a book without first acquiring this stamp.
If the book is deemed suitable, the Samiti might publish it
itself. If so, the book should bear the names of the Office
and of the officer in charge. If a book is published without
the approval of the Samiti, its publisher will be fined 50
rupees. If its contents are improper (anucit), the books will
be seized, punishment will be proclaimed by the Council and
meted out according to their decision. There will be no
plaintiff at such a trial, but the Government will play the part

3 8of plaintiff and a thorough investigation will be conducted."

This law is probably a fair indication of the attitude of Chandra 
Shamsher's Government to the publication of Nepali literature. Before 
establishing the Samiti, he is reputed to have declared;

37. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.53.
38. Harsanath Sarma Bhattaral: "Nepali Bhasako KanunI Prsthabhumi",

Nepali, vol.73 (Lalitpur, Autumn 1976), p.30.
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"There aren't even any books in Nepali 1 Just reading
Krsnacaritra and Ramayana is not enough! I intend to
set up an office which will organise the writing of 

39Nepali books."

It seems unlikely that this move was prompted by any kind of
altruistic devotion to the literature of the Prime Minister's mother-
tongue. When Trichandra College was inaugurated in 1918, it represented
a response to the growing numbers of Nepalese who were seeking an
education abroad. Similarly, the encouragement of Nepali literature
in Nepal gave the Government some control over the content of this
literature. It is very difficult to ascertain which element of policy,
promotion or censorship, was uppermost in the minds of the administrators 

. . 40of the Samiti. The rules of censorship were certainly utilised on a
number of occasions. The most notorious instance occurred in 1920: a
poet, Krsnalal Adhikarl, was jailed for nine years for the following 
paragraph from the introduction to his book Makaiko Khetl, "The 
Cultivation of Maize":

"....dogs of foreign breed were being pampered in Nepal while
native dogs were the only useful animals as far as protection

41against thieves was concerned."

In 1930, too, several young intellectuals, including the poet
LaksmIprasad Devkota, were fined 100 rupees each for proposing that the

42authorities should open a public library. Thus there was little chance
of any major social change under Chandra Shamsher, and the development of 
Nepali literary activity was severely retarded; no new periodical 
publications appeared in Nepal between 1901 and 1934. Deprived of 
a forum for publication in Nepal, writers were obliged to resort to India.

39. Ramacandra Dhungana: "Nepali Bhasako Madhyam", Nepali, vol.52, 
(Lalitpur, 1972), p.29.

40. Tanasarma (op.cit., 1970, p.53) emphasises the censorial function of 
the Samiti, but Abhi Subedi merely refers to it as "the first 
publishing centre of Nepali literature". (Nepali Literature. 
Background and History, Kathmandu, 1978, p.46.)

41. Rose and Joshi, op.cit., 1966, p.53.
42. Ibid., p.53.
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The most important linguistic, literary and political developments 
of this period took place in Banaras and Darjeeling, although there 
was some activity in Kathmandu:

"Being in Kathmandu and under the vigilant supervision of the
Rana government, they (critics of the Ranas) had to conduct
their political activities circumspectly, in contrast to the
Nepali expatriates at Banaras. The Kathmandu group sought

43to awaken consciousness mainly through their writings."

The retarding effect of the Rana Governments' policies upon the
44growth of Nepali periodicals is clarified by the following table.

TABLE 20: Expansion of Publishing Industry in Nepal (Periodicals)
1898-1957

Year Dailies Weeklies Fortnightlies Monthlies Others Total

1898 1 1
1901 1 1
1938 1 1
1946 1 1
1950 1 3 1 5
1952 4 2 7 9 22
1957 14 7 5 8 5 39

The practice of registering all periodical publications was
introduced by Juddha .Shamsher's government in Chaitra 1994 (March/April
1937) and continues today. Sarada was registered as 001, the Gorkhapatra 

45002, and so on. Registration was not required for the publications of
Government departments, but for all other journals it was compulsory. It 
seems that the authorities felt the need to monitor new periodicals, but 
they eschewed the more obtrusive forms of censorship which had been 
favoured by Chandra Shamsher. After the political changes of 1950/51, 
the new Government continued to require the registration of new journals.

43. Ibid., p.53.
44. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, pp.42-43.
45. Ibid., p.136.
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That this registration could be used as a kind of covert censorship
is evident from the withdrawal by the Government of registration from

46at least 21 publications prior to 1967. Conversely, the introduction
of this new legislation did create an atmosphere of greater freedom 
for writers and publishers in Nepal.

Sarada

With the limited liberalisation of the Rana Government which
followed from the appointment of Juddha Shamsher in 1932 came the first
purely literary journal of modern Nepal. Sarada commenced publication

47m  Phalgun V.S. 1991 (February/March 1934). Supported by a Government
subsidy, it was published each month for the next ten years and became
the main forum within Nepal for the publication of "early modern"
literature. Because of the financial support they had extended to
Sarada, members of the Rana family figured prominently in features
carried by the journal; there were special issues (visesank) to mark
their births, marriages and so on and in memoriam of former rulers.
Despite this, the editor of Sarada, Rddhibahadur Malla, seems to have
been a man of some integrity who worked in the shadow of his autocratic
rulers to produce a journal in which Rana portraits and eulogies were

48accompanied by literary compositions of quality.

Works by many of the writers who are now regarded as the founding 
fathers of modern Nepali literature were published in Sarada. These 
included essays and plays by Balakrsna Sama, poems and essays by 
Laksmiprasad Devkota, short stories by Guruprasad Mainall and 
Visvesvaraprasad Koirala and poems by Lekhnath Paudyal. The book- 
reviews and critical essays which Sarada published were of equal importance; 
to some extent, the isolation of the Nepali writer had at last been 
ameliorated.

46. Ibid., pp.578-644 (Appendix 2).
47. Ibid., pp.31-32.
48. Subedi, op.cit.> 1978, pp.132-134.
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Other Journals

The month of Bhadra, V.S. 1992 (August/September 1935) saw the 
appearance of the second Nepali journal to receive a Government subsidy, 
Udyog published articles loosely connected with topics of industry, 
and lasted for 14 rather undistinguished years in the face of public 
disinterest. In its final issue, the editor complained,

"This journal, Udyog, was the first example of the Maharaja's
willingness to bestow upon the people the schemes of inventiveness
which are contained within it. Unfortunately for the country,
the public are indifferent to it and are completely unconcerned by

49its disappearance."

Juddha Shamsher was succeeded by Padma Shamsher in 1946, and the
Nepali Bhasa Parisad was founded in the same year, with the avowed aim
of more fully implementing the more positive aspects of the policy of
the old Nepali Bhasa Prakasini Samiti. In Baisakh V.S. 2004 (April/
May 1947), the monthly journal of this institution, Sahitya Srota, began
publication. Although it lasted for only 30 months, Sahitya Srota
managed to publish much literature of quality, which often bore political
undertones. The editor, Hrdayacandrasingh Pradhan, was a noted poet
and essayist and Sahitya Srota was regarded as the second Nepali journal

51of great literary importance to emanate from Kathmandu.

Two other literary journals of some minor importance appeared in
Nepal before 1950: Ankha, a monthly edited by Devlprasad Rimal, lasted
for 7 years from 1948 and the monthly Purusartha lasted for 4 years
from 1949. Government departments also began to produce their own
periodicals such as Nepal Siksa (1948), Siksa (1947) and Gharelu Ilam
Patrika (1947). The first provincial periodical, a monthly called Seva,

52was published in Birganj in 1948.

49. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, p.32.
50. Ibid., p.33 .
51. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.134.
52. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, pp.33-34.
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Table 2-1 lists the periodicals published in Nepal prior to
1950.

TABLE 21: Nepali Periodicals Published in Nepal Prior to 1950

Sudhasagar 1898? monthly
Gorkhapatra 1901-43 weekly

1943-46 twice weekly
1946-60 thrice weekly
1960- daily

Sarada 1934-44 monthly
Udyog 1935-37 fortnightly

1938-52 monthly
Sahitya Srota 1947-49 monthly
Gharelu Ilam Patrika 1947-48 fortnightly

1948-52 monthly
Kathmandu Municipal Patrika 1947 fortnightly

1949-? quarterly
Ankha 1948-50? monthly
Nepal Sik§a 1948-52 monthly

1952-56 bi-monthly
Puru§artha 1949-53 monthly

It is clear that the years which followed the end of the rule of 
Chandra Shamsher were substantially more favourable to the development 
of the Nepali press than those which had preceded them; Sarada and 
Sahitya Srota were certainly milestones in this process. Prior to the 
mid-1930s, however, the most significant and rapid progress in this 
field was made by expatriate Nepalese in India, to whom we now turn our 
attention.

Early Nepali Periodicals in India

The production of periodicals in the Nepali language may well have 
begun in India before the publication of Sudhasagar in Nepal proper.
The fact that Nepali literature fared better in "exile" than in its 
homeland during the first 30 or 40 years of this century is at least 
partially explicable in terms of the conservative nature of Rana rule in 
Nepal. Nepalese had been emigrating to India for a variety of reasons 
since the early 19th century, as we have seen: some were landless
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labourers, others came for education and a third group were the
mercenary soldiers known as "Gurkhas". Thus the numbers of Nepalese
abroad swelled rapidly during the 19th and early 20th centuries: in
1900 the Indian Census recorded just under a quarter of a million people

53of declared Nepalese origin. Their concentration in localities such
as Darjeeling, Banaras and Dehra Dun led to a heightened sense of ethnic
and cultural identity. Thus it was in India that a political form of
Nepalese nationalism first evolved: education made the emigrant more
aware of the relatively "backward" state of his homeland, and the soldier
who returned from the First World War in Europe was more sensitive to

54the political realities at home.

The growth of nationalist sentiment was first manifested in the 
renewed and increasingly widespread vocalisation of loyalty to the Nepali 
language: bhasa-prem and bhasa-sudhar (love of language and language
reform) became causes which were to inspire a whole generation of Nepali 
writers. They found a literary expression in the efforts which were 
exerted by many Nepalese to improve the quality of their language and to 
produce a body of literature which would afford it a status comparable 
to that of the other literary languages of northern India, such as Hindi 
and Bengali.

It was probably Motlram Bhap-£a who began this tradition of Indian
Nepali literature with a monthly journal, the Gorkha Bharat Jivan. There
are no copies of this journal extant, and so the evidence for its

55publication has again been gleaned from contemporary sources. A Hindi
periodical, the Bharat Jivan, was current in Banaras in the 1880s; in 
1886 this journal carried an advertisement which announced the forth
coming publication of the Gorkha Bharat Jivan. It was also mentioned 
by the author of an early Nepali book, Gorkha Hasya Manjari, published 
in Banaras in 1895.“*̂ If the Gorkha Bharat Jivan was ever printed, it

53. By the 1930s, one Nepalese-born person in twenty was living in 
India. Blaikie, Cameron and Seddon: Nepal in Crisis, Oxford, 1980,
p.37.

54. Only about one third of the 11,000 "Gurkhas" discharged from the British 
and Indian armies after the First World War opted to return to Nepal. 
Ibid., p.37.

55. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, pp.96-97.
56. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, p.43.
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was the earliest Nepali periodical, pre-dating gudhasagar by some 
12 years.

Although Banaras could be said to have been the literary centre
for Indian Nepalese for the first three decades of this century,
Darjeeling produced its first Nepali periodical in 1901. The Gorkhe
Khabar Kagat, a monthly paper which continued publication for 30 years,
was a very different venture from the other periodicals of the time,
as its principal aim was to propagate the Christian faith among the

57Nepalese of the region. its editor was a vicar, the Rev. Gangaprasad
Pradhan, who seems to have paid very little attention to the language 
of his journal as long as it communicated the required message. This 
incurred the wrath of the noted grammarian, Paras Mani Pradhan, who 
later wrote:

"In just one sentence the same word is spelled in several
different ways; the halant is used after some words, but

58omitted in others where it is essential."

He illustrated his complaint by supplying the following variant
spellings of the word pahile, "before", taken from a single issue:
pahile, paile, paill, pailyai, pahilyai. The Gorkhe Khabar Kagat was
regarded with suspicion by most Nepali-speaking Hindus and its parochial
and proselytising articles were written in language which was widely
criticised for its colloquial "roughness" and grammatical inconsistencies.
Its long life is surprising in view of the fact that it rarely sold more

59than 50 copies of each issue.

The first serious literary journals to be published in Banaras 
were Sundarl (1906) and Madhavl (1908). Although neither journal 
survived long into its second year, both of them presented literature of

57. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.90.
58. indrabahadur Rai: "Parasamanijyu: Sandarbha Darjlliiima Nepali 

Bhasako Manaklkaran", Bharatiya Nepali Vapmaya, vol.l, no.l 
(Darjeeling, 1980), p.74.

59. Ibid., p.74.
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quality and importance to their small readerships. Sundari was 
published by a Rasik Samaj, a kind of cultural society composed mainly 
of students. Its collections of poetry and prose were edited by 
Cakrapani Calise.^^

Madhavl, which appeared fourteen months later, played a more 
important role in the field of language reform and standardisation.
Its editor was Ram Mani Acarya Diksit, who was to become the first chairman 
of the Gorkha Bhasa Prakasini Samiti in 1913. He was probably the first 
Nepali editor to make a conscious decision regarding the form of the 
written language that he deemed most acceptable, and overtly to edit 
contributions to his journal so that they conformed to his grammatical
principles. In the first editorial of Madhavi, he wrote:

"There are no good grammars of the Nepali language, and 
no good dictionaries, nor have any especially useful books been 
published. I intend to remedy these inadequacies as far as I

1-1 „61am able."

Ram Mani espoused a style of Nepali prose that became quite
controversial. He made much use of the Hindi conjunction _ki_ to link

6 2clauses, and rejected the use of the halant. Although many subsequent
editors and grammarians were not to follow his example in this matter, 
it is to his credit that his editorial policy enlivened a debate over 
Nepali grammar that was considered by all concerned to be crucial.

Nepali periodicals were usually as short-lived in India as they 
were to be in Nepal some years later. They catered to an extremely 
limited market and were unable to secure any financial support from 
official bodies. Candra was another Banaras monthly which failed to

60. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, p.46.
61. Ibid., p.46.
62. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.87.
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continue publication beyond its first year; the initial motives of its 
editors were typical:

"The Nepali language lags behind, although it has lakhs 
of speakers.

The reasons for its discontinuation in 1914 were also typical for the 
time:

"It is clear from this that our countrymen have yet to
64develop a love for learning."

Gorkhali was the first Nepali weekly publication in India. Although
it could not maintain circulation beyond the seventh week of its second
year (1916), it was very highly regarded by Nepali writers. The
editor, Suryavikram JnavalT, was a Banaras-born Nepali who was extremely
active in Nepali literary circles. The declared aims of Gorkhali were
the provision of educational materials and the reform of caste-divisions

65amongst the Nepalese communities of India. A great deal of attention
was paid to the matter of language reform, reflecting a growing 
awareness of the importance of a single standardised literary language 
for the development of Nepali literature. Jnavali attempted to eradicate 
what he considered to be the "Hindi elements" of written Nepali: a
national literary language, like a nation, must aim for external distinction 
as well as for internal cohesion; for "purity" as well as standardisation. 
He set out his objectives in the editorial statement of the first issue 
of Gorkhali:

"At a time when men of all races have applied themselves to the 
development of their languages, it is most regrettable that it 
is only our Gorkha brothers who have allowed their language to lag 
behind. Our language is just as capable of spreading knowledge 
and wisdom as any other. Yet Calcutta University considers our

63. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, p.47.
64. Ibid., p.47.
65„ Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.91.
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language to be weak and affords it no place (in its syllabus).
Because there is no prospect of progress for a language which 
remains oblivious of the notions of Science and Art, we have 
opened a publishing house, the Himalaya Press in Kashi, the 
sacred centre of learning. As a service to our Gorkhali

6 6brothers, we have brought out a weekly paper entitled Gorkhali. 11

— 67Jnavall attempted to drum up nationalism with his historical writings
and his attitudes were echoed by the urgent and patriotic poems of the
Darjeeling poet Dharanldhar Koirala:

desa bandhuharu ho! u£ha jaga 
laga unnati bise aba laga 
dhou dhou manako aba mailo

6 8phali deu darako aba thailo

"Oh my countrymen! Up and awaken!
Join in with Progress, join in now,
Wash away the dust from your minds,
Cast away the purse of Fear."

Paras Mani Pradhan is a seasoned campaigner for the Nepali language, 
who was first concerned with the controversies surrounding the issue of 
standardisation and later made great efforts to obtain official 
recognition of Nepali as a major literary language from the Government
of India. In 1917, at the age of 20, he edited the monthly journal
Candrika which was published in Kurseong (Nep.: Kharsang), near
Darjeeling. The first issue contained an article by Paras Mani in which 
he reviewed the progress made by Nepali periodicals up to 1917:

"The Gorkha language stems from Sanskrit, the speech of the 
gods, and we are 52 lakhs of Gorkhas who speak it. Even so, 
the language is in a most decrepit and worrying condition....

6 6 . 11th day of 6th month, V.S. 1972 (A.D, 1915). Devkota, op.cit., 
1967, pp.47-48.

67. Such as his Dravya Shah (1933) and Pythvlnarayan Shah (1935).
6 8 . Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.94.
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Although other races refer to our Gorkha language with such
insulting names as "the jungly dialect", we Gorkhalis do not raise
our voices in protest; it is as if we have taken a vow of silence
.... From the many papers and journals that have been appearing,
the Gorkhapatra is still current, although I have heard that the
number of its customers is unsatisfactory. From Darjeeling, too,
a monthly paper, the Gorkhe Khabar Kagat, has been published over
the last 16 or 17 years, but the language of this Gorkhe Khabar
Kagat seems extremely awkward, for one reason or another. If
the editor gentleman had adhered to the rules of one Gorkha
grammar or another, and tried to eradicate the suffering incurred
by the writing of articles and news, would that not have made it
better and more interesting? It is now two years since that
excellent weekly, Gorkhali, was born in holy Kashi. In our humble
opinion, no other paper or journal to date has so encouraged the

69Gorkhalis to further the progress of their language."

While this literary activity was growing in Banaras and Darjeeling, 
Nepali periodicals began to emanate from other Nepalese communities in 
India. In 1921, Thakur Candan Singh established the Gorkha League in 
Dehra Dun, an army centre in the Indian Himalaya where "Gurkha" troops 
were recruited. This was "one reflection of the new social consciousness 
engendered by foreign travel and exposure among the Gorkha servicemen"^ 
who had returned from the war in Europe in 1918. As a political 
grouping, the League aimed to effect social reforms in Nepal and it was 
therefore vocal in its criticism of the Rana government. The Gorkha 
League published two Nepali journals from Dehra Dun: Gorkha Samsar began
in 1926 and Tarun Gorkha in 1928. The latter was introduced by an 
editorial statement which said:

"The time will come when the number of well-educated Gorkhalis 
will increase and a sense of social responsibility will develop

69. The article was entitled Avasyakta, "Necessity", ibid., p.92.
70. Rose and Joshi, op.cit., 1966, p.52.
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within our institutions. To this end, free-thinking
people will have to spread the word freely for a while.
So it is a great pleasure to note that we now have two

71newspapers instead of one."

The Rana Government, however, "interpreted any proposal for change
72as a potential threat to its authority" and Chandra Shamsher eventually

succeeded in his attempts to silence these journals, although they were 
73produced in India.

As nationalist opposition to the Rana government grew, many of 
the Nepali periodicals published in India became more overtly political 
in their content. This was partially due to the fact that an increasing 
number of educated Nepalese were coming to Banaras and other north Indian 
cities as self-styled political exiles. The prime example of this kind 
of journal was YugavanI, published in Banaras from 1948 to 1953. Yet 
these political developments were by no means detrimental to the progress 
of Nepali literature. The great strides which were being made in this 
area were exemplified by the establishment of the Nepali Sahitya Sammelan 
in Darjeeling in 1924. This institution published its own Patrika from

7 41932 onwards, and the same journal survives today under the name Diyalo.
In fact, with the decline of Banaras as a Nepali literary and political
centre after the overthrow of the Ranas in 1950, Darjeeling has become

75the second most important town in the Himalaya for Nepali writers.

It was noted earlier in this study that more significant developments 
in Nepali literature, and particularly in its periodicals, occurred in 
India during the first 30 or 40 years of this century. This was due 
principally to the existence of a conservative and censorious government 
in Nepal, which retarded literary development. Once an atmosphere of 
greater freedom had been established in Nepal, however, the importance

71. Devkota, op.cit., 1967, pp.50-51.
72. Rose and Joshi, op.cit., 1966, p.52.
73. Chandra probably achieved this by bribing Hem Shamsher, son of Deva 

Shamsher, who was involved with the Gorkha League. Devkota, op.cit., 
1967, p.51.

74. Ramalal Adhikarl: Nepali Nibandha Yatra, Darjeeling, 1975, p.134.
75. This statement assumes that Kathmandu is the centre of the modern 

Nepali literary world, which few would dispute.
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of Indian Nepali literature was somewhat diminished. Since the
political changes of 1950/51, communication between the Nepali writers
of India and their counterparts in Nepal has decreased in intensity.
It was once said that "what Darjeeling thinks today Nepal thinks 

V 6tomorrow"; this is no longer true. To some extent, the literary
tradition of Darjeeling has become divorced from that of Nepal proper
and has also been eclipsed by developments which have occurred within
the kingdom since the Government began its official promotion of Nepali
language and literature. That more attention is now paid to the Nepali
writers of Nepal has given rise to some resentment among Darjeeling 

77Nepalese; to some extent they are justified in their view that Indian 
Nepali literature has made at least as great a contribution to the 
development of a standardised language as the literature of Nepal itself. 
The development of Nepali periodicals in India is summarised by Table 22.

2 22; Nepali Periodicals Published in India Prior to 1950

Gorkhabharat Jivan Banaras 1886?
Gorkhe Khabar Kagat Darjeeling 1901-30
Upanyasataranginl Banaras 1902
Sundarl Banaras 1906
Madhavl Banaras 1908
Gorkha SathI Calcutta 1912
Candra Banaras 1914
Gorkhali Banaras 1916-17
Candrika Kurseong 1917-18
Janmabhumi Banaras 1922
Gorkha Mitra Calcutta 1924
Rajabhakti Banaras 1926
Gorkha Samsar Dehra Dun 1926-29
Tarun Gorkha • Dehra Dun 1928-31
Adarsa Kalimpong 1930
Nepali Sahitya Sammelan Patrika Darjeeling 1932-37
Gorkhali Ravi Darjeeling 1933
Nebula Kalimpong 1935-36
Gorkha Sevak Shillong 1935-39?
Udaya Banaras 1936
Gaum Sudhar Patrika Kalimpong 1939
Kho jl Darjeeling 1940
Gorkha Kalimpong 1945-55

76. Balakrsna Sama, quoted in: Kf̂ ija Girl and Kumar Pariyar: Parjilinka 
Kehl Nepali Sahityik Pratibhaharu, Darjeeling, 1977, p.5.

77. Paras Mani Pradhan, personal communications 1981-1983.
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Pukar 
Yugavani 
Nepal Pukar 
Himadri 
SathT 
Bharat! 
Hamro Katha 
Siksa

Kalimpong
Banaras

Kalimpong
Darjeeling
Darjeeling
Darjeeling
Darjeeling

Calcutta

1948
1948-53
1948?
1948
1949
1949-58
1949
1949

The publication of an increasing number of Nepali literary 
journals and books and the establishment of both private and Government- 
owned publishing companies encouraged Nepali literature to develop 
rapidly during the first half of this century. Between 1920 and 1950, 
a number of noted writers emerged whose works are now regarded to be 
the classics of modern Nepali literature. The present study will not 
attempt to name all the important Nepali writers of this period, or to 
describe every literary work of significance. Instead, the lives of 
three of the most respected literary figures of 20th-century Nepal 
will be described and analysed in detail. Most of the important cultural, 
social and literary changes of this period had some bearing on their lives, 
and their works typify the kind of literature which predominated at the 
time. The first poet in this study will be the "Poet Laureate", Lekhnath 
Paudyal.
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Chapter 16 

Lekhnath Pauflyal (1884-1965)

Lekhnath Paudyal'is honoured as the poet who invested Nepali poetry 
with a "classical" quality, and a linguistic refinement and stylistic 
formality which previously it had lacked. His poetry possessed a formal 
dignity which had only been hinted at in the works of earlier poets such 
as MotTram Bhatta, or in those of contemporaries like Dharanidhara 
Koirala. Many of his poems conform to the philosophy of orthodox 
Vedanta and are criticised by modern poets for their old-fashioned 
fustiness. A few are essentially original in their inspiration, but 
the best of Lekhnath's poems achieve a kind of balance between the 
conventions of Sanskrit kavya and the romantic spontaneity which was to 
be more fully developed by Devko^a. Although regarded in some quarters 
as the first poet of the modern period,'1' Lekhnath is probably more 
accurately described as a traditionalist who established a developed 
form of classical Nepali poetry, from which later poets could make their 
departures.

Although Paras Mani Pradhan lists a Sanksipta JivanI, "A Concise
2Life-History" m  his bibliography of Lekhnath's writings, this auto

biography has not been published and biographical details are therefore
rather difficult to obtain. The events of Lekhnath's first twenty-

3five years can only be outlined as follows. He was born to a Brahman 
family in the west of Nepal (modern Gandaki ancal) in 1884 and received

1. Ratnadhvaja JosT: Sahitya Cintana, Kathmandu, 1975, p.91. Josi
states that noted modern critics such as Ishwar Baral, Ramakrsna* » « •
Sarma and Churamani Bandhu all share this view.

2. Paras Mani Pradhan: Kavishiromani Lekhanath Paudyal, Kalimpong, 
1979, p.77.

3. Biographical details are drawn from Pradhan's study (op.cit., 1979) 
and from an article by Damaruballabha Paudyal: "Kavi Siromani 
Lekhanath Paudyal", Bhanu (vol.3, no.8 ), Lekhanath Visesank (1966), 
pp.127-131.
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his primary education from his father. Fourteen or fifteen years
later, he was sent to Kathmandu to study at the Rani PokharT Sanskrit
Pathsala, a Sanskrit school, and then to Banaras to continue his higher
education. This move to India seems to have been something of a
disaster, for his young wife died while he was there, and he was no
great academic success. Penniless, he decided to seek out his father's
estate in the Nepalese Tarai, but to no avail. Eventually, he took up
the post of private tutor to a family in Chapki, but he tired of "family 

4feuds" there, and subsequently spent some time seeking employment in 
India. In 1909, he returned to Kathmandu, where he was fortunate 
enough to find employment with the family of Bhim Shamsher, as priest 
and tutor.

As an educated Brahman, Lekhnath was highly literate, and well 
versed in Sanskrit literature. From an early age he adopted the habits 
of a poet, composing pedantic samasya-purti5 verses in Sanskrit, and he 
turned to his mother-tongue as a literary medium before his twentieth 
year. His first published poems, entitled grngara PacisT and Manasakarsini, 
were included in a collection, Kavitakalpadruma, while he was still a

g
student in the capital, in 1904, and two other poems, Viyogini Vilapa

. - _ 7and Vairagya Vilapa, appeared in Sundan, vol.l, nos. 5 and 8 in 1906.

These and other early poems came to the notice of Ram Mani Acarya 
Dlksit who was then the editor of the literary monthly Madhavi in Banaras.
Ram Mani invited Lekhnath to submit his compositions to him, with the 
result that several more were published in Madhavi before its demise in

g
1909. Lekhnath’s relationship with Ram Mani was to pay dividends later 
on, for he became one of the most influential literary figures of Nepal 
under the Ranas when he was appointed as the first chairman of the newly- 
established Gorkha Bhasa Prakasini Samiti in 1913.

4. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.9.
5. These Nepali "riddle-poems" had been adopted from an older Sanskrit

tradition, and popularised by Motiram Bhatta and his contemporaries.
6 . Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.3.
7. Ram Mani Acarya Diksit: Purana Samjhana, Kathmandu, 1972, p.27.
8 . Ibid., pp.27-28.
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Lekhnath's first major composition was Varsa Vicara,
"Contemplation of the Rains", which was later expanded and incorporated
in the more famous Rtu Vicara, "Contemplation of the Seasons" (1916).
The thirty-seven verses of Varsa Vicara were published in Madhavi in 

91909. Ram Mani and Lekhnath were evidently in complete agreement about 
the kind of written Nepali that should be regarded as standard; Ram 
Mani led the halanta-bahiskara movement, which, as we have seen, opposed 
the use of the halant. This problem may now seem to be a matter of 
mere orthographic pedantry, but the two schools of thought were quite 
bitterly opposed to one another's views on the question. Lekhnath's 
advocacy of halant-bahiskara was expressed in the following lines of 
Varsa Vicara;

her! nasakanu pari parakhala bade bade
10nepali kavile khutta kateka varna jhaim lare

"The high stone walls were destroyed;
They fell like the letters whose legs had been cut by 
a Nepali poet."

A collection of Nepali poems which was published by the Gorkha
Grantha Pracarak Man<̂ ali^~1' in Bombay in 1912 under the title Lalitya,

12"Delicacy" included several of Lekhnath's poems which had previously 
appeared in Madhavi. One of these was Kavi Kavitalapa, in which it is 
evident that Lekhnath had become critical of the erotic srngara poetry 
which was still popular. The poem describes a dialogue between a poet 
and the personification of Poetry, assumed to represent the Goddess 
Sarasvati.

Kavita-

bhadda avanatikari rasiya jasta kitaba ka bhari 
dina dina barhda dekhi aghora manama uthyo sekhl

9. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.13.
10. This verse from Varsa Vicara was included in Rtu Vicara as verse 

no,97 of the description of the rainy season. Lekhnath Paudyal: 
Rtu Vicara, Nepal (2nd edn.), 1934, p.51.

11. "Gorkha Book Propagation Committee."
12. The 1912 Lalitya should not be confused with the two volumes of 

Lekhnath*s poems which were published with the same title at a 
later date.
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Kavi-
siksa vicarasall lekhanu mihineta matra ho khall

_ 13gardacha ko ruci yasama, chan saba bokre katha-rasama 

Poetry:
"A great welter of books I saw, of ugly and degrading frivolity,
Day by day they increased and a terrible contempt arose in my mind"

The Poet:
"To write thoughtful education is merely an empty labour,
And who takes any interest in it? All are immersed in worthless

stories."

After Ram Mani had been appointed to the Samiti, Lekhnath was
offered a post in the institution. The offer was made on the strength
of his poem Rama Rajya Pancasika, which had been included in the 1912
Lalitya collection, but was composed specifically for perusal by the 

. . 14Samiti. Lekhnath declined the offer; as an employee of Bhim Shamsher,
he felt unable to "cross the floor" to join Chandra Shamsher's Samiti,

15as the two Ranas headed rival factions within the clan. Besides, his
post was secure and moderately well-remunerated, and he retained it for

had
twenty-five years. His decision does not seem to have, any adverse
repercussions, for his links with Ram Mani were unaffected. Soon
after the appointment of the latter, they collaborated on the production
of a series of four literary textbooks for schools, entitled Gorkha

16Siksa. Seventeen of Lekhnath's poems were included. He also
contributed a condensed translation of the Bhagavad Gita for inclusion

17m  the Sanksipta Bharata which the Samiti published in 1918. This

13. Lekhnath Paudyal: Lalitya (vol.l), Biratnagar (3rd edn.), 1967, 
pp.46-47.

14. Diksit, op.cit., 1972, p.31.
15. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, pp.8-9.
16. Ibid., p.10.
17. The 5th edition of the Sanksipta Bharata was published by Sajha 

in 1966.
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Gita Sara, a poem of nearly 400 four-line verses, earned him a stipend 
of Rs.300.18

One of Lekhnath's most popular poems is a departure from his usual
style as it is a satirical allegory, in which he bewails his lot as an
employee of Bhim Shamsher. In Pinjarako Suga, "The Parrot in the
Cage" (1916), it is quite evident that the parrot who has no choice but
to make its profound utterances according to the whim of its masters is
none other than the poet himself. The following two verses of 
. . _ -19Pm]arako Suga should demonstrate the allegorical device,

(16) suska cha ghan^T bandhana carko, bolnaiparne jharko arko 
boli nabole la^thi ujaT, huncha tayari pitnalal

"Dry is my throat and onerous my constraint; to be obliged 
to speak is an added irritation,
But should I refuse to utter a word, the stick is brandished,
all ready to beat me."

(2 0 ) daival diethyau timile eka, mi£ho bolne sakti viveka
pairahechu sohidvara, bandhana, gali, dhamkT sara

"Oh Fate! You gave me only the power of melodious speech, and 
discrimination,
And what do these obtain for me, save confinement, abuse and 
constant threats!"

The style of Lekhnath's poetry changed very little in the years 
following the publication of Lalitya. Rather, he sought to perfect his 
art in the particular style he had chosen, and he continued to work on 
the alankara or "embellishment" of his ornamental language, remaining quite 
unaffected by notions of social reform or literary modernity until the

18. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.38.
19. Taken from the Royal Nepal Academy's collection of Nepali poems 

entitled Adhunik Nepali Kavita, Kathmandu, 1971, pp.15-16.
20. Ratnadhvaja Josi: "Kavisiromani Lekhanath: BhasasailT" in

Krsnacandrasingh Pradhan (ed.): Sajha Samalocana, Kathmandu (2nd
edn.), 1977, p.26.
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Lekhnath embarked upon one of his most important contributions 
to Nepali poetry at quite an early stage of his career: his first khanda
kavya, entitled Rtu Vicara, "Contemplation of the Seasons", was 
published in 1916. The khanda kavya genre of poetry owes much of its 
prestige in Nepali to Lekhnath; the term is best translated as "episodic 
poetry" and the main difference between it and mahakavya, "epic poetry" 
is the greater length of the latter. A khanda kavya generally treats 
a single theme and is divided into "episodes" which are usually of 
approximately equal length.

Rtu Vicara was one of the earliest Nepali khanda kavya and it 
demonstrated a maturity in the poetry of Lekhnath which was almost 
without precedent. Varsa Vicara was evidently a "prototype" for Rtu 
Vicara, as it was enlarged to one hundred verses to form one of the six
"episodes" of the longer work. Lekhnath's primary source for the

. . 21composition of Rtu Vicara was probably the Rtusamhara, "The Garland
of the Seasons" of the Sanskrit poet Kalidasa (4th-5th centuries) and 
his aim seems to have been to endow his poetic language with the same 
delicacy and dignity which had distinguished the works of the great 
poets of classical Sanskrit literature. Each of the six "episodes" 
of Rtu Vicara describes one of the six seasons (vasanta (Spring), grisma 
(the hot season ), varsa (the rains), sarad (Autumn), and the winter 
seasons of hemanta and sisira), and comprises one hundred couplets in 
anustava metre.

Many of the similes which Lekhnath employed in his descriptions of 
the seasons were borrowed from the Sanskrit poetry with which he was so 
familiar, for example:

pratyeka puspako rupa, rekha, ranga aneka cha
22tara saundaryako jyoti unama bhitra eka cha

21. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.13.
22. Lekhnath Paudyal, op.cit., 1934, p. 5 (Vasanta Vicara 28).
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"Various are the shapes, the outlines and the colours of 
each and every flower,
But it is the same light of beauty which is within them all." 

hilaima bhyaguto bascha hilaima kamala-sthiti
23sthanale matra ke garnu? bhinnai cha gunako gati

"Both the frog and the lotus dwell in the mud,
But of what import is their mere location? The progress of 
their virtue differs utterly."

The poetic language of Rtu Vicara is frequently praised for the 
subtlety of its alliteration, and the dexterity with which Lekhnath 
constructed his internal rhymes:

divya anandako ranqa divya-kanti-tarahga cha
24divya unnatiko dhanga divya sara prasanga cha

"Divine the colours of bliss, divine the ripples of lustre.
Divine the manner of their progress, divine the entire occasion."

The poet's use of onomatopoeic vocabulary is also worthy of note:

andhyara ratama sunda varsako jhanjhavafa
25paramanandaka dhoka svayam khulchan khafakhata

"Hearing the strumming of the rain in the dark night,
The gates of bliss open immediately, of their own accord."

Although Sanskrit literature wielded a great deal of influence over 
Lekhnath, he used some original Nepali similes, and also contrived to give 
this classical description of the seasons a recognisably Nepalese context:

bihanai sirama parda suryako kiranavali
2 6murtidhari tapasya jhaim jhalkanchan himaka cull

23- Ibid., p.17 (Vasanta Vicara 99)
24. Ibid., p.3 (Vasanta Vicara 13)
25. Ibid., p.47 (Varga Vicara 75).
26. Ibid., p.59 (Sarad Vicara 47).
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"As a multitude of the sun's rays fall upon their heads at dawn.
The snowpeaks shine like images of asceticism."

Lekhnath's second publication of 1916 was Buddhi Vinoda, "The
Enjoyment of Wisdom", another khanda kavya which was republished in a

27revised and enlarged form of 101 verses in 1937. The poem represents
the poet's exposition of and inquiry into Sankhya philosophy and the 
teachings of the Bhagavad Gita. Its questioning tone is exemplified 
by the first verse:

kaham thiyo basa aghl ma ko thiyem? 
kaso hunda yo pin jar a lindo bhayeip? 
kaham cha janu? kun satha llkana?

2 8tamlal malum cha ki? yo kura mana!

"Where was my home and who was I before?
How did I come to inhabit this cage?
Where am I to go? What should I take with me?
Oh my mind! Do you know these things?"

The poem continues with questions and philosophical observations, 
and Lekhnath experiments with new Sanskrit vocabulary. The content of 
Buddhi Vinoda is abstruse in places, and the poem is consequently less 
accessible than Rtu Vicara.

In 1917, Lekhnath made a temporary diversion away from poetry, and
he wrote several plays. Two of these, Bhartrharl Nirveda (1917) and
Abhijana ijakuntala (1918), were translations of Sanskrit dramas, the

29latter being the fourth Nepali version of the £akuntalopakhyana. The 
prose drama Laksml-Puja, "The Worship of LaksmT", was an original

27 . Pradhan, op. cit. 197-5,
28. Quoted in ibid., p.15.
29. The other Nepali versions of the story of Shakuntala were translated 

by Pahalman Singh Svara (1878-1934), Sambhuprasad Dhungel (1889- 
1929) and Khadgaman Malla. All of these are now overshadowed by 
the popularity of Lakfmlprasad Devko^a's gakuntala (1945).
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composition which contained much of merit. The clear distinctions
which Lekhnath presented between the speech of the uneducated rural
characters and that of the sophisticated city-dwellers in his story of
Nepalese villagers showed a skill in the composition of dialogue which
was to remain undeveloped. Lekhnath was influenced by the popularity
of Hindi drama in the Nepal of his time, and he also wrote five Hindi

30dramas which are as yet unpublished.

A third khanda kavya, Satya-Kali-Samvada, "A Dialogue Between the
Age of Truth and the Degenerate Era", was published in 1919. It is
considered inferior to his other khapda kavya, and Pradhan suggests that

31it was written at a much earlier date. In 374 stanzas, Lekhnath
preached Hindu revivalism, deprecated foreign domination and suggested 
the adoption of modern technology in Nepal. It is the first poem in 
which he addresses himself to social issues and the following verse, 
concerning the fate of the poor during the degenerate Kali Yuga, is 
often quoted as the most outstanding of the whole work:

kali,...karhi tarakka pasina dinarata doko
boke panl udaragarta rahancha bhoko
payo jaham jasari jo saba tyo capayo

32niskyo upadra bhlsan rog ayo

"He carries the basket day and night, sweating profusely,
But still his stomach is hungry,
He ate anything he could get, anywhere and in any way,
Resulting in calamity and the advent of terrible disease."

A modern critic, Ratnadhvaja JosI, observes that the language of
Satya-Kali Samvada remained relatively undeveloped in comparison with
that of Rtu Vicara, but he allows that the poem as a whole emphasised
the ability of the poet to compose a lengthy discourse on a subject which

33would seem to be limited in scope.

30. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.77.
31. Ibid., p.14.
32. Pu^kar Shamsher (ed.): Nepali Padyasanqraha, Kathmandu (3rd edn.},

1949, p.6 8 .
33. JosI in Pradhan (ed.), op.cit., 1977, p.26.
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Lekhnath neglected to develop the promise of his early khanda
kavya until much later in his life, but he continued to compose a great
number of poems which were published in the literary journals which
were beginning to emerge in Nepal and India. Pradhan enumerates his
contributions to a few of these: sixteen poems were published in
Bharati from 1949-57, at least thirty-five in Sarada 1935-51 and so 

34on; dozens of his compositions appeared in the many short-lived 
journals of the period. Many others were probably never published 
and may now be lost. Two collections of his poems, Lalitya, vols. 1 
and 2 were published in Biratnagar, in 1953; these contain a total 
of one hundred poems. Many of Lekhnath's most famous compositions have 
been included in other published collections: Sajha Kavita (1967),
contains four, Sdhunika Nepali Kavita (1971) includes ten, and so on.
No comprehensive collection of his poems has yet been published; 
perhaps the publication of a third volume of Lalitya would be in order.

The miscellaneous poems which Lekhnath wrote in such large numbers 
until his death in 1965 cover a variety of topics and convey all of the 
nine rasa. He composed devotional poems, philosophical poems and 
patriotic poems, poems about money, science and Nepal, poetic descriptions 
of the beauty of the natural world, poems about himself, and so on.

Despite their didactic content, some of these poems have a whimsical 
charm and many of them are deliberately couched in uncharacteristically 
simple language. One such poem was GaunthalTko Ciribiri, "The 
Chirping of a Swallow", which was first published in Sarada in 1935.
The bird propounds the Vedantic philosophy of impermanence to the poet:

timile bhanchau yo ghara mero 
ma pani kahanchu yai ghara mero
vastava timro ho va mero

_ 35khuba lagau manama phero

34. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, pp.43-47.
35. (verse 3) Lalitya, vol.2, Biratnagar (3rd edn,), 1968, p.2.
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"You say this house is yours,
I too say that it is mine,
To whom, in fact, does it belong?
Turn your mind to this!"

bhautika sampati araba kamau 
jala, thala, nabha saba -̂arnrna jamau 
tyasma timro unnati chaina 
tyo saba sapanako ho caina"^

"Acquire worldly wealth by the billion,
Fill the waters, earth and sky right up,
But your progress will not result from it,
It is all the relief of dreams."

The language of Lekhnath's devotional poems is more Sanskritised; 
they are admired for their beauty and the sincerity of the emotions which 
are expressed. Sarasvati-Smrti, "Recalling Saraswati", is a fine 
example of this type of poem,

mihim pranai bina, mana mrdu nakhl, kampa kalana, 
garl lakhauip jhikti svara-madhurima smerabadana!
rasllo phakreko h^daya-kamalai asana garl

- 37baseki vagdevl ksanabhara nabirsum junibharl.

"She plays upon the lute of the tender soul,
Plucking thousands of sweet sounds with the gentle nails of 
the mind,
As she sits upon the fully-opened lotus of the heart;
May I never forget the goddess Saraswati, through the whole 
of my life."

Lekhnath's language becomes most ornate when he describes the beauty 
of Nature; prakrti varnana, the genre of poetry which celebrates natural 
beauty, became a vehicle for his experiments in alankara. A typical 
example of this kind of allegorical verse was his poem Arunodaya, which 
was first published in garada in 1935:

36, (verse 23) Ibid., p.7.
37. Royal Nepal Academy, op.cit., 1971, p.3.
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(1) jaya jagadlsvara! manako rahama 
sunya gaganamaya bhitri tahama 
palapala sltala kalana-laharT 
kalakala garchan £haharl-£haharl

(2) madhura dhvaniko sravana-vivarama
rekha khinciyo pancama surama
jati-jati dubikana herdachu bhitra

3 8uti-uti mildacha bhava pavitra

"Glory to the Lord! In the pool of the mind,
On its innermost surfaces, like the empty sky,
Cool ripples splash from time to time,
Gurgling and bubbling here and there.

Within the ear, a mellifluous sound 
Is drawn out in the fifth note,
And the more I immerse myself to look within,
The more I experience a holy mood."

The whole poem represents an obscure philosophical abstraction
and the meaning of the work may be interpreted in several ways; the
commentator in Himal Cull, a literary textbook, relates the rising of

39the sun in the poem to the publication of Sarada monthly. Lekhnath
was not averse to more straightforward poems of prakpti varnana, however, 
and those which deal with an aspect of Nepal often bear patriotic 
overtones. One such is his description of the Himalaya mountains, 
Himala, first published in a journal, Simhanada, in 1961:

latreko mathadekhi padataka himako svaccha seto uparna
motika hara jasta tharithari urama jhaljhalakara jharna
phusro dhussa samanai kamara jaghanama phusphuse meghajala

40dekhdai ascarya lagdo a£ala cahakilo dhanya hamro himala

38. Ishwar Baral (ed.): Dipika: Nepali Sahitya ra Himal Cull, Darjeeling,
1970, pp.62-63.

39. Ibid., p.69.
40. Taraprasad JosI (ed.): Nepali Kavita Sangraha, Kathmandu, 1973,

p.14.
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"A scarf of pure white snow hangs down from its head to 
its feet,
Glistening cascades grace its breast, like strings of pearls,
A net of drizzling cloud surrounds its waist and hips, like 
a grey woollen shawl,
It is amazing to see, immovable and bright, our blessed 
Himalaya."

Although the vocabulary which Lekhnath employed in this kind of 
poem is by no means colloquial, it is less abstruse and does not 
attempt to offer a profound philosophical insight. The poem is purely 
descriptive, with much use being made of similes and allegories which 
had often been coined by Lekhnath himself.

Later in his life, Lekhnath became more overtly nationalistic, 
and utilised his poetic skills to appeal to the many Nepalese who had 
emigrated to India. The final verse of the poem PravasT-Bandhusita,
"To My Brothers Abroad", is another description of the Himalaya, with a 
patriotic overtone:

yo lamba himasailaka cahakila agla hajaraum cull 
yi changa, chahara, yinai nada, nadi muskanako bhava li
timrai purvajaka kathamaya mi^ha gatha suselchan saba

_ _ _ 41svapnama pani bandhuvarga! na bhule nepalako gaurava

"The myriad immovable and lofty peaks of this long Himalaya,
These waterfalls and cascades, these streams and rivers;
Cheerfully, they all whistle the sweet narrative songs of 
your ancestors;
Oh my brothers! Never forget the pride of Nepal, even in 
your dreams."

Lekhnath also took up specific issues of nationalism in his poems; his 
Rastrabhasako Bhavisyaupara Ekadrsti, "A View on the Future of the National 
Language" is a case in point.

41. Lalitya, vol.2 (3rd edn.), Biratnagar 1968, p.16.
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himalako svaccha upatyakama 
jo khelcha ^handa himako havama 
tyo ras^rabhasa baliyo na hola

42bhanne jagatma kuna murkha hola?

"In the fresh Himalayan valley 
It plays in the cool snow breeze,
Where in the world is the fool
Who would say that the national language will not be strong?"

This account of the poetry of Lekhnath1s "middle period" is 
necessarily cursory, for his work was prodigious, but certain generalisations 
can be made about these poems. Lekhnath was, in the first place, not an 
asukavi, a "Poet of the Flood"; he approached his work in the deliberate 
manner of a craftsman, constructing his verse with great attention to 
metre, vocabulary, alliteration and rhetoric. Many poems were rewritten 
several times before the poet was satisfied with them. His primary 
concern was to create a "sweetness" in his poetry and he chose his 
vocabulary and constructed alliterative rhymes to that end. He also 
contrived to communicate certain philosophical insights to the reader 
of his poems; these were almost always traditional Hindu interpretations 
of the world, borrowing greatly from Vedanta fand they remained generally 
unaffected by the new ideas which were becoming popular among the educated 
Nepalese and Indian elites under a growing western influence.

In 1950, Lekhnath was invested by king Tribhuvan with the title of
Kavi Giromani, "Crest-Jewel Poet", which is frequently translated as
"Poet Laureate" and is indeed roughly equivalent to that English title

43in the Nepali literary world. Since Lekhnath's death, however, no
other poet has received the title, and so it would seem that it is his 
in perpetuity. He is still referred to as Kavi giromani Lekhnath 
Paudyal.

42. Ibid., p.23.
43. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.65.
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As it was for many other poets, 1950 was a kind of "watershed" 
for Lekhnath. The newly-invested Kavi giromapi again turned his hand 
to khanda kavya and it was during this period that he composed his 
most highly-regarded work. As the "Poet Laureate", Lekhnath was more 
free to express his own opinions on current affairs, and after 1950 
the "establishment" became somewhat more liberal in its world-view.
Hence his first composition of post-1950 was a poem of 87 verses 
entitled Amara Jyotiko Satya-Smrti, "Remembrance of the Truth of Undying 
Light", which expressed grief and outrage at the assassination of Mahatma 
Gandhi. Under the Rana regime, this might well have been open to mis
interpretation as expressing support for the Nepali Congress party, but 
under the new government, such fears were no longer a major consideration 
for Nepali poets.

Two years later, in 1953, Lekhnath's "magnum opus" was published.
This was a lengthy verse composition of nearly six hundred stanzas

_ 44entitled Taruna Tapasi, "The Young Ascetic". The whole work is
structured as if it were intended to be a khanda kavya in nineteen
episodes, but its substantial length means that it is often referred to
as a mahakavya. Lekhnath himself coined the term navya kavya, "New
Poetry" with reference to Taruna Tapasi, but this new category failed to

45win many adherents.

Taruna Tapasi has been the subject of one of the most famous works
of Nepali literary criticism, Tarupa Tapasi Mlmamsa, by Cudanath Bhat^araya,
who is of the opinion that the work represents Lekhnath's highest 

46achievement. It is still regarded among the very best of all Nepali
poetic works, and it does indeed constitute a summary of all the talents 
of its author.

44. Or: "The Ascetic Tree". Although taruna means "young", taru
means tree. The title may have been a deliberate pun on this word.

45. Pradhan, op.cit., 19 79, p.48.
46. Published in 1961.
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The plot of Taruna Tapasi is as follows: a poet is stricken by
grief at the death of his wife, and he goes to sit beneath a tree by 
the wayside. As he sits there, an ascetic {who later turns out to be 
the spirit of the tree), appears before him. This ascetic tells his 
life-story to the poet? as a tree, rooted to one spot, he has experienced 
all of life's vicissitudes, and has observed the actions of the people 
who have rested beside his trunk. Thus, after long years of meditation, 
and the insights which his observation of the world has afforded him, he 
has become spiritually enlightened. His homily contains much worthy 
instruction for the poet and expresses Lekhnath's own beliefs.

In Taruna Tapasi, Lekhnath weaves the many strands of his talent 
together to form a complete work in which no one facet predominates over 
the others. The poem also contains much which can be readily construed 
as symbolism, allegory and autobiography. The descriptions of the 
changing seasons, which are reminiscent of Rtu Vicara, are said to 
represent the advent and departure of the various rulers of Nepal, and 
the poet who has lost his wife almost certainly represents Lekhnath 
himself.

The following extracts from Taruna Tapasi should serve to convey 
some of the characteristics of the poem. In episode one, the ascetic 
introduces himself to the poet,

...sapha nllo tara-jadita gaganai chadana kasi
47banayeko ramro bhuvana-ku^iyako ma tapasi

"I have clothed myself in the clean blue star-studded sky,
I am a renunciant, with the beautiful world for my house."

jaham janmeko hum, vidhi-vasa uhim chu ajha khada
_48sahT lakhaum carka visada athava sanka^a ka$a

"Fate has it that I still stand where I was born,
Having endured thousands of difficult and cruel crises."

47. Lekhnath Paudyal: Taruna Tapasi, Kathmandu, 1953, p.9.
48. Ibid., p.10.
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The ascetic tells the poet of many of the events of his life 
which had taught him the philosophy of liberation. In one such episode, 
a hunter had come to the tree to shoot the birds which were nesting in 
its branches. Lekhnath composes the bird's lament,

na sakchau yo aipsu taPataPa ^ipi cappa piuna 
na sakchau masule dina bhara aghayera jiuna 
na sakchau yo bhutla liikana kunai vastra siuna

49cundyau vyarthai mero manuja! timile jivana kina?

"You cannot snatch up these tears to drink them,
You cannot be sustained by this meat or live on it even for a day,
You cannot sew a garment from these feathers,
Why, oh man, did you so uselessly cut my life short?"

Later on, some fruit-pickers came to the tree and they took far 
more than they needed, instead of distributing the surplus to others more 
needy. The following verse has unmistakeable political and social over
tones ,

jati jo cahinthyo ja^hara-hariko khatira utl
liye khaye pugthyo, muphata kina tyo sancaya ati
tyasaile gardama kati garibako bhaga hariyo

50vidhatako khata upara saba tyo papa dariyo

"If enough to propitiate the Lord of the stomach 
Had been taken and eaten, it would have sufficed, what need 
is there for hoarding what has been freely provided?
In acting in this way, how many of the poor have lost their share?
All those sins were entered in the Book of the Creator."

The ascetic goes on to condemn those who are obsessed by transient worldly 
pleasures,

ma khauni, mai laum, sukha, sayala va mauja ma garum 
ma bancum, mai nacum, aru saba marun durvala haru

49. (Episode 6) ibid., p.46.
50. (Episode 10) ibid., p.82.
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bhanl dahva dhasne abujha sathadekhl chaka pari
- -51cita khitka chadi abhayasita hamsyo mariman

""I will eat (good food) and wear (fine clothes), I will be 
happy, enjoying excursions and luxuries,
I will be saved; I will dance as all the other weak people die" 
Astonished by the evil of the fools who say such things to 
press their claims,
The funeral pyre abandoned its restraint and fearlessly 
laughed aloud."

The morality of the whole poem is probably best summed up by the 
following two verses;

dharitrima sattya srama ra pasinako bhara pari 
tapasya jo garchan sarala manale jivana bharl 
tinaiko tyai sattya srama ra pasina-rupa tapako 
cirasthayl yai ho parinati ujyalo gajabako

garl jhut^a, vanga, chala, kapata va jala, bahana 
piyekachan jasle muphata aruka u§na pasina 
yaham tyasta dambhi puru§a dharanlka dhanapati

52kunai chainan, jyadai tala cha tinako garhita gati

"Those upon this earth who depend on truth, labour and sweat 
And practice a simple devout austerity throughout their lives,
Their asceticism of truth, labour and sweat
Has a radiant and wondrous final transformation which lasts for ever.

Those who lie, and practice perversion, fraud, deceit, trickery 
or pretence.
And partake of the hot sweat of others, freely given,
No such conceited man can be the God of Wealth,
The progress of their evil merely drags them down."

51. (Episode 18) ibid., p.152.
52. (Episode 15) ibid., p.130.
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According to the ascetic, these words are inscribed upon the 
gates of Paradise; thus, they can be assumed to represent Lekhnath's 
personal creed.

Taruna Tapasi was succeeded by two other khanda kavya before
Lekhnath died; Mero Rama, "My Rama", is his concise version of the
Ramayana, which incorporates all of the most important events of the
story in a total of 278 stanzas in sraqdhara metre. Pradhan states
that the composition of Mero Rama took seven years, and it was eventually 

53published in 1954. The RamagTta, in which the underlying philosophy
of the whole work is expounded, is the most developed portion of the 
book, comprising 41 verses. The second khagda kavya of this period was 
never completed; the first four cantos and a portion of the fifth canto 
of Ganga Gauri were published in the literary quarterly Kavita between 
1964 and 1967. Ganga Gauri retold the story of the goddess of the

54Ganges river, with a great deal of borrowing from Sanskrit sources.

Lekhnath was further honoured by the Nepali literary world when he
became the focal point of a peculiar procession in Kathmandu in 1954.
The old poet was seated in a ratha, a kind of religious chariot, and was
paraded through the city, the vehicle being pulled by many of the poets

55of the day, and even the Prime Minister, Matrika Prasad Koirala. In
1957, he was awarded a post in the new Royal Nepal Academy. These 
honours are a mark of the peculiar reverence felt by the poets and 
academics of Nepal for the man who more than any other represents a 
"classical" genre of their poetry. He can no longer escape the scorn of 
the young for the old-fashioned, however, and his poems are no longer 
imitated by aspiring poets. The following words of Laksmiprasad Devko^a 
defend him from his critics:

"Modern novices accuse him of innumerable failings: he is overly
cautious and unspontaneous, making too much use of ornamental 
rhetoric. His poetry is ostentatious, and he is excessively

53. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.60.
54. Ibid., pp.89-90.
55. Ibid., pp.65-66. Pradhan states that Lekhnath was also awarded 

5,000 rupees.
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dexterous in his use of alliteration. Modernity is entirely 
absent from his poetry, which suffers from a preponderance of 
Sanskrit and is chequered by similes. His mellifluous language 
is too sweet, and far from its spoken counterpart. His metrical 
constructions fragment the expression of his philosophy, making 
the emotions seem stilted and halting. The daintiness of his 
vocabulary is decadent.....

Accusations of unspontaneous craftsmanship are not entirely
without substance, but this is not merely a work of construction,
it is Art. One cannot complain that something which is founded
on natural laws is over-ornamented or ostentatious.,..
Modernity is a term which has only recently been coined, so a
lack of modernity should not be regarded as such a major flaw.
If we are contemptuous of Sanskrit, we are doing nothing but
depriving ourselves; although a branch of literature could quite
feasibly exist in pure or colloquial Nepali, we would lose the
refinement which is necessary in profound or advanced composition;
it would seem a little odd....whether poetry should be composed
in colloquial language is still a matter for dispute: we praise
attempts which are made to utilise the melodiousness of rural or
mountain dialects, but this, after all, is not our only resort.
Even if one believes that the metrical construction of poetry
fragments its flow, it remains true that less blame can be attached
to the poet whose emotions emerge in rounded, developed, smooth
and illuminated forms than to the poet who expresses himself in

56an undeveloped torrent of primitivism."

These comments from one of Lekhnath's most illustrious contemporaries 
would seem to summarise both attitudes which are now current among modern 
Nepali writers to the poetry of Lekhnath Paudyal.

56. Laksmlprasad Devko^a: Laksmlnibandhasanqraha, Kathmandu, 1945,
pp.222-223.
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Lekhnath continued to compose poetry right up until his death 
in 1965, and several of these later poems are explicitly personal. The 
title of Vayoyrddha Koiliko Bilauna, "The Lament of an Aged Cuckoo", 
speaks for itself. The last verse gives a fair indication of its tone,

disa tyo mahendrl, udayagirima
tyo sunahari -
usaka u^hdai chan
ati mrdula aloka-lahari
ma bolum bhandai chu, tara saba gala gharghara cha yo

57kathaiI tyo anandi madhura vaya mero saba gayo

"In that land of Mahendra, on the peak of Dawn
Arise the waves of splendour,
The gentle gold of the sun.
I was going to sing, but this throat is hoarse,
Alas! All my sweet years of happiness have passed."

Lekhnath's last poem was posthumously given the title of Akhiri 
Kavita, "Last Poem". It is very short and should be quoted here in its 
entirety, as it is rather a fine epitaph to the Poet Laureate of Nepal,

yo dukha bhogne paramesvarai ho 
yo deha usko rahane gharai ho 
yo bhatkanda dukha avasya mancha 
su^ukka samana liera jancha^

"It is God himself who endures this pain,
This body is the very house he inhabits,
By its fall he is surely saddened,
He quietly picks up his things, and goes."

57. Royal Nepal Academy, op.cit., 1971, p.22.
58. Ibid., p.23.
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Chapter 17 

Balaktgna Sama (1902-1981)

Sama is very widely regarded to have been the greatest of Nepali 
playwrights, and one of the finest Nepali poets; his death in 1981 was 
felt by many to mark the "end of an era". Sama's prolific literary 
career began in earnest with the publication of his first drama,
M u t u k o  Vyatha, in 1929; his published works include at least fifteen 
dramas, ten one-act plays, twelve short stories, twenty-eight essays, 
over a hundred poems, and a literary autobiography in two parts. There 
are said to be, in addition, a number of manuscripts which are as yet 
unpublished.^

Sama was born Balakrsna Shamsher Jang Bahadur Rana in his family's
palace of Jnanesvar in Kathmandu, in the month of Magh, vikram samvat

21959 (February, 1902). His father, General Samar Shamsher, was then 
placed eleventh in the line of succession to the post of Prime Minister;^ 
as a member of the ruling elite, he enjoyed all the privileges accorded 
to the son of a Rana. Later in his life, however, he turned against 
Rana autocracy, and this change of heart is evident in his writings.
The young Balak£§na began his education at the age of four; his tutor 
was Til Madhava Devko^a, a pandit whose son, Laksmlprasad, was later 
honoured as the Nepali mahakavi. In 1913, Balakrsna and his brother,

4Puskar Shamsher, were admitted to the Darbar High School.

During his formative years, Sama lived in quite sumptuous surroundings 
and was given the best education available in the Nepal of his time. He
must have been an unusually gifted child, nevertheless, for poetry

1. Paras Mani Pradhan: Balkrishna Sama, Kalimpong, 1980, pp.77-78.
This study, in English, gives a list of these unpublished manuscripts.

2. Ibid., p.3.
3. Ibid., p.l. (The office of Prime Minister was hereditary in the

Rana governments.)
4. Ibid., p.3.
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and drama began to attract him at an early age, through the instruction
given him by his tutor and his father, and his close relationship with
a devout elder sister who died in 1915. Unusually for a Nepali poet,
Sama began an autobiography; although this was never completed, it
contains a vivid account of his childhood and youth, and also yields
a great deal of information concerning the Nepali literary scene of 

5the time.

In his autobiogrpahy, Sama recalls that his father's palace was 
the venue for regular performances of drama and music before exclusive
Rana audiences. The young Balakrsna thus acquired a liking for songs
and music and his education also imparted to him a sense of reverence 
for sacred literature, including the Ramayana of Bhanubhakta;

"....up until that time, it had never occurred to me that 
the Ramayana had been written by a human being; when I 
saw my sister bowing to the book in salutation, I thought
that it had been created by one or another of the gods......
how could a mere man create such a book!"^

Sama was so influenced by the poetry that was recited to him by
his father and his tutor that he began to compose his own verses before

7he was eight years old. Samar Shamsher was often away from home, in 
Dehra Dun or Palpa, and father and son sometimes corresponded in verse. 
Sama's compositions were often returned to him corrected so that they

g
conformed to a particular metre. At the Darbar School, he also 
conceived an affection for English poetry, especially that of Wordsworth 
and Gray. In 1914 he translated Wordsworth's Lucy Gray:

5. The autobiography has been published in two volumes entitled Mero
Kavitako Aradhana ("My Worship of Poetry"), vol.l, Kathmandu 196 6 ,
vol.2 (Campu), Kathmandu, 1972.

6 . Balakrsna Sama: Mero Kavitako Aradhana (vol.l), Kathmandu, 1966, 
p.14. *'

7 • Ibid., p.16.
8 . Ibid., pp.18-19.
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aghi pani ta ma sunthem lusi gre nama aksar
jaba garisakiyo ek jangi maidanako par
bhai asala sumauka ek saberai bihanma

9najara pugna payo ekali balikama

"Oft I had heard of Lucy Gray:
And, when I crossed the wild,
I chanced to see at break of day 
The solitary child."

Nepali poets were beginning to acquire some familiarity with 
European literature, and many translations were produced during this 
period. Lucy Gray is still a well-known and popular poem in Nepal, 
perhaps because the immediate phonetic appeal of its rhymes and metre 
can transcend any difficulty which might be experienced by a Nepali 
reader in comprehending its meaning.^

Despite his interest in English poetry, Sama was greatly impressed 
by the early works of the Poet Laureate, Lekhnath Paudyal, whose Buddhi- 
Vinod and Rtu-Vicara he read in 1915:

"I felt that I had found a priceless, unprecedented voice, 
a voice of emeralds and diamonds; I memorised [these 
lines] within a few days. I was astounded that Poetry, 
my own goddess, could have been worshipped so fervently!
My faith in Poetry was enhanced beyond all bounds, and
became almost religious......  Later, I discovered that that
small book of Lekhnath1s poems had brought changes to the whole 
world of Nepali poetry, and not just to me."^

Lekhnath1s influence on Sama is discernible in Sama's earliest
12poems, such as Taranga, "The Wave" (1915) The second great influence

9. Ibid., p.56.
10. Madhavaprasad Ghimire: personal communication, Kathmandu, 1981.
11. Sama, op.cit., 1966, p.82.
12. The text of this poem is published in ibid., pp.88-91.
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on Sama's writings was the important collection of poems published
13in 1917, Sukti-Smdhu, "Ocean of Aphorisms". Poets such as Lekhnath,

Somanath Sarma, Cakrapani Calise, Rudraraja Pan^e and Motiram Bha££a 
were represented in this collection, which was dominated by poetry of 
the srngara rasa;

"The poetry of the srngara rasa caught hold of me, 
and I began to spend much of my time in observing 
the faces, eyes, lips, necks and the whole bodies 
of young women."

Although he remained an indefatigable mimic, Sama had begun to 
embark on more ambitious literary projects by the time he reached the 
age of eighteen. His written Nepali continued to be somewhat grand
iloquent with a great deal of Sanskrit vocabulary, contrived to impress
his elders. His first khanda kavya or "episodic poem", Eka Prabhata

15Smarana ("A Dawn Remembrance") was completed in 1920, and followed by
16another, Aryaghata, in 1921. He finished writing his first play,

Tansenko Jhari, ("Rain at Tansen") in 1922: this was published by
Sajha in 1970.17

From 1920 to 1950, Sama became steadily more critical of the
autocratic Rana regime, and increasingly saddened by the 'backward'
state of Nepalese society. In 1921 he left his wife, who was six months
pregnant with their first child, to travel to Calcutta for his matriculation
examination. His stay there was lengthened by unforeseen delays and he
familiarised himself with Calcutta, comparing the relative modernity of

18the city to Kathmandu, and learning something of Indian politics.
After a few months, he heard that his son had been born, but had died 
shortly afterwards:

13. A second edition of Sukti Sindhu, edited by S.P.Aryal and Kamal 
Dikfit, was published in Kathmandu in 1967.

14. Sama, op.cit., 1966, pp.95-96.
15. The text of this poem is published in ibid., pp.162-219.
16. Text published in ibid., pp.251-299.
17. Balakrsna Sama: Tansenko Jhari, Kathmandu, 1970.
18. Sama, op.cit., 1966, pp.305-308.
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"Oh, my country! If it had happened in Calcutta, my
child would surely have been saved. The appalling
condition of my homeland, in this very century, had
murdered my son....but this event brought about a
great change in my life. Revolution began to smoulder,

19deep within my heart......."

Sama's most creative period began in the late 1920s; between
1929 and 1960 he wrote his most highly-regarded plays and poems. The
novelty of his first few plays can only be fully appreciated when they
are considered in the social and literary context of their time.
Although Nepalese audiences were fond of drama, the annual Gal Jatra
festival was one of the few occasions in the year when the Government

20permitted plays to be staged for the general public. Buffoonery
and sentiment were equally popular, but the scope of Nepali drama prior 
to 1920 had been restricted to rather amateur adaptations of Sanskrit 
or Hindi plays, or of Parsee theatre from Bombay. According to Ishwar 
Baral, the characters of such plays were often divine or super-human; 
they spoke in a language which was declamatory and full of loud asides, 
to create an effect which was often burlesque or macabre, but very 
rarely realistic.21

Sama began Mutuko Vyatha in 1926 and it was published by the Nepali
_ _,. _ 22Bhasa Prakasini Samiti at the beginning of 1929. A five-act play of

fifteen scenes, Mutuko Vyatha ("Heart's Anguish") takes the traditional 
theme of viyoga, unrequited love between separated lovers, and sets it 
in a recognisably Nepalese idiom. For the first time, Sama made a 
conscious effort to simplify and colloquialise his language, and was 
largely successful in making it more accessible to audiences other than 
the exclusively Rana assemblies before whom it was first performed.
This is exemplified by the following speech by Madhava, the hero of the 
story:

19. Ibid., p.308.
20. Ishwar Baral: "Balkrishna Sama", Kailash, vol.2, no.2 (1974),

p.190.
21. Ibid., p.190.
22. Pradhan, op.cit., 1980, p.8 .
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tyo bela! aba tyo bela gayo ha! kapila ra ma
sahgai khelthyauiji, sangai cjulthyaum, tyo eka dina
ampako vrksamantira maile yo sodhem - "ke kapila,
timi vivaha masangai garchyau? usle tyo javabama

23hamsilo netrale "huncha" bhanl....

"Those times, alas, they are now passed! Kapila and 
I used to play together and run about together, and one 
day under the mango tree I asked her, "Well, Kapila, 
will you marry me?" With her smiling eyes, she replied,
"Yes, alright".

Baral writes,

"[audiences]....were naturally startled with a play
which presented a facsimile of Nepali life and society,
characters being drawn from ordinary people speaking
naturally and at ease; by a play which, on top of this,

24was a tragedy."

Sama seems to have been influenced by Shakespeare and Tennyson, 
and especially by the former. The following lines, spoken by Kapila, 
the heroine, are strongly reminiscent of Macbeth's "Tomorrow and 
tomorrow and tomorrow / creeps in this petty pace from day to day....

nacetT lokama hami bholiko bhara pardachaum 
birsidinchaum hijolaT, ajacahiiri sarasara 
bholi bhanchauip; sabai bholi hi jo bandai blti biti 
jandaichan....

23. Balak^sna Sama: Mutuko Vyatha (Act 2, Scene 4), Kathmandu,
(2nd edn.), 1942, p.38.

24. Baral, op.cit., 1974, p.190.
25. Sama, op.cit., 1942 (Act 3, Scene 3), p.58.
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"We rely upon tomorrow in this world, without realising 
that we do so,
We consign yesterday to oblivion, and without pause 
Today we say tomorrow; each and every tomorrow 
Passes into yesterday...."

The whole play was written in blank verse, conventional metres being 
dispensed with throughout, except for the song in act 1 , scene 2 .
Again, this could be attributed to Shakespearian influence; Baral 
writes that his use of the verse play was a deliberate choice,

"In a country accustomed to the traditional play, it was 
much easier to touch and hold an audience through a verse 
form, more so because a verse play took less time to 
produce, its mnemonic quality much higher than that of
4 - K  » 2 6the prose."

Hoping to make his name with this drama, Sama distributed dozens of
copies free of charge, to the distress of his tutor, who held the

27opinion that a nominal payment would increase its desirability. Sama
declared,

"I experienced a peculiar emotion when Heart's Anguish came
out. When a man sees his first published work, he is as
thrilled as he is at the birth of his first child, or the

2 8completion of his first painting...."

At that time, all Nepali books proferred for publication were 
inspected by the Nepali Bhaga Prakasini Samiti; even those that met 
with the Samiti1s approval were sometimes censored or edited. Sama 
was frustrated when the Samiti took an inordinately long time to sanction 
the publication of Mutuko Vyatha;

26. Baral, op.cit., 1974, p.191.
27. Balakf§na Sama: Mero Ravitako Aradhana Upasana 2 (Campu), 

Kathmandu, 1972, p.90.
28. Ibid., p.8 8 .
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"....those gentlemen couldn't take time off from
inspecting books in foreign languages, to look at a 

29Nepali book.”

As a consequence, Sama himself undertook the publication of his 
next play, Dhruva, in 1929; the second edition of this play was 
published by the Samiti two years later. Although Dhruva was
written in a language which was just as colloquial as that of Mutuko 
Vyatha, its themes were more traditional, as they were adapted from 
the Bhagavad Gita.

The story of Dhruva, a young Indian prince, revolves around the mach
inations of rival queens; the king is persuaded to exile Dhruva to the 
forest so that a younger prince can accede to the throne in his absence. 
Conventional morality is eventually restored by the sage Narada, who 
makes the king admit the error of his ways.

Sama's third play of the same year (1929) was never published. 
Entitled Amalekha, "Liberation", it was seen by the Samiti as too 
overtly political for its approval, and Sama can hardly have been sur
prised by this decision. In the second part of his autobiography, he 
reproduces the lines to which the Samiti objected, and the following 
are examples of their tone:

....dhanale kati jati bandacha? ke isa hamilal manusyama 
gandaina?
....ke manusya manu§yako pasu ho? saba sakhaka mula tl manu
hoinan? murkha nai pasu ho, dukhi gariba pasu hoina, uhi ho

31pasu jo bhancha bhailai pani pasu.”

"....how many castes come about through wealth? Does the 
Lord not count us among men?

32....is man the beast of man? Is Manu not the root of all 
branches? It is the fool who is a beast, not the poor or the 
distressed, the beast is he who calls his brother a beast.”

29. Ibid., p.8 8 .
30. Pradhan, op.cit., 1980, p.12.
31. Sama, op.cit., 1972, pp.92-93.
32. This is, presumably, a reference to Mapu Smyti.
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A friend of Sama, a man named Cakrapani, was employed by the Samiti 
at the time; he explained their decision to Sama,

"(in this play) there is a great deal of praise for the
freeing of bondsmen, but the slave's individual circumstance
is portrayed in a communal form, as if it were the situation
of the entire population. The main purpose of the play is
to demonstrate that questions of great and small, or rich and
poor, are not earned in previous existences, but are the
result of social injustice. This it makes quite clear, so
what effect would it have upon the people? Surely it will
make them think, "Yes, we want freedom, yes, liberation is
democracy", therefore, however good the play might be, it

33would be difficult for them to approve it."

In 1930 Sama was appointed to a teaching post at the Darbar
School in Kathmandu and for the next few years he found little time
for writing plays, although he continued to compose poems which remained
unpublished. As a teacher, he was obliged to pay attention to the
state of his pupils' written Nepali and he fulminated against the

34"grammatical anarchy" which prevailed among them. Most Nepali text
books were commissioned and published by the Samiti at that time, and 
Chandra Shamsher had decreed that their language should conform with
the rules endorsed by the rajaquru, Hemaraja, in the Madhyacandrika 

35grammar.

Sama, however, found that his students' Nepali was completely un
standardised and he began to insist that they should write in accordance 
with the Madhyacandrika if they wished to pass their examinations. 
Unfortunately, other teachers were less concerned by this issue, and 
even some noted Nepali poets refused to accept the rules set out by 
Hemaraja. Sama however, was adamant;

33. Sama, op.cit., 1972, pp.91-92.
34* Ibid., p.108.
35. Somanath Sarma: Madhyacandrika. Nepali Majhaula Vyakarana,

Kathmandu, 1917. The publication of this grammar, condensed from 
the Candrika grammar which had the seal of official approval, silenced 
much of the debate concerning the standardisation of written Nepali.
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"One day even the poet Lekhnath will have to accept the
Samiti1s grammar, for the sake of the nation and for 

3 6national unity."

He was also annoyed by the increasing prestige of English and 
Hindi, especially in the fields of drama and music. Gramophone records 
were available to the elite sectors of society and the popularity of 
this new culture was increasing rapidly. He was particularly opposed 
to the influence of Hindi drama:

"If no plays are produced in their own country, the people
will be in the pocket of foreign drama. Although we may
remain politically independent, we will become culturally

37dependent. This is what prompts me to write plays...."

In September 1932, Juddha Shamsher came to power as the new Prime
Minister and brought with him a new and slightly more liberal attitude

3 8to the government of Nepal. Juddha astounded his contemporaries by
declaring himself amenable to suggestions for reforms from his subjects.
Sama took this opportunity to make his feelings known on what he
perceived to be a decline in the cultural prestige of his country, and
composed a lengthy binti-patra, letter of entreaty, which he submitted
with some trepidation to the Maharaja. In the most humble tone, Sama
complained of the lack of progress and the increasing foreign influence
in fields such as domestic architecture, education and drama, and even 

39food and clothing. The reaction to his letter was favourable and
he was invited to join the Prime Minister and his entourage on a hunting
trip to the lowlands, an experience which inspired Sama to write his
first essay of note, Bardahama Sikara, "Hunting at Bardaha", which was 

- 40published in Sarada in 1934. Later, in 1932, he was appointed as
chairman of the Nepali Bhaga PrakasinI Samiti and, although he continued 
to teach, this gave him more of an opportunity to produce his own works

36. Sama, op.cit., 1972, p.109.
37. Ibid., p.112.
38. Juddha Shamsher (Prime Minister from 1932-1946), succeeded Bhim 

Shamsher (1929-1932).
39. The text of this letter is published in Sama, op.cit., 1972, 

pp.142-155.
40. Ibid., pp.157-158.
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and to encourage writers to write the kind of Nepali literature of 
which he approved.^

Sama wrote a constant stream of plays and poems between 1935 and 
1945 and his most highly-regarded dramas were published during this period. 
The first of these was Mukunda-Indira, a five-act romance, which the Samiti 
published in 1937. Mukunda, the hero of the play, is married to
Indira at the age of thirteen. Soon he leaves for Calcutta, where he
is to take his examinations, but instead of returning immediately to Nepal 
he stays on in India, adopting all kinds of disreputable habits and losing 
his trust in his wife. The play concludes with Mukunda's return to his 
homeland, where the couple are re-united. The central theme of Mukunda- 
Indira is viyoqa, the separation of lovers, but Sama adds a great deal 
of patriotic sentiment to this traditional tale. Unusually for the 
Nepali literature of its time, Mukunda-Indira reflects aspects of the
social realities which were contemporary with it. Many Nepalese were
obliged to seek education or employment outside Nepal at this time, and 
many of them failed to return to their homeland. Thus Mukunda-Indira 
was notable for its depiction of social reality, a feature which was soon 
to become the hallmark of modernity in Nepali literature. It was also 
unusual for the attempts which Sama made to effect some social reform by 
demonstrating the harmful effect which prolonged exile in India was 
supposed to have on Nepalese, or by heaping patriotic praise on the home
land;

hamro nepala yo sano samsarai ho, ki lokako
42kalpavrksa yah! nai ho, yaham paincha je pani

"This, our Nepal, is a little world in itself, or it is the 
tree which grants the world's wishes; everything you want 
is here."

41. Ibid., p.166.
42. Balakrsna Sama: Mukunda-Indira, Kathmandu (3rd edn.), 1947, p.19.
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Although Sama's references to contemporary social and political
issues were quite unusual in the Nepali literature of the 1930's, his
moral stance was by no means controversial and much was made of Indira's
chastity and fidelity. The progressive philosophy which he had expressed
in Amalekha was not restated in Muktinda-Indira; perhaps he was reluctant
to risk the banning of another play, or perhaps the comparatively liberal

43regime of Juddha Shamsher had genuinely assuaged his hostility.
Although very few of Sama's dramas lacked an element of moral didacticism,
their main aim was to entertain an audience. Accordingly Mukunda-Indira
was written in plain, colloquial Nepali and its scenes were interspersed

44with musical interludes.

Prahlada, published in 1938, is probably Sama's most famous drama.
Its central theme concerns the opposition of bhakti, religious devotion, 
to vijhan, Science and its moral values. Ingeniously, Sama retells the 
well-known story of the Vaisnava saint Prahlada's battle with a ferocious 
demon. In Sama's version, the demon takes the form of a scientist who 
has concocted a deadly poison which will destroy the world. Prahlada, 
of course, is victorious in the end; he describes the difference between 
jnana, Knowledge, and vijhana, Science, in the following words:

namarne hun udyoga jati vijnana pardacha
utti mardacha yo jnana, khali bheda cha yattima-

45jnana mardacha hamsera, roi vijnana mardacha!

"Science expends as much effort to dispel Death 
As true Knowledge does; both are failures,
The only difference between them is this- 
Knowledge dies cheerfully, Science in lamentation."

Mukunda-Indira and Prahlada endorse a strange mixture of values; the 
first is explicit in its praise for patriotism and the unquestioning 
fidelity of wives, and the second, implicitly, urges a return to traditional 
religious values. Modern critics such as Tanasarma are lavish in their

43. Tanasarma: Bhanubhaktadekhi Tesro Ayamasamma, Kathmandu (3rd edn.),
1979, pp.32-47, discusses the moral philosophy expounded by Sama in
Mukunda-Indira.

44. Sama often appended songs to the texts of his plays.
45. Balakrsna Sama: Prahlada (Act 2, Scene 3), Kathmandu, 1938, p.61.
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praise of the patriotic sentiments expressed in Mukunda-Indira but
46cynical about the social conservatism which accompanies them. The

novelty of Prahlada really lies in its treatment of a new topic: 
science is the weapon of the demon who opposes Visnu. Thus Sama would 
appear to have laid aside the philosophy of revolution which caused the 
rejection of Amalekha by the Samiti. This may merely have been an act 
of pragmatism to ensure that his plays would reach their audience, or 
he may have genuinely changed his ideas. His autobiography makes no 
mention of these changes, as it does not continue beyond 1933, but his 
position as the chairman of the Nepali Bhasa Prakasini Samiti may well 
have been a factor.

Despite the apparent innocence of these plays, the Ranas remained 
quite suspicious of Sama. Mukunda-Indira was first staged in 1937, 
before the Prime Minister, who allowed Sama to arrange public performances
of the play later the same year. Prahlada and Dhruva were staged in

471939, but the principle of non-violent struggle against a tyrant demon 
which was espoused in the former play did not find favour among the rulers, 
either.

As a consequence, Sama's fifth play Andhavega ("Blind Impulse"),
48was prohibited, even though its performance had already been arranged.

The plot of Andhavega violated traditional norms of conduct, and dealt 
with themes such as adultery and suicide. Pampha, the heroine, falls in 
love with her husband's cousin and completely neglects her duties as a 
Hindu wife. Eventually, Garudadhvaja, her husband, murders her lover and 
commits suicide. Although Sama does not endorse the behaviour of the 
heroine, much of the play is concerned with discussion of these issues 
and, despite the tragic ending which would seem to re-establish the right
eousness of prevailing morality, the very treatment of these themes was a 
controversial act in itself.

46. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1979, pp.32-47.
47. Baral, op.cit., 1974, p.192.
48. Ibid., p.192.
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After 1940, Sama's plays were severely proscribed by the Government;
it had been discovered that members of the banned Praja Parisad had

49taken parts in performances of Prahlada and Dhruva. In 1940, this
organisation was purged by the execution of many of its members and the 
life-imprisonment of others. The stated aims of the Parisad were the 
overthrow of the Ranas and the re-establishment of the direct authority 
of the king; it seemed axiomatic to the Rana government that Sama's 
plays had provided some of the inspiration for their subversive activities. 
It is difficult to assess the extent to which he was really involved with 
the Parisad. For the next few years, however, none of Sama's plays were 
staged in Nepal, and he was later imprisoned for several months, accused 
of subversive agitation.

Sama's next drama, Bhakta Bhanubhakta, "Bhanubhakta the Devotee",
was published in 1943; its plot was based on Motiram Bhatta's biography

51of the Adi Kavi which had been re-published in 1927. Sama sought
permission for its performance in 1944; it was hardly controversial, and 
the authorities do not seem to have had any objections to it. Some of
the themes of Bhatta's biography were adapted slightly in order to make
them more credible. For instance, Bhanubhakta's famous conversation 
with the grasscutter is greatly extended;

Bhanubhakta...napadheko bhae yati kura kasarl janyau ta? tyasto glta 
kasarl gayau?

Thule........ tapai jasta eka dui jana bajele padheko sunera-laksml
bhaneko dhan, sarasvati bhaneko vidya, kala bhaneko bela,
hoina! aru ta pustakai padhnuparne kura ke cha ra?
maile yo samsarako bhane eka dui panti padheko chu-

49. Ibid., p.193.
50. According to Pradhan (op.cit., 1980, p.71), Sama was imprisoned because 

he gave a speech denouncing the Ranas to a public meeting in Kathmandu.
51. Motiram Bhatta: Kavi Bhanubhaktacaryyako Jlvan Caritra, Darjeeling,

1927. The first edition of this biography had been published by its 
author in 1891, but this new edition made it more widely available.
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baliyo eu£a go^.halo nirdho jastai bhaera gareko dekheko 
chu, dhanT eu^a khatrT gariba jastai bhaera mareko 
dekheko chu, vidvan eu£a pandita murkha jastai bhaera 
mareko dekheko chu. kharaba namle marisakeko manisa 
pheri mareko dekheko chu asala namle marisakeko manisa 
pheri banceko pani dekheko chu. maile aru kehi padheko 
chaina.^

Bhanubhakta..."How did you learn so much without studying? How could 
you sing such a song?"

Thule........."I've heard a Brahman or two like yourself reading - LaksmI
means wealth, Saraswati means learning and Kala means time, 
isn't that so! What else is there to learn from a book?
I've learned a few lines in this worldly existence, though - 
I've seen a rough herdsman make himself weak and helpless, 
and a rich Khatri die like a pauper, and a scholarly pandit 
die like a fool. I've seen a man die who was already dead 
because of his bad reputation, and I've seen a dead man of 
repute saved at the last. I have studied nothing more."

Political tensions in Nepal due to the activities of the Nepali
Congress and the increasing instability of the Rana regime led to an out-

53right ban on dramatic performances in the late 1940s. Once the political
change of 1950 had run its course and the new Government had begun to
espouse the cause of democratic reform, however, playwrights found themselves
at liberty to stage their plays. Three of Sama's plays, Cinta "Anxiety"
(1948), U Mareki Chaina "She Has Not Died" (1942), and Ma! "Me!" (1946),

54were not staged until much later and the first was never published.

Sama was now at liberty to criticise the old regime, which he did 
with some relish. After his short spell in jail in 1947-48, he changed 
his name to Sama, "equal". This was probably an act which was intended to

52. Balakrs^a Sama; Bhakta Bhanubhakta (Act 1, Scene 2), Kathmandu, 
1943, pp.13-14.

53. Baral, op.cit., 1974, p.193.
54 . Ibid., p.193.
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indicate his approval of the new mood of democratic reform which
55pervaded Nepal at the time; it is also recorded that he vowed never 

to touch the feet of a person of higher status in greeting, nor to 
address anyone with the honorific pronoun, hajur. His changing of his
name may also have been part of the post-1950 trend of "Nepalising"
Hindu names such as Varma to Barma or Sarma to Sarma.

Sama's first drama to be published after 1950 was Premapinda, "Love
Sacrifice", an extremely long play of 68 scenes which had to be performed

56over a period of two days. Premapinda depicted the moral laxity,
decadence and corruption of the Ranas; in fact, the play's villain is

57said to have been based on the character of Sama's grandfather. Another 
play in a similar vein was Tala MathI, "Below and Above", published in 1959.

In addition to the new liberty for social criticism, the political
changes seem to have created an atmosphere in which the moral stance of
the playwright did not need to be as conservative as it had been before.
One of Sama's later plays, Amita Vasana, "Unbounded Passion" (1970)
idealises the love of a man for a woman who would have been adjudged a

5 8mere harlot by adherents to the old morality; these changes, however,
were by no means immediate. Sama was also pleased to be able to enact
his favourite roles on stage. In keeping with his staunch nationalist
views, he continued to write plays based on the lives of Nepalese
national heroes such as Amar Singh (Amarasingh 1953), Bhimsen Thapa
(Bhlmsenako Antya 1956) and Motiram Bhatta (Motiram 1970). The playwright
himself frequently took the title roles in these plays; previously, the
idea of a Rana performing on stage with the duniyadaras, the common

59people, had been considered quite outrageous.

In 1957, Balakrsna Sama was appointed to the new Royal Nepal Academy
(Rajaklya Prajna Pratisthan) in recognition of his contribution to 

60Nepali literature. Although several new playwrights emerged m  Nepal

55. Pradhan, op.cit., 1980, p.72.
56. The first edition of Premapinda comprised three volumes, published 

between 1948 and 1952.
57. Pradhan, op.cit., 1980, p.56.
58. Ibid., p.60.
59. Sama made his stage debut in 1953. Baral, op.cit., 1974, p.193. 

Ibid., p.189.
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during his lifetime, Sama was consistently regarded as the foremost 
exponent of his art. In this account of his career, more attention has 
been paid to his earliest works, which represent the emergence of his 
literary skills. Although Sama experimented with new metres, prose- 
poetry and prose, his basic approach to all writing was that of a verse- 
dramatist. This is evident from an examination of his poetry; it 
rarely lacks an element of drama, and dialogue is the form of expression 
in which his compositions attain their greatest fluency.

Sama's writings were never confined to the single genre of drama,
nor did Sama limit his artistic activities to literature. He was also

6 2a painter of some repute and the author of a study of Nepalese arts.
Like many other Nepalese of the same generation, he was something of an
habitual poet, composing verses throughout his life. Despite the great
number of Sama's poems that were published in literary journals, a

6 3comprehensive collection has only recently emerged. Similarly, some
of his essays and short stories have been published in general digests 
of Nepali literature, but a great quantity of his prose compositions 
are still unavailable.

Sama's early experiments with khanda kavya, however, did bear fruit 
in the shape of two long poetic works: Ago ra Pan!, "Fire and Water" (1954)
and Clso Cuhlo "Cold Hearth" (1958). The first of these is a khanda kavya 
of forty eight verses in which Sama attempts to document the history of 
mankind in terms of the struggle between evil, in the shape of fire, and 
good, in the shape of water. It was probably based upon an earlier 
philosophical prose composition entitled Niyamit Akasmikata ("Regulated 
Randomness") published in 1948, and is therefore an intellectual poem which 
occasionally seems over-contrived, but it was without doubt a significant 
new venture in Nepali literature. The first verse of this poem is a summary 
of its general theme;

61. Notably, Bhimanidhi Tivari, whose best-known play is Sahanasll Suslla 
(1938), Gopalaprasad Rimal, author of Masan (1946), and Hrdayacandrasingh 
Pradhan (1915-1959).

62. Balakrsna Sama: Nepal! Lalita-Kala, Kathmandu, 1965. For an account of
Sama's painting skills, see: Narayana Bahadur Singh: Samasamayik Nepal! 
Citrakalako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1976, pp.168-171.

63. Balakrsna Sama: Balakrsna Samaka Kavita, Kathmandu, 1981.
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sunaula ago rupaula pani, 
manika philungo ra hira hium, 
yinko jhagara ajako hoina: 
yinka vaimanasya ra bajha-bajh, 
sangharsana, luchacundi, juddha, cyatacyata, 
katakata ra maramara saba
ananta handima bhu^iera phula u^heka jamma jammai 
tl taraharu gudinu bhanda

64ananta kala aghidekhiko...

"Golden fire, silvery water, 
ruby spark and diamond snow.
Their confrontation is now new, 
their lack of concord and constant conflict, 
struggling, tangling, warring, scrabble, 
slaughter, murder - these all began in 
endless ages past,
before those stars were fried and cooked
in an infinite frying-pan, and rolled into shape...."

Ciso Cuhlo is a mahakavya, an epic poem of 360 pages of blank verse,
interspersed with prose and Sanskrit metres. A tragedy, its theme is 
the love between a low caste damai and a ChetrT girl. Although it no 
doubt contains much of great poetic quality, Clso Cuhlo is rather over
extended by its great length, and one feels that Sama treats similar 
themes with great clarity in earlier dramas such as Mukunda-Indira.

Poet, dramatist and social reformer, Sama died in the summer of
1981 and was greatly mourned by the Nepali literary world. A poet of
the intellect rather than the emotions, his greatest achievements were 
his plays, which remain the classics of modern Nepali drama and are 
still often staged in the theatres of Kathmandu, and also in other towns 
where Nepalese reside, such as Darjeeling. At present, Nepali drama 
faces great competition from the cinema, and particularly from the 
popularity of the Hindi films which emanate in ever-increasing numbers 
from the studios of Bombay.

64. Balak^na Sama: Ago ra Pani (verse 1), Kathmandu, 1954, pp. 1-2.
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Sama's poem Mrtyupachiko Abhivyanjana "Expression After Death"^ 
was published in several journals after his death and is clearly 
regarded by many Nepalese as a fitting epitaph to the man, as well as 
a highly-regarded poem. In 1979, he wrote to Paras Mani Pradhan,

"I feel I may write some more, I feel I may still do something
...the world is in a bad condition. What will support my
writing. What write, indeed? Just for the sake of it? How 

66momentary is it?"

The last two lines of the fourth verse of his poem Iccha, however, 
probably express his dying wish:

paum basna marera akhlra gal svarglya tyai lokama 
nepaliharu chan marikana sabai pari pugeka jaham

"When I die, may I go at last to inhabit that heavenly world
6 7Where the Nepalese have arrived, crossing over after dying."

6 8The plays of Balakrsna Sama (in order of publication)

Composed Published

Mutuko Vyatha 1929 1929
Dhruva 1929 1929
Mukunda Indira 1937 1937
Prahlad 1938 1938
Andhavega 1939 1939
Bhakta Bhanubhakta 1943 1943
Ma 1947 1947
Premapinda 1937? 1950?
Amarasingh 1953 1953
Bhlmasenako Antya 1955? 1955?
TalamathI 1954 1966

65. Balakrsiia Sama: Expression After Death, Kathmandu, 1972. This
contains an English translation of this poem.

6 6 . Prangana Sama Smrti Anka, vol.3, nos.3-4, Kathmandu, 1981, p.13.
67. Ibid., p.19.
6 8 . Collated from Pradhan (op.cit., 1980), pp.74-78, and from an article

by Vasudeva Tripathi: "BahumukhT Pratibha Balakrsna Sama", Vanmaya,
vol.l, no.l, pp.56-62 (Kirtipur, 1980). «
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Amita Vasana 
Tansenako Jhari 
Svasnimanche 
Motiram
U MarekI Chaina

1970
1923
1950
1966
1942

1970
1970
1976
1976
1978

(At least 9 plays remain unpublished)

One-Act Plays

BoksI 1942
Bhatera 1953
TapobhumI 1957
Cara EkankI 1963

Atyadhunikata 1963
Matoko Mamata 1969
Virami ra Kuruva 1970

(Vidyadhanam Sarva Dhanapradhanam, 
Nalapanlma, Ranadutalabha, Buhartana!

(About 14 remain unpublished)

Short Stories

Paraiqhara 1935
Devarali 1936
Talatala 1936
Khukurl 1937
Parana 1938
Kaikeyl 1938

Phukeko Bandhana 1938
Harisiddhi 1940
Yauvana ra Sundarata 1941
Tangana GhodI 1949
Rupako Mulya 1955
NaulT 1962
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Chapter 18 

LaksmTprasad Devkota (1909-1959?

LaksmTprasad Devkota is generally considered to have been the most
outstanding Nepali poet of this century, worthy of a place alongside the
foremost literary figures of modern South Asia. Although it is not in
itself an indication of the poet's stature, or of the quality of his
work, the sheer volume of output which he sustained between 1934 and 1959
testifies to his total commitment to Nepali poetry. At least 41 books
now bear his name, and some twenty more still await publication,"*"
Devkota is also the first Nepali poet to have attracted the attention of
western scholars: a selection of his shorter poems were translated into
English by David Rubin, an American lecturer in comparative literature,

2and published by Columbia University Press in 1980.

Devkota differed from his two most illustrious Nepali contemporaries
in many respects. Like Balakrsna Sama, he was greatly influenced by
English literature, but it was the Romantic and Neo-Classical poets who
attracted him the most, with their eloquent expression of emotions which
he shared with them. The conventions of Sanskrit poetics which were such
a profound influence on Lekhnath are less discernible in much of Devkota's
poetry. In short, he was less intellectual and more spontaneous than
Sama, less traditional and more experimental than Lekhnath. In the
introduction to his study of Devkota's poetry, David Rubin expresses the
opinion that, "In Devkota we see the entire Romantic era of Nepali 

3literature".

1. Kumarabahadur JosI: Mahakavi Devkota ra unka Mahakavya, Kathmandu,
1974, p.345.

2. David Rubin: Nepali Visions, Nepali Dreams. The Poetry of Laxmiprasad
Devkota, New York, 1980.

3 . Ibid., p.5.
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Early Life

LaksmTprasad Devkota, the third son of Til Madhava Devkota by his
second wife, was born on the night of the Laksmi Puja festival, the 27th

4day of Kartik, V.S. 1966 (November 1909) and was named accordingly.
As a young boy, he studied at home with his father, reading Sanskrit 
classics such as the Amara Kosa and the Raghuvamsa Mahakavya of

5
Kalidasa, along with studies in Nepali and English. Greatly influenced 
by his elderly father, who was himself a minor poet, LaksmTprasad's 
first poems were clearly imitative.

In 1921, at the age of eleven, LaksmTprasad was enrolled at the 
Darbar School. Til Madhava had envisaged a traditional Brahmanical 
education for his son, but his mother and the rest of the family opposed 
the plan for his admission into the RanT Pokhar! Sanskrit Pathsala. His 
elder brother, Lekhnath, had passed his matriculation examinations from 
Calcutta University in 1911, and had gone on to make his living teaching 
English. LaksmTprasad's mother wanted him to follow his brother's 
example.̂

By the age of thirteen, LaksmTprasad had begun to dabble in English
poetry and he was soon to become obsessed by the language. In 1925 he
married Man DevT, a Chalise Brahman girl, and later the same year he
received a first class pass in the Patna University matriculation 

7examinations. In 1926 he was enrolled at Trichandra College to study
g

science, in which he achieved a second class I.Sc. in 1928. His
interest in literature increased greatly during these two years, and
although he remained devoted to English, and was almost contemptuous of

9Nepali as a literary language, he became familiar with Lekhnath Paudyal's 
early poems. Thus, he discontinued his scientific education and studied

4. Paras Mani Pradhan: Mahakavi Laxmi Prasad Deokota, Kalimpong, 1978,
P-l*

5. Nityaraja Pande: Mahakavi Devkota, Lalitpur, 1960, p.122.
6 . Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.6 .
7. Pande, op.cit., 1960, p.122.
®• Ibid., p.123.
9. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.7.
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for a B.A. in English, Maths and Economics, which he passed in 1930.
Devkota was the only recipient of a B.A. in the whole of Nepal that
year.1  ̂ His first child, a daughter named Savitrl, was born in 1928
and this added responsibility obliged him to spend much of his time

11teaching in order to supplement his meagre income. Financial
difficulties were to be a recurrent theme in his life.

In 1930 Devkota, along with several other young intellectuals, put
his name to a petition which demanded that the government establish a
public library. All the petitioners were summarily arrested and given
three-year jail sentences, which were suspended on payment of one hundred 

12rupees per person. This altercation was subsequently referred to as
the "Library Incident" and it was Devkota's first brush with the
conservative Rana government, which he came to oppose quite bitterly.
Strangely enough, the incident did not put him wholly out of favour with
the authorities, for he was granted government sponsorship in 1931 to

13study law and English literature at Patna University. He received his
LL.B. in 1933 but his hopes of completing a Masters degree were dashed

14the following year, when both his parents died. His first son,
Prakash, was born in 1932 and so he could no longer afford to study. He

15returned to Kathmandu in 1934, and mourned his parents.

Early Poems

Devkota's first poem, entitled Purnimako JaladhI, "The Ocean of
I /T

the Full Moon", was published in the Gorkhapatra in 1934 (Marqa 15, 1991).
It met with very little critical approval, apparently because it depended
too much on alliteration and internal rhyme, and employed a large number 

17of Hindi words.

1 0 . Ibid. p.7.
1 1 . Ibid. p.7.
1 2 . Pande op.cit., 1960, p. 123. The "Library Incident" is also described

in: Leo E. Rose and Bhuwan L Joshi: Democratic Innovations in
Nepal Berkeley, 1966 , P.47.

13. Pande op.cit., 1960, p.124.
14. Ibid. p.124. Rubin, op.cit. 1980, p.8 .
15. Pande op.cit., 1960, p.124.
16. Rubin op.cit., 1980, p.28.
17. Ibid. p.28.
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Even the most cursory reading of Devkota's early poems reveals the
great influence which English romanticism had over him at the time. He
chose themes such as natural beauty, the "fundamental goodness of humble 

18people" and yearnings for the past which seem typically Wordsworthian
in their tone and inspiration. The titles of these poems illustrate

19 20this tendency: Garlb, "The Poor Man", 1934, Kisan, "The Farmer", 1938,
21Balakakal, "Childhood", 1938 and so on. Others, such as Samjhana,

"Memory" are clearly intended to be sonnets, and poems such as Caru (1940)
and Tinko Ghamsiya Gita, "Her Reaping Song" were probably modelled on

22"Lucy Gray" and "The Solitary Reaper". This latter poem, first
23published in 1935, remains popular, for it has a musical and rhythmic 

appeal,

cala svatantra akelapanako, khula, ujyalo, beyada 
phuldo yauvana hamsiraheko, purnakalama pasdo canda,
chamachama curiharu krlra garchan, camacama hamsiya calcha charlta

_ _ _ 24sundarljalama, sltala thalama, gain tinale ghamsiya gita.

"Her manner free, accustomed to solitude; open, bright and
carefree,

Her young maturity blossoming cheerfully, like the moon as
it waxes to fullness,

Her shiny bangles play, her light sickle moves rhythmically,
At Sundarijal in a cool place, she sang the Reaper’s Song."

Muna Madan

Muna Madan, Devkota1s first book, was published by Brahma Shamsher
25J.B. Rana in Chait 1992 (1935) and it was his most important work in 

several ways. It was the poet’s personal favourite: on his deathbed in

001—
f Ibid., p.8 .

19. First published in Sarada, vol.l, no.l (1934) and later included in
the collection entitled Bhikhari (Kathmandu, 1953) .

2 0 . Sarada, vol.4, no.l (1938), also included in Bhikhari.
2 1 . Sarada, vol.4, no.2 (1938), also included in Bhikhari.
2 2  . Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.8 .
23. Sarada, vol.2 , no.7 (1935).
24. Ishwar Baral (ed.): Himal Cull, Darjeeling, 1970, p.136.

LDCM JosT, op.cit., 1974, p.337.
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1959, he made the famous statement that all his works might perish
2 6after his demise, but Muna Madan should be saved. It is also one of

the most popular episodic poems in Nepali literature, as is evident from
the number of editions which have been published. Only two hundred
copies were printed in 1935 but by 1972 Muna Madan had reached its 

27twelfth edition. The second edition to be published by Sajha Prakasan
28had a print-run of ten thousand copies.

Muna Madan was a khanda kavya which originally filled about forty 
29pages, and it represented quite a remarkable break with the literary 

past. The adoption of the jhyaure metre of Nepali folk songs for the 
composition was completely unprecedented and it accounted for much of the 
poem's appeal. In his introduction, Devkota justified this novel move 
with an appeal to national feeling:

nepall geda, nepall dana, nepall rasale
bhijeko mitho rasilo glta, nepall kasale;
nepall bhanne kasale tyasai ankha nai cimlela;

30pratibhabata chahara chute, hrdaya nachola?

"Nepali seed and Nepali grain, the sweet juicy song
Watered with the flavour {rasa) of Nepal -
What Nepali would close his eyes to it?
If the fountain springs from the spirit

31Will it not touch the heart?"

Devkota's predecessors had scorned the use of folk metres in
verse, and Sanskrit conventions of kavya still held sway among Nepali
poets. Yet it was the musical, almost "sing-song" tone of its metre

32that earned Muna Madan much of its popularity and the poem in turn 
established the jhyaure as one of the metres now claimed to be "native" 
to Nepal.

26. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.6 .
27. Ibid., p.33.
28. Published in Kathmandu in 1970.
29. The later, expanded version amounts to about fifty pages.
30. Laksmiprasad Devkota: Muna Madan, Kathmandu (2nd Sajha edn.), 

1970, facing p.l.
31. Translated with reference to Rubin (op.cit., 1980), p.33.
32. Ibid., p.33.
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Muna Madan is essentially a narrative poem concerned with the
perennial theme of viraha, the separation of the lover from the beloved.
Madan, the hero, leaves his lover, Muna, in Kathmandu and goes to
seek his fortune in Lhasa, He promises to return in all haste, but
dallies over-long in the city and then falls ill on his way home. In
Madan1s'absence, Muna receives the unwelcome attentions of a rival
suitor, who eventually tells her that Madan has died. In fact, Madan
is helped by a humble Tibetan and eventually he returns home, only to

33find that Muna has died of grief.

The plot of Muna Madan can be compared to that of Balakrsna Sama's 
Mukunda Indira, but Devkota's hero and heroine are more authentically 
human; their characters are not devised to pbrtray ideals. Muna, for 
instance, is not immune to feelings of jealousy when Madan departs:

lhasaki thitl, ankhakl chitT, sunama kundeki
bulbule boll, galako blca gulapha phuleki
tT sabai khelun, ti sabai nacun danda ra cahurma

_34malai birse yo amsu pirla bhannechu ma darama

"The maidens of Lhasa, with their glistening eyes and golden
ornaments,

Their nightingale speech and cheeks as red as rose blossoms,
They'll all play, they'll all dance, on the hills and the pastures, 
And I fear you will forget me and I will be pained by these tears."

and her faith in Madan's fidelity is shaken by her suitor's accusations. 
Muna is also contemptuous of Madan's desire for wealth, saying

hataka maila, sunaka thaila, ke garnu dhanale?
35saga ra sisnu khaeko besa anandi manale

33. It is very likely that Devkota borrowed the basic plot of his story 
from a Newari folksong. Dayaram Srestha: "'Muna-Madan' ko Srota 
tatha Prerana". Racana, vol.14, no.4 (LaksmTprasad Devkota-Anka), 
Kathmandu, 1976, pp.62-79.

34. LaksmTprasad Devkota, op.cit♦, 1970, p.4.
35. Ibid., p.3.
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3 6"Purses of gold are like the dirt on your hands; what 
can be done with wealth?
It's better to eat spinach and nettles with a happy heart."

Devkota had never visited Lhasa, and so his description of the 
city must have been based on secondhand knowledge, as it is rather sketchy, 
merely enumerating the palaces and gardens and emphasising the quantities 
of gold which were supposed to be in evidence there. His descriptions 
of scenery with which he was somewhat more familiar are more evocative:

danda ra kanda, ukala thada, janghara hajara, 
bhotako bato dhunga ra mato nShga ra ujara,
kuiro damma, hiumle tamma tyo visa phuleko;

_ 37simsime pani, batasa ciso barapha jhaim duleko

"Mountains and rapids, steep and sheer, and thousands 
of rivers to ford,
The road to Tibet; rocks and earth, naked and desolate,
A poisonous drizzling rain, full of mists and snow,
The wandering wind as cold as ice."

This verse demonstrates the internal rhymes and musical rhythm from 
which Muna Madan derives much of its charm. Unfortunately, it is almost 
impossible to preserve these in translation.

Muna Madan was Devkota's first major treatment of the theme of 
viraha and it served to bring him to the notice of other more established 
Nepali poets. It also presaged a series of similar poems such as Mhendu 
(published in 1958) and LunI (published in 1966), but the popularity of 
Muna Madan was never seriously challenged by any of Devkota's subsequent 
works.

36. thaila, 'purses' is translated by Rubin (op.cit., 1980, p.30) as 
'plates', which seems incorrect. These lines are part of the most 
famous verse of Muna Madan, known by heart by many Nepalese,

37. Devkota, op.cit., 1970, p.7.
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The 1940s

Feeling his education to be incomplete, Devkota became
increasingly anxious to complete his M.A. degree and in 1936 he made

3 8a visit to Calcutta to procure the necessary books. His emotional
state appears to have become a little unstable, due perhaps to a deep
sense of frustration and dissatisfaction, and to the financial
difficulties which plagued him. Thus from January to April 1939 he

39spent four months in a mental hospital in Ranchi (Bihar). This
disruption of his life failed to dampen his inspiration; indeed, his 
"illness" produced a famous poem, Pagal, "Crazy", which was first 
published in 1953:4^

jarura sathl! ma pagala! 
yastai cha raero hala!

ma sabdalal dekhdachu, drsyalai sundachu, basnalaT svada linchu; 
akasabhanda patala kuralal chunchu.... 
ti kura jasako astitva loka mandaina, 
jasako akara samsara jandaina41

"Certainly, my friend, I am crazyl 
That's exactly what I am!

I see sounds, hear sights, taste smells,
42I touch things thinner than air....

Things whose existence the world denies,
Things whose shapes the world does not know."

38. Pande, op.cit., 1960, p.126.
39. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.7.
40. Pande, op.cit., 1960, p.126) states that Devkota wrote this poem in

Ranchi, or shortly after his return to Kathmandu. It might have
been written much later, however, as its style of blank verse and 
its publication date (Indreni, vol.7, 1953) would suggest.

41. Churamani Bandhu (ed.): Sajha Kavita, Kathmandu, 1967, p.77.
42. Rubin (op.cit., 1980, p.148) translates this line: "I touch not

heaven but things from the underworld", which suggests that he has
misread patala, 'thin' or 'subtle' as patala, 'the underworld'.
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During the late 1930s, and especially after his return from Ranchi,
Devkota made several visits to the hills north of Kathmandu, travelling

43to Helambu and Gosamkund. He was deeply affected by the beauty of
the mountain scenery, and his Wordsworthian idealism responded to the 
simple life which the people of those regions spent. It is perhaps 
worth noting in passing that the literary world of modern Kathmandu 
remains largely insulated from the realities of Nepal, where illiteracy 
and poverty still prevail. Thus, life in the hills came as a revelation 
to Devkota. His idealisation of the joys of the simple life was qualified 
by his recognition of the hardships which such a life entailed. These 
new opinions were later expressed in an essay entitled Paharl Jlvan, 
"Mountain Life"?

"It occurred to me that I might settle down somewhere there.
Even on my own, I could have done much to renew their lives, 
to bring them scholarship. I could have brought them reforms, 
and taught them about life. I could have illuminated the 
darkness of so many hearts, and learned so much myself. Desire- 
less love and the joy of devotion mingled in this kind of self
dedication; perhaps I could have come close to the heart of
mankind through this service, and spoken to the world with some

44measure of truthfulness."

Devkota1s experiences of mountain life inspired several khanda kavyas,
such as Mhendu, Luni and Kunjini. Again, these were romantic narratives
of some considerable charm, in which the poet attempted to convey the
appeal of paharl folksongs. Indeed, the metres of Tamang songs were
imitated in some verses of Mhendu, and Mhendu, the name of the heroine,

45is the Tamang word for 'flower'.

43. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.7.
44. LaksmTprasad Devkota: Laksmi Nibandhasanqraha, Kathmandu, 1945,

P-10. _
45. CiranjivI Datta: Kehl Nepall Kavyaharuko Samlksa, Kathmandu, 1973,

p.41.
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The first of two extremely productive periods of Devkota's life
began in 1943, when he was appointed as a writer and translator to the
Nepali Bhasanuvad Parisad. He was commissioned to translate important
books and documents into Nepali, as well as being given a great deal of

46time to produce his own compositions. He remained at this post for
only three years, but made his first attempts at epic poetry, producing 
several major works within this short period, and a great number of 
shorter compositions. Several of these were not published until some 
twenty years later, so it is well-nigh impossible to establish a chronology 
for their composition.

Sakuntala

Sakuntala, also referred to as Nepali Sakuntala Mahakavya, is an
extremely long poem of 1754 verses, employing at least twenty different
Sanskrit metres. It was written over a period of only three months in 

471945, and published by the Nepali Bhasa Prakasini Samiti in the same 
year. This mahakavya was based on the story of Sakuntala and Dusyanta 
which was first told in the Mahabharata and later elaborated by
_  _ _ n.Kalidasa in the Abhijana Sakuntala. No significant departures were made 
from the original plot, but Devkota attempted to set it in a recognisably 
Nepalese idiom, explaining his intentions as follows,

cinta dura bhagaune, samaya nai svarnabha pharkaune
jhanlle pani gaune priyakatha ananda barsaune
_ _ 48gaum aja bhani lieip kalamako vina yaso hatama

"It chases worry far away and turns time itself back into gold,
It is the beloved story which the sages sang, and it showers 
us with joy,
Thus I have picked up this lute, my pen, to sing it today."

Sakuntala contrasts strongly with Muna Madan in both its language 
and its general style. Devkota chose to adopt a great deal of obscure

46. Pande, op.cit., 1960, p.127.
47. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.10.
48. JosI, op.cit., 1974, pp.203-204.
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vocabulary from Sanskrit and so some passages are not readily
49intelligible, even to an educated native speaker. Much of Devkota*s

work suffers from similar flaws; once a poem was completed, the poet
50embarked on his next composition, often without editing or revision.

Kumarabahadur Jos! remarks that this epic poem, with its Sanskritised
51diction, represents the "second poetic personality" of Devkota.

Some of the verses of Sakuntala seem to be rather abstruse allegories. 
The opening mahgalacarana invokes Siva, but also forms a summary of the 
whole story;

cimll locana dirghakala tapama kholera vasantika 
nacdi sundara talale pavanama dekhT phulekl lata
birse jhaim 1bhana ko timl1 yati bhanl gauri rulalkana

_ _ 52muskaera phulyaunda siva diun kalyanako cumbana

"Opening the eyes of Spring, which had long been closed in 
meditation,
Seeing the flowering vine, which danced a pleasing rhythm 
in the breeze,
Saying, "Tell me, who are you?" as if forgetful, and making 
Gauri cry,

53May Siva, smiling and expansive, give the kiss of well-being."

The advent of Spring would seem to represent the coming of Dusyanta
to Sakuntala, the weeping of Gauri symbolises the lovers' separation and

54the kiss their reunion. Such allegories are common throughout the
poem, but other verses are composed in simple Nepali, as is the following 
description of Sakuntala's beauty:

junai junaibata raano kundeki 
phulai phulaibata mano banekl

49. Ibid., p.202.
50. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.4.
51. Josi, op.cit., 1974, p.202.
52. Ibid., p.190.
53. For a rendering of this verse which is less literal but more 

elegant, see Rubin (op.cit., 1980), p.41.
54. Josi, op.cit., 1974, p.191.
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rata gala dirgha ahkha ujyala
_ 55visvasrl jhaim pratama caru cala

"As if carved from the moon itself,
And made of nothing but flowers,
Pink-cheeked, her long eyes bright,
Like Visvasrl, her auspicious departure beautiful in 
the dawn."

Sulocana

Sulocana was Devkota's second mahakavya and in many respects it was 
also his most extraordinary. It was written in the space of a mere
three days, reputedly because Devkota had been challenged to prove that

_ 5 5he was an asukavi, a "poet extempore", and it was published by the
Nepali Bhasa Prakasini Samiti in 1946. The epic fills over three hundred
pages and is divided into fifteen cantos (sarga). Although essentially
a romantic melodrama, Sulocana differs quite radically from anything which
precedes it in Nepali literature. The whole story is set in Kathmandu
during the 1930s; references are made to 20th-century historical 

57events and Devkota goes to some lengths to include social details such
as dress, eating habits and the locations in Kathmandu of the main
characters' homes. An important innovation was the inclusion of pseudo-
psychological explanations for the characters' actions, a device which
was new to Nepali poetry, and which lent depth and credibility to the
whole story. The poem is interpreted as a thinly-veiled criticism of
Nepalese social conventions; an unorthodox morality is implicitly
sanctioned and many characters are at least partially allegorical. The
plot also departs from the norms of viyoga melodrama, in so far as its
ending is tragic, and the lovers are never re-united. At least one
Nepali critic is dubious of its classification as a mahakavya, suggesting

5 8that it might be more accurately described as a "verse novel" and
59Devkota himself admits as much in his introduction.

55. Sakuntala, 7th canto, verse 51. Quoted in ibid, pp.205-206.
56. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.11.
57. Such as the First World War. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.46.
58. "padyatmak upanyas". Dayaram Srestha Sambhava: Nepali Sahityaka

Kehl Prstha, Kathmandu, 1975, p.127.
59. "Perhaps I have become a poetic dramatist or a verse-novelist. Can a

(Contd. on next page )
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The first two cantos of Sulocana introduce the main story; the 
first is an invocation of various deities and the second relates the 
details of the heroine, Sulocana’s family. Some parts of this family 
history resemble Devkota's own, especially the verses which describe 
the family's move to Devakut, which is described as an earthly paradise:

jaham sanjha usa dherai verasamman baslkana 
hiunka takurabata sunaula visva herdachan....

...jaham malayabhanda cha mltho svasa aharnisa 
vasanta pani jandaina jhuldai bascha pahadama 
carako kantha mantrera indrenl vanama unca^

"Where the sun lingers long in the dusk 
And regards the golden world from a snowy peak....

Where the air is more fragrant than the Malaya breeze,^ 
by day and by night,
Even Spring does not depart, but swings from the hills,
A rainbow in the high forests, charming the throats of birds."

The story of Sulocana begins in the third canto, which is preceded 
by an introduction to the members of her family:

candamardana jetha chan kancha timiramardana 
sulocana namaki chan chori nepala-bhusana 
dui bhai mill parhchan angrejl ati cakhale

6 2bl.e. pasa hune sala yahl nabbe ra panca ho

"Candamardan the elder son, and Timirmardan the younger 
And a daughter named Sulocana, the ornament of Nepal;
The two brothers study English together with enthusiasm 
And will pass their B.A. this very year of '95."

(..... contd. from previous page)
novel not be written in verse? Perhaps if a poem and a novel are 
combined, the qualities of both can be enjoyed." Laksmlprasad Devkota 
Sulocana, Kathmandu, 1946, p.2.

60. Ibid., p.29, (2nd canto, verses 64, 65).
61. A breeze which is scented with sandalwood, said to blow from the 

Malaya mountain in South India; its fragrance is proverbial.
62. Devkota, op.cit., 1946, p. 41 (2nd canto, verse 125).
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These details of modern Nepalese life and education had never
before been included in serious poetry, and the use of classical Sanskrit
metres such as sardulavikrldita and anustubha to convey such information

6 3must have seemed most unorthodox to a pandit.

The first part of the story tells of the love affair between Ananga, 
the son of Brahman and Ksatriya parents, and Sulocana. They are childhood 
friends until their fathers fall out over a dice game, but they meet 
again when Ananga becomes friendly with Sulocana's brothers. Soon, 
there is a fierce debate concerning the existence of God: Ananga and
Sulocana believe in the existence of God, while Sulocana's brothers 
refute the idea. Again, this is an extremely unusual subject for a 
Nepali poem of the period. Eventually, Ananga is thrown out by the 
brothers, and Sulocana is later betrothed to Vilas Singh, an old and ugly 
man. Before her marriage, she makes her plea:

eka nai pataka phulcha gulapha 
paunda kiranako mrdu rapa 
kopila kusuma hunna pachari 
kala jharcha baru visvaagari

huncha eka mutu nai sabalal 
kholcha eka ravile dinalal 
eka candra rajanikana raja

_64eka murti nita bandacha taja

"The rose blooms only once,
With the sunbeam's gentle warmth,
The blossom cannot become a bud again,
For Time shakes it down before the world.

Everyone has only one heart,
Only one sun opens the day,
Only one moon is the ruler of the night,
Only one image stays fresh forever."

63. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.46.
64. Devkota, op.cit., 1946, pp.142-3 {7th canto, verses 57, 58).
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Her protest, which is one of Devkota's most famous compositions, 
goes unheeded; she is married to Vilas Singh, and her plans to elope 
with Ananga are ruined by an attack of smallpox. Rejected by her 
husband, who soon takes a second wife, Sulocana becomes friendly with 
Bijuli, a widowed sister-in-law who refuses to play the submissive role 
of the Hindu widow. She explains to Sulocana that she intends to 
enjoy her widowhood:

vidhava tl thiin bhanthin 'mero pani yaham haka 
baimsako jindaglko cha! malai pani ke dhaka?'

ramro sundara baimsalu yuva dekhera netrale 
isara dinu nai hamro' tinl 'prakrti' bhandathin^

"She was a widow who said 'I also have rights here,
The right to the life of youthl What is there to stop me?"

"When I see a fine good-looking young fellow,
I signal with my eyes"? this she called her 'nature'."

Bijuli is soon found to be pregnant by one of the house-servants, 
and is sent away in disgrace. Later she meets Timirmardan, and they 
fall in love. Again, Devkota has departed from the accepted norms of 
Nepali poetry in his treatment of a morality which would normally be a 
subject for censure.

Meanwhile, Sulocana becomes a tragic figure, who immerses herself
in devotion to Krsna. Her brother, Timirmardan, points out to us that

6 6this is merely a sublimation of her sexual frustration; it would seem 
that Devkota had been impressed by the theories of Sigmund Freud, and 
these ideas were again new to Nepali literature. Sulocana's only 
consolation is the servant who builds her a shrine for Krsna and plays 
the flute to her. She is unaware of the fact that this servant is

65. Ibid., p.193 (9th canto, verses 102, 103).
6 6 . Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.48.
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really Ananga in disguise.

Finally, Sulocana's relationship with her husband reaches a 
crisis when he discovers a letter which she has written to Ananga: he
beats her and orders her out of the house. The servant (Ananga) intercedes, 
telling Vilas Singh about their love affair; as soon as Sulocana recognises 
him, he disappears. Vilas Singh, stricken with guilt, shoots himself.
The poem ends in great tragedy, as Sulocana dies of consumption at the 
temple of Pashupati. As she passes away, a stranger appears:

taba yaham dina eka kunai jana 
na rsi bhannu na pagala bhannu jhaim 
vasana jlrna dharikana auncha

6 7najara ti mukhama tyasako pari

"Then one day came some person,
Who seemed neither sage nor madman,
Wearing worn-out clothes he came,
All eyes were on his face."

It is only after he has gone that people realise that the stranger was 
Ananga, in his final disguise.

6 8As noted above, this ending of "tragic irreconcilability" is a
major departure from the traditions of epic poetry, which David Rubin

69describes as "characteristically modern". In an authoritative analysis
of the poem, he remarks:

"If,at moments the melodramatic climaxes.... seem to clash with
the naturalistic and psychological tone, it should be remembered
that Devkota is not part of a Western tradition (no matter how
important the influence of the West on his work may be), nor, for
that matter, is there any clear Indie tradition behind his work
in this form....he is.... creating quite new vehicles for the

70expression of his thought."

67. Devkota, op.cit., 1946, p.312 (15th canto, verse 61).
6 8 . Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.51.
69. Ibid., p.51.
70. Ibid., p.49.
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The whole work is also quite clearly allegorical, and critical 
of many social conventions, such as arranged marriage, the status of 
widows and women in general and the pride and hypocrisy of the Ranas 
and the upper castes. Sulocana's father, for instance, is named Satru,
"the enemy" and the long genealogical preamble serves to emphasise the 
excessive pride which he holds in his family, a pride which does not 
coincide with the family's status in Kathmandu society. This feature 
of the epic is now regarded as an implicit criticism of the power of the 
Rana family. Throughout the poem, Devkota attempts to promote his 
ideals of honesty, freedom and the spontaneity of human love; it is 
significant that the love affair of Timirmardan and Bijuli is successful, 
although highly unorthodox. Sulocana was perhaps the fullest and most 
eloquent expression Devkota ever made of his personal philosophy in epic 
poetry and it is a landmark in the development of modern Nepali literature.

Between 1943 and 1946, Devkota submitted about twenty-two manuscripts 
71for publication. Many were not published until after the establishment

of Sajha Prakasan in 1964: these included three episodic poems (Sltaharana,
Dusyanta-gakuntalabheta and LunI), two epics (Vana-Kusum and Maharana
Pratap), a novel (Campa) a verse-drama (Krsi-Bala) a collection of songs
(Gaine Gita) and two volumes of poems for children (Putall). Several

72more still await publication.

Despite his predilection for poetry, Laksmlprasad Devkota also wrote
several short stories, a novel and a number of essays of exceptionally

73high quality. His first published prose appeared in Barada in 1936, 
and a collection of essays was published in 1945, entitled LaksmI 
Nibandhasangraha, which is perhaps the best source-material for an 
analysis of the poet's highly individual philosophies.

Exile in Banaras

In 1947, Devkota accepted a teaching post at Trichandra College

71. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.10.
72. Pande, op.cit., 1960, p.127.
73. This was an essay, entitled Asarhko Pandraha, "The Fifteenth Day of 

Asarh", in garada, vol.2, no.9 (1936).
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but the following year, only a few days after he had chaired the first
meeting of the Nepali Sahitya Parisad, he left Nepal surreptitiously to

74become a voluntary exile in Banaras. It seems that he could no
longer tolerate the overbearing censorship of his works. Two poems
published in garada in 1946 indicate that he was becoming increasingly
discontent with the state of affairs which prevailed in Nepal under the

75Rana regime. In Sandhe, "The Bull", the obstinate bull sitting in
the middle of the street is clearly meant to represent the Ranas. He
claims to be older and greater than the Vedas, he takes possession of
every field he enters (jati pasna sakyo uti aphno kheta) and his heaven

7 6is a lascivious delight (svarga bhaneko ugrai). In Baghale Bacca Kina
77Khancha? "Why Does the Tiger Eat its Young", Devkota comes close to 

urging revolution:

e lau, baghako choro hosbhane tyo hattllal hank,
_ 7 g

athava a maisahga lar, dekhum tero dhak!

"If you are the son of a tiger, chase away that elephant,
Or come with me and fight, and let me see your valour."

Devkota is said to have been somewhat less attuned to the social and
79political developments of his time than some of his contemporaries. The

tone of his poetry had always been affected profoundly by his personal
fortunes, but during his exile in Banaras he began to express his
opposition to the anachronistic feudalism which still prevailed in Nepal.
This revolutionary spirit was expressed more explicitly in the many poems
which were published in the various Nepali journals of the late 1940s
than in the epics and episodic poems. Many of these poems were composed
in a form of blank verse known as gadya-kavita, "prose-poetry". Devkota
found that the absence of metrical restrictions allowed him greater
spontaneity and flow (pravaha), qualities for which he strove in his 

80poetry. Gadya-kavita was first made popular by "revolutionary poets"

74. Pande, op.cit., 1960, p.128.
75. garada, vol.12, nos.11/12 (1946).
76. Taraprasad Josi (ed.): Nepali Kavita Sangraha, Kathmandu, 1973,

vol.2, pp.45-47.
77. First published in garada, vol.12, nos.11/12 (1946).
78. Bandhu (ed.), op.cit., 1967, p.74.
79. Abhi Subedl: Sirjana ra Mulyahkan, Lalitpur, 1981, p. 73.
80. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.9.
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81in the early 1940s, such as Gopalaprasad Rimal.

In Banaras, Devkota attended meetings of the outlawed Nepali 
Congress, and edited Yugavani, a revolutionary journal. Desperately 
short of money, he composed as many as ten poems every day, which he

8 2submitted to the head of the Nepali Saubhagya Pustakalaya for publication.
Much of this, exemplified by 52 sonnets which he wrote in English on the

8 3death of Mahatma Gandhi, was simply "hack" work, but Devkota still 
found time to produce an enormous quantity of poetry of a very high 
quality. Much of his work appeared in journals, and has not been 
included in later publications. Paharl Pukar was a long revolutionary 
poem which Devkota published as a pamphlet in 1948:

anna ra bastra ghara lii charchaum
insaphako naumma
jyanaipo jaos, pranai po jaos
parvaha gardainaum
manisalai cahine eka
nalii chardainaum!
marnu ta ekadina avasyai parcha,
pasu jhaim na jium
manisa hum bhane, manisa jhaim jium,

84manisako haka lium!

"We leave our food, our clothes and our homes behind 
For the sake of justice.
Even if we lose our lives, our very breath 
We are unconcerned,
There is one thing a man requires
Which we have never had, and cannot leave behind!
For sure I'll have to die one day,
But I will not live like an animal,

81. Tanasarma: Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, pp.100-104,
82. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.12.
83• Ibid., p.12.
84. Quoted by Govinda Bhatta in: Bhanu (vol.5, no.12) Devkota Visesanka,

(1968), p.346.
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If I am human, I shall live like a human,
Asserting the rights of humanity!"

Devkota's poems from this period of exile include four khandakavya: 
Navarasa {"The Nine Sentiments"), MayavinI SarsI ("Circe the Enchantress"), 
Maina and Sundarl Projarpina ("The Fair Prospering"), a lyric poem,
Vasanti and the poems which are now included in collections entitled 
Bhavanaganqeya ("The Ganges of Emotion") and Akasa Bolcha ("The Sky 
Speaks"), Vasanti and Maina were purely Nepali poems, which harked 
back to the earlier romances, but three major works of this period of 
Devkota's life attest to his growing fascination with Greek mythology.
These were MayavinI Sarsi, published in. 1967, Sundarl Projarpina, 
published in 1952, and his last and most ambitious epic poem, Pramithas, 
"Prometheus", which was written in 1950-1951 but was not published until 
1971.

Pramithas is an unusual poem by any standards. Devkota had retold 
the story of Sakuntala in a Nepali idiom, perhaps emulating Bhanubhakta in 
his reworking of a classical Sanskrit theme, but Pramithas is quite 
different. Except for the revolutionary stance which is adopted in some 
verses, no attempt is made to "Nepalise" the story. Its basic plot 
remains largely unaltered, and Sanskrit vocabulary and Vedic names are

8 5utilised to effect a kind of synthesis of Hellenic and Indian mythology.
The following extract illustrates the political overtones which 
occasionally enter the speeches uttered by Prometheus:

he rankaho, cina raja aphaibhitra. bana bagl - 
bagl tyasa viruddha jo timro ho mahakala. 
he srsta visvaka uttaradhikarlharuho, 
adhikaranimitta lada aphna, nidara, amara, 
andhyarama chau timlharu ajha manavaho, 
chau ajha lakhaum bhramaka sikara, latamukha, 
kuiraka kaka, timro jatlya gaganama 
dalna nayam prakasa, badharna kuiro akasako,

85. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.145.
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nava janma dina timro jatilal bahumulya
avatarita chu prthivlma, ma amara pramithasa,

86bhayankara bagl svargako..,.

"Wretches, recognise the king within yourselves. Rebel!
Rebel against that which consumes you.
Heirs to the created world!
Fight for your inheritance, fearlessly and forever.
Still you remain in darkness, Man,
The prey of myriad delusions, dumb crows in the mist,
I have come to set new light in the firmament of your species,
To sweep the mists from the skies,
To give precious rebirth to your race.
I, Prometheus the immortal, am incarnate on Earth,
A fearsome rebel from Heaven...."

In 1947, Devkota's second son died of typhoid and Man Devi and
Prakash joined him in Banaras the following year. In the autumn of 1949,
they returned together to their home in Kathmandu and Devkota continued

8 7his struggle for a livelihood. Frustrated that his writings had never
brought him any significant material benefits, he wrote (in English):

"The writer finds that the pen cannot pay for his daily bread.
His popularity, if he is one of the popular writers, is confined
within very narrow limits.... Literary creations are unremunerative
luxuries of self-intoxication imaginatively indulged in for the

8 8pleasure of the shortlived creative hour."

He was obliged to take up a number of temporary teaching posts in
8Kathmandu, sometimes spending as much as fifteen hours a day on his work. 

Depressed by these problems, his emotional and physical health declined, 
but his productivity hardly diminished. Even when he was virtually

8 6 . Laksmlprasad Devkota: Pramithas, Kathmandu, 1971, p.6 8 .
87. Pande, op.cit., 1960, p.129.
8 8 . Laxmi Prasad Devkota: "The literature we should produce". Literature, 

vol.l, no.l, Kathmandu, 19 81, p.2.
89. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.14.
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suicidal after the death of his son Prakash in 1952, he arranged
for the publication of his earlier poems in collections such as Putall
(1952) and Bhikharl (1953). He also edited a short-lived journal,

90Indreni, in which many of his later poems were published. These
were often optimistic, despite his sorrows, as the following extract 
from Indreni, "Rainbow", illustrates:

bhana, kina ho el jhalkeko? 
svarga ra prthvl tuta, 
sura-nara-phuta, 
jorna timl chau 
palkeko?

boksi battl : sphutita kiranakl 
rangill bandha1
ghana jalakana saba hunchan patahgal 
jvalana cha tinako 
caramananda1

marna sikau badalalal 
balidani!
phurna sikau bhu-lal he 
indreni!^

"Tell me, why do you shine?
Are you tempted to re-unite
Heaven and earth which have broken apart
Or man with the gods he has lost?

A witch's lamp: a colourful prism of scattered rays,
The dark droplets all reo-ths.
Their burning is their final joy.

Teach the clouds to die,
Self-Sacrificer1
Teach the earth to thrill with delight.
Rainbow. 11

90. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.13. Seven issues of Indreni were published.
91. Royal Nepal Academy: Adhunik Nepali Kavita, Kathmandu, 1971, pp.85-86.
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In his later years, Devkota came to re-evaluate his poetry and 
its language. In an essay which he wrote in English, he compared the 
language of modern Nepali poetry with that of Bhanubhakta and found 
the former lacking:

"(Bhanubhakta1s diction) is easy, natural, almost colloquial,
explanatory and yet appealing.... (The modern poets'
language) is difficult, artificialised, Sanskrit-dominated...
jaw-breaking gibberish for the common man.... We have lost sight

92of the healthier side of the genius of our language."

He goes on to urge for a greater simplicity of language,

"From the standpoint of social or natural utility, we
practice wastage. And I know that I have been guiltier than
the rest of us in this respect. The claims of democracy are
forgotten. The ivory tower is the ideal. Our social and
political contexts demand a revision in spirit, and in style.

93We must speak to our times."

Accordingly, Devkota's poems of the late 1950s are written in a
simpler language; some obscurities persist, but his use of abstruse
Sanskrit words decreases. On occasion, English words are borrowed,
such as "evening" and "machine" in Eka Sundarl Vesyaprati ("To a

94Beautiful Prostitute"), which was published in 1956. Towards the
end of his life, Devkota wrote many poems in English, and also translated

95some of his Nepali compositions, making alterations here and there.
The following verse was composed during his final illness,

"Promethean pain I bear,
With tear on tear,
Yet a song of joy must I raise,

96My God to praise."

92. Devkota, in Literature, vol.l, no.l (1981), p. 2.
93. Ibid. ,* p. 3.
94. IndrenT, vol.l, no.5 (1956).
95. Some of these English translations are included in the Royal Nepal 

Academy's Modern Nepali Poems, Kathmandu, 1972.
96. Quoted by Pande, (op.cit., 1960), p.59.
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Devkota was active on various committees after the political
changes of 1950 and in 1957 he was made a member of the newly-founded

97Royal Nepal Academy. He was the Minister for Education in Tanka
Prasad Acarya's short-lived administration in 1957, and also under K.I.

98Singh. As a prominent Nepali poet, he was also chosen to lead
Nepalese delegations to Indian literary conferences on numerous occasions
and he attended similar functions in the Soviet Union, Peking and 

99Bucharest. His medical condition, first diagnosed as a peptic ulcer,
later as cancer, deteriorated steadily but during his convalescence from 
an operation in Calcutta in 1958 he wrote the humorous poems which were 
published as a collection entitled Manoranjana, "Enjoyments" and also 
revised his beloved Muna Madan.~*~̂

Devkota travelled to Tashkent in 1958 to attend the Afro-Asian 
Writers' Conference, but he required a large blood transfusion before 
delivering a lengthy speech on Nepali literature. He subsequently 
spent nearly a month in a Moscow hospital and, shortly after his return 
to Nepal he was admitted to Shanta Bhavan hospital in Patan. It was 
clear that he was dying; on his sickbed he wrote:

dhanya he atma dhanya he Isvara timro 111a bujhiena 
timro padama sathasmrti II amha kahilyai bhijiena 
aba yasalal kehl chaina gayo kahayo pugyo kaham

102kevala visako thopa piundai ajha jaldaicha basi yaham

"Blessed be the soul and blessed be the Lord; I never 
understood your game,
My sighs of sad remembrance never dampened your feet,
Where will he go, where will he be summoned, where will 
he arrive - this man no longer cares,
Drinking drops of poison, still he stays here burning."

97. Ibid., p.132.
98. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.14, p.17.
99. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, p.14,
100. Pradhan, op.cit., 1979, p.17.
101. Pradhan (ibid., p.18) states that some of Devkota's poems were 

later published in Russian translation.
102. Quoted by Pande (op.cit., 1960), p.56.
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Devkota's death was almost a public event. His medical expenses 
had been defrayed by members of the royal family, and as he waited for 
death at the temple of Pasupatinath, he was visited by many of the most 
prominent citizens of Kathmandu, including Lekhnath Paudyal.^^ He 
is now honoured as the mahakavi, the "great poet" of Nepali literature 
and takes his place in the literary "trinity" of Sama, Paudyal and 
Devkota.

LaksmIprasad Devkota: Published Works

Devkota's prolific creativity caused numerous problems for the
literary biographer. Some works were not published until many years
after their composition and new poems are still coming to light. Many
of these were originally published in the literary journals of the 1940s
and 1950s, such as Garada, YugavanI and Indreni and are not included in

105the published collections. In the following bibliography, Devkota's 
published works are arranged as far as possible in order of composition.

Date of Title Date of Description
composition publication

1935 Muna Madan 1935 Khandakavya
1940 Savitrl satyavan 1940 Verse-drama
1940 Rajakumar Prabhakar 1940 Khandakavya
1941 Prasiddh Prabandh Sanqraha 1941 Translated e
1942 "Big Game Shooting in Nepal" 1942
pre-1945 Bhikhari 1953 Poems
1943-1946 PutalT 1952 Children's \

Mhendu 1958 Khandakavya
Krsibala 1964 Verse-drama
Gaine Git 1967 Songs
Sltaharana 1967 Khandakavya
Campa 1967 Novel
Dusyanta-Sakuntalabheta 1968 Khandakavya
Van-Kusum 1968 Epic poem

103. Rubin, op.cit., 1980, pp.14-16.
104. Ibid., p.17.
105. Based on the appendix of Pande's study (op.cit., 1960, pp.337-344).
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Date of Title Date of description
composition publication

1944 Luni 1966 Khandakavya
1945 Sakuntala 1945 Epic poem

LaksmI Nibandhasanqraha 1945 Essays
Kunjini 1945 Khandakavya
Ra j a putaramanl 1945 Drama

1946 Sulocana 1946 Epic poem
1946 Maharana Pratap 1967 Epic poem
1947 Ravana-Jatayu Yuddha 1958 Khandakavya
1948 Paharl Pukar 1948 jhyaure poem
1947-1949 Navarasa 1968 Khandakavya

Bhavanaganqeya 1967 Poems
MayavinI Sarsi 1967 Khandakavya
Skasa Bolcha 1968 Poems

1949 Vasanti 1952 Lyric poem
Maina 1952 Khandakavya
Sundarl Proiarpina 1952 Khandakavya

1951 Pramithas 1971 Epic poem
1953 Sunako Bihana 1953 Children's poer
1958 Manoranjana 1967 Humorous poems
1958 Janmotsava Mutuko Thopa 1958 Poems
1959 Chahara 1959 Poems
1959 Mrtyusayyabata 1959 Poems

7 Cilia pataharu 1964 Poems
7 Katak 1969 Heroic verse
7 Chahqasahqa kura 1969 Poems
7 Myakbeth 1969 Drama (trans.)
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Chapter 19 

Modern Nepali Literature

In this account of the history of Nepali literature, attention has 
inevitably been focussed on the development of poetry and, to a lesser 
extent, of drama. It has been noted that poetry has always been the 
dominant genre of Nepali literature, and that most Nepali writers have 
considered themselves to be, first and foremost, poets. Thus the 
composition of prose was generally a subsidiary activity for the Nepali 
poet until quite late in the 20th century and as we have seen, this 
was explicable partly in terms of the lack of grammatical standardisation 
in the Nepali language itself. Variant spellings or unorthodox syntax 
in verse can be justified by "poetic license" but a more regularised 
language is required for prose composition. Thus it is no coincidence 
that essays, academic studies and fiction were not produced in any 
quantity in Nepali until grammatical norms were established in the 1920s.1

Fiction

The development of Nepali fiction during the early years of the 20th
century closely resembled that of Nepali poetry over the same period.
The didactic, miraculous and romantic fables of the late 19th century had

2been wholly displaced by a school of "social realism" by the mid-20th 
century. To some extent, this style of Nepali fiction has now been 
superceded by the works of new authors who are deeply influenced by 
existentialist philosophies and a sense of social alienation.

Although Nepali scholars are eager to seek out antecedents for the 
Nepali novel and short story in their own literary history, few would 
deny that the most important influence on Nepali fiction has been that of

1. Gumansingh Camling: Maulo, Darjeeling, 1978, pp.59-60.
2 . "samajik yatharthavad".
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European literature. One critic states, "one should not hesitate to
3seek for the roots of Nepali fiction outside Eastern literatures"

and the same commentator also believes that the Nepali novel is "a
4contribution of capitalist civilisation". It can indeed be argued that 

Nepali fiction was the product of an era during which literary commercialism 
was established with the development of a small publishing industry and the 
emergence of a growing market for literature as the educated sector of 
Nepalese society expanded.

In the late 19th century, tales from Persian, Sanskrit, Hindi and
Urdu literatures were popular in Nepal and the style and content of the
Nepali fiction of that time were clearly imitative of these stories.
Some Nepali scholars still attempt to present works such as Bhanudatta's
translation of Hitopadesa Mitralabha (1776), Sundaranand Banda's Triratna
Saundarya Gatha (1832) or the Tin Ahan ("Three Fables", c.1820) by

5"Munshi" as the beginnings of an indigenous tradition of fiction, but 
it is clear that 20th-century Nepali fiction has only the most tenuous of 
links with these works. The first works of Nepali fiction were greatly 
influenced by romantic Sanskrit legends and Urdu and Persian miracle and 
jasusi stories. These latter are often described as "detective stories" 
but are more accurately described as stories which are concerned with the 
solution of a mystery invented by their author. The very beginnings of 
modern Nepali fiction are represented by works such as Birasikka (a 
collection of royal romances derived from Persian literature), Baital 
Pace!si (traditional Indian legends) and a romance based on a theme from 
the Puranas , Mahasati Anusuya, all of which were first published between 
1895 and 1915.6

3. Krsnacandrasingh Pradhan: "Nepali Upanyas" in Pradhan (ed.):
Sajha Samalocana, Kathmandu (2nd edn.), 1977, p.358.

4. Ibid., p.359.
5. Mohanaraja Sarma traces the origins of Nepali fiction back to the 

Vedas in Kathako Vikas-Prakriya, Kathmandu, 1978.
6 . The popularity of these works continued well into the 20th century, 

as is evident from the number of editions published in the 1920s and 
19 30s. M.J.Hutt: A Catalogue of Nepali Printed Books in the India 
Office Library (to be published in 1984).
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The Novel

The first Nepali writer to merit the title of "novelist" was one
7 _Sadasiva Sarma, whose Mahendraprabha was published in 1902. Sarma 

wrote five novels in all, if his translations of two Hindi novels,
.0

Narendra MohinI and DevakTnandan Khatrl1s Candrakanta, are included. He
also edited a short lived periodical, Upanyasataranqinl, which was

9dedicated exclusively to the serialisation of novels. Thus Sadasiva
Sarma made a significant contribution to the early development of this 
essentially foreign literary genre in Nepal.

Although these early works of fiction, and others such as Vlracaritra
by Girisavallabh Josi (1903), had the outer form of novels, they still
harked back to the Persian tales.^ In general, they were stories of
mystery and miraculous events, or "detective" novels which bore little
relation to the society which was contemporary with them. Obviously,
the market for Nepali literature was still very small, and most of this
fiction was written for the titillation of the literate elite which had

11gathered around the Rana courts. None of these early novels were
based on any aspect of Nepalese life, nor were they set in any

12recognisable geographical location or historical era. In general,
they were contrived to amuse or amaze, or to demonstrate that the moral 
verities of Hindu tradition were still unassailable.

Modern scholars, influenced by the literary developments of the 1940s,
base their judgements of these early novels upon criteria derived from
the value of realistic social depiction. They assess the extent to which
these works referred to the social realities which were contemporary with

13them: were they jivanmulak, "based on life", or not? and they invariably

7. Pradhan, op.cit., 1977, p.362.
8 . Dayaram Srestha Sambhava; Nepali Sahityaka Kehi Prstha, Kathmandu, 

1975, p.203.
9. Abhi Subedi: Nepali Literature. Background and History, Kathmandu,

1978, p.lll.
10. Pradhan, op.cit., 1977, p.362.
11. Sambhava, op.cit., 1975, p.202.
12. Vlracaritra (1903) was actually set in western Nepal, but its events 

were pure fantasy. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.112.
13. Tanasarma: Bhanubhaktadekhi Tesro Ayamasamma, Kathmandu (2nd edn.),

1977, pp.110-119.
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find them lacking in the qualities which are now so highly prized. The
first Nepali novel to meet these requirements was Rupamatl (1934) by
Rudraraja Pande, a teacher of history from Trichandra College who later

14became the Vice-Chancellor of Tnbhuvan University. Rupamatl was the
first of a number of Nepali novels to describe the social changes which 
were occurring in Nepal and it did so in the context of family life. It 
relates the conflicts experienced by a young man who is influenced by 
western notions of individual freedom but bound by the traditional norms 
of familial duty which pervaded his society. Although its characterisations 
are somewhat insipid, and the author argues implicitly for the maintenance 
of the "old" values, Rupamatl is notable for its reference to contemporary 
issues. Dissatisfaction with the Rana regime was growing among educated 
Nepalese in the 19 30s, and social comment, expressed obliquely, was to 
become the dominant theme of the fiction of the time. Bhramar (1936), 
by Darjeeling story-writer Rupanarayan Singh and Laksmiprasad Devkota's 
Campa (1945) took "social realism" a step further. Bhramar is noted 
for its quite vivid descriptions of middle-class life in Darjeeling, and 
Campa for its theme of sexual deprivation, a problem for which the author 
offers no easy solution.

This acknowledgement of the value of authenticity in fiction inspired
several authors to write novels which were purely historical in content.
Novels such as Rajabandhakl and Ramakrsna Kumvar Rana, by Tukaraja and
Padmaraja Misra incorporated a great deal of historical detail, but paid
less attention to narrative style or dramatic structure. ^  Thus these
two novels are judged to be inferior to Dayaman Shamsher's enjoyable
historical novel Vasanti (1949) which is based on stories from Rana 

17history. A sequel to this novel, Seto Bagh, "The White Tiger", was
published in 1974. The historical novel, however, never established it
self as an especially important genre of Nepali fiction.

14. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.112.
15. Tanasarma: Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, p.149.
16. Sambhava, op.cit., 1975, p.204.
17. Pradhan, op.cit., 1977, p.366.
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The first novel by the renowned Nepali artist Lainsingh Bangdel 
was published in 1947. Entitled Muluk Bahira, "Outside the Kingdom", 
it marked an important stage in the development of Nepali fiction and so 
it is worthy of a more detailed examination. The theme of Muluk Bahira 
was the lives of "exile" Nepalese (pravasl nepall), mostly labourers or 
soldiers returning from the Second World War, who were obliged to seek 
employment in India. A major flaw of earlier Nepali novels had been the 
excessive emphasis which their authors had laid on events, which under
mined the credibility of their characters and often robbed them of their 
social and cultural relevance. Although the lives of pravasl Nepalese 
had already received the attention of Rupanarayan Singh in his novel,
Bhramar, Bangdel went to greater lengths to analyse the psychological 
motivations of his characters, and the events described in Muluk Bahira 
are more credible, as a consequence. Bangdel lived in Darjeeling at the
time, and so he chose to fill his first novel with the characters with

18whom he was familiar: the labourers and coolies of the area. His
description of their lives bears the stamp of authenticity. Their speech 
contains local colloquialisms, dialect words and rural pronunciations;
India, for instance, is referred to as Mugalan (i.e. "the land of the 
Mughals") and Darjeeling as Dorling. The following excerpt from Muluk 
Bahira describes a peasant girl's reactions to her first sight of Darjeeling

mugalanaka thula—thula ghara ra cilia sadakaharu
dekhta myaucl anandale gadgad bhal. jivanama aphule
nadekheka kuraharu rela ra motara dekhta tyo chakkai
pari....myaucl, aruna kholako varipari patalako jangalama
gaibastu caraundai gothama gothala gothalnlharuka samsahgaima
jivana bltaune - aba mugalana pasera darjilingaka rela, motara

19ghara dekhta bara chakkai parnu svabhavika kura ho.

"When she saw the great houses and smooth streets of Mugalan,
MyauchI was choked with happiness. Seeing things she'd never

18. Ibid., p.368.
19. Lainsingh Bangdel: Muluk Bahira, Kathmandu (3rd edn.), 1968, p.3.
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seen in her life, like trains and motor cars, she was amazed.... 
Myauchi, who had spent her life grazing the animals in the thick 
forests of the Arun Khola, in the company of herdsmen and herds-
women: it was natural for her to be astounded when she entered
Mugalan to see the trains, cars and houses of Darjeeling."

Bangdel is noted for his skill in describing natural scenery, a skill
20which is attributed to his artistic prowess. Muluk Bahira is full of

descriptions of the weather, the mountains and the changing seasons:

dinabharl tyasa dina ramailo ghama lagirahyo. tara 
beluka hundai gaepachi akasama megha thuprindai gayo. 
hava calnathalyo. pascimabata bagne havale kalo meghalal
tanera sampurna akasa dhakyo. herda herdai akasa andhakara
bhaera ayo - pani parla parla jasto bhayo. hurl pani

21calna thalyo. Sabai manisaharule andhiko asanka garnathale.

"There had been pleasant sunshine all that day. But as evening 
fell, clouds piled up in the sky. The wind got up, blowing 
from the west, and it drew the clouds right across the sky. As
they watched, the sky darkened - rain seemed imminent, and the
wind began to rage. Everyone feared the storm."

With Muluk Bahira, Bangdel established himself as the foremost writer
22of social realism in Nepali novels: his other works, Maitighar, "The

In-Laws' House" (1948) and Langadako SathI, "The Cripple's Friend" (1949) 
continued to treat different themes in a similar manner.

The 1950s saw some growth in Nepali fiction: in his literary history,
Tanasarma mentions sixteen novelists whose works were published before 1950, 
and he considers Rudraraja Pande, Rupanarayan Singh, Lainsingh Bangdel and

20. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.148.
21. Bangdel, op.cit., 1968, p.75.
22. Pradhan, op.cit., 1977, p.368.
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_ 23 24Accha Rai 'Rasik1 to be the most worthy of note. His list of novels
published between 1950 and 1970 contains some ninety titles by forty-four 

25authors.

A logical development of this ideal of social realism was the re-
introduction of a moral or political standpoint on the part of the
novelist. This is not to say that Nepali fiction again became moralistic
or didactic; rather, the message of the novel was expressed,ideally, as
an integral, implicit part of the narrative. In his description of the
lives of exile Nepalese, Bangdel had certainly been sympathetic towards
his characters in their depressed circumstances, but his novel did not
offer any solution to the problem. During the 1950s, however, the
Nepali novel became more idealistic and reformist. The social progressivism
which had been expressed by Premchand in his Hindi stories and novels
certainly exerted its influence over the Nepali novelists of the time. An
example of this kind of novel was Basaim, "Home", by Lllabahadur Ksetrl,
a Nepalese resident of Assam. Ksetrl was quite overt in his condemnation
of rural superstition, feudal exploitation and the factors which had led

2 6to so many Nepalese deserting their homeland. Basaim is praised for
its authentic evocation of Nepalese rural life, and for the colloquial 
nature of its language. Authenticity of reported speech, and simplicity 
in the language of narration soon became touchstones of quality in Nepali 
fiction, as they had in Hindi. The Sanskritisation of the Nepali language 
is at its least intrusive level in fiction, even today.

The lives of exile Nepalese had been a popular theme of Nepali fiction 
for some time, but in the late 1950s, the influence of growing cultural 
nationalism and the appearance of a school of "purist" (jharrovadl) writers 
encouraged novelists to look to rural life within Nepal for their subject

23. Rasik died in 1952 at the age of 24. His most popular novel was 
Lagan, "The Conjunction", a romance which was first published in 1948. 
Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.148.

24. Ibid., pp.146-149.
25. Ibid., pp.213-216.
26. Ratna Pustak Bhandar (publishers): Sure Success in Intermediate 

Vernacular Nepali, Kathmandu, 1975, pp.57-58.
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matter. Many novels have been written about the lives of the "common
people" of particular areas of Nepal, and the dozen or so novels by
Sahkar Koirala are probably the best examples of this trend. His
Khairini Ghat (1961) is regarded as one of the novels which brought

27"maturity" to Nepali fiction. Its theme is commonplace, taking in
various social and economic problems, but the study is related with 
meticulous attention to the details of rural life and speech:

usale pharkera heryo - "ramekT ama, kastl chyau?"
"sancai chu. aile samma kalale choeko chaina nanlI" usale bhani. 
bhaktavirele hamste bhanyo - "kasta chan hamra ba ama?"
"sancai chan" usale bhani.

2 8"besai bho, sabaile bhanchan sancai chan" bhandai u aghi barhyo.

"He turned back to look, "How are you, oh mother of Rame?"
"I'm fine, Death hasn't touched me yet, my child!" she said. 
Bhaktavlre laughed and said, "And how are my father and mother?" 
"They're well", she answered.
"That's good, everyone said they were well", he said, going on."

Writers of novels which deal with rural Nepal became increasingly
concerned to present authentic portrayals of their characters. Thus
spellings of many words occurring in dialogue are adapted to convey the
rural pronunciation of Nepali; examples from this excerpt are aile
(ahile: "now") and bho (bhayo: "happened") and there are many others.
This is a feature which is now common to most Nepali novels and stories
which include rural characters, and has an earlier parallel in Hindi

29novels such as Premchand's Godan.

The themes of sexual dissatisfaction, alienation and pessimism
which have now become prevalent in the works of younger Nepali writers
also began to appear in novels in the late 1950s. Sexuality is in

_ _ 30evidence in the novels of Visvesvaraprasad Koirala, and in two other

27. Pradhan, op.cit., 1977, p.370,
28. Sahkar Koirala: Khairini Ghat, Kathmandu, 1961, p.5.
29. First published Allahabad, 1936.
30. Koirala was leader of the Nepali Congress Party and was the elected

Prime Minister of Nepal 1959-60. His most popular novel is Tin Ghumtl,
"Three Turns", written in a Kathmandu jail between 1960 and 1968. 
Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.221.
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important works of the period. These are Govindabahadur Gothale's
Pallo Gharako Jhyal, "The Window of the House Nextdoor" (1959) and Vi jay
Malla's Anuradha (1961). The heroine of each novel is discontented
with her married life, but they react in different ways. Gothale's
heroine elopes with the boy nextdoor, whom she has admired from her window,
but Malla's Anuradha remains at home and is thereby driven to insanity.
Nepali novelists, who, with a few notable exceptions, have all been male,
have attempted to analyse the female psyche with varying degrees of
success. These two novels are clearly influenced by Freudian theories;
Malla tries to present his heroine's insanity as a perfectly rational

31response to an intolerable situation; but the most overt expression of
Freudian ideas is found in Sarpadamsa, a novel by TarinTprasad Koirala.
Its hero is a young boy named Kammu, who is obsessed by holes. One day,
egged on by his sister, he puts his hand into a hole he has found, and

32receives a fatal snakebite. This analysis of child psychology is
obviously very heavily influenced by Freud, and may also be an attempt at 
a symbolic representation of male and female sexual roles.

Two novels of the 1960s are illustrative of the most recent 
developments in the Nepali novel. The first, Aja Raroita Cha, "Today 
There's A Show" (1964) by Indra Rai, espouses the literary and philosophical 
attitudes of the Tesro Ayam movement which will be discussed later, with 
reference to poetry. It is therefore a cynical and gloomy account of the 
lives of a few individuals of the middle-class society of Darjeeling. The 
life of the hero, "M.K." is aimless and meaningless, and Rai is critical
of his apeing of western fashions. Aja Ramita Cha is perhaps the most

. . . 33pessimistic of all Nepali novels.

The second example is the first novel by Parijat, a Tamang authoress
_ 34from Darjeeling. This novel, g i n sako Phul, "Blue Mimosa", (1965) was

almost entirely without precedent in Nepali fiction. It won the Madan
Puraskar literary prize for fiction in 1965, but it was the cause of

31. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.118.
32. Ibid., p.118.
33. Ibid., p.119.
34. Blue Mimosa is the title of an English translation of this novel, 

by Tanka Vilas Acharya and Sondra Zeidenstein, which was published 
in 1972.
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some controversy: some thought it decadent and vulgar, and imitative
35of western literature, while others hailed it as a truly "modern" novel. 

Sirlsako Phul tells the story of Suyog Bir Singh, a retired soldier in 
his middle age: his life is empty and meaningless, but he takes solace
in alcohol and cigarettes. Gradually he acquires a hopeless and 
desperate infatuation for the sister of a drinking companion. This 
woman, Sakambari, is the complete antithesis of the typical Nepali 
heroine: she is cynical and even cruel, she wears her hair cropped and
smokes continually. The psychological background to the novel is Suyog's 
memories of his sexual exploitation of Burmese tribal women during his 
military service. Although it is not a long novel {92 pages), Sirlsako 
Phul is deceptively complex: there are a number of sub-plots, and many
of its events are invested with symbolic significance. Suyog's infatuation
remains almost wholly unexpressed, and Sakambari dies. Her death is not
the melodramatic demise of the traditional Nepali heroine, however: there
is an underlying suspicion that Suyog's single clumsy attempt to reveal his 
feelings to her is in some way responsible. The following passage, 
narrated by Suyog, comes at the end of the book:

sivarajale atmahatya garena vyavasthalal svlkara
gareko cha, u abhyasta bhaisakeko cha....
manisama maya ra bhavanako hatya bhaisakepachi manisa
banccha ra manisa euta mesinabhanda barhl kehl hoina,
yahl satyalal haml siva ra ma duvaile aphaima pramanita
gariraheka chaum. barl euta mulyahlna mrtyu marekl
cha ra sivaraja ra ma sarahlna jlvana bitairaheka chaum.
aba sivarajako bhagnuko artha cha usalal aba chutkarale
hoina vastavikatale angaleko cha ra ma maile
vastavikataharulal pacaisakeko chu ra ahile santustiko

3 6euta paridhi khincna sakeko chu.

"Shivaraj didn't kill himself, he's accepted the situation, 
he's already got used to it....When love and emotion have 
been killed in a man, the man survives, but he's nothing more

35* Ibid (Introduction), p.l.
36. Parijat: Sirlsako Phul. Biratnagar (2nd edn.), 1965, p. 92.
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than a machine. This fact Shiva and I both prove in ourselves.
Bari died a useless death, and Shiva and I are living insipid 
lives. Now Shivaraj has a reason for escaping, but he is embraced 
by reality, not by relief. As for me, I've digested these realities 
and I've staked out the limits of my contentment."

The Short Story

Nepali scholars search for antecedents for the modern short story 
in their own literature, just as they attempt to seek out antecedents for 
the novel. Yet, unless the story can be said to stem from the orally- 
transmitted tales of Nepali folk-literature, it must be admitted that 
the modern form of the Nepali short story is a literary genre which has 
also been borrowed from foreign literatures. The short story is probably 
the second most developed genre of modern Nepali literature, after poetry. 
Unlike the novel, a story could be published in its entirety in the literary 
journals which were of fundamental importance to literary development. 
Obviously, a reader requires less leisure-time to read a story and so this 
genre predominates in Nepali fiction.

The earliest examples of Nepali short stories were published in 
the Gorkhapatra from 1902 onwards; most of them were translated from 
Bengali or Hindi and they adopted the romantic, traditional and jasusl

37themes which preceded the advent of "social realism" to Nepali fiction.

The Nepali short story received its first 'boost' with the
appearance of garada in 1934, which published a great number of stories

38in its earlier issues. The themes of these stories very soon began to
concentrate on the problems of contemporary Nepalese society, and particularly 
on the status of women. Marriage and widowhood were subjects which 
provided Nepali writers with an inexhaustible source of material for fiction.

37. The earliest "short stories" to have been published in the Gorkhapatra 
are listed in: Mohanaraja Sarma: Kathako Vikas-Prakriya, Kathmandu,
1978, pp.164-174.

38. Ishwar Baral: "Nepali Kathasahityako Visayama" in Krsnacandrasingh
Pradhan (ed.): Sajha Samalocana, Kathmandu (2nd edn.), 1977, p.324.
Baral designates 1934-37 the nirmana-kal, "foundation period" of the 
Nepali short story.
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The most successful exponents of "social realism" in the Nepali
stories of the 1930s were Visvesvaraprasad Roirala, Puskar Shamsher,
Balakrsna Sama and Guruprasad Mainall. Their early stories were
included in the first collection of Nepali stories, Katha-Kusum, which

39was published m  1938.

Mainali (b.1900) was born in Kanpur in the Tarai, and worked in
various administrative posts from 1926 onwards, eventually becoming a

40judge in the Kathmandu law-courts. Although he only seems to have
written eleven stories, several of them have become extremely popular
in Nepal, particularly those which deal with themes from the lives of
Nepalese peasants. Mainall is said to have been an avid reader of Hindi 

41fiction, and the influence of Premchand is certainly discernible in his
choice of themes and style of language. His most popular story, Paralko
Ago, "A Fire in the Straw" (1938) formed the basis for one of the first

42Nepali feature-films in the mid-1970's and is probably the most famous 
Nepali work of fiction concerning the subject of marriage. Its hero is 
Chame, a farmer, who has a furious argument with his wife, Gaunthale.
She leaves him and goes off to her parents' home: things go very badly
for Chame without his wife. His buffalo, for instance, will not allow 
him to milk it, and it escapes into the maizefield of a neighbour, Kokale. 
Kokale is dancing at a wedding, dressed in women's clothes, when he is 
informed of the buffalo's destruction of his crop:

kokale maruni ko lahangaisita daurdai makaibarlma 
pugyo. kokaleko posak dekhera bhaimsl jhan thado 
pucchara laera kudna thalyo...bicara came kehl bolena. 
adha ratatira balla balla car pane jana bhaera bhaimsl 
dhapaera lyae.  ̂̂

39. Katha-Kusum, Darjeeling, 1938. The 11th edition of this popular 
book was published in 1981.

40. Ishwar Baral (ed.): Jhyalabata, Kalimpong (3rd edn.), 1968, p.68.
41. Baral, op.cit., 1977, p.324.
42. Kamala Sankrtyayan, personal communication, Darjeeling 1981.
43. Guruprasad Mainall: Paralko Ago, in: Katha-Kusum, Darjeeling 

(11th edn,), 1981, p.54.
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"Kokale ran off to the maizefield, still wearing his 
petticoat. When it saw Kokale1s attire, the buffalo stuck 
its tail in the air and leaped around all the more.... Poor 
Chame said nothing. Eventually it took four or five men 
half the night to chase the buffalo away."

Chame is initially reluctant to admit that life is intolerable 
without his wife, but he later ponders his fate and Mainall finds an 
opportunity to portray the lot of the poor farmer with humour and sympathy

aphu ta mait gal gal, bhaimsilal pani ek hate parera gal.... 
bhlrabata ghacyaridium bhane sahuko doko. Bholi aera sahule 
bandhcha. aphule jutho culo nagare bhokai basnuparcha. Yasto 
chusl jindagl bitaunubhanda kharanl ghasera hindnu jatl. tar
kharanl ghasera po ke garnu ra! ... ajakal pheta guteka mota ghata 
jogl dekhyo bhane - kodall khannaka gaharole jogl bhaeka bhanera
manisaharu gilla garchan....yo yahi samsaraka ropale poleko belama
- - _ _ 44tarhabata salakka herda sital jasto lageko matra ho.

"Alright, she's gone off to her parents', and she's even left
the buffalo accustomed to [being milked by] only one person's
hand. He'd push the creature over a cliff, if he didn't have

45the moneylender's money-bag to worry about. The moneylender 
would come the next day and tie him up. If he didn't do the kitchen 
chores himself, he would go hungry. It would be better to smother 
himself in ashes and wander off as a mendicant than to pass such a 
rotten life! But what would he do as a yogi?.... Nowadays, people 
would ridicule a sleek, fat turbanned yogi, they'd say, "He's only 
become a yogi because it was too much trouble for him to hoe his 
fields!" ... But when a man is being burned by the heat of worldly 
affairs, even this seems a little cooler to him when he views it 
from a distance!"

44. Ibid., pp.56-57.
45. doko, literally, "basket".
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Eventually, Chame resolves to persuade his wife to return home, 
and he goes to fetch her. His in-laws are unfriendly, and his wife 
reluctant, but she allows herself to be cajoled into acquiescence.

Mainall had travelled widely in Nepal and he had acquired a
familiarity with a great variety of regional colloquialisms and rural
proverbs, which he used to great effect in his stories. Although the
characters of these stories were by no means complex, Mainall's use of
humour in depicting their lives enabled the reader to sympathise and
identify with them. The tradition of story-writing based on themes
from Nepalese village life which was begun by Mainall has been continued
by a number of other authors. The most notable of these is Ramesa
Vikal (b.1932) whose Lahuri Bhaimsl, "The Soldiers' Buffalo", is now
regarded as one of the finest modern Nepali stories of rural life. A
collection of his stories, entitled Nayam Sarakako Git, "The Song of New

46Road", won the Madan Puraskar literary prize in 1961.

In the late 1930's, the role of Sarada in the promotion of short
stories was supplemented by the journals which began to emerge from
Nepalese communities in India; these included Candrika, Nebula and 

- 4 7Gorkha. Stories by Govindabahadur "Gothale" and Rupanarayan Singh
48were among the earliest to be published outside Nepal. "Social realism"

became as dominant a feature of short stories after the publication of
Katha Kusum (1938) as it had in the novel after the publication of Bhramar
in 1936. During the 1940s, a political tone began to creep into Nepali
short stories, and this was particularly clear in those written by
Visvesvaraprasad Koirala, the leader of the Nepali Congress Party who

49was to become Nepal's last democratically-elected Prime Minister.

46. Ramesa Vikal: Nayam Sarakako Git, Kathmandu, 1961.
47. Baral, op.cit., 1977, p.327. The development of Nepali fiction in 

Darjeeling periodicals is described in detail by Gumansingh Camling 
in Maulo, Darjeeling, 1978, pp.169-190.

48. "Gothale" was the author of some 24 stories, and his first collection 
was Katha Sangraha (Kathmandu, 1946). Nine of Singh's best stories 
were published in a collection entitled Katha Navaratna (Darjeeling, 
1950).

49. Known as-B.P.Koirala in political circles, the Prime Minister 
preferred to write under his full name of Visvesvaraprasad.
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_ 50In Koirala's Madhesatira, "To the Plains", the themes of
sexual exploitation and socio-economic depression which dominated many
of his other works were made to coalesce in a simple narrative in which
complaint was merely implicit, although unmistakably present. The story
concerns four people, a widow and three men, who are thrown together in
a journey to the plains in their search for homes and employment. Certain
passages are clearly intended to depict the plight of the landless poor;

budhale aphno biteka jlvanaka ghatanaharulal bhanyo. 
usle ekacoti nikai paisa kamayo, satra ropanl kheti 
garthyo. pachi tyasai bigrl bigri ayo. tyas bela tyo 
javan thiyo. nidharama namlo hall bhariyako kam gar! pet 
bharna sakthyo. aba ta tyo pani samarthya chaina. natra yo 
budho yasai bhok bhokai hallirahanthyo ra? aba marne bakhat 
pani bhayo. petako jvala khapna nasakera matra yatauti 
hindnupareko.^

"Budha told them of the events of his past. Once, he had
_52earned a lot of money and farmed seventeen ropani of land.

Then everything had just gone wrong. He was young then, and 
so he had been able to take the tump-line across his forehead 
and subsist as a porter. But now he wasn't capable of even
that; otherwise, why would an old man be wandering hungry?
Now it was time for him to die. It was only his inability to 
put out the flame of hunger that made him wander from place 
to place."

Although the three men of the story are simply homeless, the widow 
has chosen to leave her home, where she had been mistreated by her in-laws.
Her companions are unable to comprehend her willingness to relinquish such
security, and one of them makes off with her money. Despite the brevity

50. Madhesatira was included in Koirala's influential collection of 
stories, DosI Casma, "Faulty Glasses", first published in 1949.

51. Visvesvaraprasad Koirala: Madhesatira, in Bhairava Aryal (ed,): 
Sajha Katha, Kathmandu (3rd edn.), 1979, pp.76-77.

52. An area of land equal to 5600 square feet. Balacandra 3arma: 
Nepali gabda Kosa, Kathmandu, 1962, p.895.
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of his story, which fills only six pages, Koirala manages to express 
his disapproval of Hindu society's treatment of its widows, and to 
illustrate the degradation which poverty forces on the landless farmer. 
At the end of the story, the widow's desperation contrasts with her 
fellow-traveller's optimism:

...budhole baro utsahasanga daksinatirako, ahkhale 
bhyaunjelasammako, thulo bistlrna maidanlai dekhaera 
aphna sathlharulai bhanna thalyo - "u tyahi ho madhesa.
tyahim hamro uddhara huncha........... tara vidhavama utsaha
thiena........ aphno sanai umeradekhiko sapanalal - aphno
sano ghar, chora chori - saphal banaune iccha garekT thiin. 
saba tasako ghar jhaim bhatabhunga bhayo, unle pani dekha - 
siki garera utsahahln drstile daksinatirako maidanalal
u  • 53henn.

"With great enthusiasm, Budho pointed out the great wide 
plain to the south, stretching as far as the eye could see.
"There is it, Madesh! There's our salvation...... "
But the widow felt no excitement.... She had longed to fulfil 
her childhood dream of a little home of her own, and sons 
and daughters. It had all collapsed like a house of cards. She
imitated her companions and gazed southwards to the plains from 
joyless eyes."

This kind of "social" (samajik) story dominated Nepali fiction 
until the late 1950's, and the most prolific author of such stories, if 
not the most respected, was Bhimanidhi Tivarl (1911-1973) who produced 
ten volumes of Nepal" Samajik Kahani between 1949 and 1968. It is 
interesting to note that simplicity of language became a mark of quality 
in Nepali fiction during the 1940's, but many writers began to "re
introduce" some of the more formal conventions of Nepali grammar. In 
the excerpts from Madhesatira given above, for instance, the plural -a.

53. Koirala in Aryal (ed,), op.cit., 1979, pp.79-80.
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ending of adjectives and the feminine forms of verbs (gareki thiln,
"had done", herin, "looked") are consistently employed. Koirala is
praised by modern critics for the "purity" and "correctness" of his
language, as a consequence. Other writers are criticised for the
supposed "impurity" of their language. Bhavani Bhiksu (b.1914) is an
important writer of Nepali fiction who first came to fame with his Tyo
Pheri Pharkala?, "Will He Return?" (1940). His mother-tongue, however,
was the Avadhi dialect of Hindi, and so critics such as Tanasarma state

54that his written Nepali is awkward (apthyaro) and artificial (krtrim).

Writers of Nepali short stories attempted to present psychological 
analyses of their characters at quite an early stage in the development 
of Nepali fiction. In Logne, "Husband", for instance, Puskar Shamsher 
had explained the status of women in terms of social conditioning:

balyavasthadekhi nai sana jutta lagairakhera ciniyam 
svasni mancheko khuttalai sano d#allo pari bigare jastai 
pahiladekhi nai bandhanama pari tapalmko man "logne"

55padalai prem garna paroksatah tallm garieko huncha.

"Like a Chinese woman's feet, which are ruined by being put 
into tiny shoes from childhood, in order to make them small and 
round, your mind has been subtly trained to love the status of 
"husband", for it has been restricted from the very beginning."

Such psychological insights became increasingly sophisticated as 
Nepali writers became more familiar with the theories of Freud and other 
European philosophies during the 1960s. Many modern writers are now 
adopting unusual attitudes to conventional morality; they confront the 
characters of their stories with dilemmas which seem cliched, and then 
describe a response which is unexpected. Our final example in this 
examination of the Nepali short story is a case in point. In Kalo

54. Tanasarma: Nepali Sahityako Itihas, Kathmandu, 1970, p.140.
55. Puskar Shamsher: Logne, in Katha-Kusum (11th edn.), 1981, p.82.
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, _ 56Casma, "Sunglasses" by the noted modern playwright and poet Vi jay 
Malla, a middle-class man returns home early one night and finds his 
wife asleep in bed'with another man. Rather than waking them and 
confronting his wife with her infidelity, he decides to allow their 
clandestine affair to continue. This attitude of acquiescence and 
feigned ignorance is symbolised by his purchase of a pair of sunglasses

tara ma unlharuma tyasta udasinata, trasa, bhaya, jagauna
cahannam. ma uthem ra sankalpa garem ki ahile nai gaera
"gagals" kinera lyaunchu. ankhama gagals lagaunchu. mero
nikatatama pani unlharuma darako abhasa nahos. yinlharu
prasanna bhaera khelirahun. yas lokako pani astitva cha bhanne
kuralal ma kina inkara garum?.............
...... nissandeha ma aba gagals kinna janchu. kalo casma
lagaera samajik naitik manusyako rupabata pratyaksatah nai 

57prthak bandachu.

"But I don't want to arouse such dejection, dread and fear in 
them. I got up and resolved that I would go right now and buy 
some "goggles". I will wear goggles over my eyes. They 
should not feel at all afraid even when I am near. They should 
be happy and continue to play their game. Why should I deny
the existence of this particular world?...........
...... Without a doubt, I'll go now and buy some goggles.
Wearing sunglasses, I will become quite obviously aloof from 
the forms of social, moral Man."

Poetry

The 1930s and 1940s saw the establishment of a tradition of Nepali 
poetry which could perhaps be described as "modern romanticism". Its 
most famous poet was Laksmiprasad Devkota, whose works continue to

56. Kalo Casma is included in Vi jay Malla's collection of stories 
entitled Pareva ra KaidI, Kathmandu, 1977.

57. Ibid., p.129.
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influence other poets today. Although certain changes did occur in
this poetry over the years, as its authors became influenced by a rather
vague political ideology, it still represents a well-defined era in
the history of Nepali literature. Some of the most respected Nepali
poets, such as Madhavaprasad Ghimire, continue to perpetuate this style 

5 8of poetry, but more recent innovations are inevitably rendering the
school of "modern romanticism" obsolete. Some of the earliest
departures from this tradition of poetry were made in the mid-1950s by

59poets such as Gopalaprasad Rimal, Vi jay Malla and Mohan Koirala.
Although Rimal and Malla are no longer regarded as authentically "modern", 
their experiments in metre, their unusual choice of subjects and the 
references they made to contemporary issues and events made them fore
runners of later innovators of Nepali poetry. Such tendencies are 
very clear in Vi jay Malla's ChorTlai Manacitra Parhaunda, "Explaining 
a Map to My Daughter", which makes a plea for world peace.

Mohan Koirala is now one of the most respected modern Nepali poets.
His early poems were strongly influenced by the romanticism of his more 
elderly contemporaries, but he became more progressive later in the 1950's 
and is now one of the few poets with roots in the "old school" to be 
accepted by younger writers. His most famous poem is Sarangi, "The 
Violin", in which a description of a Nepalese minstrel (gaine) expresses 
Koirala's disenchantment with the broken promises of the 1950 "revolution".

gaine sahimlalal ahile j5ro j3ro bhaeko cha 
na ta usale sarangi retna payo tyasaile usako 
hata kathangrieko cha.

varipari usalal gall garne manisa bina ahile u 
61sunya cha....

58. Ghimire, born in Lamjung in 1919, is now a member of the Royal
Nepal Academy. His most popular poem is Gauri (1947), written to
express his grief after the death of his wife.

59. Rimal (b.1918) is a "revolutionary" poet from Kathmandu whose 
experiments in prose-poetry (gadya-kavita) made him one of the most 
influential writers of the 1950s. Malla (b.1925) is another
"revolutionary" poet whose poems, stories and plays are still popular
and influential.

60. Included in Churamani Bandhu (ed.): Sajha Kavita, Kathmandu, 1967,
p.151.

• Ibid., p.203.
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"Now brother minstrel is chilled to the bone 
Nor did he get the chance to play his violin,
And so his hands are numb.

Now without men around him to abuse him,
There is emptiness....

 u mala! sodhcha - yaham nico ra unco
jamlna kaham cha kodallko lagi nirvyajako hos - 
- pyasako lagi kholanala ra nadlharu 
mero mehanatako lagi eka gilasa pani
kaham chan tl 'sarve bhavantu sukhinah' bhanne magaja sadekaharu

6 2kaham chan tl 1satyameva jayate natrtam' bhanneharu.

"He asks me - Where is the high land, the low land, rent free 
for the hoe,
The rivers and streams for my thirst,
A glass of water for my labours,
Where are those rotten wise men who say "May all beings be happy" 
Where are the men who say "It is truth which triumphs, not 
falsehood?"

The young poets of the 1960s and 1970s had their poems published 
in the various literary periodicals of Kathmandu and Darjeeling, and 
notably in Pragati and Ruparekha. The latter journal was instrumental 
in establishing the new poetry and it was unusual both for its longevity 
and its progressive editorial policy. The literature published in 
these journals was described in the editorial statement of Pragati, 
vol.3, no.4;

"The realism of the contemporary age is expressed in many
different forms of poetry. The choice of subject has become
limitless and the classical distinction which was made between
"suitability" and "unsuitability" has gone. To tell the truth,

6 3nothing is inadmissable in modern poetry."

62, Ibid., p.206.
63. Quoted by Abhi Subedi in: Sirjana ra Mulyankan, Lalitpur, 1981,

p.129.
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These changes in the general philosophy of Nepali literature 
came early in the 1960s, and they were heralded by the influential 
Tesro Ayam movement. Tesro Ryam, "The Third Dimension", was a

64literary journal which was first published in Darjeeling m  May 1963.
It became the organ of a minor literary movement which had quite a
marked effect upon the Nepali literature of its decade, influencing
even such established figures as Mohan Koirala. Tesro Ayam was
edited and published by three young writers who shared a common
philosophy: Vairagi Kaimla, Isvaravallabh and Indra Rai. Their
contention was that Nepali literature was "flat" or "one-dimensional",
and that it should be "three-dimensional" in order to depict and

6 5explain all facets of human character and behaviour. Thus they
discarded most of the cliched allegories, metaphors, metres and
adjectives of the romantic school which had preceded them and they
urged Nepali writers to adopt a moral dimension of their own in their 

6 6compositions. They also stressed the need for a "fresh exploration"
of their language but, although their language certainly changed as a
result, it did not necessarily become more colloquial or accessible.
Many of their poetic allusions and allegories were so original that
their meanings were obscure, or else they were perversely abstract.
Thus the best of this Ayamell, "Dimensional" literature is genuinely
innovative, while other works have been described as "literary

6 7obscurantism at its worst". The undoubted novelty of this literary
experimentalism extended even to the titles of poems such as Meri Amale

6 8Atmahatya Gareko Desa, "The Land where my Mother Committed Suicide",
69or Band Kuhiroma Nanlko Paila, "A Child's Foot in the Closing Mist". 

Such titles were deliberately unorthodox, and sometimes they lacked any 
apparent meaning.

64. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.80.
65. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1970, p.251.
66. Abhi Subedi: "The Movements in Nepali Poetry of this Decade",

Flow, vol.l, no.2 (Kathmandu, 1970), p.67.
67. Ibid., p.67.
6 8 . Subedi, op.cit., 1981, p.140.
69. Ibid., p.165.
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The philosophy of "Third Dimensionalism" was expounded in Indra
70Rai's essays in Darjeeling journals, and Ayamell poems began to be

71published m  1961, when they first appeared m  Ruparekha. The
depth of the "literary divide" which then existed between Darjeeling
and Kathmandu meant that poets in Nepal regarded them as a purely local
development for several years, as they remained virtually unknown in
Kathmandu. Abhi Subedi claims the credit for having introduced the
Tesro Ayam poets to Kathmandu literary circles with an article in 

72Ruparekha in 1964, but Tanasarma makes the interesting observation
that many writers in Nepal were already making similar literary

73experiments. This was evident from the psychological elements of
novels such as "Gothale's" Pallo Gharako Jhyal, "The Window of the 
House Nextdoor" or stories such as Vi jay Malla's Kalo Casma, "Sunglasses". 
The significance of the Tesro Ayam movement was not that its supporters 
had followed the "modernistic" literary trends which were already 
influencing other Nepali writers, but that they had attempted to pro
pound a coherent philosophy of literary "modernism".

Tesro AyamelT poetry became quite popular in Nepal during the mid-
1960s, although many critics complained about its syntactic errors and

74obscurities. In general, the poetry was "cerebral" and expressed
disillusionment, although its tone was not wholly pessimistic. VairagI 
Kaimla, one of the three founders of Tesro Ayam, was perhaps the best 
writer of political satire in modern Nepali prose-poetry. His poems 
appeared in Tesro Ayam and Ruparekha between 1961 and 1976; the most 
famous of his works are Hat Bharne Manis, "The People Filling the Market
place" and Mateko Mancheko Bhasan: Madhyaratapachiko Sarakasita, "A
Drunkard's Sermon to the Street after Midnight". The following extracts

70. Subedi, op.cit., 1970, p.67.
71. Subedi, op.cit., 1981, p.139.
72. Abhi Subedi: "Adhunik Kavita ra DarjTlinka Kehl Tanner! Kaviharu",

Ruparekha, vol.39 (1964). This article is included in his Sirjana
ra Mulyankan (Kathmandu, 1981).

73. Tanasarma, op.cit., 1977, p.208.
74. Subedi, op.cit., 1978, p.82.
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are taken from the latter poem, which exhibits many of the distinctive 
features of AyamelT verse:

ajhai sutdachan gandeula jhaim gujultiera 
atma-parajita manisaharu 
dhartiko asvasthyakara gharaharuma 
ani, yati aberasamma?^

"Still they sleep, tangled together like earthworms:
The self-defeated men,
In the unhealthy houses of the earth 
And, do they sleep so late?"

Kaimla also makes quite overt criticisms of the prevailing social 
order:

matra kotaparvaka vijetaka 
matra sasana garne parivaraka 
prasasti ra vamsavalT lekhieka 
itihasako nanga panna jasta 
yl petlharulai
mutudekhi mastiskasamma cirine garera

7 6timlle cyatideu-phatideu

"They are inscribed with mere flattery, and the lineages
77Of the victors of the Kotparva massacre,

Of the ruling family,
Like the naked pages of history:
Split these pavements from head to heart 
Rend them and crack them!"

The poem ends on a note of optimism; the present may be gloomy, but
there is still hope for the future:

75. Royal Nepal Academy: Adhunik Nepali Kavita, Kathmandu, 1971,
p.306.

76. Ibid., p.308.
77. A reference to the coup of 1846, in which Jang Bahadur managed to 

eliminate most of his political rivals and establish the Rana 
regime.
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masita herideu - prathamapalta: 
ankhale bhyaunjelasamma 
ham! hamro caraitira 
vijayako nimti yuddhabhumi au -

78jindaglko nimti ujyalai ujyalo matra dekhdachaum.

"Look with me for the first time - 
As far as the eyes can see, in every direction,
We see a battleground for victory
And nothing but a radiant light for life I"

Kaimla1s Hat Bharne Manis is equally satirical and its final verse is 
clearly imitative of T.S.Eliot; its last line is repeated three times:

79upha! mrtyu, aja bajarabata khali hat gayo 

"Oh, Death, went empty-handed from the market today."

Isvaravallabh's poems were slightly more orthodox than Kaimla1s,
and they sometimes resemble the later poems of Mohan Koirala. Unlike
Kaimla, who seems to have 'retired' from the literary world, Isvaravallabh
still writes poems which are among the most popular of modern Nepali
literature. He adopts a tone which is more emotional and less
intellectual than Kaimla's, and writes in a language "tinged with

8 0expatriation and nostalgia". The following extract from one of
Isvaravallabh's more recent poems, Avaj Kaham Cha?, "Where is the Voice?", 
attests to his humanistic opposition to traditions and beliefs which he 
regards as outmoded superstitions:

kehl bhanna nahune kalabhairavalal, hanuman dhokanira 
hamlle ta bhanyaum - tarn pani hind, kina baschas dhungama, 
u hindena, 
usalaT bhaya cha,
u paglincha manisako bato hindepachi, 
manisa ra usasita yatro prthakata

78. Royal Nepal Academy, op.cit., 1971, p.310.
79. Ibid., p.325.
80. Subedi, op.cit., 1970, p.67.
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u ra haml yati pharka, u bhairava ham! manisa,
tl bahadura manisaharu,
dhunga bhairavasita harecha,
tl anekaum bhasa bolne manisa,
tantrik dhungasita harecha - ajako itihasa.
ao, dhungaharu pagla, baga, tarala ban,

81yo manisako jagat ho.

"To the dumb Kal Bhairava, near the Hanuman Gate 
We said - Get up and walk, why do you sit on a rock?
He didn't walk,
He is afraid,
He'd melt if he walked the road of Man,
We and he are utterly separate,
Utterly different: he is a Bhairava, we are men,
Such valorous men,
To be defeated by a stone Bhairava,
Men speaking multifarious languages
Are defeated by a tantric rock - today's history.
Come, you rocks, melt and run and soften,
This is the world of Man."

Although the poets of Nepal were more strongly influenced by
8 2Mohan Koirala than their counterparts in Darjeeling, the elements of 

psychological analysis, sexuality and disillusionment which were central 
to the Tesro Ayam movement seem to have become a permanent feature of 
modern Nepali poetry. If anything, contemporary "modernist" poets are 
more pessimistic than their predecessors of the early 1960s. Much of 
this can be attributed to a greater familiarity with modern western 
literature: the surviving poets of the "modern romantic" school usually
cite Wordsworth, Tennyson, Shakespeare, Tolstoy etc. as the foreign

81. Published in Madhupark Kavita (vol.14, nos.6/7; Oct.-Dec. 1981), 
pp.34-36.

82. Yugeshwar P. Verma: "Contemporary Nepali Poetry" (unpublished
paper, Kathmandu, 1981), p.3.
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writers they most admire, but "modernist" writers find more in
8 3common with T.S.Eliot, Sartre or Kafka. Nepali poetry is no

longer the exclusive preserve of the high-caste male with an abundance
of leisure time; the new poets, men and women, are graduates of the
colleges and university of Nepal. Their familiarity with the
philosophies of Marxism and existentialism has not made them mere
mimics of foreign genres. Rather, their acquaintance with the western
idiom has provided them with a basis for their innovations: Abhi
Subedi notes that the pessimism of Eliot's Wasteland is "of a different

84order" to the disillusionment of the young Nepalese intellectual.

Nepali poetry is read at least as much for entertainment as for 
political enlightenment, and so the most successful and memorable 
satires are those which are both humorous and perceptive. Although 
Kaimla was probably the most well-known satirical poet of the 1960s 
and 1970s, the intellectually "highbrow" tone of his poems made them 
less accessible to the ordinary reader than those of other poets. The 
most widely-read satirical poet of the period was a Thakali called Bhupi
Sercan. Sercan's early poems were mostly whimsical love-lyrics such

—  85as puj Seta Kalila Hatkelako Pareva: Timro Namaste, "A Dove of Two
Delicate White Hands: Your Salutation", but later he turned to
political and social satire. His humour is grim and pessimistic:

pheri ekacoti
sangi-sathlharuko sue! banaunucha 
pheri ekacoti
bhayanaka bamaharu bokera, uriraheka havaijahaja 
ra roketaharu munibasera 
lekhnucha priyajanaharuko namama

8 6saphalata, santi, ra dlrghayuko subhakamana patra!

83. Subedi, op.cit., 1970, p.6 6 .
84. Ibid., p.70.
85. Included in Royal Nepal Academy (op.cit., 1971), p.296.
8 6 . Bhupi 3ercan: Nayam Varsa, "New Year", in Bandhu (ed.),

op.cit., 1967, p.276.
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"Once more, I have to draw up a list of my friends,
Once more, sitting beneath rockets and aeroplanes carrying 
horrific bombs,
I have to write my dear ones letters 
Wishing them success, peace and long life."

Sercan1s potent image of Ghumne Mecamathi Andho Manche, "A Blind
Man on a Revolving Chair" epitomises his anger at "authoritarianism,

8 7narrow-mindedness and vanity" and is perhaps his best-known poem:

ciyako kitallbata euta surya udauncha,
sadhaim raksiko ritto gilasama euta surya astauncha,
ghumirahekai cha ma baseko prthvi-purvavat
phagata ma aparicita chu
variparika parivartanaharudekhi,
drsyaharudekhi,
ramailodekhi,
pradarsanlko ghumne mecamathi

8 8karale baseko andho jastai.

"The sun always rises like this from the tea-kettle,
Always sets like this in an empty wineglass,
The earth I inhabit revolves as ever,
I alone am unaware of the changes around me,
Unaware of its scenes and pleasures,
Like a blind man at an exhibition,
Obliged to sit in a revolving chair."

Other poets contrive new allegories from the paraphernalia of 
everyday life to express their discontent: the use of English vocabulary
in Haribhakta Katuval's poem below is perhaps as sarcastic as the message 
of the poem itself:

87. Verma, op.cit., 1980, p.4.
8 8 . Royal Nepal Academy, op.cit., 1971, p.295.
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ghari-ghari hava bharirahanuparne 
'pankcar' bhaeko -
'baisikal' ko 1tyub' jasto yo jlvana

89kati tithalagdo cha

"This life is like a punctured bicycle-tube 
Which has to be re-inflated regularly:
How pathetic it is!"

It would be difficult to imagine anything more different from
the classical beauty of Lekhnath's lyrics or the sentimental outpourings
of Devkota. Modernist poets no longer celebrate the beauty of life,
but complain of its aimlessness. Abhi Subedi notes that modernity for

90the poet is "both a cult and an attitude"; in political terms, this 
attitude derides much of the history of Nepal, adopting a pacifist 
stance towards world events:

najanmos tl salikaharubata aba pheri arko jangabahadura
purideu cihanama vigata itihasaka kala aksaraharu
natra dohorinechan vigata itihasama jhaim hamro itihasama

91uhi ghatana ra patraharu

"May another Jang Bahadur never be reborn from those statues:
Fill the cemetery with the black letters of past history,
Lest the incidents and characters of bygone times 
Recur in our history.'*

One of the most welcome features of these new developments has been 
the emergence of several notable poetesses, such as Parijat, Kundan 
Sarma, Vanlra Girl and Prema Shah. They use many unusual images in 
their poetry, and Vanlra Girl is perhaps even more pessimistic than her 
male counterparts:

89. Quoted by Subedi (op.cit., 1981), p.118.
90. Subedi, op.cit., 1970, p.65.
91. Upendra Srestha: TimI Ghaintobhariko Gham, "You're A Jar of

Sunshine", quoted in Subedi, op.cit., 1981, p.120.
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sarapa lagcha malai 
yo garbhasaya ra phulaharuko 
jo kama-lagna na paera 
phalieka chan puteka kasaundi jhaim 
jo kama-lagna napaera

92sukeko chan rasabinaka dakh jhaim

"I am cursed by 
This womb, these flowers 
Like a broken pot, thrown away useless,
Like a grape without juice, dried up, inedible."

The following verse, from a poem by Prema Shah, seems to 
ridicule the romantic poetry which had always been written by men:

jadoka tl ratabhara 
timxlal
yo othaka nyano avaranama
gutmutyaera
maile timro kanama
pranayaka kati gita bharisakeko chu 
aba ta
priya! timx 
resturahko tebilamathi 
tlna ghantadekhi 
cisieko eka kap 
ciya matra hau.^^

"All through these winter nights 
Bundling you up in the warm protection of these my lips,
I have filled your ears 
With many songs of love.

92. Vanlra GirT: Euta Euta Jiundo Jang Bahadur, Kathmandu, 1974,
p.59.

93. Prema Shah: Premikalai Pratyuttara, "Retort to a Lover", quoted
in Subedi, op.cit., 1981, pp.149-150.
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But now my darling,
You are only a cup of tea,
Gone cold for three hours 
On a restaurant table.1'

Several attempts were made in the 1960s to establish a literary
movement which would succeed the Tesro Ayam: each involved a few
young poets, centred on a literary periodical in which their works
were published. None of them lasted very long, or wielded any great
influence; although the poets centred on Ruparekha were the most
enduring, they cannot be said to have represented any particular
"movement". The only exception was the Sarak Kavita Kranti, "Street
Poetry Revolution", which involved large numbers of young intellectuals
in the late 1970s, during the period of political freedom which
preceded the Referendum of 1980. These poets were politically motivated,
hoping to convince the populace that a "Multi-Party" system should
replace the Panchayat democracy which had recently been challenged.
Poets recited their works in the streets of Kathmandu throughout the
summer of 1979 and their poetry was published in several short-lived
journals such as Svatantrata, "Freedom" and Nepal Amako Pukar, "The

94Cry of Mother Nepal". Much of the poetry was essentially banal and
propagandist and its language was consequentially extremely simplistic.
Verma notes that even those who had been "responsible for pedantry in

95the past" now insisted on simplification. The Sarak Kavita Kranti
ended with the announcement of the results of the Referendum in 1981,

96which vindicated the existing system of government. Although this
phenomenon had been primarily political, it was notable for its use of 
Nepali poetry in an attempt to achieve its ends, and for the efforts 
that were made to simplify the language of the poetry in order to make 
it more accessible to the audience.

94. This information is the result of personal observations made 
during a visit to Kathmandu in August-September, 1979.

95. Verma, op.cit., 1980, p.9.
96. Rishikesh Shaha: Essays in the Practice of Government in Nepal,

Delhi, 1982. This study contains an account of the referendum 
of 1981.
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The final chapter of this study has summarised the development of 
Nepali literature over the last few decades. The features of the 
literature dicussed in this chapter are by no means common to the writings 
of every modern Nepali poet or author, but they are significant as they 
seem to represent a conscious reaction to the conventions of romanticism 
and social realism which had been established during the 1940's. The 
overtly "modernist" nature of much of the poetry of this later period, 
with its attendant intellectualism and frequent obscurity has meant that 
the popularity of "conventional" Nepali verse remains virtually unchallenged. 
This is quite evident from the fact that Sajha Prakasan's best-selling 
books of 1983 were Devkota's Muna-Madan (7432 copies), Madhavaprasad

97Ghimire's Gauri (1572 copies) and the Ramayana of Bhanubhakta (1448 copies). 
Yet these new developments in poetry, which is still the predominant genre 
of Nepali literature, indicate that innovation and experimentation are 
likely to continue in the increasingly rich literature of the national 
language of Nepal.

97. Rising Nepal, 17th January, 1984.
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Conclusion

This study has documented the linguistic diversity of Nepal, 
analysed the emergence of Nepali, the national language, and described 
the development of its literature.

The first part of the study described the great variety of languages 
currently spoken in the eastern Himalaya. This adequately demonstrated 
the need for a link-language which could be adopted by the varied ethnic 
and linguistic communities of Nepal. This diversity made a comprehensive 
account of the history and current status of every Nepalese language 
impracticable, but certain languages were felt to merit a more detailed 
examination than the others, since they possess a large number of speakers 
or an important literary tradition. Thus the examples of Maithili, the 
second most widely spoken Indo-Aryan language of Nepal, and Newari, the 
only Tibeto-Burman language of the country to have produced a significant 
literature, were discussed in some detail. Certain generalisations 
were also made regarding the "minority" languages in terms of the extent 
to which their speakers have acquired bilingualism with Nepali, and the 
influence which Nepali has had upon them.

Although just over a half of the population of Nepal now speaks 
Nepali as its mother-tongue, familiarity with the national language is 
still at a fairly low level in the densely-populated Tarai and the more 
remote regions of northern and eastern Nepal. The greatest concentration 
of mother-tongue Nepali-speakers is found in western Nepal, where the 
language is generally believed to have had its origins, but bilingualism 
is also becoming widespread among speakers of Tibeto-Burman languages 
in the central districts of the country. As a result of rapid expansion 
through the Nepalese hills, Nepali is gaining ground among the Indo- 
European speaking population of the south and the Tibeto-Burman speaking 
peoples of the east and north. It is evident that this trend will 
continue; in the hills, Nepali will displace Tibeto-Burman mother-tongues 
to an ever-increasing extent, and will also influence the character of such
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languages, which are already adopting a great deal of its vocabulary.

The need for a detailed documentation of the languages of Nepal is 
becoming urgent, for the more "minor" languages will inevitably lose their 
mother-tongue speakers as the process of linguistic unification continues. 
The Government of Nepal cannot be expected to encourage the development 
of such a plethora of minority languages for administrative or educational 
purposes. The consolidation of the status of Nepali is certainly vital 
for national integration, without which economic development cannot 
proceed. Very few studies of the more obscure Nepalese languages have 
appeared since the Summer Institute of Linguistics published its glossaries 
and grammatical and phonemic summaries in the early 1970's. However, a 
Linguistic Survey of Nepal has been conducted in recent years by the 
Centre of Nepal and Asian Studies in conjunction with the Nepal Research 
Centre, and its results should soon be published. Perhaps this project 
will redress the imbalance of Nepalese linguistic research, which tends 
to concentrate on Nepali or its dialects, or on assessments of bilingualism 
with Nepali among people who speak other languages.

The dominance of Nepali over the other languages of Nepal was already 
well-established when the Government invested it with an important role in 
its schemes for national integration. The second part of this study 
began with a description of the current status of Nepali in Nepal and 
northern India, and illustrated its dominance with statistics from the 
relevant censuses. It is clear that Nepali, originally an unstandardised 
regional lingua franca, has now become the main language of administration, 
education and literature in Nepal. Government policy has had a profound 
effect upon both the character and status of the Nepali language, and 
the second part of this study continued to describe this transformation.
The processes of cultural and linguistic "Nepalisation" which had their 
origins before the political unification of the country in the late 18th 
century were enhanced considerably by the development of a growing 
linguistic nationalism among educated Nepali-speakers about one hundred 
years ago, and moreover by the publication of the first Nepali books and 
journals. Once the Nepali language had entered the printed page, its 
unstandardised nature became as painfully obvious to Nepali writers as its
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dearth of actual literature. Thus great efforts were made during the 
first few decades of this century to reform and "unify" Nepali grammar 
and spelling, and to achieve a consensus among Nepali writers regarding 
the form of literary Nepali which was most acceptable. This study 
identified the factors which led to Nepali acquiring its modern status of 
a national language, and described the efforts which have been made by 
Nepali scholars to render their language adequate to perform the functions 
which are prescribed for it.

In order to assess the success of their efforts, the role of Nepali 
as the medium of national education was described in some detail. Despite 
the persistence of some important problems in areas where Nepali is still 
a minority language, it is clear that the language is now established as 
the medium of instruction in most Nepalese schools. In tertiary 
education, however, achievement of the official objective of an all-Nepali 
medium of instruction continues to be hampered by the dominant status of 
English as the international language of science and technology. The 
obscurity of much of the newly-coined technical vocabulary and the shortage 
of Nepali textbooks are additional problems. Nepalese educationalists 
have been obliged to review their policy of "Nepalisation" in tertiary 
education, and it seems likely that some significant changes will be made.

The third and most lengthy part of the study described the growth 
of Nepali literature. This growth has occurred as a consequence of the 
official status accorded to Nepali, its subsequent grammatical and 
orthographic standardisation and the enrichment of its lexicon. Yet 
literary development in Nepali has been largely a phenomenon of the present 
century; most of the early inscriptions and texts mentioned in this study 
have been sought out and published over the past thirty years. The 
history of "modern" Nepali literature is now traced back at least as far 
as Bhanubhakta TLcarya, who is hailed by present-day critics and historians 
as its "Founder Poet". It does seem reasonable to assume, however, that 
very few early Nepali texts were known in Nepal until the late 19th century, 
when they were first brought to light by enthusiasts such as Motlram Bhatta. 
The 14th and 15th century inscriptions of western Nepal and the medicinal,
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devotional and panegyric texts of the 16th to 19th centuries are, however, 
of great value for the study of Nepali literature, and their importance
has been acknowledged in these pages.

The language of the early inscriptions which we have considered 
certainly resembles Nepali, but the precise nature of its relationship to 
the modern form of the language has not been established with any finality. 
There is a great need for further research into the linguistic development 
and dialect divergence which occurred in western Nepal during the medieval 
period, and additional material must be unearthed and analysed before 
any definite conclusions can be made. This study has described some of 
the better-known inscriptions of the period and has made some tentative 
suggestions concerning their relationship to modern Nepali.

The development of a literary form of Nepali is more clearly 
discernible in the devotional and panegyric poems which were written during
the 17th, 18th and early 19th centuries. Again, there is a paucity of
material but great credit must be given to scholars such as Ishwar Baral, 
Balakrsna Pokharel, Dayaram Sambhava and the late Baburam Acarya for their 
painstaking work in producing annotated editions of most of the available 
texts. The writings of Prthvlnarayan Shah and the Stutipadya of 
Yadunath Pokharyal are of particular interest because of the light they shed 
on the political conditions in the Nepal of their times. The fortunes 
of the rulers of Nepal seem to have been particularly influential on Nepali 
verse during this embryonic period of Nepali literature. The military 
defeat suffered by the Nepalese at the hands of the British in the early 19th 
century appears to have prompted poets to abandon their composition of 
panegyric poetry in favour of a devotional variety of religious verse.
This would seem to indicate that some kind of patronage was extended to 
poets by the rulers of Nepal at the time but so far little evidence to 
support this idea has come to light.

The discussion of the development of literary Nepali during this 
period has been illustrated with extracts from some of the more interesting 
texts. In general, they bear a strong resemblance to early Hindi verse,
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for Nepali poets had not begun to compose poetry in a style which 
could be said to be especially distinct from that of other north Indian 
languages. As we have noted, the first poet to be accorded the 
distinction of having founded an authentically "Nepalese" genre of Nepali 
verse was Bhanubhakta Acarya, whose Ramayana was by far the most important 
literary work in Nepali to be written in the 19th century. The fundamental 
role which was played by Bhanubhakta in the development of Nepali literature 
was described in detail. The discussion then went on to describe the 
contribution made by MotTram Bhatta, the poet who immortalised 
Bhanubhakta towards the end of the 19th century by publishing the Ramayana 
and a biography of its author. Motlram and Bhanubhakta have now become 
virtually inseparable in the minds of Nepali literary historians, who 
regard them as the two "founding fathers" of Nepali literature. It is 
indeed difficult to disentangle historical fact from legend in the accounts 
one reads of the life of Bhanubhakta. The role played by Motlram Bhatta 
in the establishment of the "Founder Poet's" hallowed reputation may be 
far greater than is usually supposed.

Bhatta was certainly more concerned with the development and 
modernisation of Nepali literature than his renowned predecessor and he 
played an important part in the introduction of printing. The early 
stages of the development of a Nepali publishing industry formed the 
subject of further discussion. Between 1910 and 1940, several Nepali 
literary journals played a prominent role in the standardisation of the 
written language and the promotion and development of its increasingly 
sophisticated literature. The greatest progress during the early part 
of this period was made in Indian centres of Nepali publishing such as 
Banaras and Darjeeling. This was due to the censorious attitude taken 
by the Rana government of Nepal. Later, influential Nepalese journals 
such as garada took the lead and became the forum for the publication of 
some of the classics of Nepali literature. This was the "formative" 
period of modern Nepali literature, during which the works of the more 
progressive poets and authors first began to appear in print, and the 
most successful efforts were made to standardise the literary language.
These developments have been described in the context of the severe
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restrictions imposed by the Rana government on the freedom of writers, 
and the increasingly tense political atmosphere that eventually led to
the overthrow of the regime in 1950.

After about 1920, the number of Nepali writers with published works 
to their credit increased rapidly. This study has singled out three of 
the most influential literary figures of the period and described their 
lives and work in detail. It was felt that detailed analyses of the 
careers of specific writers would lend depth to this description of 20th- 
century Nepali literature, and that this treatment of the subject was to 
be preferred to a mere summary of every important title and author of the 
period. The selection of these three writers was by no means a difficult 
task; Lekhnath Paudyal, Balakrsna Sama and Laksmlprasad Devkota were 
indisputably the most outstanding and influential figures in the Nepali 
literature of their time.

Lekhnath Paudyal is still regarded as the "Poet Laureate" of Nepali
literature. His formal and carefully-crafted poems still exert an
enormous amount of influence on the small number of poets who perpetuate 
the tradition of "classical" Nepali poetry which he initiated. He is 
often regarded as "old-fashioned" by more progressive writers, who dislike 
the overly ornamental style of his language and his outmoded philosophies. 
Although Lekhnath's compositions are probably read less frequently 
nowadays, his contribution to the development of Nepali poetry is very 
important, and epic works such as his Taruna Tapasi are undoubtedly worthy 
of being numbered among the classics of Nepali literature. Most of his 
more famous poems are included in the two volumes entitled Lalitya which 
were published in 1967-8, but it is regrettable that many other 
compositions never re-appeared after their initial publication in journals 
which are now unavailable. The publication of a volume of his "collected 
works" is long over due.

The outstanding Nepali playwright, poet and artist, Balakrsna Sama, 
was an unusually rebellious member of the ruling elite of Nepal whose 
intellectualism and staunch nationalism dominated Nepali literature for 
decades. His plays are still the undisputed classics of Nepali drama, 
partly because after him the development of that particular genre faltered
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in the face of competition from the Hindi cinema; this is a modern 
phenomenon which Sama himself had predicted. Since Sama's death in 
1981, Nepali scholars have reappraised his contribution to Nepali 
literature and a welcome result of this was the recent publication of a 
comprehensive volume of his shorter poems, many of which had never been 
published before. This new volume will probably enhance Sama1s 
reputation as a poet, which had always been eclipsed by his talent as a 
dramatist.

The third poet upon whom attention was focussed in this study was 
Laksmiprasad Devkota, the Nepali mahakavi and the only Nepalese poet to 
have acquired any kind of reputation outside Nepal. A great deal has 
been written about Devkota by Nepali scholars, who extol his wide range 
of talents and prolific creativity and analyse the facets of his romantic 
and humanistic philosophy. Devkota was also the only Nepali poet to be 
made the subject of a serious literary study by a scholar from the West. 
David Rubin's Nepali Visions, Nepali Dreams could be said to represent the 
beginning of western academic interest in Nepali literature and, as its 
author freely admits, it leaves a great deal of ground uncovered. Of 
particular interest are Devkota's epic poems, such as Sakuntala, Sulocana 
and Pramithas, which have not been translated into any other language. 
Unfortunately, much of Devkota's work is flawed by his reluctance to 
edit or revise his poems and by the highly unusual and frequently obscure 
nature of his allegories. Yet many of his compositions represent the 
greatest achievements of the "romantic" school of Nepali poetry which 
became popular during the 1940's, and the publication of an annotated 
and edited volume of Devkota's poems would be most valuable.

By the mid-1950's, a substantial body of literature existed in the 
Nepali language. Romanticism was becoming less popular in poetry, which 
began to adopt vaguely political themes of humanism and egalitarianism, 
but continued to use the cliches of the earlier style. The language of 
this poetry did become more colloquial, however, and younger poets became 
less deferential to the conventions of metre which had governed the verse 
of predecessors such as Lekhnath. Nepali prose-literature had really 
only begun some fifty years previously, but had already become quite
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sophisticated. "Social realism" became the hallmark of quality in 
Nepali fiction during this period. The final chapter of this study 
summarised the development of Nepali fiction, and went on to describe 
the important departures from the norms of mid-20th century literature 
which were made by the new Nepali writers of the past three decades.
Recent Nepali literature has begun to reflect a conflict between 
tradition and modernity among the educated urban class which has emerged 
since the late 1950's. Modern Nepali writers are more familiar with 
foreign literatures and philosophies than their predecessors were and the 
prevailing tone of their poems, novels and stories is one of alienation 
and cynicism.

Nepali is now the established national language of Nepal, and its 
literature is, to all intents and purposes, the national literature of 
the country. Poets such as Bhanubhakta, Motlram Bhatta, Lekhnath 
Paudyal and Laksmlprasad Devkota are now considered to be important figures 
in Nepalese history, and their works are taught and studied in schools and 
colleges throughout the kingdom. Nepali literary criticism has also 
become increasingly sophisticated since the 1950's; the literary research 
conducted in Nepalese academic institutions is almost wholly concerned 
with the history of Nepali literature. This literature now possesses 
its own traditions and well-documented history, which have enabled it to 
develop an integrity equal to that of other north Indian literatures.
It is undoubtedly an important field of study for students of South Asian 
literature and history as it is a major element of the unified cultural 
identity which is gradually being assumed by modern Nepal.
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